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Preface 

This volume contains the proceedings of the Seventh Mediterranean Ad Hoc 
Networking Workshop (Med-Hoc-Net'2008), celebrated in Palma de Mallorca (llles 
Balears, Spain) during June 25-27, 2008. This IFIP TC6 Workshop was organized by 
the Universitat de les Illes Balears in cooperation with the Asociaci6n de Tdcnicos de 
lnform~tica and sponsored by the following Working Groups: WG6.3 (Performance 
of Computer Networks) and WG6.8 (Mobile and Wireless Communications). 

The rapid evolution of the networking industry introduces new exciting challenges 
that need to be explored by the research community. Aside the adoption of Internet as 
the global network infrastructure these last years have shown the growing of a set of 
new network architectures without a rigid and known a priori architecture using 
wireless techniques, like sensor and ad-hoc networks. These new types of networks 
are opening the possibility to create a large number of new applications ranging from 
domestic to nature surveying. 

These new networks are generating new technical challenges like the capability of 
auto-reconfiguration in order to give the network an optimal configuration, the energy 
saving need when the nodes have not a source of energy other than a small battery, 
new protocols to access the network and to convey the information across the network 
when its structure is not completely known or should be discovered, new paradigms 
for keeping the needed information security and privacy in a quite uncontrolled 
environment, and others. 

According to these trends, the intention of the conference was to provide a forum 
for the exchange of ideas and findings in a wide range of areas related to the above 
mentioned topics that were covered by the presentation of the papers accepted by the 
Programme Committee. The main program covered two days and included six 
sequential sessions. Also, the programme was enriched by a keynote speech offered 
by the prestigious and world-renowned researcher in the networking field that is Ian 
F. Akyildiz form the Georgia Institute of Technology (USA). Aside the paper 
presentation part, the workshop offered two tutorial given by: Guy Pujolle from the 
University of Paris 6 (France), on The Wi-xx family versus 4G generation and by 
Mario Gerla form the University of California at Los Angeles (USA) on Mobile P2P 
networks with applications to vehicles and health-nets. 

June 2008 
Pedro Cuenca 

Carlos Guerrero 
Ramon Puigjaner 

Bartomeu Serra 
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Abstract. This work aims the implementation and analysis of an environment 
formed by WiMAX and MetroEthernet networks. WiMAX offers unwired 
broadband access with high capacity of data transmission for dispersed areas. 
This network allows the interconnection of MetroEthernet networks with 
connection up to 10Gbps. The study herein presented deals with a proposal of 
an end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS suitable not only for voice and video 
traffics but also for data traffic). Until the elaboration of this work, as far as we 
know, there is not a theoretical and practical study of the characteristics of real 
time traffic in WiMAX interconnecting MetroEthernet networks. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Brazil is witnessing a radical change for network connections in metropolitan 
environment for public and research agencies. Twenty seven metropolitans networks 
will be created, one for each capital, where public and research organisms will divide 
modern optical infrastructure of  high transmission capacity. 

Although not being widely used in the market, the IEEE 802.16 network standard 
came to revolutionize the industry of  wireless broadband access. It will offer ample 
transmission coverage for agricultural and metropolitans areas, with or without line of  
site. Such standard, known as WiMAX (Worldwide lnteroperability Microwave 
Access), is defined by the IEEE group that deals with broadband access in dispersed 
areas. Although WiMAX does not create a new market, it should allow financial costs 
reduction and increase wireless communication usability. WiMAX sufficiently 
surpasses IEEE 802.11 limitations, such as bandwidth provision with the use of  strong 
cryptography for data transmission. 

Please use thejollowingJbrmat when citing this chapter: 

Durra, 1,. R., Nze, G. A., Barenco Abbas, C. J., Bon, C., Gomes, L., 2008, in IFIP International Federation for 

Information Processing, Volume 265, Advances in Ad IIoc Networking, cds. Cucnca, P., Gucrrcro C., Puigjancr, R., 
Sen'a, B., (Boston: Springer), pp. I - 12. 
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With this scenario and the increasing demand for bandwidth to send and receive 
data, video, voice and television signal, an infrastructure with end-to-end Quality of 
Service (QoS) mapping is being proposed. 

As the present scenery is to be heterogeneous at link layer, the implementation of 
an end-to-end QoS mapping is of great importance between both topologies. If one 
wants to guarantee a good end-to-end service, any kind of delay, delay variation 
(jitter) and data loss rate should obey strong QoS recommendation and 
implementation. 

The topology herein presented includes link and network layer solutions, for 
effective end-to-end QoS guaranties, using IEEE 802. lp standard for frame priority in 
MetroEthernet and WiMAX QoS metrics for packet priority respectively. The overall 
end-to-end QoS would then be provided by the integration of WiMAX and 
MetroEthernet. 

In this work we propose the implementation of QoS in MetroEthernet and 
WiMAX, based on measurements taken in laboratory and, suggested as a guide for 
future heterogeneous network implementations. 

2 D i f f s e r v  

DiffServ is the abbreviation of Differentiated Services and is a technology that is 
scalable as to prevent the maintenance of flow state information inside the network. 

At layer 3, inside and between networks, all flows having QoS guarantees are 
treated differently from other flows inside. A D S  (Differentiated Services) field is 
present in the IP header protocol for a QoS metrics previously added by a border 
network node. 

One of DiffServ's main functions is related to its behavior in analyzing a flow hop 
by hop (per-hop behaviors - PHB) inside a network. This behavior is the description 
of the treatment that is given to flows accordingly to their value mapped in the field 
DS (Differentiated Services). 

PHB groups are implemented in each network node and are based essentially in 
scheduling and queuing management mechanisms. 

The DiffServ model redefined the TOS (Type of Service) octet in the IPv4 header 
as DS octet. It contains two fields: the DSCP (Differentiated Services Code Point), 
with 6 bits, used in the determination of the PHB and two CU (Currently Unused) bits 
reserved for future use. Both fields must be ignored for the purpose of PHB election. 
Figure 1 shows what has been described previously. 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

DSCP CU 

Fig. 1. DS byte structure in IP header. 

DiffServ defines two PHB groups: Assured Forwarding [4, 12, 14] and Expedited 
Forwarding [4, 12, 14]. 
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�9 P H B - A F  
- The AF group aims to supply distinct traffic class with varying levels of loss 

probability. For such, it praises the existence of four distinct AF classes, each 
one with proper resources attributed and treated independently. Inside each 
class there are three levels of loss precedence that correspond to a greater or 
minor loss probability inside the class queue. 

�9 P H B -  EF 
- The EF group is defined as a unique class with express forwarding. The EF 

PHB must be implemented when there is a necessity to transmit a traffic 
profile with low loss, low delay, little variation in the delay (low jitter) and 
guaranteed bandwidth. The EF PHB is used to identify and direct multimedia 
application traffic such as real time voice and video. 

3 8 0 2 . 1 p  

To guarantee the transmission of information with good characteristics related to 
delay and its variation, as well as data loss rate, the 802.1p protocol can assist all type 
of traffic with QoS requirements. 

The 802.1p specification introduces new mechanisms for traffic priority in IEEE 
802 networks to support critical traffic and dynamic multicast filtering. Traffic 
volume limitation is implemented in LAN (Local Area Network) switches using these 
mechanisms. Although they both are interesting in performance, the 802. lp priorities 
mechanism has a direct impact in IEEE 802 quality of service networks [16]. 

In IEEE 802.3 (Ethernet standard), there is no existence of a priority header field 
for traffic priority mapping. So for Ethernet networks, IEEE 802.1 q should be used to 
support the VLAN identification. The 802.1q should include a field of three bits for 
assigned user priority, as for future traffic aggregation requiring QoS mechanisms. 

The 802. lp priorities mechanism is implemented at link layer. To make use of this 
mechanism, switches must have the capacity of mapping the traffic to different 
classes. This protocol defines eight priorities values, leaving to the network 
administrator the task to attribute values to the different types of traffic flows in the 
network. 

Priority 7 mapping is the highest value raised and must carry critical traffic to the 
network, such as route update. Priorities 5 and 6 are indicated for applications 
sensible to the delay, such as voice and video. In turn, class 4 and 1 can carry from 
controlled load to low priority traffic. 

Class 0 specifications are similar to best effort for packets with no special priority. 
Equipments do not have to implement eight different types of queuing disciplines on 
each port for the system to work properly [14, 15]. 

In Table 1, the recommended mapping is demonstrated for priority values that 
should apply for user applications and the queue it should hold to. This 
recommendation must be in agreement with the number of queues available in the 
equipment. 
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Although there is a mechanism of traffic differentiation capable of rearranging 
packets and guaranteeing a high priority delivery for critical applications, the 802.1p 
by itself cannot give any guarantee of how much latency has been introduce. The 
802.1p becomes inadequate for applications that need rigid guarantees of such 
parameter. However, if used jointly with other QoS mechanisms, for example those 
implemented at network layer, the 802.1p can be vital in the integration of traffic 
differentiation in the same network [17]. 

Table I. Mapping between the priority 
value and wait queue for different numbers of wait queue. 

User Priority 

Available number of Classes of Traffic 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 
0 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 
0 1 1 2 3 4 4 5 
0 1 2 3 4 5 5 6 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

4 W i M A X  Q u a l i t y  O f  S e r v i c e  

To define the priority of MAC SDUs (Medium Access Control Service Data Unit) 
through the existing connections, each connection (defined as CID - Connection ID) 
is mapped in a daily pre-define class of scheduling. Each class has a set of parameters 
that quantifies QoS prerequisites. These parameters are managed through the 
management messages type DAS (Dynamic Service Addition) and DSC (Dynamic 
Service Change). Four classes of services are presented for QoS metrics implantation 
in WiMAX [3, 18 and 19]: 

�9 Unsolicited Grant Service (UGS) - designated for real time traffic with constant 
rate flow, such as emulations circuits and ATM CBR. 

�9 Real Time Polling Service (rtPS) - designated for real time traffic with variable 
rate flow rate (variable packet size), such as MPEG video. 

�9 Non-Real-time Polling Service (nrtPS) - designated for stored traffic requiring 
low delay with variable flow rate (variable packet size), such as stored MPEG 
video. 

�9 Best Effort (BE) - designated for variable traffic rate (variable packet size), such 
as TCP/IP. 
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5 Q o S  M a p p i n g  

From the techniques herein presented, the most significant scheduling mechanism 
defined for the IEEE 802.16 standard, was defined by Hawa [1 and 2]. His work 
presented a random analysis of scheduling mechanism based on the Fair Queuing 
technique with QoS support. 

Another possibility in applying Quality of Service to IEEE 802.16 is using 
DiffServ. In networks implementing DiffServ, the admission control is based on 
Bandwidth Brokers (BBS) and Service Level Agreement (SLA) mechanisms. This 
solution does not fix the control flow congestion problem, where all flows having the 
same classification can be degraded. Admission Control solutions could be used to fix 
this problem. 

The solution proposed by LCT - UC (Laboratory of Communications and 
Telemetric of the University of Coimbra) uses a metric to calculate an index of 
congestion of the network element to verify if it can admit a new flow [4, 5, 6, 7 and 
8]. 

There are some techniques of probing the network using Packet Probing [9, 10 and 
11 ] but they do not have applicability to a generic architecture of Quality of Service. 
Such conclusion elapses from the fact that they only can be applied on an IEEE 
802.16 network, or either, they only deal with the possibilities to provide QoS in an 
IEEE 802.16 network. 

~ ~ � 9  " ~~ ~ ~ i : % -  :.~~':~ Y, i~ ~ " 

Fig. 2. Architecture of MetroEthernet- WiMAX networks. 

These problems led us to consider a generic architecture of QoS, based on 
DiffServ, IEEE 802.1p and 802.16 standards, where MetroEthernet networks are 
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connected through WiMAX wirelessly as shown in Figure 2, to extend the 
Metropolitan Area Network (MAN). 

The proposal defined in this work, on one side, uses IEEE 802.1p as a mapping 
model defining link layer priorities and on the other, a group of DiffServ PHBs and 
Class of Services defined in 1EEE 802.16. The proposal includes a static mechanism 
of admission control capable of reflecting the network state, guaranteeing all 
requirements considered essential for networks that implement QOS mechanisms. 
Requirements such as end-to-end delay, jitter and packet loss reduction. 

The IEEE 802.1p standard implements 7 types of priorities, from the lowest to the 
highest priority (1 ...7), where each priority has an individual applicability. 

To implement a QoS mapping between IEEE 8021.p and DiffServ (DSCP - COS) a 
ACLs (Extended Access List) will be used to maintain the priority parameters. These 
ACLs contain a table, where the DSCPs codes and their respective classifications are 
listed. The related list contains from 0 to 63 possibilities of PHBs mapping. Through 
this priority, is made the DSCP to COS mapping, as shown at Table 2 [12]. 

As an example, a packet having its DSCP value mapped to 6 will imply in having a 
packet mapped to class 6 by the IEEE 802. lp protocol. 

In implementation terms, the support for MP3 mapping relies on the capacity to 
transmit other traffic aggregates, through priorities mechanisms. However, a limit for 
traffic debit must exist to prevent traffic congestion caused by other traffic aggregate. 
The packages that exceed this limit will have to be eliminated. 

Table 2. Rule of Mapping 802. l p -  DiffServ- WiMAX. 

802.1p PHBs 
0 - 7  

Diffserv 
BE 

WiMAX 
BE 

New Mapping 
MP1 

1 8 - 1 5  
2 16 - 23 BE BE 
3 24 - 31 AF nrtPS MP2 
4 32-39 
5 40-47 EF rtPS 
6 48-55 EF UGS MP3 

56-63 

MP2 mapping is a little different from MP3, supplying only one type of service at 
the moment of congestion in the network. In other words, the use of MP2 will have 
minimum delay, jitter and packet loss guarantees at the moment of network 
congestion. Even tough, these guaranties cannot be enough to comply with the 
recommended ITU-T QoS requirements [13]. 

In case of a network congestion, MP2 mapping will be applied to those packets 
relying on higher priorities recommendation and so, providing a higher probability to 
be delivered. 

Table 2 shows two levels. For priority issues, where the COS is equal to 6 for 
example, traffic of higher importance will be mapped as more sensible to delay, jitter 
and packet loss. 
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For other types of network traffic sharing the same bandwidth, such as best effort, 
a MP1 mapping will be used. 

6 T h e  T e s t B e d  

The environment of development and chosen test is based on personal computers 
(PC) with the operational system Windows, configured with applications to generate 
traffic (called PC1, PC2, PC3 and PC4). Moreover, the architecture is composed for 
equipment such as switches and routers that will be shown in Figure 3. 

An item of great importance in any system of quality test, is the traffic generator 
software, that must be capable to generate traffics with Interact flows characteristics 
and with support for QoS. These components are computers PC1, PC2 and PC4. 

The receiving application will have to be capable of receiving the packets with no 
delay, so that the receiving interval of time does not affect the final results. 

It will also have, to allow the attainment of statisticians who make possible the 
performance evaluation of the network, with respect to delay, jitter, packet loss 
percentage and data rate reception (throughput), PC3 being responsible for executing 
this function. 

The network 1 is composed of two personal computers (PC1 and PC2), plugged in 
proper switch and router. The computers are connected to an interface with 1Gbps 
and full-duplex connection. The router has 5 Mbps - Full-Duplex of speed connection. 

In the Network 2, switches are connected by two Pre-WiMax antennas, having a 
speed relatively low data transmission rate (something close to 3,5 Mbps Half- 
Duplex). It is important to say that all these values are difficult to the found in a 
MetroEthernet and WiMAX network standards, since the tests are carried through a 
test environment and not in a real world environment. 

In relation to the antennas Pre-WiMAX, it is important to detach the item of 
configuration of them. Initially, an equal percentage of use of band for uplink and 
downlink was defined, that is, 50% of use for uplink and 50% of use for downlink. 
Later, the maximum tax supported of traffic for uplink and downlink was defined that 
it is of 20000Kbps for each one. In case that the traffic is bigger of what the supported 
one, a size of buffer was also configured to store these packages. The size of the 
buffer is of 20000kbits equally for uplink and downlink. 

In the antenna a scheduling algorithm was configured, its proper implemented in 
the hardware, to prioritize channels that will treat better, all the packages marked with 
priority. Of this form, all the packages marked with COS up to 3 are considered by 
the antenna as a traffic of low priority, and all the packages marked with COS of 4 the 
7, are considered by the antenna as a traffic of high priority. 

It is important, the implementation of DiffServ Model in the antennas, to 
differentiate the packages marked with quality of service or not. In this 
implementation, packages without priorities will go to be treated by the PHBs with 
values between 0 and 7 (MP1). For mapping MP2, the packages they will be treated 
by the PHBs with values between 24 and 31 and for the mapping MP3, values 
between 48-55. With this we apply the Model of Diffserv Service in the antennas Pre- 
WiMAX. 
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Fig. 3. Architecture of the Atmosphere of Test. 

The configuration of IEEE 802.1p in the equipment is carried through in all the 
components that the architecture of the network composes in accordance with the 
service contracted for the user. Switch of network 1 will be the responsible one for 
marking the packages that will be generated in the network with corresponding values 
its priority, being the packages marked with 3 COS = referring to the model of 
Mapping MP2 and COS = 6 for the Model of Mapping MP3. 

The others switchs will have the functionality of mapping the packages of DSCP 
for COS applying with this the priorities defined in the Model of Mapping. For this 
the ACLs was configured in the equipment the priority using (Extend Access List). 
Through the ACL, the packages they will be mapped of DSCP - COS and transmitted 
for its lines of priorities. 

The Infovia Brasilia specifies up to 30 simultaneous VoIP calls. Of this form we 
configure the environment to support 30 simultaneous calls, that is, 30 traffics of 
VoIP at the same time. 

Figure 4 represents the functioning of the mapping considered in the work. 
In environment MP1, two standards of traffic had been defined: 1 VoIP and 1 

competitor, in accordance with table 3. 
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Table 4. it shows the traffic defined for Mapping MP2. We continue with the two 
standards of traffic, only prioritizing the VoIP traffic. 

Table 5. it shows the traffic defined for Mapping MP3. In this in case, traffic of 
VoIP is mapped with a higher priority. 

Table 3. Flow of Traffic for MP1. 

Speed Class 
64 Kbps MP 1 

1000Kbps MP1 

Siza 
232 bytes 
1024 bytes 

Table 4. Flow of Traffic for MP2. 

Speed 
64 Kbps 

1000Kbps 

Class 
MP2 
MP1 

Siza 
232 bytes 
1024 bytes 

Table 5. Flow of Traffic for MP3. 

Speed 
64 Kbps 

1000Kbps 

Class 
MP3 
MP1 

Siza 
232 bytes 
1024 bytes 

For better visualization of the Mapping, since Mapping MP1 until the Mapping 
MP3, figure 5, figure 6 and figure 7, compare to delay, jitter and packet loss for all 
types of mappings. In this visualization, we observe a significant improvement of the 
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parameters of  Quality of  Service, delay, jitter and packet loss, for a VolP traffic. In 
this way, we observe that the Model of  Mapping MP1 and MP2 are not 
recommended, while the Model of  Mapping MP3 is recommended for a VoIP traffic 
based on the recommendations o f  the ITU-T [13]. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Works 

In relation to the initial objective to implement a Quality of  Service in a 
MetroEthernet and WiMAX networks, it can be said that the results were widely 
reached, based in the recommendations of  the ITU-T. A recommendation of  the 
Model of  Mapping MP3 for the environment of  the testbed can be defined to VolP 
applications. With the implementation of  the MP3 mapping ones can take care of  
higher traffic application sensible to delay, jitter and packet loss. Our implementation 
brought innumerable advantages for the integration of  the IEEE 8021,p with the 
parameters of  quality of  service, if  a transmission of  VolP of  high quality has to be 
transmitted in the network, as proposed in this work. 

Another advantage observed in this work is the integration of  Diffserv as being the 
integrator in QoS mapping, since it is applied at the Network layer. DiffServ is much 
more flexible to the fact that it has great influence in the differentiation of  any type of  
traffic service 

The environment of  tests, where exactly a small replica of  the real world 
environment, called INFOV1A to build in Brasilia (Brazil) and, can be validated with 
all kind of  QoS metric herein proposed. 

In the near future, we can collect a real data information of  the production 
environments and compare with the ones retrieved from the testbed environment. 

Future works can give continuity to the improvement of  the IEEE 802.16 
QoS mapping and not by using a Pre-WiMAX equipment. 
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Abstract--  Being highly user-centric, Personal Networks (PN) enable intercon- 
nection between various devices of  a user (personal devices) in different geo- 
graphic locations, such as home, office, car, etc., to form one secure network for 
the user. In this paper we analyze properties of  node mobility in PNs first. We ad- 
dress typical PN scenarios where personal devices in the vicinity naturally form a 
small cluster and move in groups to support the demands of a user. Based on the 
PN mobility properties studied on the basis of  the scenarios, a PN Mobility Model 
(PNMM) is proposed. PNMM can be used to evaluate the techniques and proto- 
cols designed for PN implementations. We evaluate PNMM, compare it with other 
mobility models, and show that PNMM applies better than other models with re- 
spect to the behaviors of  nodes in PNs. Moreover, to evaluate mobility models 
some evaluation methods have been proposed to examine to what degree mobility 
model can represent the properties of  a certain scenario. This includes node mobil- 
ity, heterogeneity, relative node mobility in a group, and dynamics of  group merge 
and split 

Keywords--Personal Network (PN), ad hoc network, PN Mobility Model 

1 Introduct ion 

With the aim of supporting the future needs of  a person, a Personal Network (PN) 
[1] [2] - shown in Fig. 1- interconnects all the devices belonging to a person to 
form a private and secure network. Thus a user can freely and safely use all his/her 
communicating and computing devices called personal nodes, and access personal 
or public services through them. All these personal nodes in PNs may be equipped 
with one or more communication technologies, such as WPAN, WLAN, UMTS 
networks, etc. And personal devices are separately involved in various networks 
using different kinds of  communication technologies. By integrating all the per- 
sonal nodes a PN should be designed to minimize the interference and take advan- 
tage of  the coexistences of  these existing technologies. As shown in Fig. 1, a Per- 
sonal Area Network (PAN) includes all the devices within a range of  a few meters 
around a person, whereas, a PN extends the range of  a PAN beyond this boundary 
giving it a global scope. Personal nodes in different places, such as home, office, 

Please use the jblluwingjut~at when citing this" chapter: 

Gu, Y., Prasad, R. V., Niemegeers, i., 2008, in IFIP International Federation for information Processing, Volume 265, 
Advances in Ad Hoc Networking, eds. Cuenca, P., Guerrero C., Puigjaner, R., Serra, B., (Boston: Springer), pp. 13-24. 
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vehicle, class room, etc., are covered by a PN. Thus personal nodes with different 
wired or wireless technologies in the same or different places should cooperate 
with each other to form one network to offer flexible personal services anywhere 
and at anytime. Some typical scenarios in PNs are explained in the next section to 
give an overview of the possible behaviors ofa PN, which contain the detailed de- 
scription of PN services and applications. 

N~twork (PAN) 

Fig. 1 Personal Network. 

Since the actual mobility traces of personal nodes are not available at present, in 
order to evaluate the techniques and protocols designed for a PN, it is necessary to 
use a mobility model to describe the behavior of personal nodes in a PN as close 
to reality as possible. Moreover, different mobility models influence the perfor- 
mance of the designed protocols, and may offer entirely different results. A proto- 
col may work well for a scenario with a particular mobility model; but perform 
poorly with another mobility model. Thus, a mobility model precisely representing 
the movement pattern of personal nodes (henceforth simply called as nodes) of a 
PN can predict whether the proposed techniques and protocols perform well in the 
future implementations. 

Although some of the existing mobility models [3] can offer partial solutions to 
represent the behavior of mobile nodes in ad hoc networks, little has been done to 
model the mobility of nodes in a PN setting, especially in user-centric network 
which is different from simple ad hoc networks already studied in depth. A PN in- 
cludes personal nodes in various wired and wireless networks, some of the nodes 
may never move, and others move, which makes the mobility model ofa PN com- 
plex and different from the usual ad hoc network case studied in the literature [3]. 
Moreover, nodes naturally move in groups. For example, a person takes his/her 
mobile phone, PDA, laptop and some sensors on his body together which form a 
PAN; he/she moves from home to the work place thus these personal nodes move 
in a group along with the user. Unlike a group mobility model designed for partic- 
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ular scenarios, such as column mobility model [3], where a group of  soldiers move 
together with less relative mobility inside a group, because they move along a giv- 
en line and in one direction, a PN has a dynamic relative mobility within a group 
of  nodes. For instance, a user may put his/her MP3 player in his/her left or right 
pocket, which makes a dynamic relative mobility between the MP3 player and 
his/her other personal devices. The behavior of  nodes in a PN is different from the 
scenarios that have been already modeled [2]. Thus, a new mobility model specifi- 
cally for PNs is indeed needed for the evaluation of PN protocols [1 ]. 

In this paper, we attempt to capture the various mobility aspects of  PN nodes. 
The model evolved here would be useful in studying the PNs and studying its im- 
pact, usefulness and the pitfalls of  the existing ideas of  PN design. The remainder 
of  this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain the requirements of  a 
PN mobility model which are based on various PN scenarios and use cases. In 
Section 3 some existing mobility models are introduced and compared with the 
PN mobility model requirements to show the differences between them. In Section 
4 the descriptions of  the PN mobility model (PNMM) are highlighted. Section 5 
also offers explanations of  various evaluation results of  the proposed PN mobility 
model and other existing mobility models. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our 
work with conclusions including the contributions and performance improvements 
of  PN mobility model. 

2 From PN Scenarios to PN Mobility Model Requirements 

A mobility model for a PN should capture the features of the movement of  nodes 
in a PN. Since PN is a user-centric design to support personal applications in var- 
ious scenarios, personal services for different persons are to be defined first. In 
this section, we describe some PN services and applications for various scenarios, 
and from which we draw a picture of  the nodes' mobility in a PN, and get the re- 
quirements for PN mobility model. Some of the use cases are as follows: 

�9 A health-monitoring application: 

Monitoring the health condition of  a disabled or an elderly person is a potential 
personal service in a PN, which can collect useful data not only for emergency sit- 
uations, but also for daily health monitoring and maintenance. Thus a PN incorpo- 
rates sensing and actuating devices linked to a health-monitoring server at home. 
Some sensing devices are installed in various places at home to collect raw data 
for health applications. The user takes some wearable devices with him/her, which 
move together with the user. Thus we can draw the first PN mobility model re- 
quirement, which is the heterogeneous mobility nature of nodes: s o m e  p e r s o n a l  

nodes  n e v e r  move,  a n d  s o m e  can move.  

While a person moves from room to room, some wearable and mobile devices 
moves in a group with him/her for the purpose of  monitoring the user and support 
health applications. Thus we get another PN mobility model requirement: p e r s o n -  
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al devices cooperate to support the demands o f  a user, they are not independent, 
and usually move in groups. 

�9 Business environment 

Considering the physical environment of  a person, e.g., his/her home, office, 
car, etc., a person has some groups of  personal devices in different places. A busi- 
nessperson has a number of  personal devices in different places for his/her social 
and private needs. While the businessperson, with his/her PANs, moves in these 
places, the number of personal devices in each place varies. Thus we conclude the 
third PN mobility model requirement: the number of  personal nodes in each group 
is notfixed. In addition, the coverage areas of  these places are also different. For 
example, the coverage areas of  a room and a car are different. When personal 
nodes move in these places, they may cover the whole area to support the users. 
Thus the area covered by a group of  personal nodes, such as an office, a vehicle, a 
bedroom, etc., is called group coverage area in this paper. So the fourth PN mobil- 
ity model requirement is: the coverage area o f  each group is not fixed, and we can 
set a maximum value. 

As the businessperson leaves his/her office and enters his/her car. Some person- 
al devices are left in the office; other personal devices are carried by the person 
who moves into the coverage area of  the on-broad car network. So the fifth PN 
mobility model requirement is: group o f  nodes split. When the person moves to 
his/her car, while he/she is making a conference call using his/her PDA, then the 
PN can enable the conference call seamlessly handing over to the on-broad car 
network, where on-board speakers, microphones and the PDA are used together to 
offer the conference call service. Thus the group of  devices around the person and 
the group of  personal devices in his/her car merge. The sixth PN mobility model 
requirement is: two groups o f  personal nodes can merge into one group. 

�9 A remote babysitting application: 

In the case of  a mother visiting a friend's house her sleeping baby should be 
tracked. A PN can be designed for her need, thus she can divide her personal 
nodes into various groups according to the demands. For this application the 
mother can decide her nodes into two groups: one group is in the room monitoring 
her baby; and the other group of  nodes carried by her to display the tracking data 
of  her baby. Thus we get the seventh PN mobility model requirement: the number 
o f  groups o f  personal nodes can be pre-set. When the mother moves from her 
house to her friend's house by her car, the velocity of  the group of  personal devic- 
es in the car is dynamic and limited within a maximum value, because the vehicle 
velocity in a city is limited. So the eighth PN mobility model requirement is: the 
group velocity is same for  the member nodes, and can be limited by a maximum 
value. After an hour, the mother comes back to home, and her baby is awake. At 
home, the two groups merge into one. The mother does housework and moves be- 
tween different rooms; at the same time, she needs to keep her eyes on her baby 
and uses the baby monitoring service. Thus, the nodes carried by the mother and 
the devices near the baby should work together to support the baby monitoring 
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service. And the devices move together with the mother have relative mobility 
with respect to other devices near the baby. Thus we can conclude the last PN mo- 
bility model requirement: the personal devices included in the same group can 

have relative mobility with each other. 

Table 1 PN Mobility Requirements. 

............ Re~re_ments ............................................................................................................................................... 

1 The mobility heterogeneity of personal nodes: some personal nodes never move, some can 
move 

2 Personal devices cooperate to support the demands of a user, they are not independent, and 
usually move in groups. 

3 The number of personal nodes in each group is not fixed. 

4 The coverage area of each group is not fixed, and we can set a maximum value. 

5 Group of nodes split. 

6 Two groups of personal nodes can merge into one group. 

7 The number of groups of personal nodes can be pre-set. 

8 The group velocity is same for the member nodes, and can be limited by a maximum value. 

9 The~ersonal devices included in the same r~f~up c a n h a v e r e ! a t i ~ 2  with each other. 

Based on these examples of  user scenarios, we conclude nine PN mobility mod- 
el requirements, which are listed in the Table 1. 

3 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

In this section, we introduce some existing mobility models, and examine whether 
they can be used to model mobility in PNs. 

�9 Random walk mobility model [4]: 

Random walk mobility model is a simple mobility model developed to present 
the wandering movement  of  nodes. In this model, a mobile node randomly choos- 

es a direction 0 in the range [0,2x] and a speed in a pre-defined range 

[Vmin, Vm~xl. A mobile node chooses a new direction and a new speed after trav- 

eling constantly for a time t. 

�9 Random waypoint mobility model [5]: 

Random waypoint mobility model is the most commonly used by researchers 
for simulating ad hoc networks with mobility. In this model, a mobile node travels 
towards a randomly chosen destination with randomly chosen speed in the range 

of  [Vmm,Vm~x]. After the node reaching the destination, it stops for a duration, 

and repeat the process again. 

�9 Random direction mobility model [6]: 
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Similar to the random walk mobility model, a mobile node in this model choos- 
es a random angular direction and a random speed. The difference is that a mobile 
node needs to travel to the edge of  the simulation area, and then it can change di- 
rection and speed. The above three mobility models assume all the nodes are inde- 
pendent. Thus these mobility models do not meet most of  the PN mobility re- 
quirements. 

�9 Reference point group mobility model (RPGM) [7]: 

Reference point group mobility model gives a solution to modeling group mo- 
bility. In this model, the movement of  a group is represented by the logical center 
of  the group moving along a series of pre-defined check points. However, this 
model assumes a group of  nodes always move together, which does not meet the 
PN mobility model requirement 5 and 6. 

�9 Reference region group mobility model (RRGM) [8]: 

Reference region group mobility model defines a reference region as a destina- 
tion to which a group of  mobile nodes move. If a mobile node arrives at the refer- 
ence region, it waits for the other mobile nodes to arrive. However, PN scenarios 
explained in the last section are different from the scenarios considered in RRGM. 
A group of  personal nodes in PNs should have to move together to satisfy the need 
of  a user at the same time. Thus the RRGM is not suitable for PNs. 

Different mobility models typically focus on a specific scenario. Although 
some mobility models can meet part of  the PN mobility requirements, none of 
them meets all the requirements. Thus a new mobility model for PNs is needed. 

4 PN Mobility Model 

A PN mobility model (PNMM) is explained in the following steps, and principles 
to meet each PN mobility model requirement (R1-R9) are highlighted. 

�9 Step l: Initialization 

In order to meet R1, there are some non-moving nodes, and their positions are 
chosen randomly in the simulation area. To meet R3, each mobile node randomly 
selects one of  M groups, where M is the mean value of  the maximum and mini- 
mum number of  groups (X and 10. In fact, setting a minimum and maximum limit 
is for practical reasons. That is PNs have limited number of  devices and usually 
they have at least 1 to 3 groups (Home, office and car group). Each group covers a 
circular region with the center chosen randomly in the simulation area and a radius 
chosen randomly in the range of  [0, Rm,x], which satisfies R4. And the location of  
a node is chosen randomly in its group coverage area. 

�9 Step 2: Movement of  a group 
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In each time interval a ,  a group destination area is selected, to which a group 
moves. The center of  the destination area is chosen randomly, which can be 
reached within a maximum value Vg meeting R8. The radius of the destination 
area is selected randomly and satisfies the rules explained in Step 1. For each node 
in the group, it randomly selects a point in the group destination area, and then 
moves towards it with a constant velocity. Thus all the nodes in a group move to- 
gether at the same time, which meets R3. Moreover, the nodes in the same group 
have relative random mobility, because their position is re-chosen randomly inside 
the group coverage area in each time interval a ,  which meets R9. 

�9 Step 3: Group merging 

To meet R6, group merging is planned in each time interval c x a .  When c = 1, 
the group merge interval is as the same as the group movement interval a .  If  two 
groups can reach each other within the maximum velocity Vg in a time interval a ,  
they can merge into one group with the center randomly chosen in the area, where 
these two groups can arrive. To meet R7, the methods controlling the number of  
groups bigger than Y are given: i f  nmp (~ pairs of  groups can be merged, the maxi- 

mum number of  merged group pairs is m, where m =  Min(n(2,(nl"- Y)), a n d  ng (t) is 

the group number. Thus the number of merged group pairs is chosen randomly in 
the range of  [0, m]. 

�9 Step 4: Group division 

To meet R5, the group division is considered in every time interval d x a .  
When d = 1, the group merge interval is as the same as the group movement inter- 
val a .  A group can be divided into two groups. The destination areas of  the two 
groups should be chosen in the same way as described in Step 2. Each node in the 
original group can randomly choose one of  the two groups. To control the number 
of  groups smaller than X and meet R7, the number of  divided groups is randomly 
chosen in the range [0, (X- ng(~ 

�9 Step 5: Group merging and dividing at the same time 

For a group chosen to be both merged and divided, the division is considered 
first. Some nodes chosen randomly move to another group (following Step 4). 
Other nodes undergo merging (following Step 3). 

5 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate mobility models with respect to the requirements of  
PNs. We divide the nine PN mobility model requirements into four categories, 
which describe different properties of  node mobility in PNs: (1) the heterogeneity 
of  node mobility (Requirement 1); (2) group mobility & node mobility inside a 
group (Requirements 2, 4, 8, 9); (3) group merging & dividing (Requirements 5, 
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6); (4) group numbers & number of nodes in each group (Requirements 3, 7). For 
each category, we discuss and compare the existing mobility models and our 
PNMM. 

�9 The heterogeneity of node mobility: 

Because nodes are equipped with different technologies, including different 
types of networks, and used for different kinds of applications for a user, hetero- 
geneity is a key property in PNs. Personal nodes have heterogeneous mobility 
types as described in Section 2. In order to evaluate the heterogeneity of node mo- 
bility, we define a Mobility Heterogeneity Value (MHV). Assume all the nodes 
considered have n levels of mobility; in each level, nodes have the same mean ve- 
locity v; the percentage of number of nodes in each level is q. Thus the mean ve- 

locity of all the nodes, V ,  is 

n 

-V = n ~.= v;q; (1) 

And Mobility Heterogeneity Value (MHV) is 

n 

= x q; ] (2) 
i=1 

A higher value of MHV means high node mobility heterogeneity. 
For all the existing mobility models introduced in Section 3, their MHV are ze- 

ro, because every node has the same maximum velocity; there is no velocity dif- 
ference among the nodes. For our proposed PN mobility model, we separate all 
the personal nodes into two kinds: 'never move', n,, and 'can move', n m. Thus the 

V and MHV of the (PNMM) is 

2 (3) 

 hl2x/  ) 
Thus the node mobility heterogeneity value (MHV) of PNMM is higher than 

any other mobility model. 

�9 Group mobility and node mobility inside a group: 
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Based on the PN mobility model requirement 2, 4, 8, 9, the mobility of  groups 
of  personal nodes and the mobility of  nodes in each group should be represented. 
For the mobility of  groups, in reference point group mobility model (RPGM), each 
group can freely move inside the considered area. However, in reference region 
group mobility model (RRGM), a group has a pre-specified destination area then 
the group moves to the destination along a curved route, because RRGM models 
search or rescue scenarios with groups of  persons. In our proposed PN mobility 
model, random movement of  groups can be modeled by randomly choosing the 
destination area of  each group at every time interval a .  

To meet the PN mobility model Requirement 9, nodes inside a group should 

have relative mobility. We define a Relative Mobility in Group (RMG), 8 to de- 
scribe the relative mobility level of  personal nodes in a moving group. Firstly, the 

Average Possible Coverage Area o f  a Node (APCAN) of  node j ,  K x is defined as 

the total area, in which a node in a group may possibly reach, at any moment dur- 
ing the simulation time period. We define the Average Possible Coverage Area o f  

a Group (APCAG), tr ~ as the total possible reachable area, in which all the nodes 
in a group move at any moment during the simulation time period. Assume n 
nodes are considered in a group then RMG is defined as 

= x ( s )  
i= l  

With a bigger APCAN of  every node in a group with respect to the APCAG, the 
relative mobility of  nodes in that group is higher. 

To compare the performance of  relative mobility of  nodes in a group, we calcu- 

late RMG, 8 of RPGM, RRGM and our PNMM. We assume one group of  n 

nodes, with the maximum group velocity Vg. In RPGM [7], there are n reference 

points (RP) for every node in a group. Each node can move randomly in the circu- 

lar area with a specified radius with respect to its RP. Thus •u _< KC, only then 

all the RPs of  n nodes is the same, /oN = /r thus ~RPoa4 -< 1. In RRGM [8] we 

assume the destination area of  a group is/cOd and ~ u  = tr TM . However, APCAG 

of RRGM is bigger than the destination area of  a group,/co >_/Cod, because each 
node in the group moves with a different velocity, when one node with a higher 
velocity arrives at the group destination area first, while another node with a lower 

velocity may still be moving towards the destination area. Thus 8RROM < | .  In 

PNMM, since a node can randomly choose its location in the destination area of  

the group, K'~ = ~ o ,  and  ~PNMM = 1,  PNMM has the highest relative node mo- 

bility inside a group. 
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�9 Group merging & division 

As explained in Section 2, in some PN scenarios, a group of personal nodes are 
divided into two groups, and two groups of  personal nodes merge into one group. 
There are only two mobility models that can present the behavior of  group merg- 
ing and division, which are RRGM and our proposed PNMM. In RRGM, two 
groups can merge, i f  they meet two requirements: (1) they are small groups with a 
few nodes in each group; (2) the groups have paused at the destination for a pre- 
defined period of  time. These two requirements are not suitable for the PN scena- 
rios. Thus the cluster merge rules of  RRGM can not be used in PNs. 

In PNMM, group merging and division is performed randomly amongst all the 
groups. To show the dynamics of  group merging and division from the view of  
each individual node, we define Node Change Rate (NCR) as the rate of  number 
of  nodes that join or leave a group. If  the total simulation time is T, the time inter- 
val to plan group merge and division is a (we consider c = d = 1 in the evaluation 

part), there are m time slots considered, where re=T//a, and n,nd, i represents the 

number of  nodes that join or leave a group in the i th time interval. 

m 

N C R -  i=l 
m 

(6) 

Based on the rules of  group merging and division as described in Section 4, the 
NCR of PNMM is, 

NCRpNM m 3 N  X -  Y 
= 2 

(7) 

�9 Group numbers & number of  nodes in each group 

Since a PN belongs to a user and carry out the demands of  the user, the user can 
organize his/her devices in a number of  groups for his/her convenience. The num- 
ber of  groups can be decided by the user, and these groups can merge and sepa- 
rate, which results in the number of  groups varying in the range of  [Y, X]. Based 
on the rules of  determining the number of  pairs of  groups to be merged, n,, ~~ and 
the number of  group pairs to be divided, na (0, the number of  groups in PNMM is 
controlled and is in the range of  [Y, X]. However, none of  the other mobility model 
can give a solution of  controlling the number of  groups. 

For the number of  nodes in each group, in RPGM and RRGM, it should be pre- 
specified for each group. In PNMM, a node can randomly choose a group, thus for 
each case, the number of  nodes in each group in a PN is different, which show the 
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heterogeneity of the sizes of groups in PN and is suitable for PN scenarios ex- 
plained in Section 2. 

Based on the above evaluation, PNMM proves to be the best fit for R1-R9. 
However, in the current literature, ad hoc mobility models have been used in the 
evaluation of various protocols. The mobility in ad hoc networks offer an inde- 
pendent and random movement for each mobile node, while the mobility in PNs 
focuses mainly the heterogeneity in node movement and random group mobility. 
Because of these unique PN mobility properties, which are different from ad hoc 
networks, protocols and techniques proposed for PNs should be evaluated by 
PNMM to examine whether they work well in PNs. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

To model the node mobility in PN, the behaviors of the personal nodes are ana- 
lyzed, and the desirable properties of PN node mobility are summarized as PN 
mobility model requirements in this paper. Based on nine PN mobility model re- 
quirements, PNMM is designed: it has high heterogeneity of node mobility; it 
enables group mobility and dynamic node mobility inside a group; it models 
group merging and division; it can control the number of groups; and it organizes 
groups with different number of nodes in each group. Another contribution in this 
paper is that we propose some mobility modeling evaluation methods: a Mobility 
Heterogeneity Value (HMV) for comparing the heterogeneity of node mobility, a 
Relative Mobility in Group (RMG) to present the relative mobility level of nodes 
in a moving group, and a Node Change Rate (NCR) to show the dynamics of 
group merging and division from the view of each individual node. These evalua- 
tion methods give a way of evaluating mobility models to test how realistic they 
can describe the mobility properties in the real situations. 

The proposed PNMM can be used to evaluate the protocols and techniques de- 
signed for PNs, such as self-organization protocols [9], clustering protocols [10], 
context awareness [ 1 1 ], service discovery and management [ 12], network mobility 
(NEMO) [13] management protocols, etc. These protocols and techniques can be 
tested by using our PNMM to examine whether they can work well in PNs. More- 
over, by considering the unique properties of mobility in PNs, the protocols and 
techniques designed for PNs should be equipped with some special mechanisms to 
fit the PN scenarios. 

Additional work must still be done to deeply analyze the influence of the envi- 
ronments on the mobility for PNs, such as collision avoidance, congestion avoid- 
ance [14], etc. Moreover, PNs contains devices involved in different types of net- 
works, such as UMTS, ad hoc networks, sensor networks [15], etc. The particular 
behaviors of personal devices in these networks should be considered in the future 
work of mobility modeling for PNs. For example, swarm behaviors [ 16] of devic- 
es in mobile sensor networks should be investigated to address the details of per- 
sonal nodes mobility in PNs. 
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Replicated Random Walks for Service 
Advertising in Unstructured Environments 

Dimitris Kogias, Konstantinos Oikonomou, and Ioannis Stavrakakis 

Abstract Service advertisement is a key design issue in modem dynamic and large- 
scale networking environments such as unstructured peer-to-peer networks. The in- 
trinsic capability of a single random walker of stretching the information dissem- 
ination over widely spread network areas (compared to flooding), is explored and 
exploited in this paper, along with the introduction of random walkers which can 
replicate themselves. Two replication policies are also introduced in this paper: the 
Topology Independent Policy that creates replicas according to an exponentially de- 
creasing probability (creating more replicas at the beginning of the advertising pro- 
cess), and the Topology Dependent Policy in which replication decisions are based 
on some locally available topological information (aiming at creating replicas at the 
dense network areas). The discussion and the results in this paper reveal intrinsic 
comparative properties of flooding and the single random walker, as well as the ad- 
vantages that the random walker replication can bring in improving the overhead, 
speed and coverage of the advertising process. 
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1 Introduction and Motivation 

The evolution of the Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks has attracted a great deal of at- 
tention lately, becoming an environment suitable for numerous networked services 
(e.g. file or service sharing) mostly due to their low cost sharing of these services. 
These environments are highly dynamic and of large scale since a great number of 
users join and leave the network at any time, exchanging a large amount of data and 
sharing a huge number of services/files. Unstructured P2P networks, e.g. Gnutella, 
[1], have become popular, mostly because they are easily formed without the need 
for any sophisticated configuration methods. These environments present some ma- 
jor design challenges due to the aforementioned lack of structure. One key challenge 
(that is actually the focus of this paper) is service discovery. That is, the design of the 
mechanism that allows user nodes to discover the service location or, equivalently, 
the location of a service node (i.e., the node that hosts a particular service). 

The effectiveness or the required intensity of a service discovery mechanism de- 
pends strongly on the service location information availability within the network. 
If only the service node knows about the service location, then the service discovery 
mechanism should launch a service location search process that will need to "hit" 
the service node itself in order to retrieve the service location information. If, on the 
other hand, more nodes in the network are aware of the service location, then the 
service searching task during the service discovery can be less intense or more ef- 
fective (e.g., time-wise), as it would be sufficient for the searching agent (or packet) 
to hit one of the (more than one) nodes that possess the service location information. 
Informing other than the service node of the location of the service is the function of 
the service advertising process or mechanism that basically disseminates the service 
location in the network. 

At the end of a service advertising process a number of network nodes becomes 
aware of the service location. This set of (informed) nodes will be referred to here as 
the advertising network that has been generated by the specific advertising process. 
It is important to emphasize that the effectiveness or efficiency of the service discov- 
ery process will depend not only on the size of the advertising network but also on 
its stretch; loosely speaking (to be defined in a specific way later), the stretch of an 
advertising network would reflect how spread out within the network are the nodes 
of the advertising network. It would, also, reflect the distance in hops of an average 
network node (which could decide to search for the service location and look for 
a node of the advertising network) from the advertising network (the smaller the 
distance the larger the stretch). Between two advertising networks with the same 
number of nodes, the one with the larger stretch would be considered to be more 
effective than the one that generated the advertising network of smaller stretch. 

The focus on this paper is to explore service advertising (or information dissem- 
ination, in general) schemes for unstructured, large scale networks. More specif- 
ically, this paper investigates the effectiveness of (multiple) random walkers or 
agents in spreading the service location information effectively, with respect to 
certain criteria to be introduced later. One way to carry out service advertising is 
through traditionalflooding, e.g., [2], [3]. In this case, the advertising network is the 
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entire network (largest coverage possible) and the advertising network completion 
time is small (upper bounded by the network diameter); on the negative side, though, 
flooding induces large message overhead. To reduce the large message overhead of 
traditional flooding, probabilisticflooding (where a message is forwarded with some 
probability less than 1) can be employed, [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. This scheme is 
capable of reducing the number of messages, at the expense of some increase in 
the advertising network completion time and possible decrease in the size of the 
advertising network, compared to (traditional) flooding, [6]. Another way to reduce 
the overhead of the traditional flooding is through controlled flooding, where the 
advertisement is confined to an area of some (predefined) number of hops (say K) 
away from the service node; if K is very large this scheme approaches the traditional 
flooding. 

A very different - from flooding - approach to implementing service advertis- 
ing is through the employment of a single random walker, e.g. [10], [11], [12]. 
Under this approach, a single agent moves randomly in the network informing the 
network nodes on its path about the service location. As it will be discussed later, 
this approach tends to create advertising networks of typically larger stretch than 
those generated by some equivalent (in terms of overhead) flooding approach. On 
the other hand, completion time is higher (equal to the number of messages). 

Flooding and single random walker can be viewed as two rather "extreme" dis- 
semination approaches. For example, when the amount of affordable messages in 
the network (denoted as H) - to be viewed also as the amount of the "advertising 
budget" - is large (larger than the number of network links), flooding is the best 
choice (the advertising network is the entire network with small completion time), 
as opposed to the single random walker. On the other hand, when H is relatively 
small, a single random walker is expected to create advertising networks of larger 
stretch than under flooding at the expense of larger completion time. 

This good performance of flooding for a large advertising budget, as discussed 
above, may be attributed to the large number of "agents" that work in parallel and 
independently in order to create the advertising network. On the other hand, only 
one agent undertakes the task of creating the advertising network under the single 
random walker approach, which makes the creation slow; furthermore, it does not 
facilitate the wider spreading of the coverage (that could materialize due to the large 
advertising budget), as it would need to be implemented through one agent only in 
a sequential manner. 

The introduction of "multiple" random walker approaches could enhance the per- 
formance of single random walker, in the sense that the size, the stretch and the 
completion time of an advertising network could be improved. To this end, the idea 
of agent replication is introduced in this paper that allows an agent, moving in the 
network according to the random walker paradigm, to create a replica or a child of 
itself. The introduction of a new agent in the network is expected to cover (proba- 
bilistically) a different area (by initiating its independent path) than that of its parent 
agent. For a given advertising budget, the larger the number of agents generated, the 
smaller their individual advertising budget would be, since it would be a portion of 
the original and the coverage would be limited to nearby areas only. Consequently, 
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the effective number of replicas should depend on the total advertising budget and 
increase with it. Clearly, the employed agent replication policy shapes accordingly 
the resulting advertising network and its completion time. 

In view of the above discussion, a replication policy, to be referred to hereafter 
as Topology Independent Policy or TI-Policy, is proposed in this paper under which 
agent replication takes place according to some probability that decreases exponen- 
tially after each replication. When the initial value p of this probability is relatively 
large, it would create replicas relatively soon; the exponential decrease ensures, 
though, that replications will be rare afterwards, thus allowing agents to move for 
some time and cover wider network areas. On the other, small values of probability 
p would result in a behavior similar to the single random walker case. 

Another replication policy that would make sense could be one that creates repli- 
cas in the dense network areas (i.e., network areas of nodes with relatively high 
number of neighbor nodes). In such areas it is reasonable to assume that new agents 
are more likely to follow a different "network direction" compared to that of their 
parent agent, thus potentially increasing the stretch and size of the coverage area. 
On the other hand, in less dense network areas, replication should be avoided since 
it is likely to result in an (undesired) "overlapping" of the covered network areas by 
different agents. To this end, the Topology Dependent Policy or TD-Policy is also 
presented in this paper. 

The performance of the proposed algorithms is evaluated through simulations 
and compared to that of single random walker and flooding. It is shown that, as 
long as advertising budget H is not extremely high (in which case flooding should 
be employed) or low (in which case single random walker should be employed), 
there is a range of values for q and p for which the proposed policies are capable 
of covering a certain part of the network faster (i.e., smaller completion time) and 
more efficiently (i.e., stretched). 

For the rest of the paper, a formal definition of the network system is given in 
Section 2. The proposed replication policies are described in Section 3 and simula- 
tion results are presented in Section 4. Finally, a summary and the conclusions can 
be found in Section 5. 

2 System Definition 

Let the undirected connected graph G(V, E) represent a network with a certain set 
of nodes V and a set of bidirectional edges E among nodes. Let d(u, v) denote the 
number of hops over a shortest path between node u and node v; obviously, d(u, u) = 
0. Let Su denote the set of neighbor nodes of node u. Let IX] denote the number of 
elements or size of a particular set X. The number of nodes IV[ in the network will 
also be noted as N (N = IvI). 

The service location node, denoted by s, is the initiator of the associated ser- 
vice advertising process aiming at disseminating service location information over 
a subset Ea of the network links E (Ea C E) and eventually informing a subset Va 
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of the network nodes V (Va C V). The network consisting of nodes in Va and links 
in Ea, denoted as Ga(V~, E~) is the advertising network. Obviously, Ga (Va, Ea) is a 
connected network. 

Many different advertising networks can be defined in a certain network, depend- 
ing on the algorithm employed by the advertising process. The interest is to stretch 
the advertising network in order for the disseminated information to come as close 
as possible to all network nodes. Of course, in the exceptional case that informa- 
tion reaches all network nodes, the meaning of stretching becomes obsolete and no 
service searching is needed. In the general case, however, not all network nodes are 
part of the advertising network and, thus, a searching mechanism needs to be em- 
ployed. A simple searching process that is assumed here, is implemented through 
controlled flooding of depth of L hops away from the node initiating the search. 
Clearly, if the advertising process is capable of creating an advertising network such 
that mind(u, v) < L, for some node u E V and at least one v E V~, then the searching 
process of node u will be successful. 

Let the L-property of any network node u be defined as the existence of at least 
one node of the advertising network in at most L hops away from the particular node 
u. Let coverage of a particular advertising process for a certain L, denoted as C(L), 
be defined as the proportion (%) of the network nodes for which the L-property is 
satisfied. For two different advertising networks (e.g., Ga(Va,Ea) and G~(V',Eta)) 
of the same number of nodes (Va ~ V,, and I Val = I V ' l ) ,  if C1 (L) > C2 (L), then the 
advertising network G~ (V,, E,)  is more stretched than the advertisement network 
G~a(V,,E~a), since the information is closer (under the L-property notion) to more 
network nodes. 

For example, under flooding if the advertising budget is large (exceeds a mini- 
mum value that depends on the network topology and size), all network nodes will 
be part of the advertising network. Under a single random walker, though, previous 
statement is not true, since no matter how large the advertising budget is, the "full" 
coverage cannot be guaranteed. For example, when the requirement is C(0) = 100%, 
(L = 0), and the available number of messages H is high, then under flooding it is 
"deterministically" assured that C(0) = 100%, as well as a small completion time. 
Under single random walker on the other hand, a large completion time would be 
required (equal to the number of messages H) but it is not guaranteed (only with 
high probability) that C(0) = 100%. 

There are some interesting properties about the L-property and coverage C(L). 
For example, if for a node the LL-property is satisfied for some L1, then the L2- 
property is also satisfied for any 0 < L1 < L2. If the 0-property is satisfied for 
some node u, then node u belongs also to the advertising network (u EVa). If the 
L-property is satisfied for all network nodes, then C(L) = 100%, and vice versa. 
Furthermore, for any two values of L, 0 < / I2  < L1, C(L1) > C(L2). Since L = 0 is 
an exceptional case that has been addressed extensively in the literature, e.g., [10], 
[11], [12], the focus in this paper is mainly on L > 0. 

The number of messages H used to create an advertising network as well as its 
completion time are two performance metrics (along with coverage) that will be 
used in the remaining of this paper. An interesting observation is that for the excep- 
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tional case of C(L) = 100% (for some value of L > 0) if  minimization of the number 
of messages is required, the resulting advertising network is a connected L-distance 
dominating set, [13], of the initial G(V, E) network. The creation of such a set in a 
graph, is a NP-complete problem that requires global knowledge. Obviously, such 
solutions are not suitable for the considered unstructured, large-scale, and dynamic 
network environment. In any case, dominating sets are not within the scope of this 
paper. 

3 Replication Policies 

The service advertising policies presented in this section employ the random walk 
paradigm in order for an agent e, carrying information about the service location to 
be forwarded in the network, thus, creating an advertising network. The initial agent 
(denoted as e0) is created at the source node s. When an agent moves from a node 
u to another neighbor node v E Su, it is assumed that this particular movement takes 
place in one time unit (or time slot) and it corresponds to one message. When an 
agent arrives at node v from node u (v E Su), it does not choose node u as its next 
hop destination, unless node u is the only neighbor node of v. Note that this rule 
does not prevent the agent from re-visiting a certain network node in the future. The 
initial agent has an advertising budget of H hops (corresponding to H messages). 
After each movement the remaining budget for agent e, denoted by he, is decreased 
by 1. 

The core idea behind the policies proposed in this section is to allow for creating 
replicas of the agents (only one replica each time in this paper). Any new agent ex 
(referred to as child agent) continues to move in the network just like itsparent agent 
ey. The number of allowed messages of the parent agent hey (i.e., its advertising 
budget), is divided equally (or almost equally since hey is an integer) among the 
child and the parent agent. 

When only one agent is employed in the network, it is expected to achieve a cer- 
tain value of coverage, C(L), for some L > 0 and for a certain number of messages 
H, in (completion) time equal to H time units. If  a child agent is created (assuming 
half of the allowed number of messages of its parent agent), the completion time 
is expected to be reduced, while coverage C(L) may: (a) remain the same - for 
example, when both agents cover the same coverage area as the single agent; (b) in- 
crease - for example, when the agents cover different coverage areas and therefore, 
are capable of stretching the advertising network more than the case when a single 
agent was employed; (c) decrease - for example, when both agents cover the same 
coverage area but for a shorter time due to the division of the number of messages. 

From the previous discussion it becomes evident that the coverage and/or com- 
pletion time can be improved through agent replication. It should also be noted that 
replication may also have undesired results (e.g., coverage is decreased). For exam- 
ple, replication should not be too frequent but also not too rare. Frequent replications 
results in agents with small advertising budget (since he is divided after the repli- 
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cation of agent e) that is mostly spent to move in largely overlapping, small areas. 
On the other hand, rare replication results in a behavior that is similar to a single 
random walker (i.e., large completion time, etc). 

A reasonable approach is to allow replication to take place frequently at the be- 
ginning when they will have enough "steam" to move and create a stretched adver- 
tising network, while becoming rarer afterwards (giving multiple agents sufficient 
time to create stretched and less overlapping coverage areas). A second approach 
would be to allow frequent replications to take place in the "dense" areas of the 
network (assuming that it would be more likely for a child agent to cover different 
coverage areas than that of its parent agent), while not allowing for frequent replicas 
in the less "dense" areas of the network (otherwise, most likely both the parent and 
the child agent would cover the same area). The replication policies presented in the 
sequel employ the aforementioned approaches. 

3.1 The Topology Independent Policy (TI-Policy) 

A simple first idea is to have the agents replicate themselves according to some 
fixed probability p. If p is large, replication would be rather excessive, as each agent 
would have limited budget (i.e., initial budget is divided to them) and cover mostly 
overlapping areas. On the other hand, if p is very small replication would occur after 
a considerably long time, when no messages (budget) are left for the new agent to 
take advantage of. As already mentioned, a reasonable approach would be high 
replication at the initial stages of the advertising process and lower afterwards. 

The proposed TI-Policy allows for the replication of an agent e according to the 
2ke replication probability p(ke) = p , where p is a constant probability (as before), 

and ke is the number of replications that have taken place in the past for agent e and 
all its parent agents. For the initial entity e0, keo = 0. Obviously, as the number of 
replications increases, the probability for a new replication decreases rapidly. This 
particular policy is easily applied requiring only that ke is maintained along with 
agent e and made available to its child agents (if any). 

3.2 The Topology Dependent Policy (TD-Policy) 

The main aim under the TD-Policy is to exploit information that can be easily gath- 
ered by an agent during its movement in the network, in order to decide whether to 
replicate or not. As already mentioned, the goal is to allow replication in dense net- 
work areas and avoid it in non-dense areas. The information related to the topology, 
that is used under the TD-Policy, is actually the number of neighbor nodes ISu] of 
the particular node u that is agent's e current location. Agent e updates during its 
movement a certain parameter Qe that corresponds to the total number of neighbor 
nodes for all nodes that agent e has visited so far during its walk in the network. 
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Initially, for any agent e, Qe = 0. When agent e moves to some node u that does 
not belong to the advertising network Va (but it will eventually become part of it 
since the agent just moved to it), Qe is increased by ISu I - 1 ( -  1 has the meaning that 
the link over which the agent arrived should not be considered). If  node u C Va, this 
implies that at least one agent (maybe the same one) has already visited node u and 
the corresponding number of neighbor nodes has already been taken into account 
for replication purposes and therefore, Qe does not change its value. Replication 
of an agent e takes place if at some node u, Qe becomes larger than a threshold 
value q. When replication takes place for entity e, a child entity e t is created and 

Qe=Qe , = 0 .  
The particular value of threshold q is to be explored. Small values of q result in 

frequent replications resulting in an advertising network that would not be stretched, 
as already mentioned. On the other hand, large values of q would keep the number 
of replications low but they may occur late in the sense that replication may take 
place long after the agent is outside the dense area. 

4 Simulation Results 

In this section simulation results are presented evaluating the previously presented 
algorithms. For the simulation purposes, a simulation program that has been written 
in C programming language is used for topologies of 500 nodes according to the 
Random Geometric Graph model. Each node is randomly put in the [0, 1] x [0, 1] 
area, and communication radius r is selected so as to create a connected network 
(r --- 0.08); the resulting network has 2323 links among its 500 nodes. For the rest 
of this section L = 2. The presented results correspond to average values for 10 runs 
for each experiment. 

In Table 1 simulation results regarding coverage and completion time are pre- 
sented for flooding and single random walker. There are a number of conclusions 
that may be drawn from these results. As expected, as the advertising budget H in- 
creases, the coverage and the completion time increase. When it is sufficiently large 
(e.g., H > 2000), both approaches achieve high coverage but the completion times 
are dramatically shorter under flooding. Consequently, when H is very large (e.g., 
H _> 4000), flooding is to be preferred, as it achieves about as high coverage as under 
the single random walker with drastically shorter completion time. 

Referring again to Table 1 one can notice that when H is small (e.g., H < 1000) 
the single random walker achieves drastically higher coverage compared to flooding. 
This clearly demonstrates and is due to the larger stretch of the advertising network 
created by the single random walk compared to flooding. Consequently, when the 
advertising budget is small and completion time not as critical, the single random 
walker is to be preferred. This holds true in general for larger amounts of advertising 
budgets as well, but the difference in the stretch diminishes (e.g., H = 3000) or it 
could be reversed (e.g., for H ----- 4000 flooding achieves a bit higher coverage) due 
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to the dominating impact of the "noise" in (or probabilistic impact of) the spreading 
processes when coverage reaches its limit. 

Table I Coverage C(L) (%) and completion Time for L = 2 for the Flooding and Single Random 
Walker (both running until H expires). 

C(L) (%) Completion Time 
H 100 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 100 5 [1000 [2000 13000 14000 
Flooding 6.8 32.4 47 .8  81 .8  98.2 100 3 800 111000  400 138000 420200 SRW 24.9 56 .5  85.5  95 .4  99 .3  99.4 100 500 

Another conclusion is that the completion time under a single random walker is 
fairly high (in fact it coincides with H). The main conclusion drawn from the results 
shown in Table 2 (where results under TI-policy are presented) is that the introduc- 
tion of replicas in the random walk helps reduce the completion time significantly at 
a generally very small loss (or occasionally no loss or even gain) in coverage. Thus, 
when both coverage and completion time are of interest and the advertising budget 
is neither very small nor very large, the proposed policies that introduce replicas 
of the random walker are more effective. Notice that for H = 500 and p = 0.05 
the achieved coverage is 68.5% and completion time is 238.7, compared to 56.5% 
and 500, respectively under the single random walk. Thus, for small H both the 
completion time and coverage are improved, indicating that the generated replicas 
not only yield the benefits of faster built up of the advertising network due to the 
multiplicity of the agents, but they also help build a stretcher advertising network. 
For H = 4000 the completion time decreases significantly (1030.6 versus 4000 in 
the single random walker case) at a slight loss in coverage (97.2% versus 99.4%), 
indicating a slight reduction in the stretchiness of the advertising network that may 
be attributed to the increased chance that the replicas cover some overlapping areas 
when the "virgin" area in which to move and cover decreases for large H. Finally 
notice from Table 2 that as expected, both coverage and completion time increase as 
H increases. Furthermore, for the same H, the coverage of the network is smaller for 
large values of p (e.g., p = 0.9) than the corresponding values when p is small (e.g., 
p = 0.05), as expected. This trend is also reflected in the completion time, which 
decreases as p increases due to the increased number of replicas. 

Table 3 presents the results under the TD-Policy approaches for various values of 
q and H. Both coverage and completion time increase as H increases. The coverage 
of the network for the same H is generally smaller for small values of q (i.e., where 
more replicas are created) as is expected. When the values o f q  become large enough 
(in which case replicas are very unlike to be created), then the performance is similar 
to the single random walk. The observation made regarding the TI-policy and the 
results on Table 2 are also valid here, where a small p in the TI-policy corresponds 
to large q in the TD-policy. 

Table 4 presents a comparison between the single random walker and the TI- 
Policy and TD-Policy from another perspective. This time the resources are not 
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Table 2 Coverage C(L) (%) and completion time under the TI-Policy for L ----- 2 and various values 
of p and H. 

p/H 
0.05 
o.1 
0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.9 

C(L) (%) Completion Time 
100 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 100 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 
13.3 68 .5  79.5 94 98.6 97 .2  64 .7  238.7 453.6 724.1 1030.6 1362.9 
20.2 56 .8  80 .5  91 .7  98 .2  98 .5  54.3  240.8 346.9 601.5 862 1069 
19.1 52 .3  77 .6  91.1 96 .9  99 .3  35 .7  133.8 246.7 427.9 511.9 658 
15.2 45 .3  68.5  90 .9  94 .5  96 .4  29.3  82.1  148.4 264.6 380.9 456.7 
14.7 38 .6  58.4 82 90.7 98.5 21 61.2 91 .2  156.6 214.4 280 
11.6 24.1 38 .3  57 .4  73 .7  80 .4  13.5 30.1 47 76.1 103.4 128.4 

Table 3 Coverage C(L) (%) and completion time under the TD-Policy forL = 2 and various values 
of q and H. 

C(L) (%) Completion Time 
q/tl 100 500 1000 2000 3000 4000 100 500 1000 2000 3000  4000 
10 12.3 30 .9  49 .8  75 .6  87.3  94 .6  22 .2  74 .3  121.9 287.9 343.4 366.4 
20 9.8 38.1 61 .8  83 .2  93 .4  98 .4  29 .6  103.4 154.4 286.4 421.9 516.1 
30 14.3 44 .6  70 .8  86 .5  95 .2  98 .9  32 .5  120.5 214.6 299.3 496.5 651 
50 16.4 45 .6  66 .5  92 .2  97 .5  98.1 48 .5  157.3 249.3 344.1 577.8 755.5 
150 25.2 55 .3  80 .6  95.5  97.1 99.l 65 .5  214.5 337 483.9 659 797 
250 18.3 65 .3  77.7 91 98.3 99 .2  91 .8  241.3 350.3 555.1 782.8 931.9 
400 17.4 67.l 86 .2  95 .8  98 .3  99 .3  99 .8  291.6 409 667.1 971.6 1186.5 
600 19.6 64.5  77 .7  94 .9  97 .2  99.l 100 374.7 548.3 791.2 1107 1421.3 
2000 28.5 68 .2  82.1 95 .8  96 .9  99.9 100 491.6 885.1 1315.4 1852.6 2371.5 

kept constant, but the time and the coverage are kept constant instead. In more de- 
tails, the first column (labelled: SRW ct) corresponds to the completion time of the 
single random walker. The coverage under the TI-Policy and the TD-Policy for the 
same completion time is shown in the next two columns. The fourth column (la- 
belled: SRW C(L)%) corresponds to the coverage under the single random walker 
for the completion time of the same row and the first column. The last two columns 
correspond to the completion time under the TI-Policy and the TD-Policy, in order 
to achieve the same coverage as the one corresponding to the single random walker 
case. 

Table 4 clearly shows that for same completion time both proposed policies out- 
perform the single random walker with respect to coverage. For example, for com- 
pletion time 500 (SRW ct = 500) the coverage is 82.6%, 94.6% and only 56.5% 
under the TI-policy, TD-policy and the single random walker, respectively. Simi- 
larly, for the same coverage both proposed policies outperform the single random 
walker with respect to completion time. For example for coverage 99.3% (SRW 
C(L)% = 99.3) the completion time is 709.8, 541.6 and as high as 3000 under the 
Ti-policy, TD-policy and the single random walker. The increased coverage for the 
same completion time demonstrates again the larger stretchiness of the advertising 
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network that can be achieved within a given available completion time. For applica- 
tions for which service advertisement needs to be done in a (strict) timely manner 
(i.e., completion time is bounded), the proposed policies can achieve significantly 
higher coverage. It should be noted that the advertising budget actually utilized is 
not the same under the three policies, though. Nevertheless, it is for lower than 
flooding. 

Table 4 Coverage C(L) (%) for various values of the completion time (column: SRW ct) and 
coverage (column: SRW C(L)%) under Single Random Walker, TD-Policy and TI-Policy (p : 0.1 
and q = 250). 

SRW ct 
C(L) ~%) 

TI-Policy TD-Policy SRW C(L)% 
Completion Time 

TI-Policy TD-Policy 
100 29.82 36.12 24.9 70.6 60.4 
500 82.6 94.6 56.5 172.4 202.6 
1000 99.16 99.96 85.5 374.4 367 

95.4 2000 100 100 506.8 379.6 
3000 100 100 99.3 709.8 541.6 
4000 100 100 99.4 972.6 572.2 

Eventually, the simulation results presented in this section have shown in the first 
place that a single random walker is a suitable alternative to flooding, when the num- 
ber of allowed messages is limited. This is due to the capability of the single random 
walker to create stretched advertising networks. For both proposed replication poli- 
cies it was shown that an improvement in the completion time is achieved generally 
at the expense of a slight decrease in coverage, when the number of messages is 
kept constant; sometimes, though, coverage may also be improved in addition to the 
completion time. Finally it has been shown that the proposed policies improve the 
coverage of the single random walker when completion time is fixed, or they can 
achieve a given coverage in shorter completion time. 

5 Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper the problem of service advertising is studied for unstructured net- 
work environments. An advertising process disseminates information to the network 
nodes in an attempt to make information about a certain service location a priori 
available in as wide (or stretchable) network area as possible, to ease searching for 
it. A generic, simple, service searching approach is subsumed here: each node is 
considered as capable of employing a simple searching mechanism that searches for 
the particular information at most L hops away from the particular node. 

Flooding and single random walk were shown to be at rather extreme points with 
respect to coverage, completion time and number of required messages. However, as 
shown in this paper, a single random walker is capable of creating a more "stretched" 
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advertising network than flooding, especially when the advertising budget is small, 
resulting in improved completion times and sometimes even coverage. 

This capability of the random walk approach was exploited further in the se- 
quel in the context of two proposed policies, by allowing agents to move in the 
network according to the random walk paradigm and replicate themselves when 
certain criteria are met (with some probability p that decreases exponentially or by 
using information related to the topology). 

Simulation results, for both proposed replication policies when compared to sin- 
gle random walker, have shown that an improvement in the completion time is 
achieved generally at the expense of a slight decrease -o r  even increase-  in cov- 
erage, when the number  of messages is kept constant. Finally it has been shown 
that the proposed policies improve the coverage of the single random walker when 
completion time is fixed, or they can achieve a given coverage in shorter completion 
time. 
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ACF: An Autonomic Communicat ion  
Framework  for Wireless Sensor Networks 

Jingbo Sun and Rachel Cardell-Oliver 

Abstract The performance of wireless sensor networks in the field has been shown 
to be both unreliable and unpredictable. One reason for this is that radio links be- 
tween pairs of nodes are often unstable, with significant variation in performance 
over both time and space. Timeout-based, streaming and ExOR protocols, which 
represent three mechanisms used in improving the reliability in data delivery, are 
analysed and areas of good and poor performance are identified for certain combina- 
tions of packet delivery probabilities on the communication links. A new autonomic 
communication framework (ACF) is proposed for sensor networks, which is able 
to adapt to changing environments. Experimental results show that our framework 
optimises performance under different environmental conditions for performance 
measures including link efficiency and energy consumption. 

1 Introduct ion 

The performance of sensor network protocols in the field has been shown to be both 
unreliable and unpredictable [4, 20, 19, 9], leading to low delivery rates and high 
delivery costs [10]. The main reason for this problem is that sensor nodes use low- 
power short-range radio links to communicate with each other. The characteristics 
of this kind of radio links are significant variation and asymmetry over both time 
and space [24, 6, 19], which can cause long periods of poor to no connectivity. 

Autonomic systems are those with the ability to self-configure to suit varying 
and unpredictable conditions, that can monitor themselves constantly for optimal 
functioning, that are able to find alternate ways to function when they encounter 
problems, and that are able to adapt to varying environments. The goal of our work 
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is to develop autonomic sensor networks. Although researchers have proposed many 
protocols to improve the data delivery reliability in wireless sensor networks [2, 3, 
8, 18, 21], no one alone can really adapt to changeable environmental conditions. 
For autonomy, different data delivery strategies are required for different radio link 
conditions. 

The technologies used to guarantee reliable data delivery using single path 
usually are retransmissions, which include retransmissions based on positive ac- 
knowledgements and retransmissions based on negative acknowledgements. Multi- 
ple paths delivery is another mechanism used for providing reliable data delivery 
over wireless links. 

In this paper, we choose three protocols: timeout-based protocol [10], streaming 
protocol [3] and ExOR protocol [2], which represent the above three technologies 
respectively. In choosing optimal protocol, we need to consider memory cost (buffer 
size), latency to successfully deliver a packet and energy expended per packet deliv- 
ered. For space, we only analyse the energy consumption of these three protocols in 
different environments in this paper. Our results help to identify situations in which 
we should use each of these protocols to optimise reliability in wireless sensor net- 
works. We find streaming performs better than ExOR when forward link quality is 
good (above 0.5); while ExOR performs better when forward link quality is from 
medium to low (below 0.5). 

Based on analysis results, we propose an autonomic communication framework 
(ACF) for sensor networks that can change its behaviour according to different en- 
vironments. ACF includes protocol library, monitor module, scheduler module and 
central control service. The central control service decides the protocol used in the 
running sensor network based on the gathered information from the monitor mod- 
ule, and controls the node behaviour by using scheduler module. Thus, the network 
can use different mechanisms under different situations so that the network perfor- 
mance can be improved. Experimental results show that our framework performs 
better than ExOR in terms of link efficiency and energy consumption. 

We focus on sensor networks that require reliable transmission of batches of data, 
for example data gathered by periodic monitoring, for which delivery delays can be 
tolerated. In this paper we focus on single hop communication, for example between 
nodes and cluster heads. Many sensor network applications, such as environmental 
monitoring, satisfy these criteria. 

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyses the per- 
formance of the timeout-based protocol, streaming protocol and ExOR protocol in 
different environmental conditions. In Section 3 we propose an autonomic commu- 
nication framework (ACF) for sensor networks based on the analysis from Section 
2. The experiment setup and results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 describes 
related work. Section 6 concludes this paper and outlines our future work. 
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2 Protocol Performance Analysis 

39 

In this section, we briefly introduce three reliable protocols: timeout-based protocol, 
streaming protocol and ExOR protocol, then point out limitations of these three 
protocols in terms of energy consumption. 

2.1 Protocol Overview 

In the timeout-based protocol [10], the source node relies on a timer to control re- 
transmissions. The source sends one packet at a time and sets a timer. If the source 
receives an acknowledgement from the destination, the next packet can be transmit- 
ted. Otherwise, the source retransmits the packet one or more times when the timer 
expires, up to some limit or an acknowledgement is received, before the packet is 
declared lost. 

In streaming [3], the source node sends packets in sequence. The destination 
replies with a Retransmission Request Packet (RRP) if it finds a sequence gap in 
the received packets. Streaming is more efficient than the timeout-based protocol 
since the destination only sends a negative acknowledgement (NACK) for every lost 
packet, instead of sending a positive acknowledgement for every received packet, 
which reduces the amount of transmissions. However, streaming still needs to wait 
a NACK for every transmitted packets. Thus, using aggregated NACKs or batch 
transmissions can improve the efficiency of streaming. The buffer size of streaming 
is unpredictable. When the link quality is getting worse, its buffer size should be 
increased in order to store all non-sequence packets. 

In ExOR [2], source sends a batch of packets to destination via a named mul- 
tihop path and those packets may be overheard by potential forwarder nodes. The 
destination replies with multiple copies of its acknowledgement. The forwarder then 
forwards packets which are received by itself but not by the destination. After that, 
the source retransmits remaining packets. This procedure is repeated until all pack- 
ets are received by the destination. ExOR is a multihop protocol in which source has 
global information about routes. In this paper we use ExOR as single link. ExOR 
is more suited to bad link quality environments than streaming because it uses mul- 
tiple paths to improve reception. However, when link quality is good, it consumes 
more energy because of its redundant paths. 

2.2 Energy Consumption Analysis 

In this section, we compare the performance of the timeout-based protocol, stream- 
ing protocol and ExOR protocol in terms of energy consumption. Formally, we de- 
fine link quality between two nodes in terms of the probability of successful packet 
delivery from one node to the other. For sensor nodes A and B, link quality, LQAs, 
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Framework Architecture 

at a given time is denoted by a pair (p, q) giving the probability of  successful packet 
delivery from A to B and B to A respectively. Figure 1 shows nodes and links used 
for timeout (SD), streaming (SD) and ExOR (SDF). 

Energy Consumption is an important criteria to be considered in the design of  
sensor network protocols. It can be measured by average energy consumption per 
delivered packet (AEC for simplicity in the following) that depends on the time used 
for successfully delivering one packet from source to destination. 

Suppose each node uses the same energy. The following parameters are used for 
calculating AEC. 

�9 TxDi: the time used for node i to transmit or listen for a batch of  data packets; 
�9 TxAi: the time used for node i to transmit or listen for acknowledgement(s); 
�9 CN: the electrical current of  a node when its radio is on; 
�9 VN: the battery voltage of  a node; 
�9 N :  the number of  nodes participating in the protocol; 
�9 BS: the number of  data packets transmitted in one cycle. 

For each node, energy consumption is the energy (that is volts • amperes) times 
the time of  its radio turned on in order to deliver or listen for a packet. The total en- 
ergy consumption is the sum of the energy used by each participating node. There- 
fore, the AEC is the total energy consumption of  all participating nodes divided by 
the number of  data packets transmitted during this period: 

AEC = N • (CN • VN • (TxDi + TxAi) ) /BS (1) 

In the timeout protocol, both source and destination have the same radio on time. 
Suppose the batch size is one. The packet delivery success ratio for the source is 
pq because success means both data packet and acknowledgment are successfully 
received. Therefore, the source sends 1/pq times on average to know one packet has 
been successfully received. The average duration per packet is (TxDs + TxAD)/pq. 
The AEC of the timeout protocol is therefore: 

AECtimeou t = 2 • CN • VN • __1 (TxDs + TxAD) (2) 
Pq 

Using the same assumption as the timeout protocol, in streaming, the possibility 
of  packet loss is 1 - p  and the average number of  RRPs sent by the destination node 
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is 1/pq. The average number ofretransmissions for a lost packet sent by the source 
is (1 - p ) ~ q  x q = ~ - 1. The total transmission times (including retransmissions) 

is 1/p. Therefore, the A E C  is: 

1 
A E C s t r e a m i n g  = 2 x C N  x V N  x - ( T x D s  + TXAD) (3) 

P 

The A E C  of streaming is not related to backward link quality because lost packets 
are detected as long as the network runs long enough and the buffer is large enough 
to store all out of  order packets. However, its energy is still wasted by listening for 
a NACK even when none is transmitted. We also note that the cost of  streaming's 
energy use is high buffer requirement and high packet delivery latency when the link 
quality is low. The energy efficiency of  streaming could be improved by sending data 
packets in batches. Because of  the limited space, we do not give a detailed analysis 
in this paper. 

In ExOR, the A E C  depends on how many total transmissions are used by the 
source and forwarder to successfully transmit a batch of  packets to the destination. 
Here, we do not consider the backward link quality because the destination sends 
multiple copies of  acknowledgments (10 in [2]) in order to make sure source or 
forwarder is able to receive at least one. Three nodes, source, forwarder and desti- 
nation, are used in this single-hop network with radios turned on at all times. The 
average number of  transmission times, including retransmissions is ~ Sup- p+rs-prs" 
pose the data transmission time of the forwarder is the same as that of  the source, 
the estimated A E C  of the ExOR protocol is: 

A E C E x O R  = 3 x C N  x V N  • 
p + rs - p r s  

( T x D s +  TxDF + T X A D ) / B S  (4) 

The electrical current of  Fleck nodes [l 7],which are used in our implementation, 
is measured in terms of  different states. Table 1 from [1] shows that node uses most 
of  its energy when its radio is on. In its low power mode, the energy consumption is 
negligible, which supports our A E C  estimation. 

Table 1 Power Usage Table for Fleck Nodes [1] 

Mode Current (mA) 

Low Power 0.4 
Sensing Only 14.0 
Radio Only 35.8 

In order to get a clear view of the energy consumption for three protocols, we 
graph Equation (2), (3) and (4) based on parameters in Table 2. Since ExOR sends 
l0 copies of  the acknowledgement, the TxAD for ExOR is 10 times as that for the 
timeout and streaming protocol. 
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Fig. 3 Distribution of AEC (Joule): (a) Timeout; (b) Streaming; (c) ExOR. 

Table 2 Parameters Used for Calculating AEC 

YxD (ms) TxA (ms) CN (mA) VN (V) N BS 

Timeout 200 100 35.8 2.4 2 ! 
Streaming 200 100 35.8 2.4 2 ! 

ExOR 2000 1000 35.8 2.4 3 10 

Figure 3 shows the distribution of energy consumption of  three protocols mea- 
sured in units of  Joule. Comparing Figure 3(b) with Figure 3(c), we observe that 
the energy consumption of streaming is better than that of the ExOR protocol when 
its forward link quality is above 0.5. However, ExOR is better when forward link 
quality is below 0.5 even though it uses three nodes instead of two. The forwarder 
is indeed able to help increase the delivery speed without consuming much energy. 
The energy consumption of the timeout protocol is worst according to Figure 3(a), 
3(b) and 3(c), because it needs good quality of both forward and backward links in 
order to reduce the number of retransmissions. 

3 Autonomic Communication Framework for Sensor Networks 

Based on the above analysis, we observe that in order to adapt to varying envi- 
ronments, different mechanisms should be used under different situations. Only an 
autonomic network, which can alternate its behaviour, can really perform well in 
time varying environments. Therefore, we propose an autonomic communication 
framework (ACF), where nodes can dynamically change their behaviour according 
to current environmental conditions. 

The architecture of ACF contains four modules: protocol library, monitor, sched- 
uler and central control service, shown in Figure 2. The protocol library has pro- 
tocols which may be needed in different situations. The monitor module is used to 
monitor the change of the situation, which will result in the change of the protocol. 
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Node behaviour controlled by the scheduler module, includes sending, receiving, 
waking up and sleeping. All the information is passed to nodes by the central con- 
trol service module. We will specifically describe the function of these modules in 
the following. 

Protocol Library 
The protocol library contains implementations of protocols to be used under 

different environmental conditions. The protocol switching time is decided by the 
monitor module based on the protocol switching threshold. That threshold is de- 
fined by users before the start of the experiment. Our library implements versions 
of the streaming and ExOR protocols. When nodes use these protocols, they trans- 
mit batches of packets since this strategy increases transmission speed and reduces 
waiting time. Acknowledgements are aggregated in one packet for every batch. The 
number of the acknowledgements for both protocols is changed dynamically based 
on the current link quality. 

Monitor Module 
The monitor module is used to monitor current conditions, such as battery level, 

sensor temperature, link quality and solar power. In our experiments, we use link 
quality as the main metric to decide if the node's behaviour should be changed. 
We can use any existing link quality estimation method, such as ETX [7] or win- 
dow mean with EWMA [22]. In our implementation, we use a simple estimation 
method in order to reduce the complexity of the implementation and avoid using 
much memory and calculation energy. Each node estimates link quality by counting 
packets received from neighbours during a fixed time window. 

Scheduler Module 
This high-level scheduler is used to decide upon the node behaviour, such as 

transmitting, receiving, listening, waking up and sleeping for every node in the net- 
work. It can be used to schedule communication over multiple links. Every node 
has its own time slot to transmit and receive packets. We have implemented a sim- 
ple fixed schedule. The schedule frame of each node is built as follows. Each node 
is assigned a transmitting slot by the base station and listens to the traffic from its 
neighbours during other slots. Then the node marks the specific slot as listening 
for one of its neighbours when it hears traffic from that neighbour during that slot. 
Transmitting and listening slots have the same length. In our implementation, each 
node has a 5-second time slot in the schedule frame to transmit a batch of packets, 
and uses the other two slots for listening or sleeping. 

Synchronization is also controlled by the scheduler module. We integrate a light- 
weight synchronization scheme in which data packets carry a time stamp and chil- 
dren update their times to match their parents [ 14]. 

Central Control Service 
The central control service receives information from the monitor module and 

decides which protocol should be chosen from the protocol library based on the 
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predefined protocol switching threshold. A threshold indicator is integrated in the 
data packets. The scheduler module uses the threshold indicator to control node 
behaviour. In our implementation, based on the previous analysis, when the link 
quality is below 0.5, the ExOR protocol is chosen, otherwise streaming is selected. 
When using ExOR, the central control service also passes information to scheduler 
that one more node should be woken up during the source transmission slot. 

4 Results 

4.1 E x p e r i m e n t  Se t  Up 

We implemented our autonomic communication framework ACF and ExOR using 
TinyOS/nesC [15] with TinyOS Blocking Library [13]. We evaluated their perfor- 
mance in a single hop network using CSIRO Fleck motes [17]. 

Our experiments used a source, a destination and a helper node, with a fourth 
node with high gain antenna as the base station. The base station was connected to 
a personal computer and the three nodes were placed in two different rooms, with 
the destination in a separate room from the source and the helper. We put nodes in 
different angles in order to get different link qualities. 

The schedule slot was 5 seconds and the size of the schedule frame was 3. The 
monitor module performed every 30 minutes to calculate link quality between the 
source and the destination. The batch size was 10. The protocol switching threshold 
was 0.5 based on bidirectional link quality according to the above three protocol 
analysis. The destination node sent 2 copies of acknowledgements when link quality 
was above the threshold, otherwise it sent 6 copies. The base station recorded all 
packets it heard from the three nodes. 

In our experiments, the length of the data packet was the same as the length of 
the acknowledgement packet (33 bytes), although in practice the length of the ac- 
knowledgement could be much shorter. The smaller acknowledgements only affect 
the best performance of the network, but do not affect the trend of the performance 
over varying link quality. 

We repeated each experiment at least 3 times in different days in order to enlarge 
the range of link quality. Two experiments ran total 46.5 hours together. In order to 
get fair comparison, data chosen in Table 3 was the average from data that had the 
first two same decimal digits. The forwarder was in the middle of the source and the 
destination and so its link quality to these two nodes were good enough to fit for our 
purpose. The experimental results are with 95% confidence interval. 
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Table 3 Link Quality: Autonomic Communication Framework (ACF) and ExOR 
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Link Protocol L1 L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 LI0 LII LI2 

SD ACF 0.241 0.314 0.375 0.408 0.505 0,666 0,752 0,762 0.778 0.803 0.823 0.892 
ExOR 0.242 0.312 0.378 0.416 0.507 0.669 0.755 0.761 0.779 0.808 0.826 0.890 

DS ACF 0.659 0.758 0.747 0.751 0.785 0.867 0.895 0,702 0.878 0.899 0.983 0.952 
ExOR 0.350 0.769 0.859 0,575 0.933 0.960 0.796 0.998 0,801 0,912 0.913 0.828 

'zt- i i 

Fig. 4 Link Efficiency: ACF and 
ExOR 

i i , , 

Fig. 5 Energy Consumption: ACF 
and ExOR 

4.2 Exper imenta l  Results 

In this section, we analyse the performance of  our framework ACF from two as- 
pects: link efficiency and energy consumption. 

The x-axis of  Figure 4 and 5 corresponds to categories in Table 3. From Figure 
4 we observe that the link efficiency of ACF is better than that of  ExOR, especially 
when link quality is above 0.5. It improves the link efficiency than ExOR up to 
119%. The main reason is that it changed its behaviour by using 2 nodes instead 
of  3 nodes in the ExOR protocol when the bidirectional link quality between the 
source and the destination is above the predefined threshold. Another reason is that 
the number  of  acknowledgements used in our framework is dynamically changed to 
adapt to its environment, which decreases the total number of  packets transmitted in 
the network. 

We also compared the energy consumption of  ACF with ExOR shown in Figure 
5. It shows that ACF performs better than ExOR when link quality is above the 
threshold and has almost the same performance as the ExOR when link quality is 
below the threshold. We also notice that the energy consumption of our framework 
is worse than that of  ExOR when link quality is around the threshold in Figure 5. 
That may be because of  the bias of the estimated link quality or because the current 
threshold may not be optimal. However, the overall performance of  our framework 
is still better than that of  ExOR. 
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Based on the above analysis, our autonomic communication framework ACF 
has the optimal overall performance based on the analysis of its link efficiency and 
energy consumption. 

5 Related Work 

Reliable delivery is one of important issues in wireless sensor networks explored 
by researchers. Retransmission is a major mechanism used to provide reliable de- 
livery in sensor networks. PSFQ [21] and RMST [18] employ a hop-by-hop neg- 
ative acknowledgement (NACK) mechanism either at the link or transport layer to 
increase network reliability. In PSFQ, the user broadcasts data segments with se- 
quence numbers to its neighbors periodically. The receiver relays these segments to 
its neighbours if there is no sequence gap in received segments. Otherwise, it re- 
quests immediate retransmission of the missing segments using a NACK message. 
RMST improves on PSFQ by using MAC layer retransmission instead of only re- 
lying on explicit NACKs from the transport layer to recover lost packets. However, 
both of them route data along a single path and so are vulnerable to low link quality 
anywhere in that path. 

Multiple path delivery protocols improve on the reliability of single path pro- 
tocols. RelnForM [8] provids reliable data delivery to adapt to the channel error 
rate by using multiple copies of the same packet delivered through multiple edge- 
disjoint paths from source to sink. Nodes themselves decide their forwarding direc- 
tions without explicit paths. However, the ReInForm's requirement of the existence 
of multiple edge-disjoint paths in connected unit disk graphs of uniform density is 
unrealistic in the real world. The main idea of GRAB [23] is that a packet is for- 
warded through interleaved multiple paths from source to sink. The number of paths 
is determined by the required reliability, which is used to control the degree of path 
redundancy. Because of multiple paths are created on the fly, all nodes in GRAB 
have to listen to packets from their neighbours, this increases the overall energy use. 

Several self-healing approaches exist for ad hoe and sensor networks, such as 
CATS [16] and the autonomic routing framework (ARF)[12]. CATS is a cross-layer 
approach to help routing protocol maintain network reliability. It uses a Manage- 
ment Plane to gather information in order to identify and react to network failure. 
However, the amount of information from each of the seven layers of the OSI Ref- 
erence Model generates too much traffic for a sensor network setting. The ARF 
aims to improve the adaptivity of routing services in sensor networks by adapting 
to the application and network dynamics. The aim of ARF is different from ours. 
ARF maintains some feature functions that are decoupled from the routing service. 
Feature functions have a set of parameters to tune to fit application and network 
changes. ARF uses its monitor module to collect state information and make adap- 
tation decision. However, ARF is implemented on a Linux PC and its total code size 
is around 180KB, and so it is not suited to memory constrained sensor nodes. Our 
Fleck nodes only have 128KB programmable flash memory. 
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ASCENT [5] is a topology-adaptive protocol, which uses redundancy to extend 
network lifetime. A minimum set of nodes is selected to establish a routing back- 
bone. In ASCENT, each node assesses its connectivity and adapts its participation in 
the multihop network topology based on the measured operating region. ASCENT is 
neither a routing nor data dissemination protocol. It only decides upon the network 
topology. Gu et al. proposed a dynamic switch-based forwarding protocol (DSF) 
[ 11 ] that reduces end-to-end latency over unreliable links. DSF uses multiple poten- 
tial forwarding nodes at each hop that in turn receive packets from the source. This 
strategy overcomes unreliable links and reduces transmission delay. Although DSF 
also uses extra nodes for forwarding, its aim minimising latency is different from 
our aim minimising energy use. 

6 Conclusion 

Reliable energy efficient data delivery is an important function of  wireless sensor 
networks, particulary in harsh environments. Our goal is to build a reliable, adaptive 
data delivery approach which maximises the field life of  environmental monitoring 
sensor networks. 

We analysed the performance of  existing reliable protocols: timeout-based proto- 
col, streaming protocol and ExOR protocol in order to find out if  current technolo- 
gies used for improving the reliable data delivery alone can really adapt to varying 
environments. Analysis of  energy consumption shows that none of  these protocols 
is able to optimise its performance by adapting completely to varying environments. 

In this paper, we present an autonomic communication framework (ACF) for 
sensor networks that is able to optimise its performance for time-varying links. ACF 
uses different mechanisms based on the different environmental conditions in order 
to achieve an optimal performance. We implemented this framework and ExOR on 
CSIRO Flecks to test their real world performance. Experimental results show that 
the overall performance of  our framework is better than that of  ExOR. In the future, 
this framework will be extended for multi-tier networks and tested in the field at 
different sensor network scales. 
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Abstract One of the hottest research topics is how to reduce energy consumption to pro- 
long the lifetime of a WSN. Some nodes of a WSN may be isolated from others, particu- 
larly when all their neighbors have crashed or run out of energy, and are thus no longer 
helpful in collecting and relaying messages, even though their batteries still retain some 
level of energy. To avoid this, in this paper, we propose a supplementary routing ap- 
proach, named Energy-aware routing (EnAR in short), which can help to extend the life- 
time of a WSN by integrating itself with the routing scheme of the host WSN. With the 
EnAR, a node in a given WSN (denoted by host WSN) checks the amount of its remain- 
ing energy, each time the node receives a request, to see whether it should reject or accept 
the request. The WSN routes messages through other communication paths when nodes 
on the original path have consumed too much energy under the condition that alternate 
paths truly exist. One of the alternate paths will be chosen to relay messages to prevent 
nodes along the original path from exhausting all their energy so that the WSN can last 
longer. Our experimental results show that this scheme is applicable to and suitable for an 
environment with decentralized control, and is able to effectively prolong the lifetime of a 
WSN. 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks; energy-aware routing; supplemental routing 
scheme; energy consumption; path-preserving routing scheme 

1. Introduct ion  
Due to the rapid advancement and development of manufacturing techniques, sensor 

nodes (sensors in short) have become tinier and cheaper. Those that work autonomously 
can be used in place of human workers to sense and monitor environmental change, in a 
wireless sensor network (WSN), sensors are usually put in locations that people can not or 
seldom reach. Hence, their batteries can not be replaced or can only be replaced infre- 
quently. That is why prolonging the lifetime of batteries has become a hot research topic 
recently. Researchers have proposed ways to solve this problem, e.g., by decreasing mes- 
sage relaying counts, shortening communication distance, or using nodes with more en- 
ergy to handle energy consuming tasks. LEACH [1], directed diffusion [2], SPIN [3], and 
SAR [4] concentrate on routing affection, whereas SMACS/EAR (Self-organizing Me- 
dium Access Control for Sensor networks/ Eavesdrop And Register) [4] uses a self- 
organizing and asynchronous approach to improve MAC protocols. All of these methods 
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decrease the energy consumption of a node and prolong system life. But let us consider 
the following situation. 

The topology shown in Fig. 1 roughly consists of sections A, B and C. If too many 
events have occurred or there are many hot nodes in section B, nodes in this section will 
soon use up their batteries. This will isolate sections A and C. About two-thirds of the 
nodes still retain some level of energy, but only one-third of them (i.e., section C) are now 
in service. In other words, checking the total remaining energy in all nodes of a system 
will not enable us to estimate the remaining life of the system. The focus should be on 
whether system service is able to proceed or not, which can more accurately reflect the 
real situation. For example, when using sensors to monitor whether a forest/house is on 
fire, we do not consider that the system is still working if 30% of nodes have failed. Even 
if only 1% of nodes are not working, no one knows whether the forest/house is on fire if 
the fire occurs in the 1% unmonitored area. Hence, prolonging system service is more im- 
portant than prolonging the life of a node, particularly when an entire monitored area 
should be completely sensed all the time. In the following, we consider that a system's 
service become unreliable when at least one node exhausts its energy. 
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Fig. 1 Topology of a wireless sensor network in which there is an isolation section B 

In this research, we propose a routing approach, named energy-aware routing (EnAR), 
which, as a supplemental mechanism, should be integrated with a path-preserving routing 
scheme of a WSN to effectively extend the WSN's service time. A node in such a system 
can reject service requests issued by other nodes, particularly when it has consumed too 
much energy since system start up. We call the original routing scheme the EnAR inte- 
grates with a host routing scheme. In the following, we use the terms routing and relaying 
messages interchangeably, even though some researchers define them differently. Also, a 
host routing scheme X, e.g., on-demand, after being integrated with the EnAR, is called 
X-EnAR, e.g., on-demand-EnAR, and the WSN that deploys an X-EnAR routing scheme 
is called EnAR-WSN. 

2. R e l a t e d  W o r k  
Several types of energy saving methods have been proposed for WSNs. The first type 

focuses on remaining energy, e.g., E-SPAN (energy-aware spanning tree algorithm) [9] 
considers energy that each device currently has when building a routing tree as an energy- 
saving topology. The one with the greatest amount of residual energy will be the root. 
Others choose one of their neighbors as the parent based on the residual energy the 
neighbor has and the distance between the underlying node and the root. 

The second type emphasizes reducing the number of packet transmissions and recep- 
tions. LEACH [1] adopts a cluster-based routing approach in which nodes of a WSN are 
clustered into groups. Groups are self-organized in each round of data collection. Packets 
generated by nodes of a cluster (group) are centralized to their cluster head which is re- 
sponsible for transmitting these packets to a base station. Therefore, how to choose clus- 
ter-heads is a critical issue in saving energy. The focus of MECH [5] is on the remaining 
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energy in that, the more energy a node currently has, the higher probability the node will 
be chosen as a cluster-head. TEEN (threshold sensitive energy efficient sensor network 
protocol) [6], LEACH-C (LEACH-centralized) [7] and PEGASIS [8] all refine LEACH. 
TEEN defines a clustering algorithm to classify WSNs into two types, proactive and reac- 
tive which are described above, and for saving energy. LEACH-C determines which 
nodes will be chosen as cluster-heads based on global information collected by base sta- 
tions, including geographical topology and remaining energy. In PEGASIS, only one des- 
ignated node rather than all cluster-heads sends aggregate data to a base station. It uses a 
greedy algorithm to establish a chain that includes all nodes of a WSN. Nodes transmit 
messages through a downstream chain for upstream nodes in each round of data collec- 
tion. 

The third type conducts sleeping-mode to nodes. Idle devices enter sleeping-mode in 
which devices turn off their antennas and some system components to save energy. S- 
MAC [10] added a sleeping-mode and a random schedule to IEEE802.11 MAC. Each 
sensor has a probability of entering its sleeping-mode [11] extended system life by pre- 
serving coverage and letting some system components go to sleep. LDS (linear distance- 
based scheduling) [12], BS (balanced-energy scheduling) [17], RS (randomized schedul- 
ing) [18], and DS (distance-based scheduling) [13] involve cluster-based routing and fo- 
cus on a sleeping-mode algorithm. DS and LDS determine whether a sensor should go to 
sleep or not by calculating the distance between the sensor and its cluster-head. BS pro- 
longs a system's life time by balancing system energy consumption. 

The fourth type focuses on energy consumption and its impact on sensing coverage of 
sensor nodes. The DAPR protocol (distributed activation based on predetermined routes) 
[10] was proposed based on an application plane that considers the relationship between 
coverage area and available energy. Reducing power consumption may prolong the life- 
time of whole WSNs, but the effective coverage area may not be in proportion to the 
number of surviving nodes due to the high density of remaining nodes. A CPCHSA algo- 
rithm (coverage-preserving cluster-head selection algorithm) [14] was devised to modify 
the LEACH [1] by deploying a threshold-adjusting formula based on effective coverage 
area to select a better cluster-head, which is one with a smaller effective coverage area. 
Those with larger effective coverage areas have lower probability of being a cluster-head. 
Carefully selected cluster-heads can physically extend the system lifetime and help a 
WSN maintain a higher effective coverage area. 

3. System M o d e l  
3.1 Modification of routing 

Table-driven and location-aware routing schemes maintain routing tables/paths at all 
times. Such maintenance consumes much energy and is harmful to system life. During 
routing, a node only needs to know the type of packets it is requested to relay or send. 
Routing paths are maintained or established periodically. This type of routing scheme is 
different from the on-demand approach in that a node with on-demand approach, before 
sending data, submits a path-discovery packet, that carries source and destination ad- 
dresses, to find a routing path so that messages generated can reach a base station in its 
following stage, i.e., data transmission stage. To cope with all probable path-preserving 
routing schemes that host WSNs may deploy, the EnAR adopts on-demand's routing 
steps. A node in a EnAR-WSN can autonomously determine whether it should reject re- 
laying messages for other nodes, continuously relay messages for other nodes, or reject a 
path-discovery request. 
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3.2 Modes 
Fig. 2 shows the layer structure of the EnAR in which a node has two modes, normal 

and rejection. A node in its normal mode performs the designated tasks normally, includ- 
ing sensing environmental changes and relaying/transmitting message, etc. A node R en- 
ters its rejection mode when its remaining energy is less than a threshold, or in some 
WSNs (e.g., S-MAC, and LDS) it enters sleeping mode. R disappears when it enters rejec- 
tion mode or leaves the WSN (e.g., failure or exhausting its energy). If a path-preserving 
WSN can accept that its nodes will disappear during its life time, the EnAR as a supple- 
mentary routing mechanism can then be smoothly integrated with the WSN. There are two 
cases when R will reject the request it receives. The first is if R, after entering its rejection 
mode, receives a path-discovery request. It rejects the request by replying with no mes- 
sages, which will force the EnAR-WSN to choose another path that excludes R. The sec- 
ond is if R is now on a routing path. After receiving a packet, it finds that its remaining 
energy is insufficient to process (e.g., relay) the packet, R then switches itself to rejection 
mode. Such will cause the host routing scheme to issue a path-discovery request. Whether 
R should enter its rejection mode and the activities performed before and after entering 
rejection mode are all autonomously determined and done by R itself, i.e., it is a fully dis- 
tributive and autonomous way without any central control (e.g., base station's interference 
and global information collected by base station). 

Routing Layer: 
DSR, AODV, GPSR ... 

EnAR-based scheme: 
MAC/PHY 

MAC/PHY 

Fig. 2 The layer structure of the 
EnAR 

Fig. 3 Data generated in an event field is sent to a base 
station through different paths when a node R along a 
routing path refuses to relay packets. Neighbor which 
will receive a packet sent by node S is autonomously 
determined by S itself, which is either a source node of 
or an intermediate node along a routing path. 

3.3 Isolation problem 
How does an EnAR-WSN work? As shown in Fig.3, if a node R on path A enters its 

rejection mode, path A will be replaced by another path, e.g., by path B. For instance, 
DSR establishes path B, excluding R, with the least hop counts as the alternate shortest 
routing path. Although path B is farther away with longer delay, it may (may not) con- 
sume more energy than those nodes on path A if the bandwidth of the two paths is the 
same [ 19]. This is helpful not only in prolonging the life time of an entire system, but also 
in preventing node R from running out of energy too quickly in transmitting packets from 
the event field (data source) to a base station, thus avoiding the occurrence of isolation 
sections. A path-discovery request to establish path B is initiated by, e.g., node S in Fig. 3, 
which may be either the data source node or the disappearing node's upstream neighbor 
depending on the re-routing policy of the host WSN. The former (the latter) is the case 
when the host routing scheme is a static (dynamic) routing. 
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3.4 Types of packets 
Node energy is often consumed by sensing environment, transmitting data and relay- 

ing packets. In this research, we divide total energy E,,,,o, that a node currently has into 

four types E x , E y , E  and E , which are defined in Table 1 where 

E,o,o ~ = E + Ey + E z + E ,  in which the initial energy allocated to E will be described 

later. The way to allocate remaining energy E(= E,~ - Eo) is as follows. Transmission 

priorities of type x, y and z, denoted by Pri(x), Pri(y) and Pri(z) respectively, are 

Pri(x)>Pri(y)>Pri(z). The allocation function of the three types' initial energyEi is de- 

fined as E~ = E x C~ where Ci is the weight of type i, i = x, y, z and ~ C = 1, i.e., a node 
Vl 

reserves E i for processing and transmitting type i packets on receiving a request Req. Be- 

fore relaying (when Req is type y or z), transmitting (when Req is type x), or replying with 
a packet, a node, e.g., node R, along a routing path checks which type the request is and 
how much energy it currently has. I fE  is less than a predefined threshold d ,  R rejects the 
request. Otherwise, if the request is type x, y, or z, R further checks to see whether there is 
enough of the corresponding type of energy to serve the request. If not, a reallocation is 

performed. We assume that E = Ep~ where Ep, is the energy required to transmit a packet 

of type i, i=x,y,z. The reallocation policy is that when a node runs out E ,  ( E + E )• C x is 

then allocated to type x constrained on the fact that new E x _> Ep. 

Table 1 Energy consumption types on a node R 
Type Energy consumption description 

energy for sensing environmental data and transmitting data, which is the 
E quota for node R itself, i.e., data source is node R. 

E energy for relaying packets for neighbors, which is the quota for 
neighbors. Data source is a neighbor of R. 
energy for relaying packets for others, which is the quota for those other 

E than node R and R's neighbors. Data source is neither node R nor R's 
neighbors. 
energy for processing, including receiving and transmit- 

E ring/relaying/replying, a path-discovery packet. 

As the node runs out E ,  E will be reallocated to types y and z as 

C , C 
E t  ( = E x ) and E ( = E x ~ ), respectively, also constrained 

C + C  C + C  

on E~ _> E .  A node (e.g., node R), when running o u t E ,  will reject type-z requests. If R 

rejects a request, either due to E < ~ or since Ej is less than E of a type j request, even 

if reallocation has just been completed, j=x, y or z, re-routing will be performed. If node R 
is a throat point of the underlying WSN, the new path-discovery request, carrying the 
source and destination node addresses which are the same as those either of a previous 
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path-discovery request rejected by R or of a previous connection for the continuous relay- 
ing of messages going through R that R rejected for some reason, reaches R again. This 
time the node, except for exhausting E after receiving the request, should accept this re- 
quest and relay the following arriving packets to make the WSN robust enough to serve 
requests. Therefore, a parameter that records a node's routing history should be referred 
to. 
3.5 Working algorithm 

We assume that in an EnAR-WSN each packet carries destination and source ad- 
dresses and all packets are of the same size because a WSN is an event report system and 
data conveyed on a packet is very often fixed in size. That is why we as- 

sume Ep, = Epy = E,  z , which can simplify the following algorithms, their analyses, and 

the calculation of the energy consumed by a packet. A node, when receiving a request, 
checks to see whether its remaining energy is larger than a given threshold or not by in- 
voking ChkReq0. If yes, the EnAR updates its energy by executing ChkServ 0. ChkServ 0 
will call ReallocEngy0 to reallocate its remaining energy when Ex or Ey is used up. Fur- 
thermore, ChkReq0 checks to see whether a request that a node receives has been rejected 
by the node within a period pre-defined of time or not by involving a timer. If yes, R 
should accept the request since re-routing after rejection selects R again. 
ChkReq (p) 

/* When node R receives a request (i.e., a packeO p which may be a path-discovery re- 
quest (type u) or a packet o f  type i either from its upstream node M (i.e., type y or z) or 
from itself(i.e., type x), it checks to see whether p is acceptable or not," Also, assume that 
a node maintains a list L to keep its routing history */ 
1. {Let Sa and Da be the source and destination addresses of p, respectively, and L be a 

list of source and destination pairs (Sa, Da) with a counter countsa D, and a timer 
tsa Da./*the counter counts the times having been rejected */ 

2. if ((Sa, Da) is not in L) { L = L • {(Sa, Da)} ; countsa Da = 1 ; starts timer tsa Da} else 

if (tsa_Da times out) counts, oa=0;/*(Sa, Da) already exists but the timer times out*/ 
3. if ((E > threshold 6 ) or (E > Ep and countsa Da > 1)) 

{Deci=ChkServ(p, counts, D~,tsa D,); 
3.1. switch(Deci) 
3.2. case (accepted): i fp  is a type-u packet, then reply to the request with an accept- 

ACK; 
else {deliver the packet received/generated to the downstream node toward Da; 
countsa D, =0;} 

3.3. case (rejected): {reject the request; countsa Da++; enter rejection mode; start tSa_D a ;} 
3.4. default: output an error message; /*p is a type other than u, x, y and z */} 
4. Else {reject p; counts~_oa++;/* E < 6 ,  or the time point that R rejected last request 

was not within the pre-defined period o f  the time from right now */} 
ChkServ(p, countsa_Da, ts~_D~)/*Ep is the energy required to transmit a packet p */ 
1. { switch (type(p)) 
2. case(u): if(counts, Da > 1 and tSa_D~ does not time out) return(accepted); /*a path- 

discovery request*/ 

3. case(x): if ( E  >_ Ep ){ E = E - E p  ;return (accepted);} 

else { Real locEngy(E,  E ,  E ,  x, Decision); return(Decision);} 
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4. case(y): if ( E  > E ) { E = Ey - Ep ; return (accepted);} 

else {ReallocEngy( Ex, E ,  E ,  y, Decision); return (Decision);} 

5. case(z): i f ( E  _> E ) { E = E  z - E  ; return (accepted);} 

else return (rejected); 
6. default: return (error);} 

Rea l locEngy(E ,  E ,  E ,  Q, Decision)/* to reallocate energy */ 

1. {if (Q=:x) { 

case( E < E < 2 . E  ):{ E x = E ; Ey =0; E z =0; Decision=accepted;} 

/* E = E + E + E is only sufficient to transmit a packet, then allocate energy to 

case( 2 .E  <_E<3.E ):{ E = 0 . 5 x E  �9 E y = 0 . 5 x E  ; E =0  ; Deci- 

sion=accepted;}/*E is only sufficient to transmit two packets */ 

default: /* E >_ 3 .E  , Distributed energy to E , E and E based on their 

weight C ,  C and C */ 

{ q = E - 3. E ; E = q x C, + E ,  Vi = x, y, z ; Decision=accepted;} } 

2. else/* Q= =y */ 

if (Ep <_ Ey + E < 2. Ep ){ E = E p ;  E = E -  E ; E =0; Decision=accepted;} 

/* E + E is only sufficient to transmit a packet, so give Ep to Ey and remaining en- 

ergy t o E  x */ 

e l s e / * E  + E  > 2 . E p * /  

{ q = E  + E  z - 2 . E p ;  E j = q x  

Decision=accepted; } } } 

Cj 
+ Ep,Vj = y , z ;  

C + C  

4. Experimental Results and Discussion 
Three experiments were performed in this research. The first studied the difference be- 

tween the lifetime of a WSN and an EnAR-WSN when different extreme amounts of ini- 
tial energy are allocated to types x, y and z where system lifetime is the time period from 
the beginning of a system to the time point when the first node of the system dies. The 
second illustrated the ways to allocate initial energy to a node in a uniformly distributed 
WSN. The third compared system service time (in rounds) when different initial energy 
allocation approaches are used. 
4.1 System Life Time 

In the first experiment, each sensor was given only enough energy to transmit and re- 
ceive 100 packets. The energy required for reallocation computation is one-tenth of that 
for transmitting a packet. In Fig. 4, a-b-c along x-axis means the energy reserves for types 
x, y and z of a node are a%, b% and c%, respectively, where a+b+c=lO0. It shows that 
the lifetimes of clustering approaches with EnAR and without EnAR (cluster with EnAR 
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and cluster without EnAR, in short, respectively) are similar on 0-0-100 because most 
nodes in both approaches exhausted most of  their energy relaying packets for others (ex- 
cluding a node itself and its neighbors). As compared with the cluster with EnAR in the 
cases of  0-100-0 and 100-0-0, the cluster with EnAR on 0-0-100 consumed the least en- 
ergy (i.e., the difference between two poles of  a pair, with and without the EnAR) to issue 
and process path-discovery packets. Its lifetime thus was longer than that of  the other two. 

The worst case occurs at 100-0-0. Because after a node enters its rejection mode, each 
time it receives a type-y or type-z request, a path-discovery request will be issued. Unfor- 
tunately, requests of  these two types are the majority, particularly for those nodes near 
their base station. Such a node consumes a lot of  energy to run ChkReqO and ChkServ(), 
and the system of such an allocation issues more path-discovery requests than 0-0-100 and 
0-100-0. Both of  these operations are harmful to system life. Our conclusion is that initial 
energy allocation significantly affects energy consumption. 

To improve the situation, we deployed the Pareto principle,  with which 20% of en- 
ergy is reserved for a node itself and 80% for neighbors (30%) and others (50%). System 
lifetime (see 20-30-50 in Fig.4) was longer than that of  the cluster approach without 

EnAR. Theoretically, its optimal initialization occurs when C i (recall, weight of type i) is 

the probability that a node will receive a type-i request, i=x,y,z, during its lifetime. For- 
mula (1) is an estimation. 

P(t~) (1) 
c ( t , ) =  ~ p ( t , ) , i = x , y , z  

where pj (t,) is the amount of  typej  requests received during the period of  time from time 

points t~_, to t k , j=x, y, or z, and ~ P (t k) is the total amount of  requests of  types x, 
j~{x.y.~} 

y, and z received in this time period. The energy initially allocated to E u is 

P, (2) 

where ~ p~ ~ p j ) i s  the total amount of  type-u (types x, y and z) packets a node has 
jc{x,),,z} 

received in its historical records. 

•'•'2000 
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"3 1600 
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~ 1200 

lOOO 

System life time 

0-0-100 0-i00-0 100-0-0 20-30-50 
Quota of energy 

I c,Lo;_ 
wi thou t  [ 

EnAR 

I~t cluster- I 
with EnAR 

Fig. 4 a-b-c in x-axis means energy reserved for types x, y and z of a node is a%, b% and c%, respectively, and 
a+b+c=lO0. The difference between two poles of a pair (with and without the EnAR) is the energy consumed 

for reallocation and path-discovery. 
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Fig. 5 Delineation of an EnAR-WSN for initial 
energy allocation 

Fig. 6 Topology of a simulation environment of 
200x200m z in which nodes are uniformly distributed 

and node 51 (at the center of this field) is a base station 

4 . 2  I n i t i a l  E n e r g y  A l l o c a t i o n  

In the second  experiment ,  we  assume that there is a uni form distribution sys tem o f  
which,  as shown in Fig. 5, the communica t ion  range o f  a node is r geographical  distance 
units, and the data stream is forwarded to a base  station hop by hop,  i.e., a node  in a co- 
rona, e.g., corona  c, relays packets  generated by  nodes  in outer corona,  i.e., corona c+ l ,  
c+2 . . . .  , N, to its direct inner  corona, i.e., corona c - l ,  where  c=1,2,3 .. . ,  N-1 and corona 0 
is a base  station, This f ramework is the same as that illustrated in [20]. Assume  that the 
probabi l i ty  o f  data generat ion is equal to all nodes,  i f  we can preload different  ratios o f  
initial energy to sensor  batteries in different  coronas,  the sensor  network should have a 
bet ter  balance energy consumpt ion  model  as we  expect,  so that initial energy al located to 

a node  is a function o f  c, i.e., E,  = f ( c ) ,  i = x , y ,  z .  

Let ry and r be  respect ively  the numbers  o f  ne ighbors  and others which a node  has to 

relay packets  for. W h e n  sensor  densi ty in the under lying field is high,  ry and rz can be ex- 
pressed  as 

( r ( c  + 1)) 2 - ( r c )  2 2c  + 1 
_ - -  (3) 

r' - (rc) 2 - ( r (c -1 ) )  2 2 c - 1  

( r N )  2 -  ( r ( c  + 1)) 2 N 2 - (c + 1) 2 (4) 

r - ( rc )  2 . ( r ( c -  1)) 2 2 c -  1 

Here, c also means  that a node is c hops  (c coronas)  away from a base station and N is 
the total number  o f  circles in the under ly ing system. Then, theoretically the optimal initial 
energy allocated to a node is as follows. 

E 
E (5) 

l + r + r  

E~ ( 6 )  
] + r + r  

r E  
E - m (7) 

l + r + r  
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Fig. 7 Root mean square errors between simulated results by deploying formulas (5) to (7) and their theoretically 
optimal values in a static network topology deploying AODV without EnAR 

In this experiment, we deployed 51 nodes for a sensing/event field and relayed packets 
generated by using static AODV without EnAR. The topology shown in Fig. 6 is pro- 
duced by using QualNet [15], and is a field in which nodes are uniformly distributed. Fig. 
7 illustrates the root mean square errors (RMSEs) of energy physically consumed by a 
node for processing requests of types x, y and z when initial energy is individually allo- 
cated by using formulas (5) to (7) and by using the theoretically estimated optimal values 
(i.e., formula (1)) where RMSE(x)=0.14317, RMSE(y)=0.132233, and 
RMSE(z)=0.18803, showing that the RMSEs do not very approximate to zero, owing to 
the steady path of static AODV. Some nodes one hop (circle) or a few hops (circles) away 
from a base station do not relay packets for other nodes, e.g., nodes 29 and 36 in Fig. 6, 
since most packets generated by their upstream nodes flow through nodes 30 and 28, re- 
spectively. 

To simplify the following description, we again assume that the probabilities of data 
generation of all nodes in a WSN are the same, and the information required, i.e., the total 
number of packets that a node has received within a period of time or since the system 
started up, can be gathered from the system in some ways so that we can accordingly allo- 
cate initial energy to a node. For example, Fig. 8 shows that the number of packets that a 
node has received during a given period of time can be obtained by analyzing its system 
topology. Hence, the node can realize how to allocate its initial energy, e.g., initial energy 

allocated to types x, y and z for node A is l 2 4 since it has two neighbors and four (7,7,7~ 
others. Actually, the information gathered from a real static WSN is often general enough 
to meet all cases, no matter which distribution (e.g., normal, uniform or Poisson) nodes in 
the WSN are? That means the information is better than that derived from a uniform dis- 
tribution, i.e., formulas (5) to (7), since it can help to allocate more accurate initial energy 
so as to prolong the system life of the WSN. 
4.3 System Service Time 

In the third experiment, we compared the two schemes, formulas (5) to (7) and for- 
mula (1), to see how they affect the system service time of a WSN. The simulation envi- 
ronment deployed AODV routing scheme and 50 nodes which are randomly distributed in 
system field. For simplicity, we assume the energy consumption of generating and relay- 
ing a packet is the same, even it is not always true in real world. Fig. 9 shows the service 
time before the first node exhausts all its energy. It is clear that AODV-EnAR using for- 
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mulas (5) to (7) outperforms AODV without EnAR, but does not perform as well as 
AODV-EnAR using formula (1). The reasons are mentioned above. 

Unfortunately, collecting packet statistics for deriving formula (1) sometimes is infea- 
sible since the collection always consumes energy and should be performed system wide. 
Also, before allocating initial energy, we have to know the value of the denominator of 
formula (1). Furthermore, some routing schemes can not predict or obtain their routing to- 
pologies beforehand, e.g., direct diffusion [16], particularly when the system is a decen- 
tralized-control WSN. Our conclusion is that formulas (5) to (7) are feasible if ry and rz 
can be derived from system topology, e.g., based on the number of upstream hops which a 
node has to relay packets for. 

A (I/7,2/7,4/7) ~o 

/ ~  ~ 4000 
> 3500 

C .~ 3000 

(I/5,2/5,2/5) (1,0,0) .~'~ 2000250~ 

~. 1500 
(1,0,0) ~ 1000 

.~ 500 
0 

E 
G (1,o,o) 

(1/3,2/3,0) 

Sysiem service time 

AODV withoul AODV-EnAR AODV-EnAR 
EnAR using formulas using formula (1) 

(5) to (7) 

Fig. 8 A routing topology deploying AODV where Fig. 9 Comparison of system service time when 
(x,y,z) of a node represents the ratios of types x,y different initial energy allocation approaches are 
and z requests the node will receive used 

5. Conclusion and Future Research 
In this study, we propose an energy-aware supplemental routing scheme, named the 

EnAR, to prolong a WSN's system life by routing packets through alternate paths with a 
decentralized approach. Nodes along the alternate paths will take over the task of relaying 
packets to prevent nodes on the original path not only from exhausting their energy 
quickly, but also from forming an isolated section no sooner after system start up. The 
EnAR should collaborate with path-preserving routing schemes. Experimental results 
showed that the collaboration can effectively prolong an underlying WSN's system life- 
time. Also, the ways to allocate initial energy have been proposed and discussed. Among 
them formulas (5) to (7) are suitable for uniform distribution. Even if a base station is lo- 
cated at or near the edge of a field, they are still applicable. Formulas (1) and (2) can be 
applied to different distributions, uniform, normal, Poisson and so on, if the number of 
packets a node will receive can be obtained or predicted. 

Our future work includes analyzing the cost and reliability models such as integrating 
the EnAR with different routing schemes, and studying other appropriate methods that can 
optimally allocate initial energy to requests of types x, y and z, besides the Pareto princi- 
ple and formulas (1) and (2), particularly when nodes are distributed to a system field with 
different distributions, e.g., normal distribution and the stochastic approach, since in a 
WSN it is very difficult to collect global information, which also consumes a lot of energy 
and bandwidth. Furthermore, we will try to integrate MAC layer protocols, like sleeping 
mode scheduling, with the EnAR to further improve its system efficiency so as to save as 
much energy as possible, especially when the node density of a sensor network is high. 
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S e n s o r  N e t w o r k  
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Abs t rac t  Today, sensor networks are on the way from simulation and short term 
measurements in the laboratory to real long term applications where devices oper- 
ate for several weeks without administration. In this paper we describe the design, 
development and evaluation of a suitable application for further measurements of 
sensor network protocols and applications where users can benefit from the services 
of this network in daily life. Energy efficiency, reliability and adaptability are key 
features to fulfill the requirements of the users. We decide to develop a monitoring 
system for potted flowers at our institute and support the users with automatically 
generated decisions for watering the flowers. We perform long term measurements 
and evaluate the whole system including the benefit that the users experience. In this 
paper we present first results and the long term evaluation of the system. 

1 Introduction 

Simulations were standard in the Mobile Ad Hoc Network (MANET) and sensor 
networks research community in the past for years. First experimental results show 
that simulation models for sensor networks are far from being realistic and protocols 
developed in simulations might fail in real world environments. 

Reference implementation of protocols and their evaluation in MANET or sensor 
network testbeds help to improve the confidence in protocols. The research focus of 
these testbeds is evaluation of protocol and variants which does not require long 
term measurements in many cases. In these field experiments data and information 
transferred as well as user interaction were only of secondary interest. 
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Before sensor networks can be deployed in real world application new challenges 
need to be solved. A very practical issue is the required interaction with individuals. 
Systems under test need to offer a real user benefit, so that users ideally voluntarily 
utilize these systems regularly. 

In this paper, we introduce FlowerNet as a suitable application to conduct pro- 
tocol evaluations as well as user acceptance surveys in a simple setup. FlowerNet 
allows long term evaluation with a multi hop radio network and is based on the ESB 
sensor network platform ([ 1 ]) that provides a convenient programming environment, 
a simple radio interface and an extension connector for additional sensors. 

The user acceptance for sensor network applications poses important challenges 
for such a system. Acceptance depends on the reliability and correctness of the sys- 
tem as well as the service and the way the service is offered. Systems like FlowerNet 
should provide the user with recommendations and detect faults and recover from 
them silently instead of dominating the user with instructions that might be even 
wrong. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section introduces related 
work. Section 3 lists all the user requirements and some prerequisites and constraints 
given by the hardware. In the next sections we will discuss design decisions where 
we focus on the adaptability of the application. We will finish the paper with a first 
evaluation of the system and an outlook for the future work. 

2 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

Environmental monitoring and in-situ habitat monitoring are two main applications 
of Wireless Sensor Networks. 

Possible applications besides monitoring of plants in private environment are 
the improvement of agricultural production, monitoring of animal populations or 
climate data acquisition. 

A project also addressing monitoring of plants is the Botanicalls project ([2]) 
based on ZigBee. A main feature of this application is the creation of a new com- 
munication channel between a plant and its owner using Voice over IE The user can 
call plants to get information about their condition and the plants call the user to ask 
for water. 

On Great Duck Island a population of Ceach's Storm Petrell is monitored by a 
WSN consisting of Mica Nodes ([3],[4]). 

A research group at Agrosphere Institute, Forschungszentrum Juelich, is working 
on a project called SoilNet ([5]), in which a WSN based on the ZigBee Standard 
acquires soil moisture data in areas of 100's of meters. 

The Computational Modeling Laboratory of the National Agricultural Research 
Center in Japan developed a system which acquires data of different environmental 
parameters in paddy fields and tries to improve the crops ([6]). 

Within the MarathonNet project a monitoring system for runners in a running 
event presents various data of the participants to the interested audience, even in 
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the Internet ([7],[8],[9]). Besides the implementation and evaluation of the system 
the application puts the main focus on usability and the special requirements of the 
devices in a sports event. 

Practical approaches to animal tracking have been developed in the ZebraNet- 
project ([ 10]) and in the Electronic Shepherd-project ([ 11]). 

In the Heathland experiment network characteristics have been evaluated in prac- 
tical application ([12]) to collect experimental results about connectivity and data 
loss rates. 

These examples of related work mainly focus on the network properties and the 
data collection itself. The collected data is provided to research people so that user 
friendliness in the first place is not that important. Researchers for soil measure- 
ments are interested in fine granular, long term raw data for a certain region. How- 
ever, FlowerNet focuses on getting experience and results in the acceptance of the 
use of WSN technology in everyday life and not on the new network protocols as 
many other related work. Users of FlowerNet expect valuable information instead 
of raw data, which calls for a different focus of the project. The user expects the 
sensors to be self-adaptive and self-learning, so that they support the watering of 
cactuses in sandy soil as well as roses in humus. We will discuss the requirements 
of the users for a support system for flower care in the next sections. 

3 Requirements 

FlowerNet as a typical wireless application requires flexibility, fault tolerance, us- 
ability, reliability and a long life time. 

As the user will not be interested in the technical aspects of the application, the 
presentation of data and the notification of the events has to be user friendly and ap- 
pealing. Although routing is not the focus of this work the routing algorithm needs 
to support moving of flowers without user interaction to the system. When events 
of interest occur, the system sends an email to the user. The user can monitor his 
flowers by visiting a website which presents the acquired data graphically. Config- 
uration and deployment of the network must be easy and intuitive. Thus, another 
aspect to achieve user friendliness is the adaptability of the event detection mech- 
anism. Thereby the system adapts to the watering behavior of the user and special 
knowledge of the characteristics of the plants is not required for using FlowerNet. 

Besides the technical requirements, the enclosure of the nodes should not affect 
the decorative function of the flowers and should be nearly invisible. The risk of 
damaging the roots of the flowers by inserting the measurement contacts into the 
soil should be minimal. There is a need for mechanisms to filter double events or 
wrong notification by incorrectly detected events. The nodes have to be protected by 
a housing from water and physical damage but still allow for easy battery change. 
An e-mail sent to the user in order to replace batteries is also a must in the system. 
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Fig. 1 FlowerNet Components 

4 Network Design 

This section describes the most important network design decisions that were made 
to fulfill requirements of FlowerNet. 

The FlowerNet -application consists of several components (Figure 1). Data is 
collected in FlowerNet and routed to the gateway node, which propagates data to 
a software gateway. This software gateway also acts as a time server for the syn- 
chronization. The SpyglassServer ([13]) processes the data and creates the graphi- 
cal output, an XML/XSLT file with the actual state of the plants. Additionally, log 
files are written, containing the acquired data since system start. Also, it sends the 
notification emails to the users. 

For an easy configuration of the application, the tool FlowerNetPositioner has 
been developed. This tool enables easy configuration of positions of the flowers and 
create the graphical representation of the building map to achieve a nice graphical 
presentation of the collected data to the user. Furthermore, it allows the administra- 
tive users to enter email addresses of users in charge of each flower for the system 
notifications that are sent. The user receives e-mails in case of low battery to change 
the batteries and if the gateway node detects that nodes do not send packets for a 
long time period. This allows the user to react to error situations. 

To assure a long life time, the system operates very energy efficient and nodes 
avoid collisions on the medium. The used routing protocol assures flexibility of 
positioning the nodes and achieve reliability of data transmission (Subsection 4.2). 
Figure 1 depicts the important components as described so far. 
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4.1 Schedule-based Time Division Multiplexing 
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This section presents the MAC layer of F l o w e r N e t ,  which is determined as a sched- 
ule based time division multiplexing (STDM) with fixed intervals in which the radio 
transceivers are set into sleep mode to reduce energy consumption. As the number 
of nodes is known in advance and there are no real-time requirements, this simple 
solution fits well to the application. 

For STDM, suitable time synchronization between the nodes is mandatory. F l o w -  

e r N e t  synchronizes periodically. Each synchronization event is initiated by the gate- 
way node which receives the actual time from the Software-Gateway. Each node 
has an interval of ONPERIOD seconds in which the transceiver is active as shown 
in Figure 2. This interval is called sending period. Afterwards the radio interface is 
switched off for OFFPERIOD seconds. During the sending period, all nodes have to 
be active too, as data forwarding to the gateway node is performed in a single send- 
ing interval. The duty cycle can be reduced by adapting the parameters ONPERIOD 
and OFFPERIOD. During the sending period, the node has a power consumption 
of 7.15mA. When the receiver is turned off, the power consumption reduces to 1.5 
mA. So, the theoretical life time of a node using batteries with an energy of Ebattery 

in mAh is calculated by formula (1). 

Ebattery (1) 
ONPEmOD X 7 . 1 5 m A h  + (1 - ONPEmOD 

OFFPERIOD OFFPERIOD J • 1 . 5 m A h  

In our tests, we used 2000mAh batteries and set ONPERIOD to 6 and OFFPE- 
RIOD to 66, which results in a theoretical lifetime of 41.4 days. Although we know 
that this approach does not scale for large sensor networks, in F l o w e r N e t  with about 
tens of nodes it is appropriate. 

~ndir~ period ~endJng p~riod ~ending p~d~,d ~endinQ p~riod 
node ~{ r~od~ 2 nod~ N nod~ 

ONPIERIOD OFFPERIO[I 

t ~endlng round 

Fig. 2 Time Division Multiplexing scheme 
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There are several situations in which nodes need to connect to the network. In 
this case, nodes are not synchronized with the network yet. After the system start, 
a node stays active and periodically sends SIGN-Requests which indicate that this 
node is not synchronized yet. When the node receives network synchronization re- 
sponse messages it sets its own time and multiplexing information accordingly. This 
approach offers flexibility in deployment of the nodes, as there is no need to deploy 
any node at any special point of time. 

~2 Rou~ng 

As robustness of the system is a key requirement, we decided to use a routing proto- 
col based on link qualities in the local neighborhood of the nodes as routing metric. 

A suitable link metric has been presented in [14] and is implemented in Flow- 
erNet. When a node receives a packet, it calculates a link quality for the link from 
the neighboring node and itself. This quality metric is calculated from sequence 
numbers in the data packets. After each interval of 32 packets sent by a neighbor 
the packet delivery rate is calculated and defines the downstream link quality. For 
further details we refer to [14]. 

The routing is organized in rounds triggered by the gateway node as a central 
component. It initiates a new routing round periodically, where nodes build a span- 
ning tree on top of the existing meshed network graph. For this purpose, the gateway 
node broadcasts a routing update packet that is forwarded within the network These 
routing update packets contain the actual parent node and the sum of the link qual- 
ity on the optimal path to the gateway node. When a node receives a routing update 
packet, it compares its actual quality of the routing path with the sum of the re- 
ceived path quality plus the quality of the link to the sending neighbor. If the new 
offered path has better quality the receiving node updates its routing information 
and broadcasts this new path to the other nodes in a new routing update packet. 

5 Adaptive Dryness Measurement 

One of the main requirements of the application is the adaptability of FlowerNet to 
specific characteristics of a plant. To achive this goal, nodes monitor data and learn 
about dryness thresholds in a learning phase at the start of the application and adapt 
these thresholds during operation. 

The implementation of the event detection was based on certain assumptions. The 
dryness of ground increase with time and a watering will have a sudden measurable 
effect on the dryness of the soil. 

There are several uncertainties that affect the measurement. For instance, the 
electric conductivity of different soil types can vary and different plants need dif- 
ferent humidity levels in the soil which requires adaptability of the system. The 
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measured value depends on the insertion position of the contacts. So, the system 
will experience sudden changes in the measured values if the user repositions the 
plant. After the node has collected steady data again it gets back into a stable mode. 

To measure the dryness we charge a capacitor through the soil with a current of 
lmA. The soil acts a resistor in that case. The raw value is the time in milliseconds 
until the capacitor reaches a threshold voltage. The lower the resistance of the soil, 
the lower is this measured time, so we measure the dryness of the soil. 

Measurements are repeated ten times and averaged to reduce the influence of 
variations due to measurement errors. This averaged value is called a dryness mea- 
surement (dryness) in the following. 

Nodes detect on their own several events: 

�9 The flower has been watered. 
�9 The flower has to be watered because the soil is dry. 
�9 The flower has to be watered because it's time. 
�9 The flower has been watered, but the system did not detect a necessity for it. 
�9 An error has been detected, no valid measurements possible at the moment. 
�9 Node left error state, node collects valid dryness data again. 

After a measurement has been executed, the node forecasts the next dryness value 
by using the delta between two measurements (dtff). Diff is adapted by using expo- 
nential smoothing first order: 

di f fn+ l = (1 - ~dif f ) )< di f fn + O~diff >( new_di f f (2) 

The parameter O~diff E [0.. 1] controls the filtering. The forecast dryness value is then 
dryness forecast = drynessn + di f fn. 

If new dryness value differs from this forecast value more than a threshold, a 
watering event or an error is detected, depending on the new value. If the actually 
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measured value is smaller, the dryness level of the soil has decreased, thus, if (3) 
evaluates to true, the system detects a watering event: 

drynessn+l <~ DRY_FRAC • dryness forecast, DRY_FRAC C [0.. 1] (3) 

On the other side, if actual measurement value is larger, the dryness level of the 
soil has suddenly increased, possibly by changing the position of the two contacts, 
thus, if (4) evaluates to true, the node enters an error state: 

drynessn+l >~ ERROR_FRAC x drynessforecast, ERROR_FRAC > 1 (4) 

When the situation stabilizes again, node returns to normal mode again. 
There are two thresholds which can be reached to indicate that a watering of the 

flower is necessary. The robustness and adaptability of the measurement is achieved 
by learning the initial thresholds during operation in a monitoring mode. The dry- 
ness threshold is set to the measured value immediately at the point of time of wa- 
tering. The time threshold is initialized to the time interval between the first two 
watering events. 

After a detected watering, the dryness threshold and the time threshold are 
adapted according to the following formula. 

t hresholdn+ l = (1 - OCthreshold ) X t hresholdn + ( [3(threshold ) X drynessn (5) 

timeThresholdn+l = (1 - O~time ) • timeThresholdn + O~time x timen (6) 

The parameters ~hreshola C [0..1] and O~time C [ 0 . . l ]  describe how strong the new 
threshold is adapted. 

The dryness threshold is the marker at which the plant should be watered when 
dryness level of the soil rises. If (7) evaluates to true, the user is notified that the 
flower has to be watered because the soil is dry. 

drynessn+l >1 THRESHOLD FRAC x thresholdn, THRESHOLDFRAC C [0..1] 
(7) 

THRESHOLD_FRAC is the fraction of the dryness threshold that the measured 
dryness value has to exceed for notifying the user to water the plant. 

Because of errors that lead to an irregular decrease in the dryness level of the soil 
we add another condition (8) to notify the user. This condition is true when a period 
of time has elapsed since the last watering. Then the user is notified that it is time to 
water the plant again. 

timeactual >1 (timeThresholdn + (TIME_INTERVAL x 3600)) (8) 

A delay for the notification can be set by TIME_INTERVAL. There are several 
parameters to configure the event detection and the adaptation of the thresholds that 
have to be set in a proper way to achieve a coorect behavior of the system. 
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Fig. 4 Test run number 1 ; node with id 3 

6 Evaluation 

As described so far the design and implementation focus on robust and simple solu- 
tions. In this section we will present first evaluation results. Therefore, we started 2 
test runs for approximately 2 weeks, where we apply the above described algorithm 
and analyzed the gathered data from the server across the network. The network 
runs stable for a period of 2 weeks time until nodes run out of battery power. 

The diagrams Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) illustrate the measured dryness values 
and the dryness thresholds. The diagrams Figure 4(b) and Figure 5(b) show the time 
since the last watering and the time threshold after the second watering. Additionally 
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the diagrams display the events detected by the system. A watering of  the flowers 
results in one of  the three events: 

�9 The flower is watered for the first time, then the node detects a first watering 
event. 

�9 The flower is watered after it sent a notification for need of  water to the user, then 
the system detects an asked watering event. 

�9 The flower is watered, but sent no notification to the user, then the system detects 
an unasked watering event, 

Events that trigger a notification are dry alerts which are detected if  dryness values 
have reached the dryness threshold and time alerts i f  the time since last watering has 
exceeded the time threshold. 
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As can be seen in Figure 4 and Figure 5 in the first days, the system just monitors 
and collects dryness values. The measured value increases slowly due to loss of 
humidity until the plant is watered for the first time by the user. Then the sensor 
node sets a first threshold for a dry alert to inform the user when this state is reached 
again in the future. A dry alert can be seen in Figure 5 at day 07/31. The time 
threshold is learned after the second watering, as can be seen in Figure 4(b) and 
Figure 5(b). The user is informed to water his flower because of a time alert in 
Figure 4(b) at day 07/22. This is reasonable because the measured dryness values 
after the second watering differ a lot from the measured dryness values before the 
first and after the first watering (Figure 4(a)) and the dryness threshold might be 
reached lately in the future. Furthermore, the sensor nodes detect also extra watering 
and adapt the threshold to a new value as can be seen in Figure 4 at day 07/19. 
The different characteristics of the soils in Figure 4(a) and Figure 5(a) result in 
completely different ranges of the dryness values and show the necessity of a self- 
learning event detection mechanism. 

For the proof of reliability we created the following test cases: 

�9 Switch off sensor nodes simulates device failures 
�9 Move plant with sensor node out of range simulates transient network failures 
�9 Pull sensor nodes out of the pot to produce dryness measurement errors 
�9 Run until end of battery to test battery replacement messages 

FlowerNet had passed all test cases as nodes created error messages accordingly 
that were sent as e-mails to the user and successfully recovered from the errors 
again. 

The test users respond in a positive way to e-mails about detected watering events 
as a helpful feedback for the correct operation of the system. As the user has to 
perform regular watering first so that the system can learn the threshold values, the 
system is not able to give reasonable decision support for users who just water their 
plants in a random fashion. The system was also confused be the effect that users 
water their plants before some days of vacation as FlowerNet is not aware of the 
days of a week. 

7 Conclusion 

In this paper we described a robust implementation of a sensor network where users 
communicate interactively with the system. Sensors detect watering and anomalies, 
set thresholds themselves and forward this data backwards along a spanning tree 
to a central server where e-mails are generated to remind users to water the plants. 
The system adapts to new situations where for example the sensor is moved or the 
user decides to change the watering behavior of the plant. The measurement is very 
accurate, so that even the daily (temperature) cycles are visible in the dryness mea- 
surements. For the future we work on the improvement of the lifetime of the system, 
so that the system is not discontinued every two weeks. This is even more important 
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as users do not water a plant in very regular fashion. The use of replacement batter- 
ies could rise the lifetime up to six weeks and makes longer studies possible. There 
are certain situations like weekends or vacations where users change the watering 
behavior unpredictable such as increase the amount of water or water the plant too 
early in time. This shows that sensor networks need to take into account the needs 
of the users to offer an optimal service. With too many false positives, users will 
ignore the support, and will even be annoyed by "wrong" support decisions. We 
address these issues at the moment. 
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Self-Configuring Mobile Ad Hoe Networks 
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Abstract Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are fundamentally different from 
wired networks. They are autonomously formed with a collection of mobile nodes 
without any preexisting infrastructure or administrative support. In the last few 
years, Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) has gained a considerable in- 
terest in order to reach adaptive and automated management goals in MANETs. Pre- 
vious work in this field either cluster-based or hierarchical architectures are highly 
dependent of the network topology. A distributed approach with a high degree of au- 
tonomy and self-management is still lacking. In this paper, we give an overview of 
existing policy-based management solutions and we focus on some of their limita- 
tions. We outline the need of incorporating self-configuration property in the design 
of MANETs. Then, we present a new protocol for distributing policies and high- 
level goals over all nodes in the network. Simulation-based performance evaluation 
results are described and analyzed. 

1 Introduction 

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) consists of a collection of mobile wireless 
nodes that dynamically create a network without any existing infrastructure or ad- 
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ministrative support. Some of the features that characterize ad hoc networks are the 
dynamic topology and the limitation of resources [ 1, 2]. Mobile nodes are also op- 
erating under severe constraints (limited battery power, variable link quality, limited 
storage capacity, etc.), which makes the network management process more diffi- 
cult [3]. We aim in this work to improve self-configuration capabilities in MANETs 
management. We believe that it is very useful to incorporate this property of auto- 
nomic computing into the design of MANETs since these networks are self-creating 
and operate without a centralized control. The first initiative towards autonomic 
computing was proposed by IBM through the eLisa project [4]. After that, many 
researches have been carried out in this area [5, 6]. An autonomic network consists 
of autonomous network elements. These entities are able to adapt themselves to the 
changes that can affect their environment while respecting high-level policies. One 
of the defined properties of these networks is the self-configuration. The network 
will be able to configure and automatically reconfigure itself under varying condi- 
tions and changes in its environment. Human intervention will be limited to guiding 
the network behavior by defining high-level directives. 

Policy-Based Network Management (PBNM) has been adopted by the IETF (In- 
ternet Engineering Task Force) mainly to provide automation in network configura- 
tion process [14, 15]. This approach allows the definition of high level objectives 
based on a set of policies that can be enforced in the network. Policies are defined 
as a set of rules to manage and control access to network resources [7]. An efficient 
network management system for MANETs can be realized through a reliable dis- 
tributed policy-based management approach. However, traditional PBNM systems 
are originally conceived to be used in a centralized LAN-like network environment. 
We note that the idea to use a fully distributed policy-based management has been 
proposed the first time in [8]. This paper proposes a new protocol named DPMP for 
Distributed Policy Management Protocol enabling policies and high-level directives 
distribution in a fully distributed manner. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes and 
reviews the related work in policy-based network management. In section 3, we 
present the basic idea of our proposed system, its components and an overview of a 
new protocol named DPMP for Distributed Policy Management Protocol. In partic- 
ular, we provide a detailed description of the proposed policy distribution process. 
Simulation experiments and results are presented in section 4. Finally, section 5 
concludes the paper and presents future work. 

2 Overview of Policy-Based Management solutions 

Many researches have been carried out in the area of policies for the network man- 
agement. In this section, we provide an overview of architectures and the commonly 
used protocols for policy-based management. 

The IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) has defined a policy framework to 
the admission control. As shown in Figure 1, the proposed architectural model for 
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policy framework consists of the following four tiers: a policy management tool, a 
PDP or Policy Decision Point, a PEP or a Policy Enforcement Point and a Policy 
Repository. The policy management tool is an interface between a network man- 
ager and the PBNM system through which policies may be edited, modified and 
deleted. The PDP is a component responsible for high-level decisions making. A 
PEP represents the network element where decisions will be enforced. The PDP's 
decision is based on network level information collected from network devices and 
policies retrieved from the policy repository (a location where policies are stored in 
a structured way). 

Policy Repository 

% 
1 

A"" Policy Management Tool 

J 

@ ...... - - @  
PEP PEP PEP 

Fig. 1 Policy-Based Management System 

Based on information collection and communication strategy, we can distinguish 
in the literature two types of policy-based management architectures: centralized 
and cluster-based. The IETF framework [17] is based on a centralized approach. 
System components are operational within a single domain administrated and man- 
aged using a common set of policy rules. There is a single PDP that controls and 
manages the network. It is clear that this approach is not designed for dynamic 
and distributed environments, such as MANETs. On one hand, the PDP is a sin- 
gle point of failure that manages and controls entire network devices. The perfor- 
mance of the system deteriorates rapidly when the number of PEPs connected to the 
PDP increases [16]. On the other hand, ad hoc networks have a frequently varying- 
topology. So, the network may get partitioned periodically and nodes will become 
disconnected frequently. In this case, disconnected partitions will be left without 
any management control. 

In order to extend policy-based management to MANETs, cluster-based archi- 
tectures have been adopted. As shown in Figure 2, several PEPs are grouped into 
clusters. Each cluster is managed by a PDP [9]. The system management can be also 
hierarchical [ 18, 12, 13]. In this case, PDPs in turn are managed by an upper PDE 
Clustering techniques transform the ad hoc network to a logical centralized system 
within each cluster. However, the process of forming and maintaining clusters may 
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Fig. 2 Cluster-Based architectures 

produce a significant additional message overhead. This is highly dependent on the 
network topology. Cluster-based techniques are adapted for static ad hoc networks 
with a low varying topology. But, in the case of a dynamic mobile ad hoc environ- 
ment, as the topology of the network changes, the structure and the composition of 
clusters change. Similarly, nodes acting as clusterheads may change all the time. 
In addition, due to the unpredictable and varying nature of ad hoc networks, policy 
information may change at any time. Thus, new adequate decisions should be sent 
from the PDP to all PEPs belonging to its cluster. Each decision message issued 
due to a request or a policy update should be acknowledged by each PEP with a 
report message. This is a critical scenario since updating a group of PEPs (possibly 
large) at the same time may impact the bandwidth consumption. Moreover, contact- 
ing the PDP each time a local event or message invokes a PEP for a policy decision, 
would affect policy management response time. Degradation in management sys- 
tem performance is observed as the number of hops between a policy server and 
client increased [9]. Furthermore, a policy transfer between PDPs is required each 
time a PEP leaves its domain or cluster to another one. So, the problem of inter- 
domain policy transfer is further exacerbated by the high degrees of mobility in ad 
hoc networks. 

Different protocols have been used to distribute policies over MANETs. In [9], 
COPS-PR (COPS for Provisioning) protocol [10] was used to exchange policy in- 
formation and decisions between PDPs and PEPs. COPS-PR was originally con- 
ceived as an extension to COPS (Common Open Policy Service) protocol [11] to 
support differentiated service policies over wireline fixed Internet. So, extensions to 
the COPS-PR protocol [9] were proposed in order to allow delegation and redirec- 
tion capabilities in MANETs. However, the use of COPS-PR may affect the lim- 
ited ad hoc network resources. This protocol was designed for a centralized policy 
management system where bandwidth is not a critical resource. It is a heavyweight 
connection-oriented protocol. 

In [12], several protocols (YAP (Yelp Announcement Protocol), AMPS (Ad hoc 
Mobility Protocol Suite), DRCP/DCDP (Dynamic and Rapid Configuration Pro- 
tocol/Dynamic Configuration Distribution Protocol) were used jointly in order to 
distribute, control and collect policy management information. However, this may 
limit the adoption of such a solution. Besides, DRCP/DCDP protocols have been 
designed for IP-address configuration and assignment in MANETs. 
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3 Distributed Policy Management Protocol 

3.1 B a s i c  idea  

The basic idea is to distribute the functionalities of the manager PDP among ad hoc 
nodes as LPDE However, the use of a fully-distributed approach within a policy 
based network management system can encounter some difficulties. In fact, if mul- 
tiple autonomous management entities (LPDP) are making independent decisions, 
a lack of consistency between them may occur. In order to regulate and coordinate 
LPDP's decision making, we propose to use predefined proactive policies. Initially, 
the human network manager defines policies and high level directives to manage 
the network and introduces them into at least one node. Policies are expressed as 
event-condition-action rules. A specific action can be taken at the observation of an 
event or/and when a particular condition occurs. These policies will be automati- 
cally distributed and replicated in the policy repository of each node. They regulate 
the access to resources and govern dynamic reconfigurations in function of network 
condition changes. 

Each mobile ad hoc node will contain LPDP, PEE local policy repository and a 
monitor. The MANET will be formed with a set of autonomous elements that know 
how to operate in a cooperative way. The LPDP makes local decisions to be enforced 
by the PEE The monitor is responsible for collecting monitoring information and 
changes in environment conditions. 

3 .2  P r o t o c o l  D e s c r i p t i o n  

Based on requirements expressed in previous sections, we have proposed a dis- 
tributed protocol that we called: DPMP (Distributed Policy Management Protocol). 

3.2.1 DPMP Messages 

Firstly, we present different DPMP messages. 

�9 DPMPsDISCOVER: a one-hop broadcast message sent by a non-configured 
LPDP to neighboring nodes in the network to request proactive management 
policies. 

�9 DPMP_OFFER: a unicast message sent by a configured LPDP in response to a 
DISCOVER message. A policy requester can receive more than one OFFER mes- 
sage. An OFFER message does include neither policies nor decisions. It simply 
indicates a service availability. 

�9 DPMP_DECISION: this message includes policy decisions. It is a unicast mes- 
sage sent by a LPDP to another LPDP. It is used also as a local message sent by 
the LPDP to its local PEP. 
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�9 D P M P _ A C C E P T :  a unicast message sent by a LPDP in order to accept an OF- 
FER or DECISION message from another LPDR 

�9 D P M P _ R E J E C T :  a unicast message sent by a LPDP in order to refuse or reject 
an OFFER or DECISION from another LPDP. It is also used by the PEP to 
communicate to the LPDP its failure in carrying out the LPDP's decision. 

�9 D P M P ~ E T R I E V E ~ T A T U S :  a unicast message including a request for monitor- 
ing information. It is sent from the monitor to either the local PEP or a specific 
monitor. 

�9 D P M P ~ E P O R T . _ S T A T U S :  a unicast message containing reported monitoring in- 
formation. It can be a response for a DPMP_RETRIEVE_STATUS message or 
triggered by a specific event. 

Each DPMP message consists of a header followed by a number of typed body 
objects. The header includes a common header and a variable optional part specific 
for some particular messages. We note that DISCOVER and OFFER messages don't 
contain neither options nor body. We note also that any transport protocol can be 
used with DPME We have defined appropriate timers and confirmation messages in 
order to handle message losses. In particular, we propose to use UDP since it is a 
lightweight protocol. 

3.2.2 Policy Distribution 

In the scope of this paper, we describe in details and evaluate the policy distribution 
mechanism. The main objective of this mechanism is to distribute proactive policies 
to non-configured nodes with a low communication overhead. We need to reduce 
the number of messages transmitted, received and processed at each node. 

We call a configured node a node that has implemented proactive policies. Ini- 
tially, all nodes are not configured. The network manager has to introduce a set of 
proactive policies through a policy management tool in at least one node. 

Nodes can join or leave the ad hoc network at any time. Each new node starts 
a policy discovery procedure. The mechanism is simple. A non-configured LPDP 
(NC-LPDP) requests for proactive policies. 

a o  

L ~ 

Fig. 3 Policy Discovery Process 
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As shown in Figure 3.a, a NC-LPDP first broadcasts a DISCOVER message to its 
neighbouring nodes and waits for the receipt of an OFFER message until the DIS- 
COVER_TIMEOUT timer expires. If it doesn't  receive any response, it re-sends the 
DISCOVER message. This process can be repeated up to RETX_DISCOVER._MAX 
retransmissions. When the allowed retrials are exhausted, the node concludes that 
there is no configured node in the neighbourhood. It is due to an isolation state or 
a network partition event. We call this period of isolation "isolation period". The 
node waits for a DISCOVER_WAITING period and then repeats the policy discov- 
ery procedure. 

As depicted in Figure 3.b, if a configured LPDP (C-LPDP) receives a DIS- 
COVER message, it responds with an OFFER message. Upon receiving an OF- 
FER message, the NC-LPDP checks the message. If the offer is refused, a REJECT 
message is sent back to the C-LPDP with the corresponding error code and the NC- 
LPDP waits for the receipt of another OFFER message. Otherwise, the NC-LPDP 
responds with an ACCEPT message. Upon receiving an ACCEPT message, the C- 
LPDP sends a DECISION message back to the NC-LPDE This message embeds 
related proactive policies. DECISION messages may be lost. The NC-LPDP waits 
for a DECISION_WAITAVIAX. If the timer expires without receiving the DECI- 
SION message, it re-sends another ACCEPT message and waits for a response. If 
the retrial fails, the NC-LPDP re-broadcasts a new DISCOVER message to its neigh- 
borhood. If a NC-LPDP receives a DECISION message, it processes policy objects, 
installs policies and updates its state to a configured LPDP. Then, it continues to 
listen to DPMP messages. 

It is important to note that the NC-LPDP can receive multiple OFFER messages 
from its neighbors (if it has more than one configured neighbor). The NC-LPDP 
chooses the first one. Thus, the OFFER message doesn't contain policy information 
in order to reduce the signaling overhead. In fact, it is evident that the size of an 
OFFER message (consisting of the common header), is smaller than the DECISION 
size (that depends on the number of policies). For example, the size of the LPDP 
common header is 24 bytes while the size of policies may reach a few kilobytes. 

4 simulations and Results 

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed policy distribution 
mechanism. 

4.1 Simulation Environment 

We implemented the described policy distribution mechanism and evaluated its per- 
formance using the network simulator NS-2. We have considered different scenar- 
ios. In all these simulation scenarios, we have used the random-waypoint mobility 
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model. The minimum node speed parameter was set to around 95% of the maximum 
speed. The pause time was fixed to 10 seconds. We have used AODV as routing pro- 
tocol, although any other routing protocol can be deployed. Different chosen con- 
stants and timers values were set as follows: 1 second to DISCOVER_TIMEOUT, 
5 seconds to DISCOVER_WAITING and 10 to RETX_DISCOVERA/IAX. Simula- 
tion started with one configured node randomly chosen. The arrival of the nodes is 
assumed to be a poisson-process. The arriving node could appear anywhere within 
the simulation area. We run each simulation scenario until all nodes were config- 
ured. we experimented with a large number of topologies. 30 runs of each simulation 
scenario were performed with varying random simulation seeds. Each scenario rep- 
resents a random initial placement of arriving nodes. The 95% confidence interval 
is computed for all simulation results. 

In order to evaluate the performance of our DPMP distribution mechanism, we 
have considered the following metrics: 

�9 Latency: It is the time taken by the protocol DPMP from the instant a non- 
configured node enters the network and sends a DISCOVER message until it 
receives a DECISION message. So, for a node that joins the network at time tl  
and obtains policy decisions at time t2, its related latency is (t2-tl). The DPMP 
latency is averaged over all nodes in the network. 

�9 Message  overhead: it represents different types of DPMP messages required for 
the policy distribution process, namely DISCOVER, OFFER, ACCEPT and DE- 
CISION messages. We consider the average amount of bytes generated by these 
messages. 

4.2 Simulation Results 

In the first set of simulations, we examine the impact of varying the network size, 
the mean node arrival rate and node speed on latency. The transmission range of 
each node is set to 100m. The nodes arrival is assumed to be a poisson-process. 

In order to assess in more details the impact of varying network topology in the 
mean latency, we have varied node population from 50 to 250 nodes and we consid- 
ered two network density 150 and 300 nodes/km 2. Figure 4 plots the mean latency 
as a function of node population. The node speed was fixed to 5 m/s. The mean 
poisson arrival nodes was set to 0.2 node/s. As shown, starting from 100 nodes, 
the mean latency increases slightly when the network size increases. Moreover, we 
can observe that the mean latency decreases when the network density increases. 
The more the network density increases, the more the probability to have rapidly a 
configured node in the neighborhood increases. 

Then, we varied the mean poisson arrival rate from 0.1 to 1 node arrivals/s. We 
considered three node speeds: 2m/s, 5m/s and 10m/s. Figure 5 plots the mean latency 
as a function of the mean poisson arrival of nodes for 100 node-system population 
and 300 nodes/km 2 network density. 
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Fig. 5 Mean latency with varying mean node arrival rate 

As depicted in Figure 5, the mean latency decreases slightly when the mean 
poisson arrival rate increases. Results show that the mean latency doesn ' t  exceed 
8.5 seconds. Moreover,  we observe a decrease of the mean latency with the node 

speed increase. 
In the second set of simulations, we evaluate the overhead generated by the 

DPMP protocol during distributing policies to all ad hoc nodes. We have fixed the 
network density to 150 nodes/km 2 for a population of  100 nodes. Nodes move with a 
speed of  5m/s and we have fixed policies size to 1024 Bytes. Considering the LPDP 
common header and the option of  each message, the sizes of  DPMP messages were 
set as follows: 49 Bytes to DISCOVER and OFFER messages, 51 Bytes to AC- 
CEPT message and 1076 Bytes to DECISION message. The effect of increasing the 
mean poisson arrival rate from 0.1 to 1 nodes/s on message overhead is depicted in 
Figure 6. Results show that the distribution policy process of  the DPMP protocol 
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does not produce high overhead. The overall size of OFFER and DISCOVER mes- 
sages does not exceed 300 Bytes per node. We observe also that the overall size of a 
single type message is almost stable in function of node arrival rates. We observe a 
little increase of the amount of DISCOVER messages in the case of the mean pois- 
son arrival 1 node/s. This is predictable since as the arrival rate of non-configured 
nodes increases, a node may stay sending DISCOVER messages until at least one 
of its neighbors becomes configured. This does not have a great impact since DIS- 
COVER messages have a small size. Moreover, the little increase of the amount of 
DECISION messages generated per node for the mean arrival rate of 1 node/s is due 
to message loss. 
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Figure 7 plots the variation of the average DPMP message overhead in function 
of node transmission range for the same scenario described above. The mean pois- 
son arrival rate of nodes is fixed to 0.2 node/s. We have varied the transmission 
range of nodes from 50 to 250 m. Results show a linear increase of the amount 
of OFFER messages with the transmission range increase. In fact, as transmission 
range increases, as the connectivity of nodes increases, the probability to have more 
configured nodes in the neighborhood increases. The amount of additional DPMP 
messages is varied from 180 and 1300 bytes per node. In brief, we can conclude 
that the DPMP policy distribution mechanism generates a limited additional over- 
head per node. In the majority of cases, policies information are exchanged one time 
per node as confirmed in Figure 8. 

We have measured the average DPMP overhead when we varied policies sizes 
from 1024 to 7168 bytes. We have fixed the transmission range to 100 m. Results 
show a linear increase of the amount of DECISION messages generated per node 
with the increase of policies size. Amounts of DISCOVER, OFFER and ACCEPT 
messages generated per node are practically stable. 

Finally, we can conclude that the increase of the DPMP overhead generated per 
node depends on policies sizes rather than on network topology. Moreover, the av- 
erage number of DECISION messages exchanged per node is around 1 to 1.3 rues- 
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sages in all the undertaken simulations. We note also that in a real scenario, policies 
size may reach tens of KBytes. 
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Fig. 8 Average overhead with varying policies size 

5 Conclusions and Future work 

In this paper, we present a fully-distributed PBNM system for MANETs. Policy 
information is distributed without central control. Our solution provides autonomy, 
self-configuration and limited human intervention. We have proposed and described 
a new protocol for policy distribution that addresses requirements for minimizing 
overhead and providing a reliable policy distribution. We have analyzed protocol 
performance through several simulation scenarios. Simulation results show that the 
increase in the mean of poisson-arrival node rates hasn't got a great effect neither 
on latency nor on DPMP message overhead. We verified also that varying node 
speed, network density and transmission range hasn't got a great impact on system 
performance. This clearly demonstrates the benefits of our distributed approach. 
In our future research activities, we will complete the implementation and valida- 
tion of our designed DPMP protocol. We will also compare the performance of our 
fully-distributed policy-based management system to other policy-based solutions 
conceived for MANETs. 
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P e r f o r m a n c e  Eva luat ion  of  a Protocol  for Fair 
P2P Auct ions  over M A N E T s  

Ines Doghri and Hella Kaffel-Ben Ayed 

Abstract In this paper, we explore the deployment of P2P auctions over MANETs. 
We define a P2P auction process and identify the need to have a fair registration and 
a fair bidding. We propose a distributed communication architecture and a protocol 
to support this kind of auctions. We perform a formal specification and verification 
of the BSAP protocol using PROMELA/SPIN and evaluate its performance. 

I I n t r o d u c t i o n  

With the deployment of wireless communication and mobile computing, new ways 
for people to interact with each other and their surrounding environment are emerg- 
ing. Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) do not need any infrastructure or man- 
agement entity. They are characterised by their completely autonomous, dynamic, 
auto-organised and ubiquitous nature. The most attractive economic benefit is the 
low cost of this communicating infrastructure and of its management. 
At the same time, peer-to-peer (P2P) systems constitute nowadays an increasingly 
important part of the online world. Ad hoc networks present similarities with P2P 
systems in terms of decentralization, equality and autonomy. This will help the raise 
of new P2P applications over MANETs such as mobile commerce. We propose here 
a novel concept: P2P auctions over MANETs. 
In this paper, we first present the motivation and business scenario of this work. 
Then, we propose an architecture and a communication protocol to support P2P 
auctions over MANETS. The formal specification and verification of this protocol 
using PROMELA and SPIN are presented. Performance evaluation results are dis- 
cussed. Afterwards, we discuss related work. Finally, we present the concluding 
remarks and the ongoing work. 
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2 Motivation and problematic 

Ines Doghri and Hella Kaffel-Ben Ayed 

During the last years, auctions became the major phenomenon of electronic com- 
merce and are widely used to sell a variety of commodities, such as treasury bills, 
mineral rights, art works, etc. An auction is usually defined as a market institu- 
tion with an explicit set of rules determining resource allocation and prices on the 
basis of bids from the market participants [1]. The commonly seen auctions types 
include English auction, Dutch auction and Vickrey auction [2]. New mobile and 
wireless networks types emerged, offering novel and interesting capabilities. They 
offer new ways of interactions. Users are nowadays equipped with sophisticated 
wireless terminals in order to be always connected and therefore to consult their 
e-mails, to work remotely with their companies, or to make e-commerce transac- 
tions. The ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards Institute) has defined 
the mobile commerce as: "The efficient delivery of electronic commerce capabili- 
ties, directly in the consumer's hand anywhere, anytime, via wireless technology" 
U0]. 
In the present study, we foresee ad hoc networks as a support for m-commerce and 
particularly for auctions. An auction process could be created anywhere as soon as a 
group of at least three persons equipped with wireless terminals agree to participate 
in the auction. One of them announces goods for sale or for purchase. The others 
would play the role of competing bidders that would submit bids. We could imagine 
various scenarios of spontaneous markets created temporarily for an auction event; 
such as markets set up in a harbour for the sale of stocks offish or within the frame- 
work of a farm or in airport for the sales of last minute plane tickets. Nomadic 
exhibitions may also raise spontaneous P2P auction events. This way of deploying 
auctions may also be considered as an extension of auction events occurring over an 
infrastructure network, permitting this way to MANET users to participate to such 
markets. These scenarios imply multiple advantages and motivations such as ubiq- 
uity, convenience, availability, affordability and opportunity. However, the deploy- 
ment of auction over MANETs raises various problems (security, trust, robustness, 
fairness, etc) resulting from the nature of these networks. 

3 WAHS: a full distributed auction architecture 

3.1 The architecture 

Most Internet based auctions model usually rely on a central auction server (the 
auctioneer). This latter performs various functionalities and can implement multiple 
auction-related policies. The model of P2P auction over ad hoc networks [4] bears a 
resemblance to P2P networking model of ad hoc networks. Hence, we propose new 
communication architecture, called WAHS (Wireless Auction Handling System), to 
support P2P auctions over mobile ad hoc networks. It is based on the distribution of 
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the auction site to fit the ad hoc context, but also to ensure a high level of  security. 
Several studies removed the auctioneer from their auction models [8], [6] and [9]. 
All these works proved that omitting the auctioneer is due to autonomy considera- 
tions. Furthermore, in our context, decentralization prevents the auction inhibition 
in the case where the auctioneer becomes non-connected to the network. 
We define one functional component that supports all the auctioneer functionalities', 
named BSAP (Buyer/Seller Agent Peer). It is associated with an auction initiator as 
well as with each bidder participating to the auction. One protocol, i.e. BSA Peer 
protocol (BSAP-protocol), is defined to support interactions between the functional 
components (the peers) of  WAHS. P2P auctions over MANETs present similarities 
with the real time auctions. The following assumptions can be made about this type 
of  markets: (i) These auctions would require the physical presence of  bidders or 
their mobile devices since the beginning of  the auction, (ii) The probability of new 
arrivals during the process is low, (iii) the mobility of  mobile nodes is low (about 
lm/sec), (iv) the nodes moving zone depends on the place where the market is set 
up (port, farm, airport, market, etc.) and (v) auctions are limited in duration. 

3.2 T h e  B S A P  p r o t o c o l  spec i f i ca t ion  

3.2.1 The P2P auction process 

For the sake of  simplicity we consider English auctions as a case study in the rest 
of  the paper. However, the proposed architecture and protocol can be used to model 
any kind of  open cry auction protocol. We devide the P2P auction process into three 
stages: 
Stage 1. The Initialization phase 
I- Auction advertisement: The initiator, a peer connected to the ad hoc networks 
who has a good to sell, initiates the auction application by broadcasting an "auc- 
tion_advertise" message in order to inform all nodes about the auction event to be 
set up. 
2- Auction access." Each interested node sends a "register_bidder" message to the ini- 
tiator as soon as he receives the "auction_advertise" message. This latter becomes a 
registered participant of this auction. 
3- Auction creation." After collecting all "register_bidder" messages, the initiator 
sets its primary list of members. He sends to all registered peers an "auction_create" 
message (in multicast) containing the list of  participants (Access Control List). The 
ACL will allow further access control to the auction. The choice of  multicast is in 
the purpose to satisfy the need for communication of  group and to do not reveal the 
information of bidding to unrecorded nodes. 
Stage 2. The Bidding phase 
4- Submission: The first round begins for each bidder as soon as he receives the 
"auction_create" message. It sends its bid in a "submit_bid" message to all the mem- 
bers of  the group and collects the others bids. Before accepting a bid, every bidder 
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verifies i f  the sender is in the list; if  not, it rejects its bid. Each peer computes the 
best bid and decides if  it is going to outbid in the next round. 
5- Auction quit: A bidder can leave at any time an auction by sending an "auc- 
tion_exit" message to all members within the A C E  

6- New Auction access during the bidding phase." If  a node J within the ad hoc 
network wants to access an ongoing auction, it starts a neighbour discovery process 
using the expanded ring search (ERS) technique [ 13]. Auction REQ message is used 
for this purpose. When a member of  the auction I receives an Auction REQ message 
from node J, it sends back an Auction REP message to J, so that node J will record 
the address of  the auction initiator and the node J will stop the neighbour discovery 
process. After that, node J contacts the initiator to join the auction process. If the 
initiator sends back to node J his acceptance, then J does registration. After doing 
all the necessary update, the initiator sends an auction_create message to all the list 
members.(cf. Fig. 1) 

I Bidder i ] N[~e~_m em ber I 

z ~  

~ o ~ o _ ~ o ~ ~  

- - - ~ - - - ~ _ ~  Join_Accept 

Fig. 1 Joining an auction process 

Stage 3. Closing phase 
At the end of  the auction life, every bidder who believes that he submitted the high- 
est bid during the very last round, sends a "winner~notif' message to the initiator. 
This avoid a possible inconsistency when many winners exist with different prices 
resulting to loss "submit_bid" messages due to wireless communication or conges- 
tion, etc. The initiator collects all "winner_notis messages and compares the prices 
to identify the best bid. The transaction settlement occurs between the initiator and 
the winner. 

3.2.2 The BSAP formal Specification & Verification 

a. Modeling a broadcast system under SPIN 
We used the PROMELA language to specify the BSAP protocol and SPIN to ver- 

ify it. These tools are usually used to specify point to point communication. When 
two nodes want to communicate they use one predetermined channel which makes 
the connection between them [ 11 ]. Therefore, we implemented some add-ins under 
PROMELA to adapt SPIN to the modeling and the checking of  protocols operat- 
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ing over Ad-hoc network. To model the CSMA/CA (Collision Avoidance) mode of  
transmission, we defined only one channel of communication which is indexed ac- 
cording to the number of  nodes (this is also called matrix of  the channels in [11]). 
Here is an example: 
#define n 3/*nodes number*/ 
mtype=auction_advertise, register_bidder, auction_create, submit_bid, winner_notif'/*BSAP 
messages */ 
Chan q[n] = [1] of  mtype, byte;/*indexed ehannel Jbr broadcast*/ 

b. BSAP protocol Formal specification "automata " 
We describe the different states of  the BSAP bidder using the automata illustrated 

in the figure 2. In this figure, all circles represent the different states and transitions 
represent the events in/out from a state to another. 

/ -  

.... , , o . , . = : = ,  

Fig. 2 The bidder automata 

c. BSAP protocol verification 
For the verification of  the B SAP, we used the simulation facility of the validation 

tool SPIN to support early fault detection. Especially the message sequence chart 
(MSC) facility was very supportive in examining the communication pattern of our 
design. An important number of  simulations has been made before finding a model 
which suits the requirements. A simulation of  the basic BSAP Model is described on 
figure 3. Each line represents a process: BSAP initiator, BSAP bidder 1, etc. Each 
box represents one step in the process. The number in the box corresponds to the 
simulation step. Arrows correspond to the message transfer, and numbers on these 
arrows correspond to the transmitted message value. Also, "!" means sending and 
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"?" means receiving as described in [11]. The verification parameters are checked 
with no errors (no invalid end-state, no deadlock and no loop). 

L W ? - . .  I 

LZ~'7 ~ ~-~ i ~ i 

i . . . . . .  

Fig. 3 Simulation of the basic BSAP-protocol model 

3.3 The fairness mechanism 

Fairness is a big challenge for auctions. It means that all participants should be 
treated equally [8]. It concerns essentially the bidding process and means that no 
bidder should have more information than any other to determine their bid, all sub- 
mitted bids during a round should be evaluated during the same round and the bidder 
sending the highest bid should win the auction [12]. When auctions are deployed 
over ad hoc networks, intermediary bidders can receive bids and react before the 
other bidders and may finally win the auction. To prevent this, and provide a fair 
registration and a fair bidding, we assume that the initiator has to wait for a period 
of  time, named Tregister, to collect registrations and each bidder has to wait for a 
period of  time, named Tfair, to collect all bids. In the next section, we determine by 
simulation the estimations of  Tfair and Tregister. 
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4 Performance evaluation 

The goals of  simulations are to: (i) compare the values of Tfair obtained by simula- 
tion with those obtained by one related work (eq. 3) and noted Tfair/[4], (ii) evaluate 
Tfair and (iii) estimate the communication overhead. 

4 . 1  T h e  s i m u l a t i o n  e n v i r o n m e n t  

The simulations were performed using the network simulator NS-2 with CMU ex- 
tensions to support MANETs. We used the random waypoint mobility model since 
it considered as the best model for MANETs [14]. The link layer was implemented 
using IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) and Medium Access 
Control Protocol (MAC). Taking into account the assumptions on the context of  
our application as in section 2, we choose a mobility scenario characterized by: the 
speed of  the nodes in the network is 1 meters/second and the pause time is 5 sec- 
onds. We used AODV as a routing protocol since it is available over NS2; although 
any other routing protocol can be used. In order to have the 95 percent confidence 
interval for the mean of  each gathered static, we run 30 simulations for each sce- 
nario. 

4 . 2  T h e  m e t r i c s  

To determine Tregister: we define a metric named "Register-out". Tregister value 
is the value of  optimal register timeout when "Register-out" (eq. 1) reaches zero. 
This metric is calculated as follows: 

regis ter  - N b  - out 
R e g i s t e r -  out  = (1) 

R e g N b  

With: 
Regis ter  - out=Rate of registrations out register timeout. 
Regis ter  - N b  - ou t=number  of register_bidder messages received out register 
timeout. 
RegNb=total  number of  all registrations received by the initiator. 
To determine Tfair: we define a metric named "Bids-out-rnd". Tfair value cor- 
responds to the optimal round timeout when "Bids-out-rnd" (eq. 2) is null. This 
metric value is computed in the following manner: 
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B i d s  - ou t  - r n d  = Y4=l ..Slze-ACL b ids  - ou t  - r n d / b i d d e r j  (2) 
S i ze  - A CL 

With: 
b ids  - ou t  - r n d / b i d d e r  = Rate of  bids received per each bidder after the round 
timeout. 
S i ze  - A C L  = the number of  registered members. 

�9 To evaluate the overhead of  our protocol by computing the number of uni- 
cast messages. This includes the various unicast messages required namely reg- 
ister_bidder, auction_create and submit_bid. This indicates the communication 
overhead incurred by the protocol. 

4 , 3  T h e  s i m u l a t i o n  r e s u l t s  

We first evaluated the BSAP-Protocol. To determine the optimal values of  Tregister 
and Tfair, we varied two simulation timers: (i) Register timeout marking the end 
of  the waiting time of  the initiator during the initialization phase and (ii) the round 
timeout marking the end of  a round duration during the bidding phase. 

a. Tfai r /BSAP obtained by simulation vs theoretical Tfair/[4] 
In order to compare the fair round duration induced by our protocol with 

Tfair/[4], we used the scenarios shown in the table 1. These scenarios consider 
MANETS with static topologies, fixed nodes and a coverage area of  50 meters. 
The last line in this table corresponds to the Tfair/[4] for each scenario. 

Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Network size 500m*500m 250m*250m 50m*50m 

Maximal hops numbe~ 14 7 1 
Tfair 12,6 s 6.3 s 0.9 s 

Table 1 Simulation scenarios 

Fig. 4 shows that the curve of  Tfair/[4] diverges with that of Tfair/BSAE We 
observe that Tfair/BSAP values increase by the rise of  the number of  hops but not 
linearly. The theoretical Tfair/[4] is then too large. Hence, we progress towards a 
dynamic Tfair. For that, the goal of  the following simulations is to determine the 
factors affecting Tregister and Tfair. 

b. Impact  of varying node population on Tregister and Tfair 
We varied the node population and analyzed by simulation the behaviour of  the 
BSAP. This population is varied from 10 nodes to 100 nodes. The considered areas 
of  the network were 183m x 183m, 258m x 258m, 408rex 408m, 483m x 483m and 
578m x 578m for the 10, 20, 50, 70 and 100 node networks, respectively (ensuring 
the network density of  around 300 n o d e s = k m 2 ) .  

Fig. 5 , shows the rise of  Tregister with the rise of  nodes population. In order to 
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2 

Fig. 4 Tfair vs hops number 
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have the maximum number of  buyers, the initiator must wait for 3 seconds to allow 
up 10 bidders to join the auction and 20 seconds to have 100 bidders. In Fig. 6 ,  
we  see that all the curves are decreasing and the optimal round duration (Tfair) is 
varying with the number of  nodes. In fact, the number of  submit bid messages out 
o f  round reaches zero as follows: for 20 population node the mean Tfair is 6sec; for 
50 population node the mean Tfair is 25sec; and for 70 population node the mean 
Tfair is 30 sec. For simulations in Fig. 6 ,  we used Tregister values from the Fig. 5 
to have the maximum number of  participants. 
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Fig. 5 Initialization phase: 
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Register timeout versus Register-out Rate 

c. Impact of varying node population on number  of  unicast messages 
In Fig. 7, the total number of  messages exchanged increases with the number of  

peer nodes. The Fig. 7 (a) shows that the number of  create messages is the same as 
the number of  register messages. That is logic because nodes who send their reg- 
istration will  receive the auction_create message from the initiator. But, when the 
number of  peers increases to reach a high value as 100 nodes, the number of  auc- 
tion_create messages becomes lower than the number of  register_bidder messages. 
This shows that there is some registration packets lost by the network. The use of  
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Fig. 6 Bidding phase: Round timeout versus Bids-out-rnd Rate 

a reliable transport protocol would allow avoiding this loss. We can note from the 
Fig. 7 (b) that the curve has an exponential rise according to the increase of the node 
population. This result underlines our choice of the multicast communication mode 
in order to not overload the network by unicast messages. This is well adapted to sat- 
isfy the need of the many-to-many communication required by our BSAP protocol 
during the bidding process. 

5 Related work 

The work presented in [3] proposes the deployment of auctions over the mobile net- 
works. The bidding information is disseminated in the network by the auctioneer 
and interested bidders submit their settings. Fairness is fulfilled by the setting of a 
"Timer Waiting,'. Bids are saved within the network layer of the auctioneer. When 
the timer expires, the auctioneer network layer delivers all the information received 
to the application for evaluation. The best bid is then sent to all participants. This 
approach presents many weaknesses such as: the periodic flooding of the current 
auction information in the network by the initiator that implies the messages re- 
dundancy. The trust in the auctioneer and the relaying of messages by intermediate 
nodes raises reliability and security problems. The presence of a central entity (i.e. 
the auctioneer) is not suitable in the context of ad hoc networks. At last, this ap- 
proach introduces processing within the network layer. 
In [5], the authors present a self-organizing distributed auction system using a mo- 
bile multihop ad-hoc network as a communication platform. In order to substan- 
tially increase the probability that negotiating peers successfully reach an agree- 
ment, communication is focused on a static geographic area, called the marketplace. 
To ensure a reliable communication channel between two devices, the proposed pro- 
tocol assumes at least one copy of the agent exists. However, this solution may cause 
problems at the marketplace when agents make different agreements. 
The work [4] aims at deploying a model of auction over an ad hoc network by pro- 
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Fig. 7 Communication overhead for varying node population: Node population versus number of 
unicast messages both in (a) the initialization phase and (b) the bidding phase 

viding fairness requirements. This model is based on the distribution of  the auction 
site to fit the ad hoc context, but also to ensure a high level of  security. Here, the 
authors proposed an estimation of  Tfair: 

T fair~[4] = 0.982656 * MaximalHopsNumber (3) 

This solution design ensures the fairness but does not manage a dynamic number 
of  participants, the nodes mobility. We note that to provide fairness, this approach 
requires the maximal hops number information. This latter information is provided 
by the network layer which creates a dependency of the approach on the network 
layer. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  & F u t u r e  W o r k  

In this paper, we proposed a distributed architecture and a protocol to support P2P 
auctions over MANETs. We focused on fairness and defined two time durations: 
Tregister and Tfair to provide a fair registration and a fair bidding. First, we im- 
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plemented the broadcast system under SPIN model-checker and formally verified 
the BSAP protocol correctness. Then, comparison to one related work [4] show that 
Tfair has a slight increase in a linear manner according to the hops number. The 
simulation results show that Tfair depends on the number of nodes. Furthermore, 
we note that our protocol incurs low communication overhead. Compared to re- 
lated works, our proposal has the advantage of  being flexible with regards to both 
the MANETs'  environment and the auction rules and technology. Ongoing work is 

on: 1) more simulation experiments by varying other network parameters, 2) assess 
the theoretical formula to estimate a dynamic Tfair and 3) on security of  the BSAP 
protocol. 
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A Scalable Adaptation of the OLSR Protocol for 
Large Clustered Mobile Ad hoe Networks 

Lucile Canourgues, Jerome Lephay, Laurent Soyer and Andre-Luc Beylot 

Abstract Intense research activity is focused on solutions for the routing function in 
Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANETs). The most recent efforts emphasize the scala- 
bility in large-scale networks, which arises as one of the major challenges to solve 
in the near future. This paper presents our solution for scalability of the Optimized 
Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol, the well known proactive routing protocol for 
ad hoc networks. Based on the Internet experience, which suggests that hierarchy 
is an interesting solution, our protocol assumes that nodes are grouped into clusters 
thanks to a clustering algorithm. We offer theoretical and simulation analyses of 
the control overhead generated by our approach, and we compare it to the Fisheye- 
OLSR and the C-OLSR protocols. Simulations show that our protocol outperforms 
these two solutions. 

1 Introduct ion  

Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET) are special communication systems that can 
be deployed even when no network infrastructure exists or may be installed. They 
are of great interest for scenarios such as tactical military networks, law enforce- 
ment, disaster recovery or sensor networks. In a MANET, nodes are mobile and 
self-organized to establish multi-hop communications autonomously. Routing in 
such mobile with resource-constrained (bandwidth and energy) networks is one of 
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the most challenging issues. In this paper, we will focus on the Optimized Link 
State Routing (OLSR) [ 1] protocol, a proactive routing protocol standardized by the 
MANET WG [2]. 

OLSR [1] is a well-known link state proactive routing protocol widely employed 
in deployed MANET systems. Contrary to reactive routing protocols which discover 
routes on-demand at the time the application needs to communicate through some 
form of signaling (usually controlled broadcast technique), proactive protocols con- 
tinually discover and maintain routes to all other nodes in the network. The control 
overhead associated with the proactive approachs is the main drawback of these 
solutions. OLSR uses the concept of MultiPoint Relays (MPRs) [3] to achieve an 
efficient flooding of the control messages in the network and thus to reduce control 
overhead. Nodes selected as MPRs by neighbor nodes periodically announce this in- 
formation in their Topology Control (TC) messages. They inform thus the network 
nodes that they have reachability to the nodes which have selected them as MPR. 
In route computation, MPRs are used to form the minimal route from a given node 
to any destination in the network. Therefore, the MPR concept allows OLSR to re- 
duce both the number of broadcast packet transmissions and the size of the link state 
update packets, leading to an efficient flooding of control message in the network. 

Nevertheless, even though OLSR reduces the control overhead in dense and small 
networks, it still presents scalabitity issues. Indeed, when the network is scarse, all 
neighbors are chosen as MPRs and therefore the protocol degrades to a pure link 
state protocol. Moreover, the overhead of control messages is directly linked to the 
number of nodes, so it may become unaffordable in large networks with several 
hundreds of nodes. Finally, since each node must store a route to all other nodes 
in the network, the associated storage capacity requirement may become too bur- 
densome when the size of the network increases, especially for MANET nodes for 
which memory resource is limited. These are the reasons why proactive protocols 
like OLSR are known to have poor scalability properties. 

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present the state-of-the-art 
regarding the solutions proposed to improve OLSR scalability. Then, in section 3, 
our solution is described. Section 4 provides theoretical and simulation analyses of 
the overhead generated by our approach compared to the FishEye OLSR and the 
C-OLSR approaches. Finally, we conclude this article in section 5. 

2 Related work 

As shown in [4], the control overhead in OLSR is mainly due to TC messages rather 
than Hello messages used for the neighborhood discovery. Consequently, proposi- 
tions to improve OLSR scalability focus on reducing the amount of TC messages. 

Fisheye-OLSR [5] integrates the fisheye technique into OLSR. The fisheye rout- 
ing consists in adapting the frequency of the forwarding of topology information to 
the distance to the source. Thus, nearby nodes receive topology information more 
frequently than farther nodes. The routing information for a remote destination is 
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only vague at first but becomes more and more accurate as the message goes closer 
to the destination. Analytical studies [6] show that this protocol improves the scal- 
ability of OLSR. Nevertheless, the problems of storage and overhead that make 
OLSR poorly scalable are not fully solved. Each node still has to store and compute 
a route to all potential destination nodes in the network. Moreover, TC messages 
are still broadcast on the whole network by all the MPRs, even if their frequency is 
reduced. 

To overcome these issues, the solution is to limit each node view of the network 
by aggregating nodes. Indeed, aggregation enables the reduction of the algorithm 
complexity and the optimization of the resource (e.g. memory, medium ...) and sim- 
plifies the network management. In MANET, the aggregation of nodes is performed 
thanks to the clustering technique. Clustering allows to introduce levels of hierarchy 
in the network. Having levels of hierarchy enables the growth of the size of the each 
node's routing table to be only logarithmic instead of linear with respect to the num- 
ber of nodes in the network. Based on a clustering protocol, several propositions to 
enhance the OLSR protocol have been made. 

Hierarchical OLSR (HOLSR)[7] proposes a scalable improvement of OLSR 
based on clustering. Clusterheads are selected based on their higher communica- 
tions capabilities (data rate, radio range frequency band, battery life ...). Topology 
information are sent only within the cluster and clusterheads exchange the address 
of the nodes belonging to their cluster through direct communications. To reach 
any other destination, data packets are firstly routed through the local clusterhead 
and then forwarded to the appropriate peer clusterhead. This may lead to subopti- 
mal paths when, for example, the source and the destination are close but belong to 
different clusters. Moreover, the assumption of the existence of higher capabilities 
nodes is a strong assumption that may not be verified in tactical MANET. 

OLSR tree[8] defines a clustering algorithm to introduce hierarchy in OLSR. The 
clustering algorithm is based on the connectivity of nodes. The network is divided 
into trees, where the root of the tree, the clusterhead, is the node having the max- 
imum local connectivity. Once trees are created, a maintenance process is run. A 
hierarchical routing protocol based on OLSR is then employed. Routing within the 
tree scope is done with OLSR as if there were no tree. To route to other trees, OLSR 
is applied on the cluster topology thanks to "super messages" (Super TC, Super 
Hello . . . .  ) exchanged by clusterheads. When a node needs to send data to a node 
outside its tree, it first sends the traffic to its root which then forwards the traffic to 
the destination node following the cluster path. OLSR tree proposed an interesting 
approach to improve OLSR scalability. Nevertheless, it is dependent on the clus- 
tering algorithm which itself is based on connectivity, i.e. a dynamic parameter in 
mobile networks. Consequently, cluster topology stability may be poor. 

The C-OLSR protocol has been presented recently [9] and proposes a modifi- 
cation of OLSR which makes use of clustering to reduce the protocol overhead. 
Contrary to OLSR Tree, the protocol does not depend on a defined clustering pro- 
tocol but assumes merely that a clustering algorithm is being executed in the ad 
hoc network. C-OLSR uses regular OLSR inside every cluster and TC messages 
forwarding is thus limited within the scope of a cluster. Then, the authors choose 
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to leverage the same mechanisms of plain OLSR to the level of clusters. Therefore, 
they define new C-Hello and C-TC messages to emulate the behavior of an OLSR 
node by a cluster. C-MPR clusters are elected thanks to the C-Hello messages. The 
C-Hello messages must be forwarded over the entire neighbor clusters so that each 
node of a cluster may compute its own C-MPR set and the C-TC messages must 
also be forwarded over the entire clusters that are selected as C-MPR clusters. 

As in OLSR Tree, applying OLSR at the cluster level imposes to exchange some 
sort of Hello (Super-Hello or C-Hello) and TC (Super-TC or C-TC) messages which 
may generate an important overhead. Moreover, in case of loss of one of these mes- 
sages, the integrity of the routing function may be jeopardized. We propose a so- 
lution to adapt OLSR to a clusterhead environment where regular OLSR is applied 
inside every cluster for intra-cluster communications but where inter-cluster com- 
munications do not rely on a version of OLSR at the cluster level contrary to what 
is done in both OLSR Tree and C-OLSR. 

3 Protocol Description 

3.1 Overview 

We propose a routing protocol based on OLSR which aims at improving the scal- 
ability features of the OLSR protocol in large-scale ad hoc networks. Our protocol 
makes use of clustering to greatly reduce the topology overhead and the routing ta- 
ble size. The routing protocol is fully independent from the clustering protocol used. 
The propagation of the topology control information is limited within the cluster. 
Each node annonces in its Hello messages the address of its clusterhead. For this 
purpose, we define a new Link Code. Contrary to other OLSR-based approaches 
which use clustering such as OLSR-Tree, OLSR is not applied on the clusterhead 
topology for out-of-cluster routing purposes. Indeed, rather than applying the com- 
plex OLSR message exchange and MPR selection on clusterheads, in our solution 
clusterheads only send special TC_Cluster messages over the network. Thanks to 
these TC_messages, each node knows the next hop node towards the clusterhead the 
destination depends on. We assume that a clustering protocol is employed within the 
ad hoc network. A K-clustering algorithm creating clusters with diameter larger than 
2 hops is recommended. We also assume that every node is aware of its clusterhead 
address. 

3.2 Hello messages 

The first modification we performed on the OLSR protocol was that each node must 
include its clusterhead membership information, i.e. the address of its clusterhead, 
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in its Hello message. Hello message format and link code format are defined in the 
RFC 3626. 

With the aim to be compliant with the regular OLSR protocol (i.e. we want that 
our protocol can be used in networks where both the "regular" OLSR and our pro- 
tocol co-exist), the Hello message format is not modified. A new Link Code is pro- 
posed. Consequently, in a Hello message advertising a clusterhead address, one of 
the link code blocks will be dedicated to the clusterhead address of the node send- 
ing the Hello. The new link code is as follows: the Neighbor Type is set to a new 
CH_NEIGH value and the Link Type field is set to the UNSPEC_Link value. The 
Neighbor Interface Address list is composed of one address, the clusterhead ad- 
dress. When a non-OLSR-cluster node receives such an Hello message, it discards 
the clusterhead related part since it does not understand the link code but the other 
blocks of the message advertising the neighborhood status are processed as usual. 

Upon reception of a Hello message with a clusterhead address, the clusterhead 
address is saved in the neighbor set of the sending node. Therefore, a new field, the 
clusterhead_address field, has been added to the neighbor tuple which was previ- 
ously made of three fields. 

3.3 TC messages 

A regular version of the OLSR protocol is used within each cluster. TC messages are 
never forwarded by a node that does not belong to the same cluster as the originator 
of the TC message. That way, TC message propagation is restricted to the cluster 
area. The MPR selection algorithm is performed without any consideration of the 
cluster for network consistency purposes. Therefore, each MPR sends periodic TC 
messages containing the list of its MPR selectors, i.e. the nodes which select it as 
MPR. When receiving a TC message, a node processes it following the algorithm 
described in RFC 3626 [1]. The forwarding decision is then based on the clusterhead 
of the sender, i.e. the node that has just forwarded the message (and not the origi- 
nator). The TC forwarding algorithm is roughly the same as the default forwarding 
algorithm described in the [1] except the first step as illustated below. 

There is no need to add the clusterhead address in the TC messages. Indeed, a 
node is able to know which is the clusterhead of the node having forwarded the 
message thanks to its neighbor set. Moreover, the clusterhead of the node that has 
forwarded the message is necessarily the same as the one that has previously for- 
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warded the message to it, otherwise the message would not have been forwarded. 
Step by step, the clusterhead of the TC message originator is the same as the clus- 
terhead of the sending node of a received TC message. 

3.4 TC_Cluster Message 

From the protocol described previously, a node is able to compute route to all the 
nodes in its cluster. Border nodes I are also able to compute routes to nodes belong- 
ing to neighbor clusters since they receive (but not forward) TC messages generated 
within these clusters. For the routes to nodes belonging to different clusters, our 

Fig. 1 TC_Cluster message 
format 
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approach is that each node should know the next hop toward the clusterhead the 
destination depends on. Then, once the data packet arrives in the cluster of the des- 
tination node, the intermediate node knows the exact route to the destination. To 
achieve such behavior, cluster topology information must be sent over the network. 
OLSR-Tree approach is to reproduce the OLSR protocol at the cluster level to cre- 
ate some "cluster paths". The approach we follow is different. We define a new 
TC_Cluster message that is sent by clusterheads over the network using the MPR 
flooding algorithm. This message does not contain the list of the MPR selectors of 
the clusterhead but rather the addresses of nodes belonging to its cluster. Since this 
message is flooded on the overall network, each node can maintain a node/cluster 
membership table and can therefore determine to which cluster a destination node 
belongs to. Nevertheless, knowing the clusterhead the destination node is related to 
is not enough to route a packet towards this destination node. Indeed, the path to the 
clusterhead or at least the next hop node on the path to the clusterhead is needed. 
This next hop information is retrieved when receiving the TC_Cluster message. In- 
deed, when a node receives a TC_Cluster message, it registers as its next hop to 
the clusterhead sending the message the node that has just forwarded the message, 
assuming that this is the first time this message is received. Since the message is 
flooded over the network, a node may receive several copies of a TC_Cluster mes- 
sage. Nevertheless, the first copy received is the only one considered for the next 
hop information since it has necessarily taken the faster, less congested path. The 
other copies are discarded. 

1 A border router is a node that is one hop away from a node that belongs to a different cluster i.e. 
a node that has a different clusterhead. 
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Figure 1 gives the format of the TC_Cluster message. The originator of a 
TC_Cluster message is the clusterhead, and the source address in the IP header is 
the candidate next-hop node toward the clusterhead. The number of hops to reach 
the clusterhead can also be computed through the TC_Cluster message thanks to 
the following formula: TTL_TC_Cluster- TTL_of_the_received~message, where 
TrL_TC_Cluster is a constant and is the TTL value the originator of a TC_Cluster 
message must set in the TTL field of the message and TI'L_of_the_received_message 
is the TTL value indicated in the TTL field of the received TC_Cluster message. The 
TC_Cluster periodicity is lower than the TC periodicity assuming that the clustering 
protocol creates stable clusters. 

3.5 Sending and Forwarding Data Packets 

When a node has a data packet to send: 

�9 if it knows the destination from its routing table (i.e. the node belongs to its 
cluster or the destination is a clusterhead), it sends the packet to the next hop 
indicated in its routing table 

�9 if the destination is not in its routing table, it performs a look in the node/cluster 
membership table to know which cluster the node belongs to. 

- If the destination is not in the table, the packet is discarded 
- If the destination is in the table, the node looks into its routing table for 

the next hop to the clusterhead. The destination address of the node is not 
changed. When the next hop receives the data, the same process is performed. 

4 T h e o r e t i c a l  a n d  S i m u l a t i o n  P e r f o r m a n c e  A n a l y s i s  

In this section we want to evaluate the overhead generated by our protocol. Since 
our objective is mainly to reduce the control overhead caused by TC messages, we 
will only consider the TC messages control overhead. Firstly, we give theoretical 
analyses of the control overhead of our protocol and of the Fisheye-OLSR protocol 
in order to verify that employing a clustering approach allows to improve the over- 
head compared to the Fisheye technique. Then, we compare our approach to the 
C-OLSR and the Fisheye-OLSR protocols through a simulation study. In this sim- 
ulation study, the MAC layer is considered as a perfect MAC since we are mainly 
interested in this paper in the evaluation of the control overhead of our protocol with 
respect to other OLSR scalable protocols. In future performance evaluation works, 
we will consider end-to-end performance such as the packet delivery ratio or the 
delay by implementing the protocol in a discrete event simulator that integrates a 
more realistic MAC layer and mobility such as OPNET or NS2. 
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4.1 Theoretical Analyis 

4.1.1 Nework Model and Parameters 

The network is represented by a Poisson Point Process over the plan denoted S with 
intensity &. Let N be the number of nodes in the network. N follows a Poisson law 
with intensity 2 * S. ~ represents the mean number of nodes per unity of surface. 
It follows that the density of the network M = ~,, which means that on average 
each node has M neighbors or that on a unit disk centered on a node, there are on 
average M nodes. Therefore, the number of nodes in the K-hop neighborhood of a 
node is equal to the number of nodes in a disk a radius K which is on average KZM. 
Moreover, the radius of the network is v/N-/M. Let MR be the average number of 
MPRs selected by a node with a neighborhood size M. It has been shown in [10] 
and [6] that MR <_ (9zcZm) U3 and that MR ~/3 M1/3 when M -~ ~ with/3 ~ 5. 

The number of retransmissions of a TC message in the K-Hop neighborhood 
is equal to the number of MPRs in the K-Hop neighborhood, which is on average 
equal to the number of nodes in the K-Hop neighborhood times the probability for a 
node to be an MPR. Consequently, the number of retransmissions of a TC message 
in the K-Hop neighborhood of a node is on average : MR/M * K2M = MRK 2. Then 
it follows that the number of nodes at exactly K hops of a node that may retransmit 
a TC message is on average : MR/M * (K 2 - (K - 1 )2)M = MR (K 2 - (K - 1 )2). 

4.1.2 Fisheye OLSR 

In the Fisheye OLSR improvement, the period of the TC messages received from 
a node increases with the distance to the sending node. We can define a function 
F that gives the period of the TC messages based on the number of hops from the 
source, i.e. the TTL set in the messages. Let us consider the function F : F(x) =U4~4x 
as in [6] where x represents the TTL and F(x) is the period of the TC message for 
the TTL x. The overhead generated by a TC message sent by an MPR in bits/s is : 

y" F ( ~ ( ( ( K -  1) 2 - ( K -  2)2)MR+ 1)*TCsize 
K=2 

(1) 

It should be noted that for a TTL of k, the message will be retransmitted (k - 1) 
times. TCsize is the size of a TC message in bits and is on average (MR § 5) * 8 bits. 
Finally it follows that the overhead in bits/s due to the TC messages in the Fisheye 
OLSR protocol is on average: 

(1) * number of MPR in the network = ( 1 ) * MRN/M (2) 
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4.1.3 O u r  approach 

Let TClnterval be the period of the TC message. The default value is 5 seconds. Let C 
be the mean number of clusters in the network. It has be shown that for the Max-Min 
heuristic [11], an upper bound of the mean number of clusters can be found : 

E [Clusterhead # in S] <_ ~ .  v(S).  1 + n~ - .  1 1  E n exp( -E)  

with E = ~ zcR 2, where R is the propagation range of a node and v (S) is the Lebesgue 
measure of S. This upper bound is computed for a radius of 1. It is shown that for 
radius greater than 1, the set of clusterheads is included in the one computed for 
radius 1. Therefore, this upper bound becomes less and less accurate as the radius 
increases. 

In our approach, we have to distinguish the overhead generated by TC messages 
forwarding within each cluster from the overhead generated by the forwarding of 
the TC_Cluster messages. An upper bound of the mean number of nodes per cluster 
is equal to r2M nodes, where r is the radius of the cluster. The overhead due to 
the forwarding of a TC message sent by an MPR within a cluster in bits/s is thus 
bounded by the following upper bound: 

(1 -t- r2Mn) * ZCsize/ZClnterval (3) 

Moreover, the mean overhead generated by the forwarding of a TC_Cluster message 
sent by a clusterhead in bits/s is : 

(1 + NMn/M) * TC-Clustersize/TC-Clusterlnterval (4) 

Finally, the control overhead due to the TC and TC_Cluster message forwarding is 
bounded: 

E [control message overhead I <_ (4) * (NMn/M) + (3) * C (5) 

4.1.4 Comparison of the theoretical bounds of the control overhead 

In this section, we compare the theoretical overhead of the Fisheye OLSR and our 
proposal based on the expressions given in the previous sections. One should note 
that in the following results, the overhead due to the clustering algorithm has been 
added to the TC and TC_Cluster control overhead for our solution. As illustrated 
by figure 2, when the number of nodes increases, the overhead due to the TC mes- 
sages with the Fisheye solution greatly increases whereas it increases slowly with 
our proposition. When the number of nodes is low (under 200 nodes), the overheads 
of the two approaches are close. This underlines a potential limit on the network 
size for the use of a clustering algorithm. Figure 3 presents the overhead of the TC 
messages in a network of 500 nodes as the density increases. It shows that the per- 
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Fig. 2 TC overhead compar- 
ison between Fisheye OLSR 
and our protocol versus the 
number of nodes 

Fig. 3 TC overhead compar- 
ison between Fisheye OLSR 
and our protocol versus the 
density 

formance of Fisheye OLSR improves as density increases just as the OLSR protocol 
itself does. This result is due to the fact that when density increases, the diameter of 
the network decreases, and the MPR algorithm is more efficient. Therefore, fewer 
retransmissions are needed to send TC messages to the network. However, our pro- 
tocol still outperforms the Fisheye approach even in very dense networks. With our 
approach, the density has less impact on the control overhead. 

4.2 Performance evaluation based on simulation 

In this section, we compare the overhead of different approaches proposed to im- 
prove the scalability of OLSR. We will consider the fisheye OLSR solution and 
the C-OLSR solution to which we will compare our approach. These three proto- 
cols have been implemented thanks to the Scilab 4.1.2 [12] simulation tool. For the 
clustering, we implement the generalized max-min clustering algorithm [ 11 ]. Since 
we are mainly interested in the control overhead, we compare the control overhead 
caused by either the TC messages or their substitutes in each of these protocols: 

�9 TC messages for the Fisheye-OLSR protocol 
�9 TC messages forwarded within each cluster, C-Hello messages, C-TC messages 

and control message overhead due to the clustering protocol for the C-OLSR 
protocol 

�9 TC messages forwarded within each cluster, TC_Cluster messages, and control 
message overhead due to the clustering protocol for our protocol. 
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Figure 4 presents a comparison between the upper theoretical bound and the sim- 
ulated values of the overhead of the Fisheye OLSR and our solution. This results 
prove that the theoretical expressions really give upper bounds but it also shows that 
these bounds are rather far from the simulation values. Moreover, if the theoretical 
bound of our approach is higher than the theoretical bound of Fisheye-OLSR for 
small networks, the simulation shows that even with small networks, our approach 
performs better than Fisheye OLSR. Figure 5 presents a comparison of the control 

Fig.  4 Compar i son  o f  the 
theoret ical  and  s imula ted  
values o f  the control  overhead  
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overhead of Fisheye OLSR, C-OLSR and our solution as a function of the number 
of nodes. The results prove that employing a clustering algorithm allows to greatly 
improve the scalability of OLSR compared to the Fisheye solution. Moreover, we 
show that our solution presents better scalability compliance than the C-OLSR solu- 
tion where OLSR is applied on top of the cluster topology. The difference between 
the overhead of C-OLSR and our approach results only from the inter-cluster com- 
munications approach since both the clustering and the intra-cluster TC forwarding 
is similar in these two solutions. Therefore, the results prove that a solution that 
does not re-use the OLSR algorithm on top of the cluster topology presents better 
efficiency in term of control overhead than applying an adapted version of OLSR on 
the cluster topology. 

Fig.  5 C o m p a r i s o n  o f  the 
control  overhead  o f  F isheye  
O L S R ,  C - O L S R  and  our  
approach  
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5 Conclusion 

This paper presents a scalable routing protocol for Mobile Ad hoc Networks that is 
based on and improves the well known proactive unicast routing protocol OLSR to 
make it scalable. The protocol assumes that nodes are gathered in clusters thanks to 
a clustering algorithm. The regular OLSR protocol is applied within the clusters and 
a new message type is defined to allow inter-cluster routing. These new messages, 
called TC_Cluster, are sent by the clusterheads and contain the list of the nodes be- 
longing to their cluster. TC_Cluster messages are broadcast over the entire network 
thanks to the optimized MPR flooding. Theoretical and simulation analyses of the 
control overhead of our protocol compared to the Fisheye-OLSR and the C-OLSR 
show that our approach significantly reduces the control overhead as the number of 
nodes in the network increases. 
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Securing Multihop Vehicular Message 
Broadcast using Trust Sensors 

Mat th ias  Gerlach, Oleksandr  Mylyy,  Nestor Mariyasagayam,  and 
Massimil iano Lenardi  

A b s t r a c t  The  ad hoc wireless exchange of posit ion and velocity information 
between vehicles enables a p le thora  of new appl icat ions  tha t  can increase tile 
safety and efficiency of driving. Efficient and reliable flooding mechanisms 
for vehicular  appl icat ions  manda te  correct and t imely received positions, ve- 
hicular safety appl icat ions  even more so. This work first assesses the impact  
of different posi t ion faking at tackers  on the "goodput" of Mult i -Hop Vehicu- 
lar Beacon Broadcas t  (MHVB-B),  a disseminat ion mechanism for vehicular 
networks. Then we use a set of known and simple heuristics to improve the 
detect ion of fake posi t ions within MHVB-B da t a  and briefly assess their  im- 
pact  on the  goodput .  At the  core of this work, we define a framework for 
integrat ing a rb i t r a ry  t rus t  sensors using Bayesian reasoning and describe a 
way to determine  their  contr ibut ion to the overall assessment of message 
t rustworthiness ,  tha t  we model as a condit ional  probabil i ty.  

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Vehicular communicat ion based on wireless short-range technology facili tates 
a p le thora  of new appl icat ions at  low cost for safety, traffic efficiency, and 
infotainment  using direct or mult i -hop communicat ion.  Securing vehicular 
communicat ion  does not only involve preventive security measures to ensure 
access control  (authorizat ion)  of nodes and ensure integrity, authentici ty,  and 
confidential i ty of messages. I t  also involves detection and reaction methods. 
This is par t icu lar ly  true in large networks, where integri ty and authent ic i ty  
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do not guarantee the correctness of t ransmitted data  due to insider attacks 
oi" faulty nodes. 

For many vehicular applications, mobility data beaconing is necessary for 
cooperative message distribution (routing) or cooperative safety applications 
(cooperative awareness). Each node periodically sends out mobility data, i.e., 
position and velocity. The algorithms for mobility data  beaconing have to 
introduce little overhead, and be scalable and robust in order to account for 
the properties of vehicular networks, i.e., short vehicle contact times, the 
network size, and the adverse radio environment. Consequently, important  
quality of service parameters for mobility data  beaconing are timeliness of 
delivery (success rate) and how much of intended geographic area really has 
been covered. Mariyasagayam et al. present an algorithm for vehicular bea- 
coning in pre-defined geo-regions by means of efficient flooding in [1] and an 
enhanced version in [2]. The algorithm, called MHVB-B, Multi-Hop Vehicu- 
lar Beacon Broadcast,  achieves a higher message dissemination success rate 
by selectively repeating messages based on distance from the originator. In 
this paper, we will discuss and assess the impact of position faking attacks 
on MHVB-B. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the objectives 
an attacker pursues with mobility data  manipulation. Section 3 presents sire- 
ulations we carried out on the impact of position faking nodes on MHVB-B 
and the impact of simple checks to assess incoming positions. In Section 4 we 
outline a novel trust framework and describe how arbitrary trust sensors can 
be integrated into the framework. Section 5 concludes this paper and outlines 
future work. 

1.1 R e l a t e d  W o r k  

With respect to security, it is commonly agreed that  anonymous certificates 
and digital signatures should be part of a security solution for vehicular 
communication. IEEE 1609.2 [3], for example is a s tandard describing how to 
secure messages for vehicular communication using ECDSA as a mandatory  
asymmetric crypto-algorithm. Solutions based on certificates have also been 
proposed by Raya et al. [4] and Festag et al.[5], and Gerlach [6], for example. 
For the sake of this work, we assume certificates and signatures to prevent 
Sybil attacks. In [7], Golle et al. present a general approach to assess the 
validity of data  in VANETs. Based on available sensor information, each 
node builds a model and at tempts  to find the simplest explanation for the 
received data  with this model. The paper focuses on presenting a theoretic 
framework. Leinmiiller et al. carried out simulations to evaluate the impact 
of position-faking nodes on geographic forwarding [8] and propose position 
verification algorithms in [9]. In particular, they found that  using plausibility 
checks can detect the majority of false position reports. 
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Mobil i ty  da t a  faking describes the process of changing a node 's  t rue posi t ion 
and velocity to fake values with the purpose of injecting those into the ve- 
hicular network. Current  work identifies posi t ion faking or manipula t ion  as a 
probable  a t tack  and describes ways to inject fake da ta  into the  network, e.g., 
by manipula t ion  of sensor input  to the on board unit.  Aijaz et al. describe 
ways to manipu la te  the input  to the on board  unit  [10, Figure 6], and hence 
the way to achieve the at tack.  Assuming the a t tacker  has found a way to 
inject false movement information into the network, it should be discussed 
what  kinds of change to mobil i ty  da t a  can be detected and what  their  
potent ia l  impact  may be. 

Faking its identity,  a node carries out a Sybil at tack  - potent ia l ly  with 
different sets of mobil i ty  data.  A Sybil a t tack  can make the recipients believe 
tha t  there is a traffic j am ahead,  for example.  For the sake of this work, we 
assume tha t  Sybil  a t tacks  can be prevented using short  lived certificates for 
vehicle au thor iza t ion  as discussed in Section 1.1. This  reduces our discussion 
to faking position, speed and heading. 

Faking the posi t ion of a node means tha t  an offset is added to the posi t ion 
before it is sent out  such tha t  the fake posi t ion matches  the object ives of the  
at tacker.  The a t tacker ' s  object ive can be to a t tack  a certain node, or a cer tain 
mechanism, independent  from the node. The  same holds t rue for velocities, 
i.e., heading and speed. Consequently, we need to discuss the a t tacker ' s  oh- 
jectives in order to find out probable  a t tacks  with changed posit ions and 
velocities. 

For vehicular sett ings,  geo-addressing, i.e., ra ther  addressing a geographic 
region than  a certain node, is an impor tan t  feature. Typically,  there are two 
different phases for geo-addressed delivery of packets: line-forwarding and 
area-forwarding. The first is used to efficiently t ranspor t  the message to the  
area  of interest  and the la t ter  is used for disseminat ing the information within 
the target  area. Posit ion based rout ing mechanisms are often used for the  line- 
forwarding. For area-forwarding,  flooding is an example for a simple strategy. 
While  a t tacks  on greedy forwarding for line forwarding have been looked at 
by Leinm/iller et al. (cf. Section 1), we will discuss the impact  of posi t ion 
faking nodes at  MHVB-B, i.e., an efficient area forwarding algori thm. 

The  object ive of an a t tacker  with respect  to the networking mechanism will 
be the disrupt ion of communicat ion or the isolation of certain nodes. Look- 
ing at the above requirements,  an a t tacker  will a t t e mp t  to spoil t imeliness 
of delivery, and to decrease the  number  of nodes tha t  can be reached within 
the des t ina t ion  region. The only way to achieve this is by faking movement 
information tha t  prevent all potent ia l  forwarders sending their  message to 
the next hop. Potent ia l  forwarders in MHVB-B are selected implici t ly  and in 
a d i s t r ibu ted  fashion as a function of distance to the sender. By overhearing 
the channel, MHVB-B nodes avoid dupl icate  retransmissions after receiving 
a packet from a node with a larger dis tance to the sender than  itself. Conse- 
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quently, a potent ia l ly  viable a t t ack  on MHVB-B would be a forwarder tha t  
fakes its own posi t ion to be farther  away from the source node (and calcu- 
lates its back-off accordingly).  Like this, receiving nodes in opt imal  posi t ion 
for retransmission would back-off and the packet may not reach all intended 
receivers in the defined region. Apa r t  from this, the most relevant threa t  will 
be the disseminat ion of false posit ions for the use in applicat ions,  such tha t  
the a t tacker  can cause accidents,  gain an advantage (a free road) or otherwise 
use the  system for harming people. 

3 S i m u l a t i o n  R e s u l t s  - A t t a c k e r  I m p a c t  

For the analysis of possible a t tacks  on mobil i ty da t a  we created a simple at- 
tacker framework in ns-2. We use it to test the influence of different a t tacks  
on MHVB-B. The malicious behavior  of an a t tacker  node can be realized 
through the assignment of an a t t ack  function, respective parameters ,  and at- 
tack t iming to this node. The a t tack  function parameters  contain the type  of 
a t t ack  tha t  should be carried out. From the implementa t ion  side, the a t tacker  
code can easily be in tegrated into existing mobil i ty aware nodes by insert ing 
a manipulateO-function into a simulation agent 's  code before submi t t ing  po- 
sitions for sending. Configurat ion of the a t tacker  is done in a dedica ted  file 
using tcl according to the typical  ns-2 configuration files. 

Attacker  Type [Used Parameters  IDescription [ 

Normal node [attacker_functype IThe node works as expected 

Attacker adds a predefined offset to the real posit ion 
attacker_xpos_dist,  Value to define the value of the offset to be 
attacker_ypos_dist  added 
at tacker_random-xpos,  Flag to define which direction shall be changed 
attacker_random_ypos by a t tacker  (x, y, or both).  Value is changed 

within a predefined range 

T a b l e  1 A t t a c k e r  f r a m e w o r k  conf igu ra t ion  p a r a m e t e r s  for O F F S E T  a t t a c k e r  

For the  purpose  of this work we consider the offset type  as the most com- 
monly used a t tacker  type. Table 1 depicts  the major  parameters  for the at-  
tacker. If the offset value is calculated not in a random manner  but  according 
to the  current  goal, these at tackers  may be widely used for model ing different 
si tuations.  The  offset a t tacker  may sensibly model  a malicious node with a 
purpose.  
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We run simulat ions for MHVB-B using our at tacker  framework with a variety 
of at tackers.  To es t imate  the effectiveness of the MHVB-B, the performance 
paramete r  success ra te  (st)  was defined for a node as the following rat io  [1]: 

pkt_number_rcvd_within_threshold 
sr = , where  (1) 

total_rcvd_pkt_number 

pkt_numbeTurcvd_within_threshold is the number  of packets received by a 
node within the threshold=0.3s  and is within the 400m radius of the origina- 
tor, and total_rcvd_pkt_number is the to ta l  number of packets received by the 
same node during the entire s imulat ion time. sr did not change significantly 
due to the  definition of st: if an in termedia te  a t tacker  node drops received 
packets,  the  receiver node does not know tha t  these packets were issued by 
the sender node and,  as a result,  does not change its total_rcvd_pkt_number. 
By contrast ,  for s imulat ing the impact  of posit ion faking nodes on MHVB- 
B, packets lost inside the network due to the different malicious actions, 
dropping  packets etc. must  addi t ional ly  be taken into account by the perfor- 
mance analysis  algori thm. Therefore, in order to make the a t tacker  impact  
on MHVB-B visible, we define a new performance parameter ,  called message 
goodput. This paramete r  can be described as follows: 

good_pkt_number_rcv&within_threshold 
message_goodput = (2) 

total_rcvd_pkt_number 

where good_pkt_number_rcvd_within_threshold is the  number  of packets 
with correct,  i.e., usable, movement information received by a node within the 
threshold=0.3  seconds and is within the 400m range of the originator,  and to- 
tal_rcvd_pkt_number is the total  number of packets received by the same node 
during the entire s imulat ion time. For our simulation,  we counted correct and 
detected false posi t ions as contr ibut ion to the good packet number.  We argue 
tha t  even some of the  detected false posit ions may be used, depending on the 
given and assumed accuracy. 

Figure  1 depicts  the impact  of posi t ion manipula t ion  a t tacks  on the good- 
put  of MHVB-B for different a t tackers  and at tacker  densities, and different 
movement scenarios as a function of dis tance between nodes. As first move- 
ment scenario we chose a single lane scenario with the length of 10 km and 
the node densi ty of 30 node per km similar to the one described in [1]. For 
the second scenario, we took a realistic highway movement scenario with two 
lanes 15 km and the average node density of 7 nodes per kin. Simulat ion t ime 
was 2 rain for both  cases. All a t tackers  were offset a t tackers  with different 
offset values. Together  with the  normal  mode (without  a t tacker  in the net- 
work) we s tudied the a t tacker  pene t ra t ion  of 20%, 40%, and 80% for each 
scenario. Figure 1 shows tha t  goodput  is degraded by the a t tacker  by about  
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X O F F S E T  attackers  w i thout  p laus ib i l i ty  check ing  
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(b) 

Fig .  1 Impact  of different attackers on MHVB-B goodput  without  plausibility control. 
(a) single lane scenario (b) highway scenario 

the amount of attackers in the network for each distance. We can observe a 
significant difference between the normal case and the offset attackers (with 
the offset value 300m and the penetration rate of 80%) over the entire simu- 
lation time with no significant difference between the two scenarios in terms 
of goodput  degradation. 

X _ O F F S E T  a t t a c k e ~  with  plaus ibi l i ty  checking  
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X _ O F F S E T  attackers  w i t h  p l a . s i b i l i t y  checking  
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Fig .  2 Using plausibility mechanisms  to improve goodput .  (a) single lane scenario (b) 
highway scenario 

Figure 2 presents the simulation results after applying simple plausibility 
control mechanism which comprised the plausibility checking using two well- 
known plausibility sensors - ART (acceptance range threshold) and MGT 
(mobility grade threshold) (of. [9]). ART accepts positions only within a 
certain range; messages containing a position further away than, e.g., 500m 
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are assumed to contain a false position. MOT assumes that  the delta between 
two positions can only be such that  a realistic velocity is not exceeded. 

The impact of the plausibility checking can be derived from comparing 
this figure with Figure 1. We observe a significant improvement in message 
goodput for all cases. This fact, as well as the remaining difference in message 
goodput between the normal mode and the integrated attackers, is due to 
the relatively weak plausibility checks, which only detect significant position 
deviations and calls for the integration of more elaborate mechanisms. We 
are currently developing those for the use of our framework based on the 
Kalman filter. 

4 Detect ing and Handling False Mobility Data 

The discussions and results in the previous sections identified the need for the 
assessment of movement information and appropriate measures of reaction 
and more elaborate checks. In this section, we will discuss a probabilistic 
framework detection of false movement data. 

At the core of our discussion are the notions of trust  and trustworthiness. 
While t rust  typically contains the element of a decision already - we decide to 
trust somebody or not - this is typically based on the evaluation of the trust- 
worthiness of tha t  person, its s tatements and behaviour. Along those lines, an 
application will decide to trust the given data, while our system at tempts  to 
assess the trustworthiness of this data  beforehand. This distinction should be 
borne in mind for our trust  sensors, which are really trustworthiness sensors. 

4 . 1  D e t e c t i o n  and F u s i o n  - T r u s t  E v a l u a t i o n  

Taking up the ideas of security sensor fusion of Gerlach et al. [11] and re- 
fining their work, we are currently implementing a framework for detecting 
and tagging movement information based on the input  from different trust  
sensors. Incoming mobility data  messages are assessed in the trust  evalua- 
tion module that  uses Bayesian inference for obtaining a s tatement  about  the 
trustworthiness of the given data  using a value in the interval [0, 1] that  can 
be interpreted as a probability. The trust decision is then taken by mobil- 
ity data  users. Both trust  evaluation and decision methods may use context 
data  to include more information about  the environment for more accurate 
decisions. 

Figure 3 depicts the input,  output  and data  fusion process of our t rust  
framework. A simple set of movement information comprises a node's posi- 
tion, speed, and heading. Acceleration would complete the picture, but  we 
do not take it into account here. Note that  a set of movement information is 
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F i g .  3 D a t a  flow in the sensor fusion framework 

atomic, in the sense that  it must be evaluated as a whole. For our trust eval- 
uat ion system we assume that  (1) accuracy information (confidence values) 
is a.n integral part of the movement information, (2) trust sensor information 
is fused using recursive application of Bayesian inference rule (the output  
of tile n- th  sensor is the input  to the rz + 1-th reasoning slep), and (3) we 
can estimate the first prior probability as tile basic trust  of lhe system as 
discussed in Section 4.2.1. 

At the core of Bayesian inference a well-known method of statistical 
in fe rence-  is the inversion formula P(CIse'nsor) = t'(~r r'(s~.,,sor') . In terms 

of prob~bility ratios, the tbrmula can be written as (see also [12]): 

P(C]se'nsor) P(se:rtso','lC) P(C) 
= ( 3 )  

Taking posit;ions as an example, the hypothesis C translates to "the po- 
sition is correct", se~7,sor is the notation to describe the knowledge and cor- 
responding algorithms used in the sensor. The probability P(C]semsor) de- 
scribes the probabili ty C is true given the sensor reading. This translates to 
the tr"ust'worthirtess of the position given tile sensor reading. The ratios in 
Equat ion 3 are typically described as odds, likelihood ratio, and pr'ior odds. 
The relevant input; from a t rust  sensor is the likelihood rat.io. Given the odds 
after one sensor's likelihood ratio eontribution,  another 's  likelihood ratio can 
be used to recursively update trustworthiness in Equation 3. 

4.2 Trus twor th iness  Sensors  

Every trust(worthiness) sensor provides the likelihood ratio L(sensorlC ) as 
input to the fusion process: 
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P(sensorlC) 
L( sensorlC ) = P( sensorl=C ) (4) 

Equat ion 4 requires us to es t imate  the probabi l i t ies  for P(sensorlC), i.e., 
the  probabi l i ty  tha t  our sensor confirms a correct message, and the prob- 
abi l i ty  tha t  our sensor falsely confirms a wrong message (P(sensorl~C)). 
Sometimes we can direct ly es t imate  this rat io not even using probabil i t ies,  
sometimes we need to use repea ted  trials (or a vir tual  exper iment)  to obta in  
these values. Note tha t  it is not necessary tha t  these two probabi l i t ies  sum 
to unity. 

4 .2 .1  B a s i c  T r u s t  S e n s o r  - P r i o r  T r u s t  

The choice of the  first prior probabil i ty,  or equivalently the prior odds  is cru- 
cial for using the Bayes formula in the recursive form. We propose to interpret  
the prior probabi l i ty  as the basic t rus t  a node has in its environment.  Basic 
t rus t  models the general t rustworthiness  a node assigns to a s ta tement  before 
even assessing it, and is typical ly  a function of a node's  prior experiences. 

For our communicat ion based system this probabi l i ty  represents our belief 
tha t  a message is correct when we receive one. Again given our Hypothesis  C 
from above, this  can be wri t ten as condit ional  probabi l i ty  P(Clbasic), where 
basic is the s ta tement  "we received a message". Assumed,  due to system 
measurements ,  an in depth  risk analysis, and appropr ia te  securi ty measures,  
we knew the average fraction of correct messages received is 99% then we 
could direct ly set this value as basic trust .  For future definitions of basic 
t rus t  our framework also allows the definition of individual,  t ime, and posi t ion 
dependent  basic trust .  

4 . 2 . 2  R e c e p t i o n  R a n g e  T h r e s h o l d  

Leinmiil ler et al. defined the acceptance range threshold (ART) sensor as a 
simple heuristic t ha t  only accepts posit ions from within the acceptance range 
[9]. The  rat ionale  behind ART is tha t  it is impossible to receive a message 
from beyond the reception range due to the radio system constraints.  Even 
though intui t ively correct, it is difficult to model  the power of t rustworthiness  
s ta tements  and hence its contr ibut ion to the overall assessment to our sensor 
fusion system. Consequently, we extend the model  of the acceptance range 
to what  we call the  reception-range-sensor to make it more accurate,  and be 
able to include it into our sensor fusion framework. 

Figure 4 depicts  the underlying model  for the  reception range sensor, both  
how it can be visualized in real life (Figure 4-(a)),  as well as a function of 
the reception probabi l i ty  over the  distance (Figure 4-(b)). P(d) could be an 
a rb i t r a ry  function modell ing the relat ion between reception probabi l i ty  and 
dis tance to the  sender. Now defining dNodeB a s  the claimed distance of Node 
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Fig. 4 Model of the reception probability sensor: (@ Overview (b) Probability of reception 
function ow~r distance 

B fl'om tile receiving node, a as the accuracy of this claim, we can calculate 
the likelihood ratio for this sensor as follows: 

d N ode13 4-Ct 

l ~ . ~ t  - <~'"~- '~  ( 5 )  
~OC d N , )dc 13 @(1 

0 ( t N o d ~  B - - ( I  

Note that  the  t ransi t ion from reali ty to the model depicted ill Figure 4 
does not account for the circular area  around the posit ion of Node B, to 
reduce complexi ty  of the algori thm. Similarly, we do not take into account 
the accuracy of node A's  posit ion as we assume tha t  it knows its posit ion 
with a relatively liigh accuracy. Further ,  the ahove likelihood rat io only takes 
into account the dis tance from the receiver, t tence, it is not yet complete: 
the posi t ion can still be at  any angle from the distance. Therefore, we need 
to add tlle probabi l i ty  tha t  the given posit ion is indeed within tl~e direction 
it claims to be. The likelihood rat io can be calculated as: 

e  rctan 
L(~,, .~jl~ - - -  ( 6 )  

g/ describes the angle spanned by the right angle tr iangle a (opposite leg) 
and dNodeB (adjacent  leg) a.s depicted in Figure 4-(a). As the dis tance and the 
angle are independent  by the definition of pol~tr coordinates,  we can cotnbine 
the two likelihood ratios to obta in  the new likelihood ratio: 

P ( R R S I H )  
- -  L RRS = Lm.~ ......... L(1,~g~,, (7) P(RRSI=H) 
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LRRS is the overall likelihood of our reception range sensor counting the 
evidence RRS. We can now obtain P(sensorlC ) and P(sensorl~C) by re- 
quiring the numerator  N and denomitator  D of Equation 7 to sum to unity. 

4 . 3  T r u s t  D e c i s i o n  - H a n d l i n g  F a l s e  D a t a  

In general, every application or networking mechanism defines its own way 
to deal with untrustworthy data. It can define the level below which it deems 
something too untrustworthy to act upon or it acts in the case of untrust-  
worthy information - such as an intrusion detection system. In addition, this 
t rust  threshold may also depend on the si tuat ion the given node is in. 

In the case of MHVB-B, different choices are possible. In first simula- 
tions carried out in this work, an MHVB-B node receiving false information 
dropped that  particular message. As a result any (detected) false message 
was eliminated in the first hop. As repeaters may also cheat with their posi- 
tion and thus have an adverse impact on the reachable geographic region it 
may be prudent  for intermediate nodes to check the position of the forwarder 
and - if this is not trustworthy - resend the packet. Even though this may 
result in a higher channel use, it would also make the protocol more resistant 
against false positions. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  F u t u r e  W o r k  

In this paper, we evaluated the impact of position faking attackers on MHVB- 
B, an efficient dissemination protocol. After the initial results presented here, 
we conclude that  the networking mechanism of MHVB-B seems to be fairly 
robust to position faking. For better  visualization of the impact of position 
faking nodes, we created a new measure - goodput that  reflects the num- 
ber of usable positions sent around in the network. We used well-known and 
simple plausibility mechanisms to improve the goodput and conclude that  a 
more elaborate framework with more accurate trust sensors must  be devel- 
oped that  we presented thereafter. 

Future  work will include to improve our attacker framework and carry out 
more simulations confirming the robustness of MHVB-B. Further we need to 
find a more accurate metric to reflect the impact of position faking to the 
networking mechanism. Last but  not least, we will implement, evaluate and 
use our sensor-fusion framework to integrate more trust  sensors, and develop 
more accurate trust sensors. 
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Scalable Exchange of Packet Counters in 
OLSR 

Ignacy Gaw@zki and Khaldoun A1 Agha 

A b s t r a c t  The HELLO messages of the OLSR protocol can be used as a way" 
to exchange packet counters for each advertised link between the originating 
node and its neighbors. These counters are aimed to enable nodes receiv- 
ing the HELLO messages to check that  the property of flow conservation is 
verified on the originating node. The addition of this information incurs a 
significant overhead that  could prevent the node from being able to advertise 
all its links in one HELLO message. Although plain OLSR has been designed 
to deal with partial information in its control messages, enabling the ver- 
ification of the flow conservation property is not trivial. In this paper, we 
present a way to perform partial advertisement of packet counters and com- 
plete verification of the property of flow conservation that  remains scalable. 
Simulation results show that  in practical conditions, the use of the method 
incurs a limited overhead that  makes it very acceptable. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

The technique presented by Gaw@zki and A1 Agha [1] (referenced as the 
method in the following) aims to detect data packet loss in mobile ad hoc 
networks by making each node verify the principle of flow conservation at each 
of its neighbors. To achieve that, every node advertises a series of differential 
packet counters for every link between itself and one of its neighbors. Upon 
reception of a counter advertisement from a neighbor, a node must be able 
to perform two kinds of checks: a node balance check for the originating 
node and a link balance check for each of the advertised links. The problem 
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here is tha t  to be able to perform a node balance check, the counters for 
every link from tha t  node are required. Moreover, all these counters have 
to be taking account of the same t ime interval, otherwise the node balance 
is impossible to check. As long as all the counters for all the  links of the 
originating node are advert ised at  once in each periodic control message, 
the  node balance check can be performed. Unfortunately,  given the l imited 
capaci ty  of control messages in most pract ical  applicat ions,  an increasing 
network densi ty  di rect ly  implies more and more links between a node and its 
neighbors, hence the impossibili ty,  at  some point,  to pack all the counters in 
one advert isement .  

The  OLSR protocol  [2] uses exchange of HELLO control messages to en- 
able nodes to detect  their  neighbors and mainta in  an up- to-da te  set of links 
and neighbors. In the case where there are too many links to be advert ised 
in one HELLO message, the  protocol  allows only par t  of the links to be 
advert ised,  provided tha t  all the links are advert ised often enough for the 
corresponding information not to expire at  its neighbors. Depending on the 
different t iming parameters  (HELLO emission interval,  default  validi ty time, 
etc), a node may simply generate par t ia l  HELLO messages or addi t ional ly  
decrease the generat ion interval, to ensure no link will be advert ised less often 
than the default  val idi ty interval. 

The method  does not, as such, suppor t  par t ia l  advert isements,  so it needs 
to be adap ted  to be fully appl ied on the OLSR protocol.  In the following 
section, a summary  of the method  and its requirements are provided. The 
adap ted  method is presented in section 3 and the correct way to make authen-  
t icat ion of control  messages possible in section 4. The  impact  of the adapted  
method on the performance of the network is s tudied in section 5 and last ly 
a conclusion is drawn in section 6. 

2 C h e c k i n g  F l o w  C o n s e r v a t i o n  

The  method involves the mainta ining by a node of six packet counters for 
every link between itself and its neighbors. The counter values are to be ad- 
vertised per iodical ly  in control messages bearing a sequence number  and the 
counters themselves are to be reset to zero right after their  values have been 
advert ised.  Thus let us note Vj~(n) the set of counter values of the directed 
links (i,j) and (j, i) (which we will both  refer to as undirected link {i,j} in 
the following) t r ansmi t t ed  by node i in its adver t isement  with sequence num- 
ber n. Let us note Ti(n)  the ins tant  in t ime at  which i sends its adver t i sement  
number  n. The  sequence counter of i, noted Si(t)  is the  sequence number  of 
the  la tes t  t r ansmi t t ed  adver t isement  by i as of ins tant  t. In fact, the sequence 
counter  is incremented right before each adver t isement  is t r ansmi t t ed  with 
the new value. Therefore,  the following proper t ies  always hold: 
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{ T i  (Si(t)) _< t < Ti (Si(t) + 1) 
Vt, Vi, Si (Ti (Si(t))) = Si(t) (1) 

Let L}(n) be what we will be calling the link advertisement and defined 
as follows: 

w , j ,  Vn e N, L)(n) = (n, (2) 

Here, Vii(n) is the set of counter values for link {i, j}  taken over the interval 

of time [ T i ( n -  1), Ti(n)) and R}(n) is the set of reverse link advertisements, 
i.e. the set defined as follows: 

Vi, j, V n E N ,  

where g} (n) is defined as follows: 

R;(n)= U ' (31 
mcS~(n) 

Vi,j, Vn E N, S}(n) = {m:  T i ( n -  1) <_ Tj(m) < Ti(n)} (4) 

So for each link, a node collects the sets of counter values regarding that  link 
that  it receives from its other endpoint. The set of collected counter values 
is then put in its own advertisements of links, in addition to its own counter 
values. 

Finally, let A i(n) be the set of link advertisements with sequence number 
n generated by i: 

gi, Vn C N, Ai(n) = U {L}(n)}  (5) 
J 

When some other node receives a set of link advertisements from mmther 
node, it has tha t  node's counters plus all its neighbors' counters for each link 
between that  node and its neighbors. Let P be the upper bound on the time 
interval between two successive advertisements of any existing link between 
a node and a neighbor. 

To perform the verification of the property of conservation of flow at the 
originating node, a node receiving the set of link advertisements has to cal- 
culate a node balance for the originating node and a link balance for each link 
between that  node and its neighbors. The calculation of the link balances 
for a link { i , j }  based on i's n th  advertisement, noted Bx{j(n)  and/~x}i(n) ,  
require only L}(n), whereas the Vj*(n) for every i 's  neighbor j are needed 
to calculate i 's  node balance, noted 13i(n). Fig. 1 illustrates the operation of 
this method in a situation where all the link advertisements do fit inside a 
control packet. 

For instance advertisement number n contains the amount  of all the traffic 
that  flowed on the links for all the four neighbors j0 to ja, since i 's  (n - 1)th 
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Fig. 1 Total advertisements at regular intervals. All the link advertisements fit inside each 
control packet. 

advertisement set was sent. As soon as that  advertisement is received by the 
neighbors of i, all the link balances I3x~j(n) and/3x}i (n)  can be computed in 
addition to i 's  node balance Bi(n). 

3 Part ia l  A d v e r t i s e m e n t s  

In this section, we first state the problem at hand, next study possible ap- 
proaches and finally present our solution. 

3.1 Par t ia l  H E L L O  M e s s a g e s  in O L S R  

The HELLO messages in the OLSR protocol are exchanged periodically be- 
tween direct (i.e. one hop away) neighbors in order to allow nodes to acquire 
their local neighborhood and detect symmetric links. As this protocol was 
designed to be effective in dense networks, it is allowing the advertisement of 
only part  of the links in its HELLO messages in case all of them do not fit at 
once. The way to achieve that  is to declare a validity period for the informa- 
tion contained in each HELLO message that  is sufficiently long not to expire 
before the next time that  same information is advertised. Consequently, the 
HELLO generation period has to be properly modulated and the links about  
which information is to be put  in next HELLO message have to be prop- 
erly chosen, preferably among the ones that  are waiting to be advertised the 
longest. 
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As it is the  case for the acquiring of local neighborhood using par t ia l  
HELLO messages, it  should also still be possible to verify flow conservation 
in the  case of par t ia l  link advert isements.  Unfortunately,  if sets of counters for 
only par t  of the links are provided in each control  message, as i l lustrated on 
Fig. 2, where only two link adver t isements  fit into a single control  message, 
the computa t ion  of node balance is impossible. Here, as soon as adver t isement  
set number  n is received by the neighbors of i, the link balances of only two 
out  of four can be computed  (for links {i, J0} and {i, j l } )  and i ' s  node balance 
Bi(n) cannot  be computed,  since it would require a set of Vj(n)  for all the 
j s  accounting the traffic on the same interval of time. In fact, with this naive 
approach,  i ' s  node balance is never computed  at  all. 

[ l @ i ~  

jo i 
Jl 
J2 

j3 2 i ~ :  

i } . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ t i m e  
p 

p 

Fig. 2 Naive partial advertisements at regular intervals. Not all the link advertisements 
fit inside each control packet, hence the impossibility to compute the node balance. Here 
notations like L} (n . . . . .  m) are a shorthand for L} (n) + . . .  + L} (m). 

A s t ra ightforward approach to solve the problem would be to s imply trans-  
mit  at  ins tant  Ti (n)  a burs t  of as many control messages as necessary to 
advert ise all the links and thus allow other nodes to receive all the necessary 
Va.i(n ) they need to compute  Bi(n).  But this approach is not acceptable in 
practice,  jus t  for the same reason a burst  of HELLO messages is not  desirable 
to advert ise  all the links: the control messages should have as l i t t le impact  
on the medium as possible. Therefore, we have sought more clever ways to 
enable par t ia l  adver t isements  while still enabling nodes to calculate both  link 
and node balances. 
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3.2 Longer Node Balance Interval Method 

In section 2, it is assumed that  all link advert isements have the same sequence 

number that  is incremented each t ime an advert isement set is sent. This is 
necessary to ensure that  all the local counters account for da ta  traffic that  

flowed during the same interval of time. So instead of taking the values of the 
counters to be advertised right before the advert isement  containing them is 
sent, they could be simply retrieved all at once at regular intervals and sent in 

advert isements at some later instants. Once all the link advert isements have 
been sent, new counter values can be retrieved. The process is illustrated 
on Fig. 3 where again only two link advert isements fit into a single control 
message. In fact, whether  the interval of counter values retrieval is lengthened 

(and so the bound P as well) or instead the interval of transmission of control 
messages is shortened makes no practical difference, apart  from the fact that  

node and link balances may be calculated more or less often. 

............. 2 ................................................. .......................................... A ............ 

J, i ; ;7 

p 

Fig. 3 Partial advertisements at regular intervals. Not all the link advertisements fit 
inside each control packet, but counter values are retrieved all at once, thus allowing the 
calculation of the node balance. 

Here, it appears that  nodes need to gather i 's  advertisements two by two, 
in order to recover the necessary information to compute i 's  node balance. 
So for instance the calculation of/3i(n)  is possible only at some later instant 
between Ti(n)  and Ti (n  + 1). 

There are downsides to that  approach, though. One of them is that  it 
delays the calculation of balances. For node balance, the calculation is de- 
layed until all the required link advertisements are received, whereas for link 
balances, it is delayed until the very link advertisements are sent. 
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3 .3  Doub le  C o u n t e r  Values M e t h o d  
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There is an alternative to the approach of section 3.2 which has the advan- 
tage of not delaying the calculation of link advertisements at the cost of 
an increased overhead. The idea is that  of maintaining,  for each counter, a 
auxiliary variable: at some properly chosen times, the current values of the 
counters are assigned to their respective auxiliary variables and the counters 
are reset to zero; the advertisements contain thus the values stored in the 
auxiliary variables and the current values of the counters. This process is 
illustrated in Fig. 4 where we suppose that  only one link advertisement (i.e. 
two counter values) fits into a single control message. 

j i  

. . . . . .  

t{~(nn :~. t,a 4 2) 

P 

e 

Fig. 4 Double partial advertisements. Not all the link advertisements fit inside each control 
packet, but double values allow the calculation of the node balance. Here, the notation 
L} (n. . .  rn, p. . .  q) stands for (L} (n)+... +L)(rn), L} (p)+... +L} (q)), whereas Bi (n . . . . .  rn) 
stands for Bi(n) +...  + Bi(rn). 

The two advertised counter values are to be simply summed for the calcula- 
tion of the link balance, in order to reconstruct the required value. As for the 
node balance, another combination has to take place, in order to perform the 
node balance calculation over the interval of time separating two simultaneous 
assignments to auxiliary variables. For example, on Fig. 4, those assignments 
happen at T i (n  - 1), Ti(n + 2) and T i (n  + 5). Consequently, at T i (n  + 5), 
nodes that  have gathered advertisements with sequence numbers from n to 
n + 5 are able to compute B~(n, n + 1, n + 2) = Bi(n) + Bi(n + 1) + Bi(n + 2). 

Formally, we have to redefine L}(n) as follows: 
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= ( 6 )  Vi, j, Vn E N, Lj(n) 

where Vj '~(n) is the  tuple  of values of auxil iary variables associated with the 

counters of which values are the tuple  ~ i (n ) .  
The detai ls  of the a lgor i thm used to generate and manage the auxi l iary 

variables is given in Fig. 5. Note tha t  when a new neighbor j is to be adver- 
tised, a pair  ( j , - o c )  is added to ?Vii. 
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12 
13 
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15 

I n p u t :  current  node i 
current  sequence number  n c  

sequence number  of last switch n s  

set of current  neighbors )xri 
set of marked neighbors ~ (of (neighbor, last sequence number)  pairs) 
set of counters ~2~ = UjcN, ~ {Vj i} 

set of auxiliary variables V li = OjeN. i {~/~} 

set of reverse link adver t isements  /R i = UjcNi {R}} 

O u t p u t :  new advert isement  set A i 

Ai+-O 

w h i l e  3 ( j , n )  C ~ : n < n c  do  
let ( j , n )  E ~ : V ( j ' , n ' )  E :hQ,n _< n '  

i /i i i 

v i i  ,___ 0V 

Vj *--0V 

R} ,--OR 

if  s ize (A / ) + s i z e ( L } )  > m a x i m u m  s i z e t h e n  r e t u r n  

~- ( ~  \ {(j,n)}) u {(J,~c)} 
A i ~ -  A i U L }  
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f o r e a c h  j e Ni d o  

Vj* ~-- 0V 

n S §  n C 

Fig .  5 Genera t ing advert isements .  The  values 0v  and 0R are simply sets of counter  values 
all set to zero. 

The big advantage of this method is tha t  link balances are calculated 
as usual, with fresh values of counters retrieved an instant  before and no 
addi t ional  delay. The delay induced in node balance calculat ion is not so 
much an inconvenience as it would be in the case of link balances. Indeed, as 
pointed out about  the method,  a non-zero link balance tells nothing by itself 
and successive values of link balances have to be accumulated in order to 
perform the check, whereas a non-zero node balance implies lost da t a  traffic 
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at that  node directly. Therefore, it seems preferable to have a delay induced 
on node balance rather than on link balances. 

In the trivial case where all advertisements fit inside the control message, 
the node and link balances could all be computed for each successive sequence 
numbers. With double counter values, for a given sequence number, only some 
link balances can be computed and each one of them is spanning several 
sequence numbers, whereas only a sum of several successive node balances 
can be retrieved. 

4 A u t h e n t i c a t i o n  of  M e s s a g e s  

The method relies, among other assumptions, on the ability of nodes to au- 
thenticate the source of information contained in control messages. Therefore, 
the necessary infrastructure is assumed to be deployed that  enables each node 
to verify the authenticity and integrity of any digitally signed piece of infor- 
mation. Since some information contained in HELLO messages is of second- 
hand origin, a simple signing of the whole message is not enough to verify 
all of its content. The details of how to protect the content of plain OLSR 
information in HELLO messages, though, is outside the scope of this paper. 

In the present section, we are dealing with the details of the necessary ele- 
ments for the verification of the additional information needed by the double 
counter values method of section 3.3. 

Obviously, the authenticity and integrity of all first-hand information is 
verified by a common signature for the whole message. The second-hand 
information here are the sets of reverse link advertisements contained in each 
link advertisement. Any node receiving i 's n th  advertisement set Ai(n) has to 
be able to verify, for every link to a neighbor j ,  the link advertisement L} (n) 
which in turn contains, among other things, the reverse link advertisement 
set R} (n) of second-hand origin. 

To enable a node receiving Ai(n) to verify every Rj(n) it contains, the 
latter have to be signed by j. In other words, instead of R} (n), node i should 
put /~} (n), the signed version of R} (n) (defined below). This means in turn 
that  i has to be provided the signature by j itself. The trick here is to require 
each node i to put ],} (n), the signed version of L} (n), instead of its unsigned 
counterpart  in its advertisement set: 

v i , j ,  Vr, N, = , (7)  

where VS~(n ) is the sum, component by component,  of ~ i ( n )  and ~ ( n ) .  
Finally, the set of signed reverse link advertisements is defined as follows: 

.~es}(n) 
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where SJ is the  function used by j to generate  a signature. 
Since the separa te  tuples of values of auxil iary variables and counters are 

not needed for reverse link advert isements,  they are summed component  by 
component  by the receiving node, while the necessary s ignature  is provided 
direct ly  by the originat ing node. 

5 P e r f o r m a n c e  I m p a c t  

To evaluate the performance impact  of the double values method,  we have 
run a series of s imulat ions using the O P N E T  v12.0 software. 

5.1 S i m u l a t i o n  M o d e l  

The model  is composed of mobile nodes moving according to the Random 
Ad hoe Mobil i ty model [3], on a square area. Each node moves with a constant  
heading and velocity during an exponent ia l ly  chosen interval of time. At the 
end of every interval,  a new heading and a new velocity are uniformly chosen 
for the next period.  The  borders  of the area  in which the mobiles move are 
elastic, i.e. mobiles bounce off when they hit  them. As the MAC and physical  
layers, an IEEE 802.11-style MAC with DS PHY timings [4] has been used. 
Nodes implement  the OLSR protocol  augmented with packet counters and 
the double counter values method from section 3.3. The relevant parameters  
are summarized in Table 1. 

Table  1 Simulation Parameters 

Area Surface 1000 x 1000 m 2 CS Power Thr. -85 dBm (~ 1200 m) 

Velocity Range [0, 1] m/ s  Rx Min. SNR 3 dB 

Heading Range [-Tr, 7r) Rx Power Thr. -70 dBm (~ 213 m) 

Mobility Interarrival 60 s HELLO Interval < 2 s 

Tx Power 50 mW TC Interval 5 s 

Tx Prequency 2.4 CHz Refresh Interval 2 s 

Tx Bit Rate 11 Mbps Maximum Jitter 0.5 s 

Since a HELLO message can be lost, so can the adver t isement  set included 
in it. For the method to work with OLSR, all successive adver t i sements  have 
to be received by the nodes performing the verifications. Consequently, we 
have implemented retransmission of lost advert isements,  which detai ls  are 
omi t ted  here for brevity. 
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5.2  S i m u l a t i o n  R e s u l t s  
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To evaluate the impact  of the diffusion of counters on the capaci ty  of the 
network, we have measured the to ta l  idle t ime of the medium in the MAC 
layer, averaged on all the mobiles. We define the idle t ime as the instants  
at which a node is considering the medium as not busy and is itself nei ther  
wait ing for an inter-frame space (IFS) nor backing off. We deduce from tha t  
definition tha t  the rat io  of idle t ime of the medium is a good enough approx- 
imat ion of the rat io of available capaci ty  of the  medium at  some node. The 
to ta l  s imulated t ime for each run was 5 minutes. 

The  simulat ion runs are divided in three main batches, with successively 
50, 75 and 100 nodes. In each batch,  we have compared three main scenar- 
ios: plain OLSR with normal  HELLO messages; OLSR with HELLO messages 
containing counters in the double value format; OLSR with HELLO messages 
containing counters in the double value format  and with act ivated advertise- 
ment  loss detect ion and retransmission.  Finally, in each scenario, we have 
measured the idle t ime rat io with a varying maximum message payload size 
between 200 and 1500 bytes. 

The results for the  batch with 50, 75 and 100 nodes are shown in Fig. 6. The 
general picture is tha t  plain OLSR has a very s table impact  in tha t  maximum 
message size range, while wi thout  retransmission,  OLSR with counters has 
smaller impact  than  with retransmission.  The  reason why plain OLSR is 
so s table here is most ly  due to the fact tha t  in all runs, the entries for all 
the neighbors fit at  once in each HELLO message, thus lowering the control 
overhead to a str ict  minimum. On the other  hand, the visible impact  on 
OLSR with counters is due to the fact tha t  the added counter values are 
a significant overhead, thus preventing all the entries to fit inside a single 
HELLO message. In addit ion,  retransmission of lost adver t i sements  has an 
even larger impact ,  due to the addi t ional  overhead, though the difference of 
impact  is obviously constant .  

The  general tendency for OLSR with counters is for impact  on idle t ime 
to grow with decreasing maximum message size. This  is an i l lustrat ion of 
the fact tha t  a l though approximate ly  the same amount  of information has to 
be diffused, the fact tha t  it uses more independent  t ransmissions increases 
the to ta l  overhead. Since there are more messages t ransmi t ted ,  more nodes 
contend for the medium more often, hence the lower average idle t ime ratio. 
Sending one big message can be considered the same as sending many smaller 
messages with no wait ing in between. 

Nevertheless,  these results show tha t  the impact  of using counters on the 
average idle t ime is sufficiently close to the impact  of plain OLSR, provided 
tha t  HELLO message capaci ty  is sufficiently large for the node densi ty (i.e. 
average number  of links to advertise).  I t  appears  tha t  for batches with 50 
and 75 nodes, message capacit ies  of at  least 250 bytes are enough, while for 
100 nodes, message capaci ty  below 450 is clearly unacceptable.  The  strong 
and irregular impact  for 100 nodes below 450 bytes is due to the  fact tha t  
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the medium is saturated and contention for the medium is at its highest level 
(most of the nodes are either transmitting or waiting to transmit). 

In practical cases, message capacity is more somewhere around 1400 bytes, 
so these results are encouraging. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n  

We have presented a way of advertising counter values in OLSR for the ap- 
plication of the method of verification of flow conservation [1]. This approach 
was aimed to be scalable with the increasing number of counters to diffuse 
and the results show that in performs well in practical scenarios, compared 
to plain OLSR protocol without diffusion of counter values. 
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Intrusion Detection in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
Using Classification Algorithms 

Aikaterini Mitrokotsa, Manolis Tsagkaris and Christos Douligeris 

Abstract In this paper we present the design and evaluation of intrusion detection 
models for MANETs using supervised classification algorithms. Specifically, we 
evaluate the performance of the MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), the Linear classifier, 
the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), the Naive Bayes classifier and the Support 
Vector Machine (SVM). The performance of the classification algorithms is eval- 
uated under different traffic conditions and mobility patterns for the Black Hole, 
Forging, Packet Dropping, and Flooding attacks. The results indicate that Support 
Vector Machines exhibit high accuracy for almost all simulated attacks and that 
Packet Dropping is the hardest attack to detect. 

1 Introduct ion  

The adoption of Mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) has increased in recent years 
mainly due to their important advantages and their broad applicability. MANETs 
can be defined as dynamic peer-to-peer networks that consist of a collection of mo- 
bile nodes. The nodes employ multi-hop information transfer without requiring an 
existing infrastructure. Although MANETs are characterized by great flexibility and 
are employed in a broad range of applications, they also present many inherent vul- 
nerabilities that increase their security risks. Due to their dynamic and cooperative 
nature, MANETs demand efficient and effective security mechanisms in order to be 
safeguarded. Intrusion prevention can be used as a first line of defense in order to 
reduce possible intrusions but undoubtedly, it cannot eliminate them. Intrusion de- 
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tection using classification algorithms can help us to effectively discriminate "nor- 
mal" from "abnormal" behaviour and thus, detect possible intrusions. Therefore, 
intrusion detection, serving as a second line of defense, is an indispensable part of 
reliable communication in MANETs. 

Intrusion Detection has a long history of research in wired network defense but 
it is still in its infancy in the area of wireless ad hoc networks. There is though, a 
small number of proposed Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) for wireless ad hoc 
networks. Zhang and Lee [14] proposed the first (high-level) IDS approach specific 
for ad hoc networks. They proposed a distributed and cooperative anomaly-based 
IDS, which provides an efficient guide for the design of IDS in wireless ad hoc 
networks. They focused on an anomaly detection approach based on routing updates 
on the Media Access Control (MAC) layer and on the mobile application layer. 

Huang and Lee [6] extended their previous work by proposing a cluster-based 
IDS, in order to combat the resource constraints that MANETs face. They use a 
set of statistical features that can be derived from routing tables and they apply the 
classification decision tree induction algorithm C 4.5 in order to detect "normal" 
vs. "abnormal" behavior. The proposed system is able to identify the source of the 
attack, if the identified attack occurs within one-hop. 

Deng et al. [2] proposed a hierarchically distributed and a completely distributed 
intrusion detection approach. The intrusion detection approach used in both of these 
architectures focuses on the network layer and it is based on a Support Vector Ma- 
chines (SVM) classification algorithm. They use a set of parameters derived from 
the network layer and suggest that a hierarchically distributed approach may be 
a more promising solution versus a completely distributed intrusion detection ap- 
proach. Liu et al. [8] proposed a completely distributed anomaly detection approach. 
They investigated the use of the MAC layer in order to profile normal behavior 
of mobile nodes and then apply cross-feature analysis [5] on feature vectors con- 
structed from the training data. 

Although some use of classification algorithms was present in all of the afore- 
mentioned papers, almost none contained comparisons between methods, apart from 
[14]. Thus, there is a lack of evidence to support the use of one algorithm compared 
to others, when it comes to intrusion detection in MANETs. Furthermore, there is 
virtually no data on the performance of such algorithm under different traffic con- 
ditions (i.e. mobility, number of malicious nodes), and how such meta-algorithmic 
parameters such as the sampling interval should be selected. The selection of the 
sampling interval is particularly important, as there could be a trade-off between 
good classification performance and quick response. 

The main novelty of this paper relative to the aforementioned work, lies in the 
following. Firstly, we are performing a comparison between multiple, well-known, 
classification models, using labeled training data. Secondly, this comparison is done 
in a principled experiment, where the hyperparameters that must be tuned for each 
classification model are selected using a specific procedure, which is the same for 
all models. In this way we are sure of a fair comparison, as when employed in the 
field, algorithms would have to be tuned before seeing any actual test data. Finally, 
we examine how the performance of each algorithm changes for various values of 
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network mobility, sampling interval and the number of malicious nodes. In our pre- 
vious work [9], we have used a neural network in order to classify normal traffic 
and selective packet dropping attack. Our goal is to explore whether there exists a 
classification algorithm that demonstrates superior performance in detecting a given 
attack category for all, or most traffic conditions. Furthermore, we examine the im- 
portance of the sampling interval time of the statistical features and consequently 
how quickly the intrusion detection can be performed. 

More specifically, we present a performance comparison of five efficient and 
commonly used classification algorithms (MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), Linear 
classifier, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Naive Bayes classifier and Support 
Vector Machines (SVM)) applied to intrusion detection in MANETs. We use fea- 
tures from the network layer and evaluate the performance of the classification algo- 
rithms for the detection of the Black hole, Forging, Packet Dropping and Flooding 
attacks. 

Following this introduction, the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes 
the quality metrics used for the classification comparison as well as the classification 
models employed. Section 3 describes the experiments that have been performed, 
the experimental setup and the results. Section 4 concludes the paper and discusses 
some future work. 

2 Intrusion Detection Using Classification 

We employ classification algorithms in order to perform intrusion detection in 
MANETs. Compared to other methods, classification algorithms have the advan- 
tage that they are largely automated and that they can be quite accurate. They have 
extended applications including intrusion detection in wired networks [7], great lit- 
erature coverage and extended experimental use that denote their efficiency. 

2.1 Intrusion Detection Model 

The IDS architecture we adopt is composed of multiple local IDS agents, that are 
responsible for detecting possible intrusions locally. The collection of all the inde- 
pendent IDS agents forms the IDS system for the MANET. Each local 1DS agent is 
composed of the following components: 

Data Collector: is responsible for selecting local audit data and activity logs. 
Intrusion Detection Engine: is responsible for detecting local intrusions using 

local audit data. The local intrusion detection is performed using a classification al- 
gorithm. Firstly, it performs the appropriate transformations on the selected labeled 
audit data. Then, it computes the classifier using training data and finally applies the 
classifier to test local audit data in order to classify it as "normal" or "abnormal". 
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Response Engine: If an intrusion is detected by the Detection Engine then the 
Response Engine is activated. The Response Engine is responsible for sending a 
local and a global alarm in order to notify the nodes of the mobile ad hoc network 
about the incident of intrusion. 

2.2 A l g o r i t h m i c  Compar i sons  a n d  Qual i ty  Metr ics  

When comparisons are made between algorithms, it is important to use the same 
measure of quality. For a given classification algorithm f : ~" --, ~/, where S is 
the observation space and ~ / i s  the set of classes, a common measure of quality is 
the classification error C measured over an independent test set D, 

1 
E'(CID) = ~ 7  y'~ C(f(xd),yd), (1) 

J~ l  d E D  

where xd is the observation of example d and Yd is its class and C(J,y) = 0 when 
y = y, and 1 otherwise. However, it is important to note that in most of the literature, 
the Detection Rate (DR) and the False Alarm (FA) rate are used instead: 

TP FP 
DR - TP + F ~ '  FA - TN + F~ (2) 

where TP, TN, FP, FN, denote the number of true (TP & TN) and false (FP & 
FN) positives and negatives respectively. The goal of an effective intrusion detection 
approach is to reduce to the largest extent possible the False Alarm rate (FA) and at 
the same time to increase the Detection Rate (DR). 

2.3 Classi f ication Mode l s  

In this section we describe the classification models we have used in order to per- 
form intrusion detection i.e., the MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), the Linear model, 
the Gaussian Mixture model (GMM), the Na~'ve Bayes model and the SVM model. 
All these models require labelled training data for their creation. 

A specific instance of an MLP can be viewed simply as a function g : ~ -~ ~/, 
where g can be further defined as a composition of other functions zi : ~5"~,~f. In 
most cases of interest, this decomposition can be written as g(x) = Kw'z(x) with 
xCX, w being a parameter vector, while K is a particular kernel and the function 
z(x) = [zl (x), z2 (x), ...] is referred to as the hidden layer. For each of those, we have 
zi(x) = Ki(vlx) where each vi is a parameter vector, V = [vj, v2 .... ] is the parameter 
matrix of the hidden layer and finally Ki is an arbitrary kernel. For this particular ap- 
plication we wish to use an MLP m, as a model for the conditional class probability 
given the observations, i.e. 
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P ( Y  = y tX  = x, M = m) ,  y = g(x) .  (3) 

The case where there is no hidden layer is equivalent to zi = xi, which corre- 
sponds to the Linear  model ,  the second model into consideration. 

The GMM, the third model under consideration, will be used to model the con- 
ditional observation density for each class, i.e. P ( X  = x lY  = y , M  = m).  

This can be achieved simply by using a separate set of mixtures Uy for modeling 
the observation density of each class y. Then, for a given class y the density at each 
point x is calculated by marginalizing over the mixture components u E Uy, for the 
class, dropping the dependency on m for simplicity: 

P ( X  = x l Y  : y) = ]~..P(X = x[U = u ) P ( U  = ulY = y).  (4) 
U 

Note that the likelihood function P ( X  = x lU = u) will have a Gaussian form, with 
parameters the covariance matrix Su and the mean vector/.t., The term P ( U  = ulY : 
y) will be represented by another parameter, the component weight. Finally, we must 
separately estimate P(Y=y) from the data, thus obtaining the conditional probability 
given the observations: 

P ( Y  = y l X  = x) = ~ P ( X  = x lY  = y ) P ( Y  = y),  (5) 

where Z = ~,yEY P ( X  = x lY  = y ) P ( Y  = y) does not depend on y and where we have 
again dropped the dependency on m. 

The fourth model under consideration is the Na'fve Bayes model which can be 
derived from the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) when there is only one Gaussian 
mixture. 

The last model we evaluated in order to perform intrusion detection in MANETs 
is the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [1] model, which uses Lagrangian meth- 
ods to minimise a regularized function of the empirical classification error. The 
SVM algorithm finds a linear hyperplane separation with a maximal margin in 
this hyperspace. The points that are lying on the margin are called support vec- 
tors. The main parameter of the algorithm is c, which represents the trade-off be- 
tween the size of the margin and the number of violated constraints, and the kernel 
K ( x i , x j ) .  In this work we will utilize SVMs with a gaussian kernel of the form 
K ( x i , x j )  = ~ exp(-I[xi - x j  tl2/o'2). 

3 Experiments 

In order to examine the performance of the classification algorithms, we conducted 
a series of experiments under varying conditions. In our experiments we performed 
comparisons in terms of the classification cost defined in equation (1) using ten dif- 
ferent models: MLP, Linear, GMM with diagonal covariance matrices, Naive Bayes 
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(GMM with a single Gaussian) and SVM models for binary and multiclass classi- 
fication. In all cases we use the same set of features, as explained in the following 
section. In binary classification all attacks are lumped together so the task is just to 
identify the presence of an attack. The multiclass task requires the correct identi- 
fication of each attack type. We investigated which sampling interval for statistical 
features is more appropriate, which algorithm presents the best performance in terms 
of Detection Rate (DR) and False Alarm (FA) rate and which algorithm is better for 
the detection of specific attacks. Furthermore, we investigated how the performance 
of the classification algorithms change when we vary the number of malicious nodes 
in the network and when we vary the mobility of the network. 

3.1 Simulation Environment 

In order to evaluate our approach we simulated a mobile ad hoc network (MANET) 
and we conducted a series of experiments. For our experiments we have made the 
assumption that the network has no preexisting infrastructure and that the employed 
ad hoc routing protocol is the Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vector (AODV). We 
implemented the simulator within the GloMoSim [4] library. Our simulation models 
a network of 50 hosts placed randomly within an 850 x 850 m 2 area. Each node has 
a radio propagation range of 250 meters and the channel capacity was 2 Mbps. The 
nodes in the simulation move according to the 'random way point' model. At the 
start of the simulation, each node waits for a pause time, then randomly selects and 
moves towards a destination with a speed uniformly lying between zero and the 
maximum speed. On reaching this destination it pauses again and repeats the above 
procedure till the end of the simulation. The minimum and maximum speed is set to 
0 and 20 m/s, respectively, and pause times at 0, 200, 400, 700 sec. The simulation 
time of the experiments was 700 sec, thus a pause time of 0 sec corresponds to the 
continuous motion of the node and a pause time of 700 sec corresponds to the time 
that the node is stationary. 

Each node is simulated to generate Constant Bit Rate (CBR) network traffic. The 
size of the packets sent by each node varies from 128 to 1024 bytes. We have studied 
the performance of the classification algorithms for various sampling intervals (5, 
10, 15, 30 sec) in order to study how quickly these algorithms can perform intrusion 
detection. The sampling interval dictates both the interval for which the statistical 
features are calculated, and the period between each classification decision. We ex- 
pect that longer intervals may provide more information, but with the cost of slower 
detection. We have also evaluated the performance of the classification algorithms 
for 5, 15 and 25 malicious nodes. In each case the number of all nodes in the network 
is set to 50. 

In our experiments, we have simulated four different types of attacks: 

�9 Flooding at tack:  We have simulated a flooding attack [13] for multiple paths 
in the network layer, where each malicious node sends forged RREQ (Route 
REQuest) packets randomly to all nodes of the network every 100 msec. 
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�9 Forging attack: We have simulated a forging attack [12] for RERR (RouteER- 
Ror) packets, where each malicious node modifies and broadcasts (to a selected 
victim) a RERR packet every 100 msec leading to repeated link failures. 

�9 Packet Dropping attack: We have simulated a selective packet dropping [3] 
attack, where each malicious node drops all RERR packets leading legitimate 
nodes to forward packets in broken links. 

�9 Black Hole attack: In a black hole attack [10], a malicious node advertises 
spurious routing information, thus receiving packets without forwarding them 
but dropping them. In the black hole attack we have simulated the scenario 
where each time a malicious-black hole node receives a RREQ packet it sends 
a RREP (RouteREPly) packet to the destination without checking if the node 
has a path towards the selected destination. Thus, the black hole node is always 
the first node that responds to a RREQ packet and it drops the received RREQ 
packets. Furthermore, the malicious-black hole node drops all RREP and data 
packets it receives if the packets are destined for other nodes. 

A very important decision to be made is the selection of feature vectors that 
will be used in the classification. The selected features should be able to represent 
the network activity and increase the contrast between "normal" and "abnormal" 
network activity. We have selected the following features from the network layer: 

�9 RREQ Sent: indicates the number of RREQ packets that each node sends. 
�9 RREQ Received: indicates the number of RREQ packets that each node re- 

ceives. 
�9 RREP Sent: indicates the number of RREP packets that each node receives. 
�9 RError Sent: indicates the number of RError (Route Error) packets that each 

node receives. 
�9 RError Received: indicates the number of RError packets that each node sends. 
�9 Number of Neighbors: indicates the number of one-hop neighbors that each 

node has. 
�9 PCR (Percentage of the Change in Route entries): indicates the percentage of 

the changed routed entries in the routing table of each node. PCR is given by 
(]$2 - Sll  + iS] - $21) /iS1 I), where ($2 - S1 ) indicates the newly increased rout- 
ing entries and ($1 - $ 2 )  indicates the deleted routing entries during the time 
interval (t2 - tl). 

�9 PCH (Percentage of  the Change in number of Hop): indicates the percentage of 
the changes of the sum of hops of all routing entries for each node. PCH [! 1 ] is 
given by (H2 -H1) /H1,  where ( H 2 -  H1) indicates the changes of the sum of 
hops of all routing entries during the time interval (t2 - tl). 

For each sampling interval time (5, 10, 15, 30 sec) we have created one training 
dataset, where each training instance contains summary statistics of network activ- 
ity for the specified interval using all the above features and in addition, the type 
of attack performed during this interval. This enables us to use supervised learning 
techniques for clasification. Each training dataset was created by running differ- 
ent simulations with duration 700 sec for different network mobility (pause time 
equal to 0, 200, 400, 700 sec) and varying numbers of malicious nodes. The derived 
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datasets from each of these simulations were merged and one training dataset was 
produced for each sampling interval. A similar procedure was followed in order to 
produce the testing datasets. 

3.2 A lgor i thmic  Technical  Details 

In order to select the best parameters for each algorithm we performed a 10-fold 
cross validation [15] on the training dataset, which were created with random sam- 
pling. For each of the 10 folds, we selected 1/10th of the dataset for evaluation 
and the remaining for training. We then used the parameters selected to train a new 
model using all of the training set for each algorithm, which was the model that was 
evaluated. 

For the MLP we tuned three parameters, i.e. the learning rate (rl) and the number 
of iterations (T) used in the stochastic gradient descent optimization as well as the 
number of hidden units (nh). Keeping nh equal to 0 we selected the appropriate 77 
among values that range between 0.0001 and 0.1 with step 0.1 and the appropriate T 
selecting among 10, 100, 500 and 1000. Having selected the appropriate r / and  the 
appropriate T, we examined various values in order to select the appropriate nh. We 
selected the best among 10, 20, 40, 60, 8s0, 100, 120, 140, 160, 320. Additionally, 
we used the MLP model with no hidden units as a Linear model. 

For the GMM we also tuned three parameters, i.e. the threshold (0), the number 
of iterations (T) and the number of Gaussian Mixtures (ng). Keeping stable ng (equal 
to 20) we selected the appropriate 0 among values that range between 0.0001 and 
0.0001 with step 0.1 and the appropriate T among 25, 100, 500 and 1000. For the 
selection of the appropriate ng, after selecting the appropriate 0 and the appropriate 
T, we examined various values for the ng and the selected the best among 10, 20, 
40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160, 320. Additionally, we used the GMM model with 
one Mixture component as a Naive Bayes model. 

For the SVM we tuned two parameters, i.e. the standard deviation (cy) for the 
gaussian kernel and the regularisation parameter c which represents the trade-off 
between the size of the margin and the number of misclassified examples. For the 
selection of the appropriate combination of ~y and c, we examined various values 
for the ~ (1, 10, 100, 1000) and the c (1, 10, 100, 1000) and selected the best. 

3.3 E x p e r i m e n t a l  Resul ts  

First, we examined which is the most appropriate sampling interval time of the 
used statistical features. We used the models produced by the training datasets with 
the appropriate parameters (Sect. 4.2). Figure 1 depicts the average as well as the 
minimum and the maximum classification error of the testing datasets. While 15 
sec appears to be the best sampling interval in the test dataset on average, this does 
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not hold for all cases. It will probably be best to use different intervals for different 
attacks and classification algorithms, but this is beyond the scope of the current 
work. 

5 i0 15 30 

Fig. 1 Classification error versus sampling interval (dt) 

Figure 2a depicts the average Detecton Rate (DR) and the False Alarm (FA) rate 
for all classification algorithms both for binary and multiclass classification. The 
best Detection Rate (DR) is achieved for the MLP classifier for multiclass classi- 
fication and is equal to 78.95%, while the corresponding False Alarm (FA) rate is 
equal to 12.92%. The second best classifier with a high Detection Rate (DR) equal 
to 77% is achieved with the SVM classifier for multiclass classification. The corre- 
sponding False Alarm (FA) rate is quite lower compared to the one achieved with 
the MLP classifier and is equal to 0.97%. The classifier that presents the poorest per- 
formance is the Nfflve Bayes classifier with Detection Rate (DR) equal to 41.88% 
and False Alarm (FA) rate equal to 0.47%. 

Figure 2b depicts the Detection Rate (DR) for each type of attacks (Black hole, 
Forging, Packet Dropping, Flooding), for all classification models. It is obvious that 
for all classifiers the best Detection Rate (DR) is achieved for the Flooding attack, 
while the most difficult attack to detect is the Packet Dropping attack. The best De- 
tection Rate (DR) for the Black hole and the Flooding attack is achieved with the 
Linear classifier for multiclass classification and is equal to 87.75% and 96.06% 
correspondingly. The best Detection Rate (DR) equal to 76.86% and 73.88% corre- 
spondingly for the Packet Dropping and Forging attack is achieved again with the 
Linear classifier but for binary classification. 

Figure 3 depicts the average, minimum and maximum classification error for all 
classification algorithms for binary and multiclass classification versus the number 
of malicious nodes (Fig. 4a and Fig. 5a) that exist in the network and the mobility 
(pause time) (Fig.4b, Fig. 5b) of the network. In order to investigate the performance 
of the classification algorithms versus the number of malicious nodes the testing 
datasets were generated by keeping the mobility of the network stable (pause time 
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(a) Average Detection Rate and False Alarm 

(b) Detection Rate of each type of attacks 

Fig. 2 Comparison of all Classification algorithms 

equal to 200 sec) and by changing the number of malicious nodes that exist in the 
network (5, 15, 25). Similarly, in order to investigate the performance of the clas- 
sification algorithms versus the mobility of the network, we have kept stable the 
number of malicious nodes in the network (equal to 15) and changed the mobility of 
the network (pause time equal to 0, 200, 400, 700 sec). It is clear that in both (Fig. 
3a and Fig. 3c) the binary and the multiclass classification, the higher the number of 
malicious nodes in the network, the easier it is to detect possible intrusions. Further- 
more, it is clear that in both cases (Fig. 3b, Fig. 3d) it is easier to classify "normal" 
against "abnormal" network traffic in networks with medium mobility (pause time 
equal to 200 or 400 sec) compared to stationary networks (pause time equal to 700 
sec). 
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Fig. 3 Classification error versus malicious nodes and pause time for binary and multiclass classi- 
fication 

4 Conclusions 

In this paper we presented a performance comparison of five efficient and com- 
monly used classification algorithms (MultiLayer Perceptron (MLP), Linear classi- 
fier, Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), Naive Bayes classifier and Support Vector 
Machines (SVM)) applied to intrusion detection in MANETs. We have used fea- 
tures from the network layer and evaluated the performance of these algorithms for 
the detection of four serious attacks in MANETs, the Black hole, Forging, Packet 
Dropping and Flooding attack. We investigated which is the most appropriate sam- 
pling interval time and concluded that the sampling interval of 15 sec is on average 
the most efficient, based on the performance of the testing datasets, when the k-fold 
cross validation of the training datasets is performed randomly. 

Furthermore, we concluded that the most efficient classifier for detecting all four 
types of attacks simultaneously is the SVM classifier for multiclass classification al- 
though the MLP classifier presents a satisfying Detection Rate (DR) and also a quite 
high False Alarm (FA) rate. The easiest attack to be detected is the Flooding attack, 
while the most difficult attack to detect is the Packet Dropping attack, something 
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that was also implied in our previous work [9]. We also investigated how the num- 
ber of malicious nodes in the network and the mobility of the network affects the 
performance of the classification algorithms in detecting intrusions. We concluded 
that the highest the number of malicious node in the network the easiest to detect 
intrusions. Furthermore, the classification algorithms present effective detection of 
attacks in MANETs with medium mobility. 

For future work, we plan to investigate if the tuning of classification models using 
non-random k-fold but sequential may give us better performance. Furthermore, we 
plan to examine if the combination of classifiers and the creation of an ensemble 
classifier can give us better results. 
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No Ack in IEEE 802.11e Single-Hop Ad-Hoc 
VolP Networks 

Jaume Barcel6, Boris Bellalta, Anna Sfairopoulou, Cristina Cano, Miquel Oliver 

Abstract  This paper analyzes the impact of  the No Ack policy in VoIP ad-hoc 
single-hop IEEE 802.11 e networks. The No Ack policy consists on suppressing the 
MAC layer acknowledgement packets. This option dramatically reduces the dura- 
tion of  MAC frames and thus increments the maximum number of  VoIP flows that 
can coexist in the network. The negative side is an increased packet loss rate and 
the consequent drop of  voice quality as perceived by the users. The article presents 
a model to quantify the benefits of  suppressing acks and assess the viability of the 
No Ack policy. It follows an argumentation to identify which is the best codec to 
combine with acknowledgement suppression and in which conditions the usage of 
No Ack can be beneficial. Finally, it is suggested to modify the stations to switch to 
No Ack policy as the network approaches congestion. 

1 Introduction 

Both IEEE 802.11 [1 ] networks and voice-over-IP (VoIP) are mature technologies 
and have been widely adopted for personal and enterprise use. Calls in a single-hop 
ad-hoc network are less frequent, since they require the proximity of the caller and 
callee. Nevertheless, when the proximity requirement is satisfied, the calls can be 
established free and in infrastructure-less scenarios. 

Even in areas equipped with infrastructure, the use of ad-hoc communications 
is beneficial. The use of  infrastructure mode implies that each packet has to be re- 
layed by the access point, and therefore it doubles the number of  transmissions in 
the network. This is a waste of the scarce radio resources. Moreover, changing to in- 
frastructure mode also increments the end-to-end delay. And finally, the access point 
usually represents the bottleneck of  the infrastructure network having to receive and 
transmit flows from and to all the stations.This is illustrated by Fig. 1. 
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The station-to-station communication is possible in infrastructure scenarios using 
Direct Link Setup (DLS) thanks to the quality of  service (QoS) amendment to the 
standard [2]. 

However, the combination of  VoIP and IEEE 802.11 is highly inefficient. The 
number of  calls that can coexist in a IEEE 802.11 VoIP network is an order of mag- 
nitude lower than what could be expected when comparing the rates of the network 
to the rates of  the codecs. The reasons for such impairment have already been ana- 
lyzed [13] and can be summarized as: 

�9 The time wasted in contention (i.e. the channel is iddle and all the stations are 
backing off with packets ready to transmit). 

�9 The physical preambles and the overhead placed by the different layers of  the 
protocol stack. 

�9 Each packet needs to be separately acknowledged. 

The high overhead per transmitted packet seriously penalizes the transmission of  
small payload packets, which is in fact the case of  VolP packets. The problem can 
be alleviated in four different ways: 

�9 Header compression, to reduce overhead. The 40-byte RTP/UDP/IP header can 
be compressed to 2-7 bytes [5, 4, 6, 11]. 

�9 Packet aggregation. Combine different packets to produce only one packet that 
contains all the data [13]. 

�9 Use only one ack packet to acknowledge a set of  packets (Block-Ack)[12]. 
�9 Refrain from sending acknowledgement packets (No Ack). 

While the first three solutions have been extensively studied, the fourth is still an 
open research issue. The possibility of  not sending acknowledgements is available 
in the IEEE 802.11 e [2] extension for quality of service. Intuitively, this option will 
decrease the packet delay and increase the number of  simultaneous calls. However, it 
is expected that this solution will also increase the packet loss ratio which negatively 
affects the QoS. 

This article presents a simple model to analyze a VoIP over IEEE 802.11 scenario 
and to assess which is the impact of  using the IEEE 802.1 le No Ack option. 

After this introductory section, the rest of  the paper is outlined as follows. Sec- 
tion 2 offers a brief description of  the scenario and the protocols involved, details 

Fig. 1 This figure compares 
ad-hoc (left) to infrastructure- 
based (right) VoIP calls in a 
IEEE 802.11 network. 
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the causes of  the inefficiency, and presents a model that can be solved numerically. 
Section 3 compares the collision probabilities and the maximum number of  flows 
to those obtained when acks are suppressed. It also takes some perspective on the 
results and analyzes which are the real benefits of  suppressing the acks. It details 
in which conditions it would be desirable to apply ack suppression, which are the 
more appropriate codecs, and give some implementation clues for a real-world de- 
ployment. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Description and Model of IEEE 802.11 Voice Networks 

A VolP [8] application digitalizes the voice, then uses a codec to compress it and 
outputs a fixed-rate bitstream (See Fig. 2). Popular codecs include G.711 (64 Kbps) 
and G.729 (8 Kbps). Each codec has its own properties, such as the offered bitrate, 
the computational complexity of  codification/decodification and the offered Mean 
Opinion Score (MOS). MOS is a measure of  the voice quality as perceived by the 
user [7]. 

The packetizer collects the data from the encoder and periodically generates a 
voice packet. The packetization interval has a deep impact in the overall network 
performance [3]. Increasing the packetization interval introduces additional delay 
but drastically reduces the number of  packets traversing the network. A choice of  
codec and packetization interval fixes the length of  the payload of  each packet. As 
an example, a G.711 codec combined with a 20ms packetization interval means a 
payload of  160 bytes per packet. The transport layer and network layer consist on 
the addition of RTP, UDP, and IP headers, which add up to 40 bytes of overhead. 

APPLICATION 
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Fig. 2 The figure presents LiNK 
the complete protocol stack 
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Our proposal is to suppress acknowledgement packets at the link layer, which is 
an option contemplated in IEEE 802.11 e amendment to the standard. In any case, 
the link layer also introduces its own headers. Finally the physical layer introduces 
preambles and headers that are transmitted at a fixed rate (physical rate), while the 
rest of  the packet is transmitted at a speed that depends on channel conditions (data 
rate). 

The time required to transmit a packet is: 

MAC + IP + UDP + RTP + VOICE 
Ttx = Tplcp § DATARATE (1) 

Where Tpclp is the duration of  the transmission of  the Physical Layer Conver- 
gence Protocol (PLCP) preamble and header at the physical bitrate. MAC, IP, UDP 
and RTP represent the length (in bits) of  the respective headers. VOICE is the length 
(in bits) of the payload. DATARATE is the bitrate at which data is transmitted. The 
latter depends on channel conditions, but in this work it is assumed to be 11 Mbps 
for all the stations. 

The duration of  a successful transmission slot is computed as follows: 

Ts = Ttx + SIFS + Tpdp + TACK § DIFS (2) 

where TACK is the duration of  the acknowledgement packet. The duration of  a 
collision slot is Tc = T~x + E I F S ,  where E I F S  is the duration of  the Extended Inter- 
Frame Space 

Fig. 3 shows a complete successful slot. The shaded area correspond to the voice 
payload. 

Fig. 3 The figure shows the a 
successful transmission slot. 
It is evident that the voice pay- 
load represents only a small 
fraction of the total. Suppress- 
ing the acknowledgement 
would reduce the duration of 
the slot significantly. 
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2.1 Performance Impairment 

161 

The time that is used to transmit actual voice data (VOICE/DATARAre) compared 
to the time it takes a successful transmission slot (T~) can be taken as a measure of  
efficiency. Depending on the choice of  codec, packetization interval and data rate, 
this efficiency will vary. Table 1 presents a summary in which the efficiency is com- 
puted for various combinations. The last column of  the table shows the efficiency 
improvement for the hypothetical case in which the acks are suppressed. 

Table 1 Efficiency (Ttx/T~.) with and without acknowledgements. 

Case With acks Without acks Improvement 

G711, 20ms, llMbps 0.18637 0.28231 51% 
G711, 10ms, llMbps 0.10276 0.16436 59% 
G729, 20ms, 1 lMbps 0.027836 0.046866 68% 
G711, 20ms, 2Mbps 0.46037 0.54329 18% 

To obtain the efficiency improvement detailed in the last column of Table 1, 
the usage of  No Ack is required. When the No Ack policy is used by a station, 
there is no MAC-level recovery, and the transmission reliability is reduced. Hence 
the standard [2] recommends to use this policy only with some other additional 
protective mechanisms. However, since VoIP applications can accept a certain level 
of  packet loss, in the following section we will study the consequences of  using No 
Ack without such protective mechanisms. 

2.2 Modelling 802.11 with acks 

Assume that n mobile stations participate in an ad-hoc single-hop IEEE 802.11e 
network. Each station generates a VolP flow, which is characterized by the periodical 
transmission of  a short fixed-size packet./9 is the load that a station offers to the 
network. 

Assume also that the network is uncongested and the MAC queues do not fill 
up. Nevertheless, some packets may be discarded after reaching the maximum re- 
transmission limit (R). Thus the actual load successfully transmitted by the network 
is: 

r = p ( 1  _R+I~ -b 'cc  J- (3) 

where Pcc is the probability that a collision occurs when the station attempts a 
submission. 
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The successful transmitted bitrate can also be calculated as the amount  of  data 
in a packet  (1 bits) mult ipl ied by  the successful transmission probabi l i ty  o f  station i 
(pi(s)) ,  and divided by the average duration of  a slot. 

pi(s). 1 
r : p(s)~ +p(c)rc +p(e)Te" (4) 

Where p(s ) ,  p ( c )  and p(e )  are the probabil i t ies that any given slot is successful, 
collision and empty, respectively. Manipulat ing Eq. 4 and plugging in Eq. 3 we 
obtain: 

pi(s )  : '*" (p(s )~ .  + p ( c ) r c  + p(e)Ve)  (5) 
l 

p(1 - pR+l) .  (p(s)~,  + p(c)Tc + p(e)  Te) 
pi(s)  = l (6) 

The probabi l i ty  that station i successfully transmits in a given slot is the proba-  
bil i ty that i transmits while the other n - 1 stations remain silent. It can be expressed 
as a function of  z (the probabi l i ty  of  a transmission attempt) and n the number  of  
flows. 

pi(s )  = "r(1 - T) n-I  . (7) 

The probabi l i ty  that one and only one station transmits in a given slot is 

p(s) : n .  T(1 - ~ ) . - l .  ( s )  

The probabil i ty  that no station transmits is 

p ( e )  = (1 - "r)". (9) 

And  the probabil i ty  of  a collision is 

p(c )  = 1 -- p ( s )  -- p (e ) .  (10) 

The probabil i ty  that a packet collides, condit ioned to the probabi l i ty  that station 
i is at tempting a transmission is: 

pcc = 1 - ( 1 - v )  "-~. (11) 

Eqs. 7 - 11 can be substituted into 6. The resultant equation has only one un- 
known variable (z) and can be solved using numerical  methods. 

/ .  "r(1 - ' r )  n-1 = 

p ( ( 1  - (1 - (1 - v ) ' - ~ ) R + ~ ) .  ( n .  v ( l  - "r) ( n - l )  . T~. + 

+ ( 1  - n .  z ( 1  - "t') ( n - l )  - (1 - "c)')Tr + (1 - z ) " .  T~). ( 1 2 )  
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Once the transmission probability v is computed, it can be used to obtain the 
rest of  performance metrics that depend on it. Eq. 12 is also useful to figure out the 
theoretical maximum number of  active flows. If  Eq. 12 converges, it means that the 
computed scenario is feasible. Otherwise, the number of  flows is excessive and must 
be reduced. 

The model described above can also be used in the case in which acks are sup- 
pressed. It is a special case in which T~ = Ttx + DIFS and R = 1. 

3 Performance Analysis 

Using Eq. 11 from the previous section, the conditioned collision probability can be 
plotted (Fig. 4). In this example the codec is G.711, the packetization interval 20ms 
and the DATAeArE is 11MBps. NS2 [10] is used to validate the results. 

The price to pay for increasing the capacity of  the network in terms of  feasible 
number of  flows is an increased packet loss probability. A packet is lost if it suffers 
a collision each time that a transmission is attempted. The packet loss ratio is: 

G .  (13) 
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Fig. 4 It can be observed in the figure that the ack suppression leads to lower collision probability 
and increased mmaber of concurrent flows. 
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If  the acknowledgements are omitted, each packet is transmitted only once and 
therefore Ploss = Pcc. Figure 5 presents Plos, in a logarithmic plot. 

The ultimate goal of the performance tuning of  the IEEE 802.11 e network is to 
admit the maximum number of  calls with acceptable QoS. Fig. 4 shows that sup- 
pressing the acknowledgement packets significantly increases the number of  VoIP 
flows that can coexist in the network, before reaching the congestion condition. The 
congestion is characterized by MAC queues building up and the packet loss due to 
queue overflow reaching values of  10% and higher [9]. Under this condition, the 
quality of  all calls is unacceptable. 

Given that the network is uncongested and no packets are lost due to MAC queue 
overflow, there are still two aspects that can threaten the quality of  the calls: delay 
(and jitter) and packets loss due to collisions. 

Delay and jitter negatively affect the MOS of the calls. Generally is considered 
that delays under 150ms are well suited for all user applications, and that up to 
400ms are acceptable for international calls. The main contributors of  the end-to- 
end delay are the encoding delay (about 10ms for G.729 and even less for G.711), 
the packetization delay (20ms in all the examples used throughout this article) and 
the jitter buffer (typically 60ms). The mean delay introduced by the (single-hop) 
network in non-congested conditions is well below 5ms [3]. Hence the total delay 
does not pose the MOS at risk. 

The other threat for the MOS is the packet loss due to collisions. As can be 
observed in Fig. 5, the acknowledgement&retransmission mechanism drastically 
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Fig. 5 This logarithmic plot shows that the packet loss probability is significantly higher when 
acknowledgements are suppressed. 
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reduces the packet loss due to collisions. Therefore, the packet loss caused by colli- 
sions is negligible when acks are used and the MOS remains unaffected. This is not 
the case when the acks are suppressed. 

Without acks, there is no chance of  retransmission and the probability of  losing 
a packet is Pcc. G.711 and G.729 react very differently to the loss of  packets. While 
G.711 is quite robust and can accept up to 5% of losses and still deliver acceptable 
quality, G.729 behaves badly for packet losses as low as 3%. This means that G.711 
could accept up to 26 flows (13 calls), G.729 allows only 20 flows (10 calls). The 
alleged advantage of G.729, its lower rate, is overcomed by the excessive overhead 
mentioned in section 2. 

3.1 Implementation Issues 

Apparently, the new feature of  No Ack introduced by IEEE 802.1 le is of  limited 
use, since it does not increment the number of  acceptable quality calls. In our opin- 
ion, there is only one case in which it would make sense to suppress acks: when the 
network becomes congested. At this point, in which calls are dropped due to exces- 
sive delay and packet loss, switching to No Ack would allow the users to maintain 
low-quality calls. 

To implement this switch in a distributed fashion, each station should constantly 
monitor its MAC queue. As soon as the queue builds up (a symptom of congestion), 
the stations should set the QoS control subfield of  the packets to No Ack, until the 
queue returns to its previous empty state. 

The applicability of  this mechanism is reduced to collision-limited scenarios. If  
packet losses are due to low SNR and the stations react by suppressing acknowl- 
edgements, the underlying problem will remain. Even worse, the suppression of 
acknowledgements would prevent the data-rate fallback to a more robust modula- 
tion. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper analyzes the applicability of  a new feature introduced to wireless LANs 
by the standard amendment IEEE 802.11 e that consists on suppressing MAC layer 
acknowledgements. The scenario under study is a VoIP ad-hoc network. This kind 
of  networks suffers from an accentuated inefficiency problem, mostly due to the 
requirement of  separately acknowledging each MAC frame. Additionally, VoIP ap- 
plications can tolerate a certain number of  packet losses. Hence we deemed this 
networks appropriate to benefit from the suppression of  the acks. 

A model that permits the quantification of  the benefit of  suppressing the acks is 
presented. Using this model, the collision probability is computed for an increasing 
number of  flows. The results shows that by suppressing the acks, the collision prob- 
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ability drops and the number o f  VoIP flows that can be simultaneously allocated in 

the network grows. These results are validated by means of  simulation. 
The negative part o f  suppressing the acks is an increased packet loss rate. This is 

the metric that actually limits the maximum number  o f  calls when the No Ack policy 
is used. The codec of  choice to combine with the suppression o f  acks is G.711, since 
it admits a greater packet loss than G.729. The maximum number  of  calls that can 
be achieved using the G.711 codec and suppressing the acknowledgements  is the 
same as with acknowledgements.  

However,  when increasing the number of  calls over that max imum - that we 

have computed to be 28 flows, 14 calls - the behaviour o f  the network depends 
on the policy applied. I f  acknowledgements are sent as usual, the network congests 
and calls are dropped. I f  we opt for a No Ack policy, the perceived quality o f  the 

call drops below a MOS of  3.5 and some users will  complain about unsatisfactory 
quality. However,  in the latter case, network congestion is prevented. 

Finally, it is suggested a distributed mechanism to switch to No Ack policy when 
the network approaches congestion. 
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Constraining the network topology in IEEE 
802.15.4 

Anna Abbagnale, Emanuele Cipollone, Francesca Cuomo 

Abstract The IEEE 802.15.4 standard defines a MAC association procedure that 
allows devices of a Wireless Personal Area Network (WPAN) to associate one each 
other in accordance to parent-child relationships. This standard can be adopted in 
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) used to monitor environmental phenomena and 
to collect data in specific nodes named sinks. The ZigBee Alliance, with the Zig- 
Bee Specification, defines upper layers of a WSN architecture based on the IEEE 
802.15.4. Tree shaped multi-sink networks can be formed by adopting in conjunc- 
tion these two standards. A key aspect to be evaluated for these kind of networks 
is how their performance are affected by constraining some topological character- 
istics. In this paper, in accordance to the ZigBee Specification, we constraint the 
tree depth of a WSN and evaluate some performance metrics that have a remark- 
able relevance for WSNs. Moreover, we propose a new strategy to join an existing 
WPAN that allows a node to select a suitable coordinator to connect with. Perfor- 
mance results show the trade-off in the selection of the maximum tree depth. While 
benefits of having reduced tree depths can be measured during traffic delivery, due 
to a reduction of the energy consumption, a counter-party is the energy spent in the 
network formation that deeply depends on this topological parameter. Moreover, the 
maximum tree depth has also a great impact on the percentage of nodes that are able 
to join a network. 

Key words: IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, Sensor Networks, Topology Formation. 

1 In troduc t ion  

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are traditionally composed of a multiplicity of 
sensor nodes that sense physical or environmental phenomenona (e.g. atmospheric 
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pressure, temperature, sound, vibration, etc.) and generate samples of them, that 
have to be delivered, possibly through multi-hop paths, to a specific node (named 
sink) collecting the information [1, 2]. Generally, sensor nodes are battery powered, 
whereas sink is connected to an outlet. 
The IEEE 802.15.4 standard [3] can be used as basic technology for the development 
of low energy and low cost WSNs. It defines physical and MAC (Medium Access 
Control) layers, while the upper layers of the protocol stack are specified by the Zig- 
Bee Alliance [4]. Recently, some papers have treated these standards by presenting 
potentialities [5] and performance [6, 7]. The paper of Baronti et al. [6] presents an 
overview of the energy efficiency, communication, data management and security 
solutions adopted by the standards and proposed in the recent literature. 

The paper in [7] discusses results derived by simulating, in ns-2 [8], the IEEE 
802.15.4 to (1) compare the performance between 802.15.4 and 802.11; (2) study 
the association and tree formation; (3) investigate the orphaning and coordinator 
relocation; (4) exam unslotted CSMA-CA and slotted CSMA-CA behaviors; and 
(5) compare three different data transmissions, namely, direct, indirect and with 
guaranteed time slot (GTS). 

Another key aspect that should be analyzed is how this technology behaves 
when the applications require the set-up of a network topology with attention to 
the energy efficiency and network connectivity. To set-up the network topology, the 
IEEE 802.15.4 defines a formation strategy (MAC association procedure) that forms 
WPANs coordinated by a node (the sink) named PAN coordinator. Nodes associ- 
ated to a single PAN coordinator are arranged in a tree in accordance to parent-child 
relationships. In an IEEE 802.15.4 WSN, it is possible to have Full Function De- 
vices (FFDs), that allow the association of other nodes to the network and Reduced 
Function Devices (RFDs), that do not permit the association of other nodes. The 
sink is always a FFD, intermediate nodes allowing data relay (router) are FFDs too, 
whereas the RFDs are the leaves of the tree. The level of a node in the tree is in- 
tended as the distance (in terms of number of hops) of the node from the sink. Node 
belonging to level d are named d-nodes, so nodes at level d = 0 are sinks, nodes at 
level d = 1 are directly connected to the sinks, nodes at level d = 2 are at a two-hop 
distance from the sink, etc. 

In the same region it is possible to have more than one sink. In this case each sink 
is a PAN coordinator and the overall network topology results in a forest of disjoint 
trees. This is a multi-sink network. This type of network overcomes the following 
problems of single-sink (or single-tree) architectures: 

�9 when the number of sensor nodes increases, the sink has to collect an amount of 
information that may exceed its data processing capability (scalability problem); 

�9 if in a tree several nodes belong to high levels, the delivery of the samples to the 
sink involves a large number of nodes, so the network energy drastically reduces 
(energy consumption problem). 

In the paper in [9] the topologies formed by means of the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC 
association procedure are investigated. Specific attention is dedicated to the char- 
acterization of network lifetime and event notification reliability for different sinks 
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distribution and varying the range of the event detection. Multi-sink topology per- 
formance is compared with classical single sink ones. This topological analysis 
highlighted that some topologies are not energy efficient, since very high trees are 
formed; these results could be used to better design the IEEE 802.15.4 association 
procedure. 

Besides the possibility to have multi-sinks, it is interesting to evaluate also the 
impact on the performance of the tree characteristics. In particular, a key parameter 
to be controlled is the tree depth defined as the maximum level that a node can have 
in the tree. The use of this parameter can affect the network performance, since it 
shapes the structure of the topologies resulting from the IEEE 802.15.4 association 
procedure. In this paper we aim at considering both the multi-sink capability and the 
constraint on the tree depth to evaluate the network topology performance. The work 
of [ 10] aims at proposing a model to optimize the network formation by constraining 
the tree depth. Here we perform a detailed analysis on constrained (in terms of 
depth) network topologies in order to support the network optimization. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the motivations 
of our work. Section 3 focuses on the association procedure defined in the IEEE 
802.15.4 to form a connected network. In Section 4 we show and discuss the re- 
sults of the simulation analysis. Finally, the overall conclusions of this analysis are 
provided in Section 5. 

2 M o t i v a t i o n s  o f  o u r  w o r k  

The possibility to have trees with controlled topological characteristics has been 
addressed by the ZigBee Alliance. In the ZigBee Specifications the following pa- 
rameters are defined [4]: 

�9 nwkMaxDepth (Lm), the maximum depth in the network, that is the maximum 
number of levels of the tree; 

�9 nwkMaxChildren (Cm), the maximum number of children a parent may have; 
�9 nwkMaxRouters (Rm), the maximum number of children with the role of router 

a parent may have. 

These parameters are determined by the ZigBee coordinator which corresponds to 
an IEEE 802.15.4 PAN coordinator. Using these parameters every node, able to 
be parent, calculates the addresses to be assigned to its children. The size of the 
addresses block depends on the level of the node in the tree. 

The aim of this work is to evaluate pros and cons that the network formation 
may have when the parameter Lm is taken into account. This analysis can be used 
as a basis for works that analyze the performance of the ZigBee networks (e.g. the 
paper [ 11 ]), where the tree creation is achieved by implementing the ZigBee recom- 
mendations as for the tree parameters. Some recent works analyzed also the ZigBee 
network dimensioning as a function of the tree parameters [12]. Also in this case a 
deep analysis of the tree topologies characteristics is fundamental to dimension the 
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network resources. In this paper we propose a new strategy that allows a node to 
join an existing WPAN and takes into account the constraint on the Lm parameter. 
We then analyze the impact of this parameter on the following metrics: 

�9 percentage of  nodes connected to the network; 
�9 percentage of energy consumption for network formation; 
�9 percentage of  energy consumption for packet delivery. 

The first metric has an impact on the coverage of the reference area and on the 
reliability of event detection. The other ones are important because energy saving is 
a fundamental goal for WSNs. It is important to notice that the energy consumption 
for network formation is often not considered in literature and the networks are 
analyzed from the time instant in which they are already formed. 

3 IEEE 802.15.4 Topology Formation 

An IEEE 802.15.4 WPAN [3] is composed of one PAN coordinator and a set of 
sensor nodes. The PAN coordinator is the primary controller of the network and 
it is responsible for initiating the network operations. The standard defines a set 
of procedures implemented by the PAN coordinator to initiate a new WPAN and 
by other nodes to join an existing WPAN. The PAN coordinator assigns a PAN ID 
(PAN identifier) to the network and selects a channel among those specified in the 
standard. 

The procedure adopted by sensor nodes to join a WPAN is named association 
procedure and it establishes relationships between devices within a WPAN. The 
operations performed by a node to join a WPAN are: STEP l) the node searches for 
the available WPANs, STEP 2) it selects a coordinator 1 belonging to the available 
WPANs and STEP 3) it starts a message exchange with the selected coordinator to 
associate with it. 

The discovery of available WPANs (STEP 1) is performed by scanning the bea- 
con frames broadcasted by the coordinators. Two beacon broadcasting modes are 
defined in the standard: beacon-enabled and nonbeacon-enabled. 

In beacon-enabled mode, the associated nodes transmit beacon frames periodi- 
cally, hence the information on the available WPANs can be derived by eavesdrop- 
ping the wireless channels (passive scan). In nonbeacon-enabled mode, the beacon 
frames shall be explicitly requested by a node by means of a beacon request com- 
mand frame (active scan). 

After the channels scan, the sensor node selects the coordinator (and, therefore, 
implicity the WPAN) to connect to (STEP 2) and it sends an association request 
message to the chosen coordinator (STEP 3). The coordinator grants and denies the 
access to the network of the new node by replying with an association response 
command frame. It is important to notice that the criterion used to select the coordi- 
nator (STEP 2) is not defined in the standard but is implementor dependent. 

1 Coordinators are sinks or those nodes that can act as relay nodes. 
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The whole association procedure results in a set of parent-child relationships 
between nodes. These relationships define univocally a tree rooted at the PAN coor- 
dinator. 

3.1 Proposed strategy for  coordinator selection 

In this subsection' we describe our implementation of the coordinator selection 
(STEP 2 of the association procedure) suitably designed to take into account the 
multi-sink feature and the constraint on the maximum number of levels of the trees 
(Lm parameter). 

In Algorithm 1, we report the pseudo-code of the operations which are executed 
by a node trying to connect to a network. A generic node in the network is indicated 
as x. Nodes that are coordinators are indicated as C and the level within the tree 
where they belong is indicated as dc. A generic node x begins the association pro- 
cedure with the channels scan procedure (STEP 1) as described before and it is able 
to listen a number of coordinators equal to numCoord; so, a possible coordinator for 
the node x is indicated as C (j), with j = 1,.. . ,numCoord and its level is dc(j/. With 
LQIc(j) we indicate, in accordance with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, the quality of 

the link between the coordinator C (j) and the node x. 
Among the coordinators found by node x (lines 4 - 5), the selection of the coor- 

dinator (STEP 2) is performed by means of the following operations: 

�9 node chooses the coordinator having the lowest level dc(i) (lines from 14 to 17); 
�9 if there are two or more coordinators belonging to the lowest level, among the 

numCoord coordinators, the node chooses the one with the highest value of the 
LQI parameter (lines from 23 to 26); 

�9 if there are two or more coordinators belonging to the lowest level and having the 
same value of the LQI parameter, the node chooses randomly one of them (lines 
from 31 to 36). 

In all the three cases, the chosen coordinator is really selected if it has a level less 
than the nwkMaxDepth (Lm) parameter. 

4 Performance analysis 

4.1 Simulation model 

We consider a multi-sink scenario with N sensor nodes and S sinks, randomly de- 
ployed in a square of side L and area A = L 2. All nodes are motionless and FFDs 
(this means that they act as possible coordinators in each WPAN, allowing associa- 
tion to other nodes). The transmission range of each device is R. We hypothesize that 
the considered scenario is static, that is node/link failures cannot occur. However at 
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MAC level we assume that beacon frames and data packets can collide, since they 
are transmitted in accordance with the CSMA-CA protocol as defined in the IEEE 
802.15.4 standard. The N nodes operate in nonbeacon-enabled mode, while the S 
sinks are configured in beacon-enabled mode. As for the propagation model, the 
two-ray ground reflection one [13] is used; it contemplates both the direct path and 
one ground reflection path. We suppose that sinks have infinite energy, because they 
are connected to an outlet, whereas the initial energy of the other nodes is set to 
1J. We assume that the energy spent during the transmission is equal to the one 
spent for the reception and this value is set to 0, 39 I~J/bit [15]. The adopted rout- 
ing protocol is HERA (HiErarchical Routing Algorithm) [14]: this is a hierarchical 
protocol, where data generated by sensors and directed to the sink are routed along 
the parent-child relationships, i.e., every node relays data to its parent. 

We performed simulations using a modified version of the ns-2 module orig- 
inally provided by Zheng and Lee in [8]. In particular, we extended the original 
version of this simulator (that implements the association procedure provided by 
the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard), to simulate IEEE 802.15.4 multi-sink networks with 
a constraint on the maximum number of levels of the trees, represented by the nwk- 
MaxDepth (Lm) parameter. At the beginning of the simulation nodes try to join a 
network, therefore during this phase the percentage of nodes connected to a network 
increases up to reach a specific value. When this value steadies, we stop the asso- 
ciation procedure for all nodes. From this time instant (named in the following tiN) 
nodes connected to the network start to generate traffic. During each IEEE 802.15.4 
superframe each sensor node transmits one packet (19 bytes at MAC level): the used 
traffic model is the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) one. 

In Table 1 all the simulation parameters are summarized. 

Table 1 Simulation assumptions and parameters 

Parameter [ Value ] Parameter I Value [ 
Number of sinks, S [25, 30, 35,40, 45,50] Initial energy of the sensor n o d e s ~  

Number of sensor nodes, N / 1500 / Transmission energy Erx 10,39~S/hitl 
Side of the square area, L / 1000 m / Reception energy ERX 10, 39 IJJ/bit [ 

Radio transmission range, R / 150 m / Routing protocol I HERA [143 I 
Propagation model [ Two-ray ground ] Traffic model I CBR I 

4.2 S i m u l a t i o n  metr ics  

In this Subsection we formally define the three metrics introduced in the Section 2. 
The percentage of nodes connected to the network is the ratio between the num- 

ber of sensor nodes connected to the network (Nc) at the end of the association 
procedure (that is at the time instant tiN of Fig. 1) and the total number of sensor 
nodes (N). So, this metric is calculated as: 
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N,. 
Percentage o f  nodes connected to the network (%) = - -  (1) 

N 

The percentage of  energy consumption for  network formation is the percentage 
of energy that a node spends on average to join the network, compared with its initial 
energy. We indicate with x (k) a generic node, where k = 0, 1, ...,N - 1. If E~ik/ is the 

initial energy of x (k) and E T is the residual energy of the same node at the time x(*) 
instant tiN, the percentage of spent energy by x (~) (E NF~ is calculated as: x(k) J 

E t _ E T 
= E~ , k = O, . . . , N -  1 (2) 

x(~) 

The result of the equation 2 is averaged on all the N sensor nodes to obtain the 
percentage of  energy consumption for network formation, ENF. 

The percentage of  energy consumption for  packet delivery is the percentage of 
energy that a node spends on average, during a superframe, to support a CBR traffic. 
During a superffame a generic node consumes energy to transmit its packet and to 
receive and relay packets transmitted by other nodes. 
In Fig. 1 is represented the time axis, where: 

* t t N  is the time instant in which we stop the association procedure and sensor 
nodes connected to the network start to transmit periodically their packets; 

�9 E s is the energy that a generic node x (k) (with k = 0, 1 , . . . ,Nc -  1) has in the 
x(~) 

time instant tiN + ~tN (where the first superframe starts after tiN); 
�9 trlN is the time instant in which the network is declared dead (this happens when 

the first node exhausts its energy); 
�9 E F is the energy that a generic node x (~) (with k = 0, 1,...,Nc - 1) has in the x(k) 

time instant tFIN - ~ F I N  (where the last superframe ends before tFIN). 

ESx(k) EFx (k) 

�9 ' 1 I I I 

tin + 5m 

Fig. 1 Time axis partition in supefframes. 

tF[N ~FIN 

I ~ime 
t~IN 

If SD is the superframe duration, the number of superframe M contained in the time 
interval [tiN + r tFIN -- r is calculated as: 

M = (tFIN - ( ~ F I N ) -  (tIN JF (~IN) (3) 
SD 
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S D . The energy spent by the node x (k) during a superframe (Erlkl) is, therefore, calculated 
a s :  

x(~ xlkl k : O, ...,Nc - 1 (4) 
t~x-(~s" I _ Es  E F 

M 

To obtain the correspondent value in percentage, we divide the result of the equation 
4 for the initial energy of the node x (~): 

x(k) EI  , k : O,... ,Nc - 1 (5) 
x(k) 

The result of the equation 5 is averaged on all the Nc sensor nodes, to obtain the 
percentage  o f  energy consumpt ion  f o r  packe t  delivery,  EpD. 

4.3 Simulation results 

In Fig. 2 it is shown the percentage of nodes connected to the network as function 
of S for different values of Lm. It is important to notice that this percentage nodes 
increases with Lm. For low values of Lm, a reduced number of nodes succeeds in the 
association. This phenomenon is attenuated if S increases. However, when the value 
o f  L m  is low (e.g. Lm = 3) the percentage of nodes connected to the network remains 
low even if S is high. This is due to the fact that in this case some nodes perform 
several attempts to connect to the network, thus causing several MAC collisions and, 
hence, exhausting completely their energy before successfully joining the network. 
The difference in the percentage of nodes connected to the network for values of 
Lm _> 9 is low. In general, when S increases, the percentage of connected nodes 
is high, since the nodes deployed in the reference area can distribute on a greater 
number of trees. 

In Fig. 3 it is shown E N F  a s  function of S for different values of Lm. When the 
value of Lm is low, ENF is high. This effect is due to two main contributions: 

�9 the maximum depth of the trees is reached with a minor number of connected 
nodes, therefore there are several nodes that repeatedly try to join the network 
without success (contribution in the spent energy of nodes  not  associa ted  to the 
network);  

�9 the number of attempts performed by a node to select a suitable coordinator (and 
therefore to join successfully the network) increases, due to constraint on L m  
(contribution in the spent energy of nodes  assoc ia ted  to the network) .  

On the other hand, we can notice that when S varies, this performance metric re- 
mains nearly constant. This result could not seem intuitive, because we expect a 
decrease of E N F  when S increases. However, it is to be noticed that when S in- 
creases, also the number of transmitted beacons increases; as a consequence, MAC 
collisions and the energy spent to transmit and to receive beacons rise too. 
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Fig. 2 Percentage of nodes connected to the network as function of number of sinks for different 
values of the Lm parameter. 
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Fig. 3 Percentage of spent energy for network lbrmation as function of number of sinks for differ- 
ent values of the Lm parameter. 

In Fig. 4 it is shown EpD a s  function of S for different values of Lm. In this case 
there is an opposite trend with respect to the Fig. 3. In fact when Lm is low, EpD 
decreases, because the number of hops to reach the sink decreases too (in accordance 
to the used routing protocol). Moreover, if the value of Lm is high (e.g., Lm > 6), 
EpD decreases when S increases. The reason is that the nodes can distribute on a 
greater number of trees and so some of them could have a maximum depth less than 
Lm, guaranteeing that data packets reach the sinks with a minor number of hops. 
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Fig. 4 Percentage of spent energy for packet delivery as function of number of sinks for different 
values of the Lm parameter. 

5 Overa l l  Resu l t s  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s  

In this paper, we analyzed tree shaped multi-sink networks, which form by adopt- 
ing in conjunction the IEEE 802.15.4 standard and the ZigBee Specification. We 
evaluated how the performance of this kind of networks is affected, in terms of con- 
nectivity and energy consumption, by imposing a constraint on the maximum depth 
of the network (Lm). 

Performance results show the trade-off that can arise in the selection of this pa- 
rameter. While benefits of having reduced tree depths can be measured during traffic 
delivery, due to a reduction of the energy consumption, a counter-party is the energy 
spent in the network formation that deeply depends on this topological parameter. 
Moreover, the maximum tree depth has also a great impact on the percentage of 
nodes that are able to connect in a network. A very low number of connected nodes 
is achieved if the Lm parameter is maintained low. This effect can only partially be 
alleviated by increasing the number of sinks in the network. 

The achieved results suggest that it is very important to choose a suitable value of 
Lm. It depends on characteristics of the WSN architecture (e.g., in terms of number 
of sinks) and on application requirements. For applications that need low routing 
delays and/or low energy consumption for packet delivery, it might be thought to 
choose low values of Lm, but only if this choice does not imply a significant loss of 
coverage. On the other hand for applications that need a high reliability in events no- 
tification to sink it seems more convenient to select an high Lm, since this allows to 
obtain high values of connectivity and a good coverage of the area to be monitored. 
Therefore a suitable value of this parameter has to be chosen in order to achieve the 
best trade-off among network performance of interest. 
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A l g o r i t h m  1 SELECTION OF THE COORDINATOR 

1: minLevel = ~; /* level o f  the last selected coordinator */ 
2: Sc = 0; /* selected coordinator */ 
3: numCoord = 0; /* number of  coordinator found during the channels scan (STEP 1) */ 
4: /* STEP 1 - node x performs channels scan to find possible coordinators */ 
5: numCoord = number of coordinators found; 
6: store the LQ! level of each found coordinator;/* LQ1 = Link Quality Identifier */ 
7: /* start STEP 2 */ 
8: i f  numCoord is equal to 0 then 
9: /* node x did not f ind coordinators in STEP 1 */ 

10: association procedure failed; 
11 : go to line 1; 
12: else 
13: for j = 1 to numCoord do 
14: i f  dclt) < minLevel then 
15: if  de(j) < Lm then 
16: minLevel = dc~Jl ; 

17: Sc = C(/); /* coordinator c(J) is selected */ 
18: else 
19: C (j) is discarded; 
20: /* the coordinator C (j) is discarded since its level exceeds Lm */ 
21: end if  
22: else 
23: if  dciJ) is equal to minLevel then 
24: i f  LQlse < LQIclj) then 
25: if  dc/j) < Lm then 

26: Sc : C(J);/* coordinator C(J) is selected */ 
27: else 
28: C (j) is discarded; 
29: end if  
30: else 
31: i f  LQlsc is equal to LQIcIJl then 
32: i f  dclJl < Lm then 

33: a coordinator is randomly selected between Sc and c(J); 
34: Sc = coordinator selected at line 33; 
35: minLevel = dsc 
36: /* dsc is the level o f  the coordinator selected at line 33 */ 
37: else 
38: C (j) is discarded; 
39: end if  
40: end if  
41: end if  
42: end if  
43: end if 
44: end for 
45: i f  Sc is equal to 0 then 
46: association procedure failed; 
47: go to line 1; 
48: /* end STEP 2 */ 
49: else 
50: send an association request message to Sc; 
51 : ... /* STEP 3 - continue the association procedure defined by the IEEE 802.15.4 Stan- 

dard */ 
52: if  association procedure was successful then 
53: x is connected to the network through Sc; 
54: exit from the algorithm; 
55: else 
56: go to line 1; 
57: end if  
58: end if 
59: end if  
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Abstract Cognitive networks are based on agile and opportunistic use of spectrum 
resources. This work focuses on those network scenarios where primary or licensed 
users coexist with secondary or unlicensed ones. Secondary users opportunistically 
access the shared resources whenever vacant, with the strict constraint of being in- 
visible to primary users. We derive here analytical bounds on throughput and trans- 
mission delay of secondary users under different assumptions on secondary and 
primary users traffic statistics, and we comment on the use of the proposed models 
to dimension secondary transmissions. 

1 Introduction 

The world of wireless communications is nowadays facing a serious problem of 
spectrum shortage. Such problem is not only due to "real" limitations on the avail- 
able bandwidth, but also (and mainly) to inefficient policies in spectrum manage- 
ment. Indeed, todays wireless networks are characterized by a fixed spectrum as- 
signment policy, which often leads to waste large spectrum portions due to sporadic 
utilization by the licensed users [1]. This situation is driving the development of 
novel spectrum sharing paradigms, with huge interest of different actors: academia, 
standardization bodies, spectrum regulation bodies and manufacturers. 

The enabling technology at the physical layer is constituted by Cognitive Radios 
devices with capabilities of sensing the spectrum and dynamically adapting their 
transmission parameters in an agile and opportunistic way [2, 3]. Such technology 
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at the physical layer is consequently driving the development of a new networking 
paradigm, as well, which is often referred to as Cognitive Networking. 

We consider in this paper a general cognitive scenario, where the end users are 
distinguished into primary and secondary ones. Primary users or transmissions are 
allowed to use exclusively the licensed portions of the spectrum, whereas secondary 
transmissions may occasionally access the licensed spectrum in an opportunistic 
way, whenever it is vacated by the primary users. Secondary users are therefore 
equipped with Cognitive tunable Radios and may share the primary band with the 
licensed users with the strict constraint not to harm primary ones. 

On the secondary users'side, this calls for effective mechanisms to dynamically 
detect spectrum usage, identifying which portions of the spectrum are free for use 
at each time, to quickly reconfigure the radio interface to chase "spectrum holes", 
and finally, to effectively coordinate with other secondary users, resolving collisions 
and/or scheduling transmissions. 

The aforementioned functionalities are referred to as the cognitive cycle [4], 
which involves spectrum sensing and spectrum decision, to effectively detect the 
presence of primary users, spectrum sharing and spectrum access, to effectively 
coordinate with other secondary users accessing the shared resources. Generally 
speaking, the achievable performance of cognitive transmissions depends on the ef- 
ficiency of the protocols handling the aforementioned phases of the cognitive cycle 
(sensing, decision, sharing and access). 

In this work, we aim to provide bounds on the throughput and delay perfor- 
mance of secondary users in the aforementioned cognitive scenario, when assuming 
an idealized cognitive cycle. Namely, we leverage queuing theory to derive closed 
form expressions for the throughput and delay of secondary users in case of perfect 
sensing, and spectrum access; moreover, we comment on the impact of the traffic 
characteristics (packet dimensions, primary traffic load, traffic statistics, etc.) on the 
derived bounds. 

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we give an overview of the liter- 
ature in the field of cognitive networks modelling. In Section 3, we derive through- 
put bounds for secondary transmissions, whereas in Section 4 we show how to use 
the derived throughput bounds to optimize the packet length of secondary transmis- 
sions. Delay bounds are derived in Section 5, whereas Section 6 concludes the paper 
by commenting on its contributions, and proposing directions for future work. 

2 Related Work 

Since Mitola's PhD dissertation in 2000 [2], the research in the field of cognitive 
networks has been extremely lively and rich. Broadly speaking, the research produc- 
tion can be classified depending on the specific cognitive cycle problem addressed. 
References [5, 6] focus on spectrum sensing issues. In [5], the authors propose a 
collaborative sensing approach which allows secondary users to share sensing infor- 
mation to increase the overall sensing reliability; on the other hand, Kim and Shin 
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study in [6] proactive and reactive sensing mechanism and propose an algorithm to 
dynamically decide the optimal sensing approach. 

The issues related to spectrum decision, access and management are addressed 
in [7, 8, 9]. In [7], the authors propose a distributed Medium Access Control (MAC) 
protocol able to handle spectrum sensing, decision and access at the same time. 
Decision theory is used to design and optimize the protocol parameters, with partic- 
ular attention to spectrum prediction functionalities. In [8], Jia et al. design a MAC 
protocol which accounts for hardware constraints (single transceiver, sensing over- 
head), whereas Su and Zhang [9] leverage a cross-layering approach to implement 
a MAC based on cooperative sensing among secondary users. 

The aforementioned pieces of work are targeted to the design and optimization 
either of physical layer sensing functionalities, or medium access control ones. In ei- 
ther cases, the focus is on single hop cognitive links. On the other side, also cognitive 
multi-hop wireless networks are recently attracting considerable attention [10]. In 
[11], Chowdhuri and Akyildiz extend the design of spectrum sensing and manage- 
ment techniques to the environment of wireless mesh cognitive networks, whereas 
references [12, 13, 14] address the problem of routing optimization in multi-hop 
cognitive environments. 

In this paper, we are not concerned with the design of specific protocols for cog- 
nitive networks, but rather we aim at developing a modelling framework to evaluate 
the performance of cognitive scenarios, eventually providing guidelines for the op- 
timization of the implemented protocols. 

Generally speaking, the evaluation of cognitive networks is a new and intrigu- 
ing field of research since many variables and parameters concur to its definition. 
In this field, reference [15] proposes a dirty paper coding technique to maximize 
the throughput of secondary users with selfish behavior. Jovicic and Viswanath ad- 
dress in [16] the selfless case where secondary users cooperate in relaying primary 
messages, and derive information-theoretic bounds on the achievable rates. An in- 
formation theoretic approach is used also in [17] to find throughput bounds when 
cooperation among primary and secondary users is not possible. 

Besides information theory, game theory is also a widely used analytical tool 
to characterize the cooperative/non-cooperative behavior of secondary users in dy- 
namic environments (e.g., [18]). See [19] for a nice review of the field. 

In general, the common approach to assess the capacity of cognitive transmis- 
sions resorts to information theory or game theory, and neglects (primary and sec- 
ondary) traffic dynamics; on the other hand, we are able to capture traffic statistics 
by leveraging queuing theory in the throughput and delay analysis. Queuing theory 
is also applied to Cognitive Radio environments in [20], where the authors study the 
stability of the queues of two single-link users (one primary user and one secondary 
user), under different assumptions on cooperation and sensing reliability. 
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Fig. 1 Cognitive network scenario with primary (triangles) and secondary (diamonds') users" (a), 
a sample of the channel occupation out of primary and secondary transmissions (b). 

3 Throughput Bounds 

We consider a network scenario where sets of primary and secondary users poten- 
tially share a common radio resource (see Figure 1.a), and secondary users com- 
pletely avoid to generate interference on primary users by accessing unoccupied 
spectrum portions, only. 

Since we are mainly interested in studying the impact on throughput and delay 
of cross-traffic interference (primary vs secondary), we start off from the following 
simplifying assumptions, which refer to an ideal system and are adopted to obtain 
bounds to the performance of a real system. 

�9 primary/secondary users co-location; primary and secondary transmissions shar- 
ing the same radio resources make up a fully connected cluster, that is, each 
transmissions is received by all the users in the cluster (either primary or sec- 
ondary ones); 

�9 perfect intra-class scheduling; collisions among users of the same type are 
avoided; 

�9 perfect sensing; secondary transmissions have perfect sensing capabilities of pri- 
mary traffic, that is, no sensing errors (detections, false positives) occur; 

�9 ideal collision detection: secondary ongoing transmissions leave the channel as 
soon as a primary one is detected without causing any interference to the primary 
incoming transmissions; 

A first rough bound on the throughput can be obtained observing that the overall 
system (primary+secondary transmissions) can be modelled as an G/G/1 queue with 
prioritized users with preemption-resume of low priority users [21]. Let ~p and 
~. be the average service frequency experienced by primary and secondary users, 
respectively; the average achievable throughput values of primary and secondary 
users (3.p, Xs) are given by: 

~p _</.tp, ~s _</-ts(1 - p p ) ,  (1) 

where Op = Xp t ip '  
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Proof of first part of Eq. (1) is straightforward since the primary traffic is not 
affected by secondary one. To prove the second part, we leverage the concept of 
secondary users extended service time (or completion time according to the jargon 
of [22]), Cs, defined as the time it takes for a secondary packet to go through 1 . The 
calculation of the extended service time comes easily from the observation that each 
secondary transmission takes its own service time plus the service time of all the 
preempting primary transmissions entering during the extended service time itself, 
that is, 

' 3  

E[Cs] = E[Xs] + -~pE[Cs], (2) 

being Xs the random variable representing the secondary users transmission time. 
The average throughput of secondary users (~s) is upper bounded by the reciprocal 
of the extended service time (E [C~]). 

L <_ a/E[Cs] (3) 

Substituting Eq. (3) in (2) and solving in As we obtain the second part of Eq. (1). 
The throughput bound provided by Eq. (1) is over-optimistic, since it is based on 

the simplifying assumption that the secondary users' packets preempted by primary 
users halt the service until channel is free, at which time the secondary transmission 
is continued from the time at which it was interrupted 2. 

In real wireless communication systems, work conserving (preemption-resume) 
strategy is not feasible, since each transmitted packet must carry signalling infor- 
mation (e.g. bits for the Cyclic Redundancy Check, physical layer preambles, MAC 
addresses etc.); consequently, whenever a transmission is aborted, the correspond- 
ing packet must be entirely retransmitted, eventually repeating in the retransmission 
the very same signalling information carried by the original transmission. 

If the resume assumption is dropped and preempted packets must be fully re- 
transmitted, the analysis of the secondary users extended service time is more elab- 
orated, since the transmission of secondary packets is no longer a work-conserving 
process. Let's suppose that the traffic (arrival and service processes) generated by 
primary users are statistically known. Figure 1.b shows a realization of the traffic 
process associated to primary transmissions, where r.v. Bp and lp represent the busy 
period and the idle period of the primary traffic, respectively. Secondary traffic can 
only exploit the idle periods of primary sources to go through. 

Assuming saturation condition for secondary transmissions, the secondary through- 
put is given by ~'s = 1/E[Q~], where E[C~'] is the average extended service time of 
a secondary user, which can be expressed as follows, according to the total proba- 
bilities theorem: 

E[C;] : t[C; /Xs = x]f~ (x)dx (4) 

I including all the time wasted due to preemption of primary users 
2 work-conserving preemption strategy 
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The extended service time depends on whether the accessing secondary transmis- 
sion fits into the corresponding idle period of the primary traffic. The preemption/non- 
preemption probabilities q and p of a secondary packet of duration x are given by: 

p = P(Ip > Xs /X  s = x) = 1 - F/p (x) (5) 
q =  1 - p ,  

where F~p 0 is the c.d.f of r.v. Ip. Moreover, the average duration of primary traffic 
idle period where preemption happens can be written as: 

E[lp/Ip < x] = [ 'xt  ix,, (t) dt (6) 
- J o  F , , , ( t )  " 

In case the primary users idle period (Ip) is exponentially distributed, Eq. (6) leads 
to: 

1 p 
E[lp/Ip <_x] = -~p - X-q (7) 

The extended service time of Eq. (4) conditioned to X~ = x can be written as: 

E [c~: /Xs  = x] = 

= x+~+=~l(i - 1)E[Bp/Ip < x]pq i - l+  
+Fq= 1 (t - 1)E[Ip/ Ip <_ x]pq i-1 (8) 

= x +  (E[Bp/Ip < x] +E[Ip/ Ip  < x])(1-~p ) 

The average extended service time and (consequently the throughput) of secondary 
transmissions is then obtained by substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (8), and expressing 
the average duration of primary traffic busy period as 1/(#p (1 - p p ) )  in Eq. (4). The 
throughput for secondary users when secondary user service time is exponentially, 
deterministically and uniformly distributed with common average 1/~ts is given by: 

~ f f x P = ( l - - p p ) ( ~ s - - Z p )  

Z~iy  = 2z~,(,-ppl 
tase2"~p/'Us--2,q,p tas 

~sclet = Xp(l-pp)e ~p/'~s 
1 -e-?~P/gs (9) 

Figure 2 shows the secondary users traffic versus the primary users traffic for 
different values of secondary users service time, in case of exponentially distributed 
secondary and primary users service time. From the results in Fig 2, one can observe 
that, as expected, the difference between the preemption resume and preemption re- 
peat models increases as the ratio between primary users service time and secondary 
ones decreases, i.e., the probability of preemption increases. 
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Fig. 2 Secondary traffic (Ps) versus primary traffic' (pp ). Primary and secondary users service time 
with negative exponential distributions. 

4 Packet Length Optimization for Secondary Transmissions 

The analysis proposed in the previous section can be leveraged to select the packet 
length of secondary transmissions in order to optimize their throughput. Note that 
the throughput values obtained in Section 3 refer to the gross throughput, including 
physical and MAC headers. To measure the nominal throughput relevant to sec- 
ondary users, let us define the average payload length (or duration 3) of secondary 
packets ,/Ss, and the header length (or duration), hs. We observe that while hs is 
associated to specific communication protocols (PHY/MAC/L3 headers), the value 
of i s  depends on the specific application running at the secondary users. 

Furthermore, let C be the channel capacity shared by primary and secondary 
transmissions, Lp the average primary packet length, and/~s = C/[,s and C/IZp = Lp 
the average frequency of service for primary and secondary packets, respectively. 
The nominal throughput of secondary transmissions, in the case of work-conserving 
service model is given by: 4: 

L 
4, < (1-o~) ~ + ~, (10) 

3 if normalized to the channel bandwidth 
4 Calculation details are skipped since calculation comes directly from the analysis proposed in the 
previous section. 
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whereas, in case of preemption-repeat of secondary transmissions we have: 

Zs% ~p(l -pp)(~s--~p).Es, (11) 
#se zphs/C -- ~s + ~p 

Figure 3 reports the secondary users throughput normalized on the channel ca- 
pacity (C) versus the average payload length of secondary packets (Ls), for different 
values of primary traffic (pp). The curves in the figure have been obtained consid- 
ering the set of parameters C = 36Mb/s,/Zp = 500 bytes, and an header dimension 
hs = 40 bytes. As clear form the figure, an optimum value of the secondary packets 
payload length does exist, coming from the trade off between transmission effi- 
ciency (large payload) and preemption probability (small packets). 

0.6 ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

/ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

i I ^ _. "~-~ h=40byte 

o o., i l  . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  \ . . . . . .  Lo . . . . . . . . . .  

0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 

Secondary Packets Length [by te ]  

Fig .  3 Normalized Throughput of  Secondary transmissions versus the average payload length ISs; 
C = 36Mb/s, I2p=500 bytes, and hs=40 bytes. 

Such optimum value, L~s pt, is formally characterized by the following equation: 

L~s pt = argmaxs (12) 

--~pt Figure 4 shows the behavior or Ls when varying the traffic of the primary users 
for the same parameter setting as the one of Figure 3. As clear from the figure, the 
optimal payload dimension for secondary transmissions decreases when increasing 
the primary traffic intensity (pp) and tends to level off for high values of it. 
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Fig.  4 Optimal value of the secondary transmissions payload length L~7 pt; C = 36MbZ~, ~ =500 
bytes, and hs =40 bytes. 

5 Delay Analysis 

The system delay defined as the total time spent in the system by a secondary packet 
is also an important performance figure to evaluate cognitive transmissions. To this 
end, we derive hereafter closed form expressions for the system delay distinguishing 
again between the two cases of preemption resume and preemption repeat for the 
secondary users transmissions. 

In case of preemption resume and assuming Poisson statistics for primary and 
secondary transmissions, the system can be modelled as an M/G/1 queue with two- 
classes priority users and preemption. Thus, the average waiting times of primary 
(E[Vp]) and secondary (E[Vs]) packets can be written as [23]: 

E[Vp] = mxl, + ~ E[Zp] 
(13) 

E[Vs]  = ~ - ~ v .  P' E z ~ l--pp " ( I -O'p)( l -p / , )  /-.,lG{s,p} O'p J 

In case of preemption-repeat, we observe that the imbedded process of secondary 
transmissions can be modelled as an M/G/1 queue with service time Cs. Conse- 
quently, the average waiting time of secondary packets can be expressed using the 
Pollaczek-Khintchine result [23]: 

E[Vs] - psE[Zs] + E[Cs] (14) 
1 - Ps 
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where E[Zs] is the residual service time seen by secondary packet entering the sys- 
tem. According to the renewal theory, we can write: 

Var[Cs] 
E[Zs] = + 2E[C~] ' (15) 

E[Cs] is given by Eq. (4), whereas a closed formula for E[C 2] is given by [21]: 

E[C 2] = 2(E[Bp] + E[Ip])Z[E(e~l'xp - 1)2]+ 
(E[B~] + 2E[Bp]/Xp + 2/.~ 2) (E[eZpXp] - 1) 

-2(E[Bp] + 1/~,p)E[Xpe~pXp] 
(16) 

All the terms in the previous equation are known except for the second moment of 
the busy period of primary traffic, E[B2p], which however, can be expressed as [23]: 

E[X ] E[B2p]- (1 __pp)3 (17) 

By substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) we get E[Zs], which inserted into Eq. (14), 
leads to the closed form expression for the secondary packets waiting time. 

Figure 5 reports the average time spent in the system by secondary packets nor- 
malized to the average service time, when varying the traffic intensity of primary 
and secondary users. From the figure, the total time spent in the system by sec- 
ondary packets increases when increasing the traffic intensity of both primary and 
secondary users. In the former case, the delay increase is mainly due to higher pre- 
emption probability and longer busy periods of primary users, whereas, in the latter 
case, the queuing delay within secondary users'queues is the main contribution to 
the overall delay. 

6 Concluding Remarks 

This paper leverages queuing theory to provide upper bounds to the through- 
put/delay performance of cognitive scenarios where primary licensed users coexist 
with secondary opportunistic ones. Namely, we derived closed form expressions for 
the achievable throughput of secondary users and the corresponding delay perfor- 
mances, and we discussed on the quality of the proposed bounds under different 
traffic conditions. Finally, we have shown how the throughput model can be used to 
optimize the payload length of secondary transmissions. 

The utility of the proposed bounds on throughput and delay is twofold: 

�9 Performance Evaluation; the models can be obviously adopted to evaluate and 
predict the performance of cognitive scenarios, providing a benchmark to eval- 
uate the efficiency of MAC protocols and cooperative sensing approaches for 
cognitive radio 
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Fig. 5 Average Time spent in the system by secondary packets normalized to the average extended 
service time," C = 36Mb/s, l~p=500 bytes, and hs=40 bytes. 

�9 Per formance  Opt imizat ion and  dimensioning;  the model has clearly shown that 
the performance of secondary transmissions (throughput and delays) is favored 
by the knowledge of primary traffic statistics (pp); therefore, the proposed model 
for the calculation of the nominal throughput and delay can be combined with 
techniques to estimate primary traffic statistics to design dynamic and adaptive 
dimensioning tools for secondary transmissions. 

Natural follow ups of this work include the modelling of non-perfect sensing and 
collisions detection schemes, and the extension to partially connected scenarios 
where the channel statistics of the primary transmissions are spatially different 
throughout the cognitive network scenario. 
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Wireless Broadcast  with Network 
Coding: Dynamic  Rate Selection 

Song Yean Cho and C6dric Adjih 

Abstract Network coding is a novel method for transmitting data, which has 
been recently proposed. In this article, we study using network coding for one 
specific case of multicast, broadcasting. Precisely, we focus on (energy-) effi- 
cient broadcasting in a multi-hop wireless networks: transmitting data from 
one source to all nodes with a small number of retransmissions. It is known 
that the efficiency of network coding is essentially determined by the selected 
rates of each node. Our contribution is to propose a simple and efficient 
method for determining a rate selection. Our method adapts dynamically 
and uses only local dynamic information of neighbors: Dynamic Rate Adap- 
tation from Gap with Other Nodes (D.R.A.G.O.N.). The rationale of this 
rate selection method is detailed from some logical arguments. Experimental 
results illustrate the behavior of the method, and its excellent performance. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Seminal work from Ahlswede, Cai, Li and Yeung [1] has shown that network 
coding, where intermediate nodes mix information from different flows, can 
achieve higher throughput for multicasting than classical routing. Since then, 
network coding has been shown to be specially useful in the context of wireless 
communications and in the context of multicast. 

In this article, we will focus on using network coding as an efficient method 
to broadcast data to the entire wireless network, where the cost is the total 
number of transmissions. For single source broadcast, results from infor- 
mation theory indicate that optimality may be achieved by a simple coding 
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method,  random linear rodin 9 [2]. Then the key paramete r  for a given in- 
s tance of a network is essentially the  average retransmission rate  of the 
nodes - -  es tabl ished on the entire dura t ion of the s t ream (even for packet 
networks, see [3] for a recent synthesis of such results): the broadcas t  effi- 
ciency in terms of the number of t ransmissions can be evaluated with the 
average rates. 

As a result, finding an optimal solution to minimize the cost consists of 
finding the optimal average rate of every node [6]: a rate selection. The prob- 
lem is then reformulated: 

�9 Problem statement: how to find a rate selection with good performance? 

In fact, [4 6] have shown that optimal rate selection may be effectively 
obtained by solving linear programs - thus in polynomial time; and possibly 
in a distributed fashion. 

However, a different, even simpler, approach is possible: previous work [7] 
has explored a simple strategy that essentially sets the same rate on every 
node, and had shown that it is asymptotically optimal (and at least 64 % 
more efficient than any method not using network coding). However this is 
an asymptotic result for networks with infinitely increasing density and area. 

For actual networks, this rate selection may be adjusted with simple heuris- 
tics using local topology: such heuristics have been explored in [8]. They per- 
formed well; however in special cases such as sparse networks, it was found 
that the performance decreased, and local topology information does not 
seem sufficient to detect such cases. 

In this article, we start from the same general idea of finding not neces- 
sarily an optimal rate selection, but a simple and efficient rate selection. We 
also start from the logic used in methods in [8], hut with the novel approach 
of using simple dynamic information to adapt the rates, rather than static 
topology information: the rate of each node is set from the current state of 
the network. There are several advantages in doing so; first, the problematic 
cases which cannot be detected from static local topology information, may 
be discovered from dynamic information. Second, in a real network, the net- 
work itself evolves dynamically (for instance packet loss rate or topology may 
change), and hence the rate selection can no longer be a fixed constant rate. 
These dynamic features require dynamic adaption in any case. 

Our key contributions are the proposal of a new heuristic for rate selec- 
tions, its analysis, and an experimental investigation of the performance with 
simulations. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 details the general 
framework, section 3 provides some background about network coding, sec- 
tion 4 details the new heuristic, DRAGON, section 5 analyzes performance with 
experimental results and section 6 concludes. 
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2 F r a m e w o r k  
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As indicated in the section 1, this article focuses on an efficient network 
coding method to perform broadcast. 

We assume that  a fixed number of nodes are present in a multi-hop wire- 
less network. Inside the network, there is one source which will transmit a 
finite number of packets (referred to as the generation size). Other nodes are 
retransmitt ing the packets with network coding (as described in section 3). 

The objective is broadcasting: eventually every node will have obtained a 
copy of the packets originated from the source. 

The metric for efficiency is defined as the total number of t ransmitted 
packets per source packet. In general terms, as further described in section 5.1, 
the performance of a network coding method is derived from the average rates 
of the nodes. We focus on methods which explicitly select rates of the node: 
rate selection (see section 3.3). 

In this article, we introduce a heuristic for selecting rates: DRAGON. It  does 
not assume a specific type of network topology. However, it is suitable for 
networks where one transmission reaches several neighbors at the same time, 
that  is, for wireless networks. 

3 N e t w o r k  C o d i n g  B a c k g r o u n d  

3 . 1  R a n d o m  L i n e a r  C o d i n g  
Network coding consists in performing coding inside the network. One notable 
method of coding is linear coding [10] (see also [11]). 

Starting with the assumption that  all packets have identical size, with 
linear coding, the packets can viewed as vectors of coefficients of a fixed 
Galois field Fq. Then this makes possible to compute linear combinations of 
them: this is the coding operation in linear coding. Since all packets originate 
from the source, at any point of time a node v will possess a set coded packets, 
every of which is a linear combination of the original source packets: 

j=k 

ithcoded packet at node v : pl v) = Z ai,jPj 
j = l  

where the (Pj)j=I ..... k are k packets generated from the source. The sequence 
~.(v) of coefficients, [aid, ai2, �9 �9 ai,~] is the coding vector of coded packet Pi �9 

With linear coding, an issue is selecting coeff• for the previous linear 
combinations. Whereas centralized deterministic methods exist, [2] presented 
a coding method, which does not require coordination of the nodes, random 
linear coding: when a node wishes to transmit a packet, computes a linear 
combination of all the coded packets that  it possess, with randomly selected 

,-~ (,) 
coefficients (~i), and sends the coded packet: coded_packet = 2_~i c~ipi This 
approach is made practical, with the proposition in [12], to add a special 
header containing coding vector of the transmitted packet. 
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3.2 Decoding, Vector Space, and Rank 

r (v)  The node will recover the source packets {Pj} from the packets iPi I, con- 
sidering the matrix of coefficients {aid} from section 3.1. Decoding amounts  
to inverting this matrix, for instance with Gaussian elimination. 

Thinking in terms of coding vectors, at any point of time, it is possible 
to associate with one node v, the vector space, II~ spawned by the coding 
vectors, and which is identified with the matrix. The dimension of that  vector 
space, denoted Dr,  D .  A d imHv,  is also the rank of the matrix. In the rest 
of this article, by abuse of language, we will call rank of a node, that  rank 
and dimension. Ult imately a node can decode all source packets when the 
rank is equal to the the total  number  of source packets (generation size). 
See also [13]. It is a direct metric for the amount  of useful received packets, 
and a received packet is called innovative when it increases the rank of the 
receiving node. 

3.3 Rate  Select ion 

In random linear coding, the remaining decision is when to send packets. 
This could be done by deterministic algorithms; for instance, [13] proposes 
algorithms which take a decision of sending or not another packet upon re- 
ception. 

In this article, we consider "rate selections": at every point of time, an 
algorithm is deciding the rate of every node. We denote l;  the set of nodes, 
and C,(T) the rate of the node v C l; at t ime T. Then, random linear coding 
operates as indicated on algorithm 1. With  this scheduling, the parameter 

Algorithm 1: Random Linear Coding with Rate Selection 

1.1 Source scheduling: the source transmits sequentially the D vectors (packets) of a 
generation with rate Cs. 

1.2 Nodes ~ start and stop conditions: The nodes start transmitting when they 
receive the first vector but they continue transmitting until themselves and their 
neighbors have enough vectors to recover the D source packets. 

1.3 Nodes' scheduling: every node v retransmits linear combinations of the vectors it 
has, and waits for a delay computed from the rate distribution. 

which varies, is the delay, and we choose to compute it as an approximation 
from the rate Cv(t) as: delay ~ 1/C~(t). 

Notice that  the performance, the number  of transmissions per source 
packet, is identical after scaling the rates of all nodes (source and inter- 
mediate nodes), so we will assume that,  in practice, such an adjustment  is 
globally done so that  the network operates below maximum channel capacity 
and with low loss rate. Furthermore, for convenience in the presentation, we 
assume that  the unit  of the rates {C~} is arbitrari ly set so that  source rate 
is C~ = M, where M = average number  of neighbors. 
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3.4 Performance of Wireless Network Coding 
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One notable  result relates to the  performance of random linear coding, and is 
one of a series of informat ion- theoret ic  results about  network coding, s ta r t ing  
with [1]. I t  is the following [3]: with random linear coding, when the rate 
of the other  nodes are set, the source may t ransmi t  at a rate  a rb i t ra r i ly  
close to some fixed rate,  the maximum broadcast rate and at the end of the 
broadcast ,  all the dest inat ions can decode with a probabi l i ty  Pc. The  error 
probabi l i ty  pe may be made arb i t ra r i ly  small, by increasing the generat ion 
size, (and independent ly  of field size). As a result,  in practice,  an addi t ional  
te rminat ion  protocol  may be used to ensure tha t  all nodes can decode, but  
it has asympto t ica l ly  negligible cost, and the performance is de termined by 
the maximum broadcas t  rate.  

The  maximum broadcas t  rate  of the source may be computed  as the rain- 
cut of an hypergraph using the average rates of other nodes [1,6, 14]. 

Precisely, it  is known tha t  the  source s can t ransmi t  individual ly to any 
node in the  network, with a rate,  which may be computed  as the capaci ty  
of the min-cut  of the  network (viewed as an hypergraph) .  Denote Cmin(S,t) 
the  capaci ty  of the min-cut  between s and t. This  is the min-cut max-flow 
theorem [16] and does not require network coding. 

The  groundbreaking result from [1] and several following generalizations 
(for instance [3, 14]) is tha t  the source may t ransmi t  to several nodes at  
the same t ime (mult icast) ,  using network coding, and at  the rate  of the 
bot t leneck dest inat ion.  Thus, denot ing C~l! (s) the maximum broadcast  rate 

- - n l l n  

of the source s for broadcast ,  we have C~In(s) ~= mintev\{s} Cmin(s,t). 
The  dynamic  behavior  of the  rank of one node is also known: assume tha t  

the source is t r ansmi t t ing  with a ra te  Cs lower or equal to the maximum 
broadcas t  rate  . Then the rank of one node t, will grow linearly with t ime 7 
as: Dr(7) ,~ Cs x T. If the source is t r ansmi t t ing  with a rate  too large, then it 
will be bounded by the min-cut  to the  dest inat ion t: Dr(r) ~ Cmin(S,t) x 7-. 

4 H e u r i s t i c s  for R a t e  S e l e c t i o n  

In this section, we describe related work, prior heuristics for rate  selection in 
section 4.2, and the related proposed dynamic  heuristic,  DRAGON in section 4.3. 
Before, we int roduce the general concept of local received rate, in section 4.1, 
from which all these heuristics are actual ly  derived; they are also connected 
to the maximum broadcast  ra te  obta ined as in section 3.4. 

4 . 1  L o c a l  R e c e i v e d  R a t e  a n d  O p t i m a l i t y  

We define the local received rate as: the  to ta l  rate received by one node from 
its neighbors. An example  is represented on Fig. la:  the local received rate 
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of t is the total  rate from its neighbors Vl, v2, v3, v4. It is not difficult to see 
that  the broadcast rate of the source cannot be larger than the local received 
rate of any destination node (see formal details in [9]). 

�9 �9 �9 �9 :" 

+XV1 �9 �9 ' , ' ; , .  ." " . .  ~ : ' "  ' ' ,  . 
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(a) Local received (b) Example topology (source is the (c) Performance of different 
rate of t larger node) heuristics 

Fir,~l~e__l maximum broadcast rate of the source is lower than any local received 
rate, but  one result links closely the two in [7]: a specific rate selection was 
introduced ( "IREN/IRON": Increased Rate for Exceptional Nodes, Identical 
Rate for Other Nodes), where all nodes have the same rate, except from the 
source and the nodes near the edge of the network. One result is that  the 
maximum broadcast rate is asymptotically the average local received rate ~. 
From another viewpoint, the viewpoint of one node t ransmi t t ing  one packet, 
one metric is to count the number  of its receiving neighbors for which the 
packet is useful (precisely, innovative, section 3.2): when it is useful for several 
nodes, it is a multi-benefit transmission ; when it is useful for all receivers, it 
is an maximal-benefit transmission. Prom that  viewpoint, " IREN/IRON" has 
the same asymptotic cost as a method where all transmissions are maximal- 
benefit transmissions. As a result, it is a method which is asymptotically 
optimal - for the metric of the total  number  of transmissions. 

4.2 Pr ior  Static Heurist ics using Cut At  Dest inat ion 

From section 4.1, we saw that  the maximum broadcast rate is related to the 
local received rate in some cases of homogeneous networks. However, when 
the nodes have different numbers of neighbors, a first step is to adjust it, in 
order that  the local received rate would be at least the broadcast rate of the 
source, C~ A M,  for every destination: indeed, every node in the network 
should receive at least a total rate M from its neighbors. 

A heuristic was explored in [8], inspired from [13]. A simple way to ensure 
that  the local received rate of every node is at least equal to M, is the 
following: when a node has h neighbors, every of its neighbors would have a 

M Then the local received rate is always at least the rate at least equal to ~-. 
sum of h such rates; indeed greater or equal to ~i. This yields the following 
rate selection: 

1 for lattice networks where the size of the network area grows towards infinity or for 
random unit-disk networks where both density and network area grow towards infinity. 
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* IRMS (Increased Rate  for the  Most Starving node) [8]: the ra te  of a node 
v is set to a constant  value Cv, with: 

M 
C~ = k max  

where Hw is the  set of neighbors of w, IH.,~I is its size, and k = 1 is a 
global ad jus tment  factor. 

In [13], and in a slightly different context  (not explici t ly a rate  selection, 
broadcas t  all-to-all),  theoret ical  a rguments  were given for abi l i ty  to decode 
in the case of general networks when k > 3; but  again, [7] is showing tha t  
k = 1 is sufficient, asymptot ical ly .  

In [8], IRMS (k = 1) was explored experimental ly,  and al though overall 
good performance was observed, in the case of sparser  networks, phenomena 
occurred where only a few nodes would connect one par t  of the network to 
another ,  in a similar fashion to the  center node in Fig. lb .  In networks similar 
to Fig. lb ,  the rate  of the nodes linking two par ts  of the network, would be 
dependent  on how many of them are present: such information is not available 
from local topology information. 

4 . 3  N e w  D y n a m i c  H e u r i s t i c ,  DRAGON 

The previous heuristics for rate selection were static,  using simple local topol- 
ogy information,  and the rates would be constant  as long as the  topology 
would remain identical. 

In this article, a different approach is chosen. The  s ta r t ing  point  is the 
observation tha t  with fixed rates, the rank of a node v, will grow linearly 
with t ime, as D.(~-) ~ Cmin(s, v) x T, i.e. propor t ional ly  to the capaci ty  of 
the rain-cut from the source s to the node (see section 3.4). Wi th  a correct 
rate selection, one would expect  this min-cut  to be close to the  source rate  
Cmin(s, v) ~ M in every node, and hence would expect  tha t  all the ranks of 
all nodes grow at the same pace. Failure to do so is a symptom that the rate 

selection requires adjustment. 

From Dr(T), the rank of a node v at time % let us define gv(w), the maxi- 

mum gap of rank with its neighbors, normalized by the number of neighbors, 

that is: 
9.(~-) A max D~(T) - D~(T) 

We propose the following rate  selection, DRAGON Dynamic Rate Adaptation 
from Gap with Other Nodes, which adjusts  the rates dynamically,  based on 
tha t  gap of rank between one node and its neighbors, as follows: 

�9 DRAGON: the rate  of node v is set to Cv(7) at t ime 7 as: 
�9 if g,(T) > 0 then: C , ( r )  = O~gv(T ) where a is some constant  
�9 Otherwise,  the node stops sending encoded packets until g,  (w) becomes 
larger than  0 
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This  heuristic has some strong similarit ies,  with the reasonings presented 
in section 4.2, and with IRMS. Consider the local received rate  of node v: 
DRAGON ensures tha t  every node will receive a to ta l  rate  L o c a l R e c e i v e d R a t e ( v )  
at  least equal to the average gap of one node and its neighbors scaled by a ,  
that  is, formally, tha t  the local received rate  at  t ime T verifies: 

) Loca lRece ivedRate (v)  _> c~ (D~(r )  - D r ( r ) )  

v 

This would ensure tha t  the gap would be closed in t ime ~_< ~,  if the neighbors 
did not receive new innovative packets. 

Thus, we can observe tha t  DRAGON is const ructed as a feedback control: 
from the expected dynamic  behavior  of network coding (namely a linear in- 
creasing with t ime of the information received, see section 3.4), it will detect  
inadequacies in the rate  selection, and will adjus t  it accordingly. As further 
detai led in [9], DRAG[IN is decreasing the amount  of t ransmissions from nodes 
with lower rank to nodes with higher rank, as such transmissions might be 
non-innovative (whereas, in the opposi te  direction,  they always are). DRAGON 
can be unders tood  as an a lgor i thm decreases the rates, hence cost, of nodes 
whose t ransmissions are not absolutely guaranteed to be beneficial, and ad- 
jus t  them back only when problems are evidenced by a growing gap in rank. 

We provide further insights on the dynamic  behavior of DRAGON in [9] by 
considering approximat ions  on linear networks: differential equations show 
tha t  the network would converge to s teady s ta te  exponent ia l ly  with a t ime 
on the order of magni tude  of 1 ~,  and tha t  in s teady state,  the gap between 

neighbors, from the source to the edge, would be a constant  2_M_M Notice tha t  
C ~  ' 

insights from linear networks apply  to general networks, as a lower bound,  
by considering in isolation one path  from the source to one dest inat ion.  

5 Experimental Results 

5.1 Model, Metr ics ,  Environment  and Scenarios 

In order to evaluate  the performance of DRAGON, we performed extensive simu- 
lations, which are detai led in this section. The  focus of the DRAGON algori thm 
is on wireless ad hoc networks, and simulat ions were performed either for 
random uniform graphs (inside a square) or with the reference network of 
Fig. lb ,  in which one node connects two parts .  This last network is of special 
interest  because it exemplifies features found in sparse networks, where s ta t ic  
heuristics fail. 

The  default  s imulat ion parameters  are the following: number  of nodes = 
200; range is defined by M,  expecta t ion  of number  of nodes in one neigh- 
borhood,  M = 8 by default; posi t ion of the nodes: random uniform i.i.d -or- 
net. on Fig. lb ;  generat ion size = 500; field Fp with p = 1078071557; (~ = 1 
(for DRAGON) The s imulator  used was self-developed, with an ideal wireless 
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model  with no contention, no collision and instant  t ransmiss ion/ recept ion .  
For comparison purposes,  NS-2 (version 2.31) was also used with its default  
parameters .  

The metr ic  for (energy-)efficiency tha t  is used in simulations is: the to ta l  
number  of t ransnf i t ted  packets per  source packet,  and is denoted as Eeost. 
E ,  c o s t  =A T o t a l  numberGenerationOf transmittedsize p a c k e t s  . As mentioned in section 1, the opti-  
mal rate  selection may be computed  from a linear program [6]: it is the rate  
selection which minimizes Ecost. In some scenarios, we computed  numerical ly 
this minimum Ecost (by a linear program solver), to obta in  a reference point.  

We also implemented a te rminat ion  protocol  which uses the s ta te  of neigh- 
bors piggybacked on coded packets to decide to s top t ransmission ; the gen- 
erat ion size was choosen to be sufficiently large to offset its cost. 

g : i :',:ii; i 
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Fig. 2 
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(b) Maximum rank gap with(c) Propagation vs. distance 
the source for c~ = 1,5, and 10 

5.2 Efficiency of DRAGON 

In this section, we start the analysis of the performance of various heuristics, 
by considering their efficiency from Ecost. Simulations were performed on sev- 
eral graphs with default parameters but M = 6 - relatively sparse networks 
- and with three rate selections: optimal rate selection, IRMS, and DRAGON. 
The Fig. Ic represents the results (for an average of 6 random graphs). 

5.2.1 T h e o r y  a n d  P r a c t i c e  

The first 3 bars, are unrelated with DRAGON, and in essence, attempt to cap- 
ture the gap between theory and practice. 

The first bar (label: opt(th)), is the optimal Ecost as obtained directly from 
the linear program solution, without simulation. The second bar (label: opt), 

is the actual measured Ecost in simulations in the ideal model wireless model, 
with optimal rate selection. The third bar (label: opt - NS2) is the actual 
measured Ecos t in simulat ions with the s imulator  N S  - 2 (packet size 512, 
coding vector headers included).  

As one might see, with the default  parameters ,  the measured efficiency 
when performing actual  coding with opt imal  rates (and generat ion size = 
500), gives a result ra ther  close to numerical  value of the opt imal:  within a 
few percents.  Another  result is tha t  the impact  of the physical  and MAC 
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layer, as s imulated by NS-2 (with 802.11, two ray ground propagat ion,  omni- 
antenna) ,  is l imited as one can see: ~ 20% (and the channel occupat ion rate  
was approx imate ly  of 1/3). 

The results are close. Therefore, because the purpose of our a lgor i thm is 
not to perform congestion control  (and because the parameters  chosen would 
made some simulat ions opera te  above the channel capacity) ,  in the remaining 
results,  we will present results with the ideal wireless model. 

5 .2 .2  E f f i c i e n c y  o f  different heuristics 

The two last bars  of Fig. lc  represent  the efficiency of DRAGON and IRMS 
respectively. As one may see in this scenario, the rat io  between the opt imal  
rate  selection, and DRAGON is around 1.6, but  without  reaching this absolute 
opt imum, DRAGON still offers significantly superior  performance to IRMS. 

The gain in performance comes from the fact tha t  the rate  selection IRMS, 
has lower maximum broadcas t  ra te  (in some par ts  of the network),  than  the 
actual  t a rge ted  one, and hence than  the actual  source rate. As a result,  in 
the par ts  with lower min-cut ,  the rate  of the  nodes is too high compared to 
the innovation rate. Whereas  with DRAGON such phenomena should not occur 
for prolonged durat ions:  this is one reason for its greater  performance.  

5.2.3 Impact of Densi ty  

On Fig. 2a, s imulat ions were performed on random graphs (avg. of 6), with 
default  parameters  and with increasing radio range. The modified paramete r  
is M, the  average number  of nodes in one disk representing radio range. As 
one may see, DRAGON performs well, compara t ive ly  to IRMS in sparser  net- 
works which are the most problemat ic  cases, for reasons explained previously. 
For denser networks, the gap between IRMS, DRAGON and the opt imal  rate  
selection closes. 

5.3 Closer Analysis of the Behavior of DRAGON 

5.4 Impact of 

In DRAGON, one paramete r  of the adap ta t ion  is c~, and is connected to the 
speed at  which the rates adapt .  The table I indicates the to ta l  number  of 
t ransmissions made,  for the reference graph Fig. lb ,  and for DRAGON with 
different values of c~; and also for IRMS. 

Value of~ ~ =  1 c~=5 a =  10 IRIvIS 
Total cost 16083 16272 17734 64411 

Table 1 
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As one might see, first, the efficiency of IRMS on this network is rather 
low (1/4 of DRAGON): indeed, the topology exemplifies properties found in 
the cases of networks where IRMS was found to be less efficient: two parts 
connected by one unique node. For various choices of c~, it appears tha t  the 
performance of DRAGON decreases when c~ increases. This evidences the usual 
tradeoff between speed of adaptat ion and performance. However the decrease 
in performance is rather limited: we ascribe this fact to two factors. The first 
one is, again, that  for identical average rates, different rate selections will 
asymptotically have identical performance, whether the rates are oscillating 
dramatically or not. The second one, is tha t  in DRAGON, the nodes stop sending 
encoded packets, whenever they are unsure if its transmissions are beneficial 
to their neighbors. 

5.4.1 C o m p a r i s o n  w i t h  M o d e l  

On Fig. 2b, some results are represented, when running  DRAGON, with ct = 10 
on the reference network in Fig. lb.  Consider one node. At every time, it 
has a rank, and this rank can be compared with the number  of packets 
already sent by the source: the difference between the two should be ideally 
0, and a larger value is an indication of the delay in in propagation of the 
source packets. Hence that  difference can be taken as a metric. We make the 
following statistics: for each node, we identify the maximum value of that  
difference over the entire simulation. We then plot one point on the graph: 
the x coordinate is the distance of the node to the source, whereas the y is 
this difference. 

Therefore the graph indicates how the "gap of rank with the source" 
evolves with distance. First, we see that  there is a large step near the middle 
of the graph: this is the effect of the center node, which is the bottleneck and 
which obviously induces further delay. Second, two linear parts are present 
on each side of the step: this confirms the intuit ions given by the models in [9] 
about  a linear decrease of the rank of the node from the source to the edge 
of the network. 

Finally, one may find simulations results for c~ = 1,c~ = 5, and c~ = 10 
on Fig. 2c. As previously, one dot represents a node in the network, and the 
x coordinate is the distance of the node to the source ; but  this time the 
y-coordinate is the time at which the node has received exactly half of the 
generation size. This yields further indication on the propagation of the coded 
packets from the source. Indeed if we compare the difference of time between 
nearest node from the source, and furthest node, we get a propagation time. 
It is around 35 for c~ = 1, 6 for c~ = 5 and 4 for c~ = 10: roughly, it is inversely 
proportional to c~, as expected. In addition, one sees that  with higher values 
of c~ (greater reaction to gaps), the impact of the bottleneck in center node, 
is dramatically reduced. 
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6 Conclus ion  

Song Yean Cho and C~dric Adjih 

We have introduced a simple heuristic for performing network coding in wire- 
less multi-hop networks: DRAGON. It is based on the idea of selecting rates of 
each node, and this selection is dynamic. It operates as a feedback control, 
whose target is to equalize the amount of information in neighbor nodes (the 
rank), and hence indirectly in the network. The properties of efficiency of 
DRAGON are inherited from static algorithms, which are constructed with a 
similar logic. Experimental results have shown the excellent performance of 
the heuristics. Further work includes addition of congestion control methods. 
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Abs t r ac t .  The future of wireless networks evolves toward more simple 
ways for users to get connected while on tile move. In this perspective, 
Wireless Mesh Networks constitute one of tile key technologies for new 
generation wireless networks. In this paper we present a reactive solution 
for routing and client management in an infrastructure-based wireless 
mesh network. The solution is based on DYMO1/AODV adhoc routing 
protocol; it performs on-demand path setup for clients and supports their 
mobility by introducing a light mechanism. Our solution is designed to 
minimize memory and bandwidth overhead by exchanging only manda- 
tory information for client management and route establishment. 

K e y w o r d s  : Mesh network, client management, wireless, D YMO/A OD V. 

1 Introduct ion  

Wireless mesh networks [2] are flexible and self-organized networks composed of a 
set of nodes equipped with wireless communicat ion capabilities. Communicat ions  
in a wireless mesh network are multi-hop where communicat ing  nodes may not 
be in their  direct radio range and rely on the cooperat ion of intermediate  nodes 
to establish end-to-end routes. 

Wireless mesh networks can be classified into infrastructure and infrastruc- 
tureless based networks according to the capabilities of end user devices. Infras- 
t ructureless mesh networks are one-tier network architecture where user devices 
are par t  of the routing architecture as they have rout ing capabilit ies to relay 
packets on behalf  of other  nodes. Infras t ructure  based mesh networks, which are 
the focus of this work, are two-tier network archi tecture composed of a backbone 
of interconnected mesh routers.  A mesh router  may be equipped with additional 
wireless card functioning as an Access Point  to offer network connectivi ty for 
user devices. Mesh touters  are responsible for the routing function along with 
providing network access to user devices. Those are simple clients in the archi- 
tecture  and therefore have no special rout ing capabilities. Figure 1 illustrates a 
basic infrastructure based wireless mesh network. 

Wireless mesh networks have been the focus of many research studies in 
the last decade. Most  of the proposed solutions focus on routing on the mesh 
backbone, on capacity est imation of mesh networks and on channel allocation 
algori thms to exploit  mult i-channel  capabilit ies ]1, 5,101 . 

t DYMO is the new version of tile well known AODV routing protocol. 

Please use the following format when citing this chapter. 

Wchbi, B., Laouiti, A., Cavalli, A., 2008, in IFIP International Fcdcration for lnibrmation Proccssing, Volume 265, 
Advances in Ad Hoc Networking, eds. Cuenca, P., Guerrero C., Puigjaner, R., Serra, B., (Boston: Springer), pp. 203- 
214. 
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Fig. 1. Wireless Mesh network architecture. 

We are interested in designing a wireless mesh architecture that  serves for 
client-to-client and internet communications. The architecture must support 
client mobility while maintaining low traffic overhead. In addition, the solu- 
tion should require no modification to client nodes. A client equipped with from 
the shelf wireless card should take full advantage of the network. 

Our approach is based on a reactive mesh architecture in both routing and 
client management. Mesh routers are not required to keep track of all client 
nodes in the network. Each mesh router on the communication path involv- 
ing client nodes maintains a list of these nodes. This part ial  client information 
base reduces memory and traffic consumption. We extend existing DYMO ad- 
hoe routing protocol to efficiently support the client access level of the mesh 
architecture. 

The reminder of the paper is composed as follows: Section 2 describes some 
related work. Section 3 discusses the system architecture and its different build- 
ing blocks. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Re la t ed  Work 

The concept of combining the properties of infrastructure and adhoc based net- 
works has been the topic of many recent studies. One approach consisted of 
building an overlay over adhoe networks in order to improve the performance 
and increase the scalability of these networks. Other approaches try to exploit 
the mesh architecture and propose interesting technical solutions. 

Hierarchical OLSR (HOLSR) [8] is designed for heterogeneous networks where 
nodes with different communication capabilities coexist. HOLSR dynamically or- 
ganizes nodes, all running OLSR, into cluster levels. The objectives of HOLSR 
are to reduce the amount of exchanged topology control information at different 
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levels of the hierarchical network topology and to use efficiently high capac- 
ity nodes. Our approach differs in that it does not require clients to run any 
particular routing protocol. The communications are transparent for our clients 
that think destinations are on the local network. Second, in HOLSR higher level 
nodes need to add routing entries toward all lower level nodes; this fact will 
explode their routing tables. Using our approach, a mesh router adds routing 
entries toward communicating nodes only if it is on the communication path. 

For MIT's Roofnet Project [4] mesh clients are directly connected to Eth- 
ernet ports on the mesh routers. Network Address Translation is used to mask 
client addresses from the rest of the network. Contrarily, client nodes in our ar- 
chitecture are mobile; they are connected to the mesh routers using WIFI cards. 
Client mobility is supported thanks to additional functionalities incorporated 
into the routing protocol. 

The MeshDV [9] protocol uses IP-in-IP encapsulation on end-mesh routers. 
Intermediate mesh routers see the traffic as being between the end-mesh routers; 
client communications are transparent for them. Our approach differs from 
MeshDV in that it requires no encapsulation mechanism. Only intermediate mesh 
nodes between communicating clients need to know about the communication. 
This reduces processing complexity implied by IP encapsulation/decapsulation 
and allows supporting client mobility within the routing protocol. The price is 
slightly more routing entries on mesh nodes. 

The authors in [7] propose an extension to OLSR for mesh networks by using 
the Association Discovery Protocol (ADP) in order to distribute periodically 
the Client Association Base throughout the mesh network. Each mesh router 
maintains a Global Association Base recording which client is associated to which 
mesh router in tile entire network. 

SMesh [3] presents a mesh system that offers seamless handover to support 
VoIP and other real-time applications. Seamless handover is achieved by having 
a group of access routers (called Client Data Group) serving each mobile client. 
This group of access routers multicasts traffic to the mobile host during handover 
transitions cutting the handover latency to zero at the cost of higher bandwidth 
use. Tile problem of SMesh is that it requires all the access points to work on the 
same channel; consequently the mobile client can talk to multiple access points 
simultaneously. This significantly reduces the capacity of the client access level. 

3 System Architecture 

In this paper we propose a two-tier network architecture composed of a mesh 
backbone level and a client access level (see fig. 1). The backbone level can be 
seen as a wireless adhoc network of mesh nodes connected in a multihop manner. 
Some of the mesh nodes are equipped with additional wireless interface playing 
the role of access point to offer connectivity to standard WIFI clients; in tile 
following we call these mesh nodes access touters. The set of access routers will 
form an extended basic service set (EBSS) allowing transparent client handover 
from one access router to another. Clients configure their SSID and ,join the 
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network as they do in a classical WLAN.  We use a centralized D H C P  server tha t  
can run on one of the mesh nodes to configure the network with IP addresses. 
In addition, we rely on D H C P  relay agents on each access router  to relay D H C P  
message exchange between the clients and the server. Internet  connectivi ty could 
be provided by one of the mesh nodes acting as a gateway for the network. 

Connect ivi ty  in such network requires building routes between different mesh 
nodes and locating client nodes. An adhoc routing protocol can be used to con- 
s truct  rout ing tables for mesh nodes. The  designed archi tecture can support  
proactive or reactive rout ing protocols. Proact ive  routing protocols like OLSR 
have the advantage of providing high knowledge about  the network topology. 
However, tile routing control overhead is tfigh as control messages are periodic. 
The  topology on the backbone level is stable as mesh nodes are not, mobile in gen- 
eral; therefore there is no need to continue t ransmit t ing  control messages once we 
have the topology of the network. React ive routing protocols like D Y M O / A O D V  
have the advantage of low traffic overhead in a low mobili ty networks. In fact 
the mesh backbone is stable as mesh routers do not  move. On the client access 
level, client nodes move from one access router  to another.  After a handover,  
react ive protocols t ry  to find new routes to the moving nodes if they have active 
communicat ions  while proactive protocols wait until a new route  is available 
in order to be able to contact  the moving node. Both react ive and proactive 
routing protocols have their advantages and drawbacks. In this work we are not  
comparing them in a mesh topology; on the contrary we are designing a flexi- 
ble mesh network archi tecture tha t  can be used with a proact ive or a reactive 
rout ing protocol.  In the rest of this paper we will detail  the system architecture 
assuming a react ive routing protocol is used. 

On the backbone level, the routing protocol  will build routes between mesh 
nodes. This routing information is insufficient to find paths between client nodes. 
To overcome this problem, access touters  have to advertise their associated 
clients to complement  the rout ing information with client locations. We use 
a react ive approach tha t  consists on advert ising client associations only when it 
is needed. This means when the client is involved in an active communicat ion.  

In our architecture,  client nodes equipped with s tandard W I F I  devices can 
take full advantage of the network wi thout  any modifications. Client nodes as- 
sociates with access routers as in a WLAN;  the mesh nature  of the network is 
total ly t ransparent  for the clients. In order to offer the desired connectivi ty us- 
ing the wireless mesh backbone, access routers need to implement  the modules 
i l lustrated in figure 2. The  aim is to link the data  link layer client associations 
with the network layer rout ing protocol.  Each access router  runs the following 
modules: 

- Client Management  Module 
- Rout ing Module 
- D H C P  Relay Agent  
- A R P  Request  Handler  

A client association with an access router  will trigger an entry in the Client 
Management  Module of the access router.  The  routing protocol  consults the 
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Fig. 2. System architecture: interaction between the different modules 

Client Management Module to build and maintain routes toward client nodes. 
The ARP request handler at the access router will give local client nodes the 
illusion that the mesh network is a simple broadcast local network. While the 
DHCP relay agent relays messages between the server and the clients allowing 
the DHCP service to cover the whole network. We should note here that mesh 
routers (which doesn't provide client connectivity) run the routing module only. 
In the following sections we detail each of the mentioned modules before we run 
through an example illustrating the steps for a communication setup. 

3.1 D H C P  a n d  M A C  to I P  M a p p i n g  

We propose a simple mechanism to map between IP and MAC addresses of client 
nodes. In fact, at the client access level, client associations require the MAC ad- 
dresses of associated nodes whereas routing information at the backbone level 
requires the IP addresses of communicating clients. For this reason, client nodes 
IP to MAC addresses mapping is required at the access routers. We changed the 
IP allocation mechanism of DHCP in order to satisfy this requirement. When 
the DHCP server receives a request from a client identified by its MAC address, 
it computes the IP address by applying a hash function to the client's MAC ad- 
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dress. If the hash function produces an already allocated IP address, the DHCP 
server selects an IP address from a managed IP range and sends it to the re- 
questing client. Then it generates a message indicating that the client's MAC 
address is mapped to the offered IP address. Each access router receiving this 
message, inserts an entry in its Managed IP list (MIP) mapping the offered IP 
to the client's MAC address. This way, all the access routers in the network will 
have in their MIP the complete list of client nodes that obtained managed IPs. 
For the rest of the client nodes the mapping between the IP and MAC addresses 
can be obtained using the hash function. 

The DHCP server and the clients exchange messages using local broadcasts, 
thus the server should exist locally. To overcome this limitation, we let each 
access router run the DHCP relay agent. The relay agent acts as an intermedi- 
ate between the server and the clients. It relays the DHCP messages exchange 
between the client and the server. When the access router (relay agent) receives 
the DHCP offer message fi'om the server it forwards it to the client and updates 
its Local Client Table (see section 3.2). 

3.2 Client Management  Module  

In order to support the routing module with the required client information to 
establish and maintain paths between communicating nodes, each access router 
maintains a Local Client List (LCL) containing the list of clients associated to 
its access point interface and updates it whenever an event occurs (new client 
association or client disassociation). In addition to the LCL, each access router 
maintains a Remote Client List that contains the list of discovered remote client 
nodes and their responsible access routers. The RCL list is constructed when the 
access router receives a routing message containing information about a client 
that is in communication with a local client (see section 3.4). 

LCL holds the list of client nodes associated with the access router. The LCL 
format is represented in table 1; each entry represents the mapping between the 
MAC and IP addresses of a given associated client node. This table is updated 
to reflect the new associations and disassociations of client nodes. In the LCL 
list, the mapping between the client's IP and MAC addresses is performed as 
follows: The client node association provides the client's MAC address to the 
Client Management Module. This module checks if the MAC address matches 
an entry in the Managed IP list. If a match exists, the access router inserts in 
its LCL the mapping between the client's MAC and IP addresses obtained from 
the MIP list. If no match exists, the access router applies the same hash function 
used by the DHCP server on the client MAC address to obtain the IP address 
and inserts the obtained mapping in the LCL list. RCL holds the list of remote 
clients in communication with local clients. These remote clients are mapped to 
their responsible access routers. Each entry in the RCL contains the IP address 
of the remote client node mapped to the IP address of its correspondent access 
router. The format of RCL is represented in table 2. The LCL and RCL tables, 
coupled with the routing protocol, allow to discover and to maintain routes 
between communicating client nodes. If a client node is not involved in any 



L o c a l  C l i e n t  L i s t  i 
C l i e n t  n o d e  I P  C l i e n t  n o d e  M A C  

Associated client IP 1 Associated client MAC 1 
Associated client IP 2 Associated client MAC 2 

Associated client IP n Associated client MAC n 

T a b l e  1. Local Client List Format. 
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communica t ion ,  it will appea r  only in the  LCL list of its respons ib le  access 

router .  

R e m o t e  C l i e n t  L i s t  
R e m o t e  C l i e n t  I P  R e m o t e  a c c e s s  r o u t e r  I P  
Client IP 1 Access router IP 1 
Client IP 2 Access router IP 2 

Client IP n Access router IP n'  

T a b l e  2. Remote Client List Format. 

3 . 3  A R P  R e q u e s t  H a n d l e r  

T h e  Address  Resolut ion  Pro tocol  (ARP)  [11] allows the  m a p p i n g  of a ne twork  
address  to  a ha rdware  address.  ]n a 802.11 W L A N  network,  a node  can com- 
mun ica t e  wi th  a n o t h e r  node inside the  same network only if it knows its MAC 
address .  Given  a des t ina t ion  IP  address ,  if its co r responding  MAC address  map-  
p ing is no t  present  in the  A R P  cache of the  client., the  A R P  module  b roadcas t s  
an A R P  reques t  packet.  All the  nodes  on the  local ne twork  receive the  packet  
and  compare  the  des t ina t ion  IP  with the i r  own IP  address.  The  node  for which 
the  IP  address  ma tches  issues an  A R P  reply. 

In our  a rch i tec ture ,  access rou ters  will give the  cl ient  nodes  the  illusion t h a t  
the  mesh ne twork  is a local b roadcas t  network.  For this  end, each access rou te r  
runs  on its cl ient  access in terface  the  ARP Request Handler module  which is a 
modif ied A R P  proxy. W h e n  a cl ient  node  needs to communica t e  with  a des t ina-  
t ion IP  for which it has  no IP  to MAC m a p p i n g  in its A R P  cache, i t  b roadcas t s  
an A R P  reques t .The  access rou te r ' s  ARP Request Handler checks the  LCL list 
in the  Client Management Module to  see if the  des t ina t ion  is an associa ted 
client. If th is  is the  case, the  access rou te r  t r a n s m i t s  the  same A R P  reques t  
on its access po in t  interface.  T he  communica t ion  be tween  the  two client nodes  
will be au toma t i ca l ly  br idged.  If  the  des t ina t ion  is no t  a local associa ted node,  
the  access rou te r  replies with  an  A R P  reply message ind ica t ing  t h a t  the  access 
rou te r ' s  MAC address  is associa ted  with the  des t ina t ion  IP  address .  By faking 
its identi ty,  t he  access rou te r  accepts  responsibi l i ty  for rou t ing  packets  to  the  
real des t ina t ion .  
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3.4 Rout ing  M o d u l e  

We extend Dynamic MANET On-Demand (DYMO) 2 [6] routing protocol to 
establish and maintain routes between communicating nodes in the mesh net- 
work. In the following we overview DYMO's operation, then we describe how 
access routers advertise their associated client nodes within routing messages 
and we end this section by explaining the DYMO extended operation for a mesh 
network. 

D Y M O  ove rv i ew:  DYMO is a reactive adhoc routing protocol based on a 
R R E Q / R R E P  route discovery. When a source node has data packets to send, it 
generates a Route Request (RREQ) message that floods throughout the wireless 
network. Upon receiving the RREQ the destination node sends in unicast a 
Route Reply (RREP) message to the source node. The propagation of the RREQ 
and RREP messages creates a bidirectional route between the source and the 
destination nodes. Once the route is set up, the source node starts delivering 
data packets. To detect tile freshness of routing information and to guarantee 
a loop free operation, each node participating in DYMO maintains a sequence 
number. When a DYMO node generates a new routing message, it increments its 
own sequence number and inserts it in the routing message. Intermediate nodes 
compare the message sequence mlmber with the node's last known sequence 
number to decide if received information is stale or not. Any of the wireless links 
can be lost at any time. This occurs when a node moves, crashes or is temporarily 
shut down, or due to the inherent variability of wireless links. Therefore, every 
node must monitor the link status with each of its neighbors to detect link breaks 
and invalidate the routing table entries which use those links. The most common 
strategy to accomplish this is by exchanging periodic HELLO messages. 

A d v e r t i s i n g  c l ient  nodes :  Client nodes see the network as a typical wireless 
LAN; routing on the mesh backbone is transparent for them. Since access routers 
provide network access to client nodes, they will be responsible for discovering 
routes on behalf of their associated clients. DYMO specification allows to ap- 
pend additional routing information to a routing message. We will exploit this 
option to allow access routers to advertise associated client nodes as these nodes 
don't have any routing capability. As clients are non DYMO nodes, they do not 
maintain sequence numbers to be used by the access routers when appending 
their addresses to routing messages. This implies that the access routers will 
either maintain a separate sequence number for each of their associated clients 
or use their own sequence number for the appended client node IP address. 
Both options are risky in practice. The freshness of routing information is iden- 
tified by checking the value of the sequence number. A higher sequence number 
value means fresher information. DYMO nodes increment their sequence num- 
ber value before issuing a new routing message allowing network nodes to detect 

2 DYMO is designed for flat topology adhoc networks. It cannot be directly applied 
in 2-tier Mesh networks. 
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valid from stale routing messages. This property cannot be satisfied when access 
routers maintain separate sequence numbers or use their own sequence numbers 
for client nodes. After a handover, a client may get a lower sequence number by 
its new access router. 

To overcome this problem, we propose to use a new option that  we call As- 
sociated Node to allow access routers to advertise their associated client nodes 
when required. The Associated Node option will be appended to DYMO routing 
messages. This option contains the IP address of the client node and a times- 
tamp generated by the access router at the moment of building the routing 
message. The use of a timestamp allows to indicate tile freshness of the client's 
related information. When a mesh node receives a routing message containing 
an Associated Node option, it treats the timestamp the same way it does with a 
sequence mlmber. This means that  mesh nodes maintain the association between 
the client IP address and the last received timestamp. When a mesh node re- 
ceives a routing message with Associated Node option, it compares the received 
timestamp with its last known timestamp associated with the same client IP 
(if available) to decide whether the message is stale or not. Using timestamps 
for the Associated Node option relaxes the requirement of maintaining separate 
sequence number per client node. For this end, a synchronization mechanism 
should be implemented within the network. We use our synchronization mech- 
anism described in [12] to synchronize the mesh nodes on the backbone level. 
This mechanism provides a synchronization accuracy in the order of few #sec in 
a multihop network. It is based on receiver to receiver synchronization to provide 
network wide synchronization with respect to one reference node in the network. 
Two mesh nodes receiving the same synchronization control message will com- 
pare the reception times to adjust their local clocks. Using this accurate time 
synchronization mechanism allows intermediate mesh nodes to detect the fresh- 
ness of client's appended routing information by looking to the timestamp field. 
This remains true when client nodes move frmn one access router to another. 

E x t e n d i n g  D Y M O  o p e r a t i o n :  In this section we describe the modifications 
imported to DYMO to operate in the mesh environment. Mesh touters are re- 
sponsible for discovering and maintaining routes on behalf of their communicat- 
ing client nodes. To understand the extended routing operation, consider that 
client node C1 associated with access router M1 wants to communicate with 
destination client C2 associated with access router M2. When M1 receives from 
C1 a data packet destined to destination node C2, it checks the RCL list of the 
Client Management Module to check for a match with the destination IP 6'2. 
If no match exists, the routing module is contacted to discover a route to the 
destination IP C2. The routing module then builds a Route Request message 
containing an Associated Node option. The route request message contains the 
following informationa: 

a DYMO uses tile generalized packet format described in packetbb, however, for sake of 
simplicity we only show the information of interest contained in the routing messages. 
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Target Node : C2 IP  - C2 sequence number  4 
Originator Node : M1 IP  - M1 own Sequence number  

Associated Node : C1 IP - t imes tamp T1 

The message is flooded on the backbone level. When a mesh node receives 
the R R E Q  message, it updates  its RCL list by adding tha t  the client address C1 
associated with access router  M~; the routing table is also updated  accordingly. 
Then the mesh node checks its LCL to see if the target  node C2 is an associated 
client. Only access router  M2 has a match;  it issues a R R E P  message comport ing 
an Associated Node option and containing the following information: 

Target Node : C1 IP - t imes tamp T1 (from the RREQ)  
Originator Node : M2 IP  - M2 own Sequence number  

Associated Node : C2 IP - t imestarnp T2 

The R R E Q  and R t l E P  messages allow mesh nodes on the path  between M1 
and M2 to update  their  RCL lists and their  rout ing tables with the required 
entries. Now when M1 receives the R R E P  message it updates  it 's  RCL list with 
an entry indicating tha t  C2 is associated with M2. 

3.5 H a n d o f f  a n d  M o b i l i t y  S u p p o r t  

The  access point  interfaces of the access routers form an extended basic service 
set (EBSS) allowing t ransparent  client handover  from one access router  to an- 
other.  Handover  is init iated by the client node when it receives a stronger signal 
from a new access router.  On the backbone level, routes toward client nodes must  
be updated  following a client handover. DYMO routing protocol  has the RERB. 
f lmctionali ty to announce that  certain destinations are not  available. When a 
mesh node receives a packet from another  mesh router destined to a target  node 
for which there is no available route, a R E R R  message is init iated. After issuing 
a R E R R ,  a new route  discovery procedure is required to build the new path  
between the communicat ing  nodes. 

This react ivi ty  in the route  re-establishment may not be suitable for t ime 
constrained applications. To limit the effect of route re-establishment delay, when 
an access router  receives an event on its client management  module  indicating 
tha t  a new client has just  associated, it issues a Hello message including the 
Associated Node option to inform its neighbors that  the new associated node is 
reachable through it. This message allows neighbor nodes and potential ly the 
previous access router  responsible for the newly associated node 5 (if the node 
has moved from one access router  to another)  to update  their RCL tables and 
their  rout ing entries. 

4 The last known sequence number of tile target node if any. 
5 Generally, a client moves between neighboring access routers. If this is not tile case, 

tile route re-establishment will follow tile RERR as described in DYMO specification. 
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3 .6  C o m m u n i c a t i o n  H a n d l i n g  

Communicat ions  involving client nodes in the mesh network can be classified 
into: communicat ion  between two clients associated with the same access router,  
communicat ions  between two clients associated with different access routers and 
communicat ions  between clients amt the Internet .  

C l i e n t s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  t h e  s a m e  a c c e s s  r o u t e r :  The client access interface 
of the access router  bridges automat ical ly  packets between the two clients as 
they are a t tached to an access point. No further a t tent ion is needed here as the 
communicat ion will not  affect the mesh backbone. 

C l i e n t s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  d i f f e r e n t  a c c e s s  r o u t e r s :  When a client node C1 
associated with access router  M1 wants to communicate  with client node C2 
associated with access router  M2, the following setup takes place. 

1. C1 broadcasts  an A R P  Request  asking for the MAC address corresponding 
to C2's IP. 

2. M l ' s  A R P  request  handler replies with an A R P  reply claiming that  its MAC 
address is associated with IP  C2. 

3. C1 can s tar t  now sending da ta  packets to C2. Upon receiving da ta  packets 
from C1, M1 checks for a valid route toward C2. If a route exists no more 
processing is required. If no route exists go to step 4. 

4. M1 generates a R R E Q  message including an Associated Node option to dis- 
cover a route  to destination node C2 and floods it within the network. 

5. M2 receives the R R E Q  checks its LCL list for a match with the target  node 
C2. If a match  exists, M2 sends in unicast a R R E P  message including an 
Associated Node option. 

6. M1 receives the R R E P  inserts an entry in its RCL indicat ing that  C2 is 
associated with M2. 

7. The  route  from C1 to C2 is set up. The da ta  flow between the two nodes 
can flow now. 

In addit ion to the previously listed steps, each access router  updates  its routing 
table whenever a change occurs in its RCL. For example,  when receiving a R R E Q  
or a R R E P  message including an Associated Node option. 

C o m m u n i c a t i o n  w i t h  t h e  I n t e r n e t :  Communicat ions  from a client to an 
In ternet  dest inat ion follows the same rules as for two clients associated with 
different access routers except  tha t  the network's  gateway is responsible for re- 
sponding to R R E Q s  for the destination node. Similarly, when the da ta  traffic is 
from the internet  to an internal client, the gateway will be responsible for discov- 
ering a route  toward the client. In both cases, the gateway inserts as Associated 
Node option in the generated rout ing messages. 
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4 C o n c l u s i o n  and Ongo ing  Work 

In this  pape r  we presen ted  the  a rch i t ec tu re  of a react ive  i n f r a s t ruc tu re  based  
wireless mesh network.  I t  is based  on the  D Y M O / A O D V  rou t ing  protocol  with  
a new extension,  Associated Node, to  adver t i se  client nodes.  We use t i m e s t a m p s  
to de tec t  the  freshness of cl ients '  re la ted  rou t ing  informat ion .  We use an A R P  
reques t  handler ,  an  A R P  proxy like module ,  to  give the  clients the  illusion of 
a local network.  D H C P  is used to configure cl ient  nodes  and  to map  be tween  
ne twork  and  ha rdware  addresses.  Each  access rou te r  ma in t a in s  a list of its asso- 
c ia ted  clients and  the  list of r emote  clients which are in act ive communica t ions  
wi th  its local clients. T he  work is ongoing to imp lemen t  the  proposed  sys tem on 
a real p l a t fo rm in the  L O R  d e p a r t m e n t  a t  Telecom SudPar i s  in order  to  s tudy  
its per formance .  
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This paper presents a novel multipath energy aware routing for wireless ad hoc 
network. A deep analysis of different routing metrics such as MBCR, MMBCR 
and MDR have been led out and the Minimum Drain Rate metric has been se- 
lected as energy metric to integrate in the Multipath DSR protocol. Performance 
comparison with an energy efficient DSR (DSR-MDR) has been presented show- 
ing the benefits of the multiple route selection. An update mechanism and a simple 
data packet scheduling among the energy efficient paths have also been imple- 
mented to update the source route cache and for improving the traffic and energy 
load balancing. Comparison of Multipath DSR with MDR, cache update and 
round robin scheduling (MEA-DSR) has been also compared with Multipath DSR 
with MDR metric without cache update mechanism (MDSR-MDR). Simulation 
results confirm the improvements associated to multipath extension with energy 
aware metric with respect to the MDR-DSR (unipath routing). 

"Keywords" Multi-path routing, Ad Hoc Networks, Energy, MDR. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous studies in literature have focused on multi-path routing, proposing dif- 
ferent solutions and ways to see and solve the problem [2-18]. The multi-routes 
between a source and a destination can be used to transmit the information over all 
the paths at the same time in order to maximize the flow of data info as well as to 
split the bandwidth request of a flow over multi-paths in order to increase the suc- 
cess rate of the bandwidth request [2]. Another approach with a different purpose 
is to use the multi-routes not at the same time, but where one route is used as the 
primary route and the others as back-up routes in order to reduce the number of 
route recoveries [5]. Both of these approaches are improvements over uni-path 
routing protocols, because they have greater resilience to the host mobility in 
comparison with the relative uni-path version, reducing the delay and increasing 
the throughput. There are also some multi-path routing protocols that reduce the 
routing overhead through a single route discovery process able to build more links 
or node-disjoint routes towards the destination, such as Ad Hoc On Demand Mul- 
ti-path Distance Vector Routing [ 10]. 
In literature there are a lot of works about multipath and power-aware routing pro- 
tocol. The basic idea of this work is to join these two concepts in a unique proto- 
col: MEA-DSR (Multipath Energy Aware DSR). The MEA-DSR is an extension 
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to the DSR protocol for computing multiple node-disjoint paths [8], where the 
"best" path is the most energy-efficient. We chose DSR as unipath routing proto- 
col to extend, because it can be suitable from an energetic point of view for its 
reactive nature [6]. In multipath extension of DSR (Multipath DSR) Route Dis- 
covery mechanism of DSR was modified to implement a multipath and energy- 
aware routing. Moreover, a Caching Update Mechanism through probe packets 
was included to have always updated information in routing cache and a simple 
round robin data scheduling among multiple selected routes is also implemented 
in order to balance the traffic load and the energy consumption. 
The paper is organized as follows: section II gives a brief overview of multipath 
routing in MANET; the adopted energy model and metric is introduced in section 
III; the energy extension to Multipath DSR is explained in section IV; at the end 
performance evaluation and conclusions are presented in section V and VI. 

II. RELATED WORK 
In the literature, there is much research on multi-path routing for ad hoc net- 

works [2-5, 7-18]; in [2] there can be found a useful overview of this research ac- 
tivity. Multi-path routing offers the advantages of reducing the number of route 
discovery processes and the end-to-end data packet delay, while increasing the da- 
ta packet throughput. There are several philosophies that approach the problem of 
multi-path in a different way. One of them is to use the multi-path routing to make 
load balancing between the paths [3]; another approach, in the case of QoS sup- 
port, is to split the bandwidth request among more paths towards the destination in 
order to increase the success rate of finding routes in the route discovery phase, 
thus offering QoS guarantees. Multipath routing using a cross-layering approach 
have also been proposed such as in [10]. 

In [4] Lee and Gerla propose a multi-path routing algorithm called Split Multi- 
path Routing (SMR) that represents an extension of the Dynamic Source Routing 
protocol. SMR uses two link-disjoint paths where the traffic is split. The traffic is 
distributed between the two paths through a per-packet allocation technique. The 
proposed scheme outperforms DSR because the multi-path routes provide robust- 
ness to mobility. The benefits of multi-path are more evident for high mobility 
speed. Also in [4] an extension of DSR to the multipath case has been proposed. 
However, in this paper, among many proposed routing schemes, we selected the 
work proposed by authors in [14] which has been shown to be very efficient and it 
was extended to the multipath case, investigating the performance of the protocol 
and energy load balancing under different network scenarios. 

III. ENERGY-AWARE MODEL AND MDR METRIC 
In this section some details about the energy model adopted in accordance with 
[ 12], and the energy aware metric will be given. 
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Energy model 

A generic expression to calculate the energy required to transmit a packet p is: 

E ( p )  = i . V . t p  Joules, where: i is the current consumption, v is the voltage used, 

and tp the time required to transmit the packet. It is supposed that all mobile devic- 
es are equipped with IEEE 802.1 lb network interface cards (NICs). The energy 
consumption values were obtained by comparing commercial products with the 
experimental data reported in [ 12]. 
The values used for the voltage and the packet transmission time were: v = 5V and 

/ \ 

= ( Ph + Pd ] S, where Ph and Pd are the packet header and payload size 
tp ~ 6 . 1 0  6 54" 106 ) 

in bits, respectively. 
We calculated the energy required to transmit and receive a packet p by using: 
E,x ( p ) = ( 280mZ . v . tp ) and Er x ( p ) =  ( 2 4 0 m Z  . v . , p ) respect ively .  Since receiving 

a packet and just being idle, i.e., when simply powered on, are energetically simi- 
lar [15], we assumed E,d,, ( p )  = ( 2 4 0 m A . v  .tp ), where t is the NIC idle time. 

MDR Metric 

An energy aware metric can be considered such as explained in [15]. However, in 
this section we recall just the cost function considered in our Multipath DSR ex- 
tensions. It is the M i n i m u m  Drain  Rate  (MDR) and it permits a cost associated 
with a node to be calculated as referred to in (1): 

C~ = RBP~ (1) 
DR~ 

where R B P i  denotes the residual battery energy at node n ,  and it indicates when 
the remaining battery energy of node ni is exhausted, i.e., how long node ni can 
keep up with routing operations with current traffic conditions based on the resi- 
dual energy. DRi is calculated by utilizing the well-known exponential weighted 
moving average method (see (2)) applied to the drain rate values DRotd and D R  .....  
which represent the previous and the current calculated values. 

D R  i =O:.DRotd + ( 1 - a ) . D R  rr (2) 

The maximum lifetime of a given path rp is determined by the minimum value of 
Ci over the path, that is Lp = rain C i . 

Vn,~ rp 

The Minimum Drain Rate (MDR) mechanism is based on selecting the route rg, 
contained in the set R of all possible routes between the source and the destination 
nodes, that presents the highest maximum lifetime value, that is: r g = rp = min L i �9 

V~R 
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IV.MEA-DSR PROTOCOL 
To have all possible paths between a source-destination pair, the destination 

replies to all ROUTE REQUESTs (RREQ)s that arrive, and the source stores all 
the paths of received ROUTE REPLY (RREP)s. Among all the stored paths, only 
node-disjoint routes are considered in accordance with [8]. The paths are ordered 
not just by path  length (minimum hop count metric), but by an energetic metric. 

This energetic metric is computed while the RREP crosses the network from des- 
tination to source and it is stored in the routing table at source. The value of this 
metric is updated for all stored paths to avoid using an incorrect value that could 
compromise the performance of the protocol. 

Route Discovery Mechanism 
When a node s originates a new packet destined to some other node d, it places 

in the header of the packet a source route giving the sequence of  hops that the 
packet should follow on its way to d. Normally, s will obtain a suitable source 
route by searching its Route Cache routes previously learned, but if no route is 
found in its cache, it will initiate the Route Discovery protocol to dynamically find 
a new route to d. 

To initiate the Route Discovery, s transmits a RREQ message as a single local 
broadcast packet, which is received by (approximately) all nodes currently within 
its wireless transmission range. 

When another node receives a RREQ, if it is d, it returns a message RREP to s. 
Otherwise, if this node is an intermediate node it forwards the RREP if it has no 
path toward destination in its own cache. If an intermediate node knows a route to 
destination, replies to s with a RREP, in which it copies the records stored in the 
RREQ and appends the rest of the path that is in its cache. 

To have energy information, in accordance with [15], we have introduced a new 

field in DSR packet, such as referred in fig.1. The field C i contains the cost func- 

tion value. Before the destination sends back a RREP, it inserts in field C i its cost 

function value. While the RREP is propagating to source, each node calculates its 

C i , checks it with the value contained in RREP and,  if it is necessary, replaces 

C i contained in RREP with its one. 

In source Route Cache the path will be stored as an entry <path, C i >, where 

the path contains all the nodes ID and C i is the cost function of the entire path. 

The paths to the same destination are ordered from the "best" to the "worst"; 
where the best stay owing to their greater energy-efficiency according with the 
chosen energy metric. In this case as a first step more energy metrics were consi- 
dered such as in [15] and the best performers were selected. 

Multiple paths store in the cache are only node-disjoint and this means that the 
routes have no nodes or links in common. Disjoint routes offer certain advantages 
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over non-disjoint routes. For instance, non-disjoint routes may have lower aggre- 
gate resources than disjoint routes, because non-disjoint routes share links or 
nodes. In principle, node-disjoint routes offer the most aggregate resources, be- 
cause neither links nor nodes are shared between the paths. Disjoint routes provide 
also higher fault-tolerance. When using non-disjoint routes, a single link or node 
failure can cause multiple routes to fail. In node or link disjoint routes, a link fail- 
ure will only cause a single route to fail. 

i I[ {{rtt r 

d 

Rot~,e Requ~l R~ute Reply 

Figure 1 : Modified DSR PDU 
The number of node-disjoint paths is smaller than non-disjoint paths, but if a 

node is shared among different routes, energy consumption balancing decreases. 

Update Mechanism 
As stated, when a source receives a RREP it stores path information and 

C i va lue .  Since nodes receive and transmit packets all time, they consume their 

energy, so the value of C i of each node changes in time and information in source 

route cache become inconsistent with the real conditions of the network. 
An update mechanism is needed because the following situation can occur. In 

cache there is a path that seems to have sufficient energy to support a given traf- 
fic load, while really this path will run down soon if high data traffic crosses 
through itself. The Update Mechanism consists in a periodic updating of the cache 
through probe packets that are sent on all active paths of the set R. 

Periodically all the nodes send a unicast probe request packet, called RREQ- 

PROBE, for all paths p c R in cache. The RREQ-PROBE is similar to a RREQ 

packet, but it is not sent in broadcast, because there is already a path to destina- 
tion. When a RREQ-PROBE arrives at destination, a RREP-PROBE is sent back. 
The RREP-PROBE is a simple RREP with a set flag p r o b e .  Since the RREP- 

PROBE is a kind of RREP, it contains the destination C i value. When it is re- 

ceived by an intermediate node, the node calculates its C i , it checks this value 
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with the value contained in the RREP-PROBE and, if it is necessary, it replaces 
the current cost with its calculated value. When the source receives an RREP- 
PROBE it simply updates information in its cache. This simple mechanism will al- 
low the update of the set R of the active path, erasing the path from R that drains 
their energy too much. 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
In this section, let DSR indicate the original Dynamic Source Routing Protocol, 

DSR-MDR is the abbreviation for DSR with Minimum Drain Rate (MDR). 
MDSR indicates multipath DSR implemented in [5], MDSR-MDR is for MDSR 
with MDR and MEA-DSR-MDR is the version of MEA-DSR with MDR metric 
and with Update Mechanism. The variant of MEA-DSR with other energy aware 
metrics is indicated as MEA-DSR-(energy metric). For example in the case of 
MBCR metric use the protocol is called MEA-DSR-MBCR such as referred in the 
legend of simulation graphics. 

Simulation Scenario 
This study is concentrated on evaluating average energy among nodes over time 
and the connection expiration time. Each simulation has a duration of 451 sec- 
onds. During each simulation, 8 constant bit rate (CBR) connection were gener- 
ated, producing 4 packets/seconds with a packet size of 64 bytes. The transmission 
range used is fixed at 250 meters for all nodes. 
The "random waypoint" model was used to simulate node movement. The motion 
is characterized by two factors: the maximum speed and the pause time. Each 
node starts moving from its initial position to a random target position selected in- 
side the simulation area. When a node reaches the target position, it waits for the 
pause time, then it selects another random target location and moves again. 
The ns-2 energy model was modified to allow the measuring of the battery energy. 

Comparison among different metrics (MBCR, MMBCR, 
MDR) 

This sub-section compares the performance of the MDR mechanism against 
MBCR (Minimum Battery Cost Routing) and MMBCR (Min-Max Battery Cost 
Routing) mechanisms (details of these metrics can be found in [14,15] and an ex- 
tensive simulation under DSR can be found in [6]) using ns-2 simulator with the 
CMU wireless extension. The MEA-DSR-MDR protocol was considered. A net- 
work consisting of 40 mobile nodes distributed over a 1850x1850 meters area is 
considered. MEA-DSR was used to evaluate the behaviour of the MBCR, 
MMBCR and MDR mechanisms when all the nodes maintain their initial position 
for the simulations duration and when all the nodes move around the network. 
Figure.2 shows the comparison of average energy among all the nodes remaining 
at the end of the simulation for different mechanisms. 

The MEA-DSR-MBCR approach attempts to maximize the lifetime of each 
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host. Since cost function of the path is the sum of all the cost functions of the 
nodes, a route containing nodes with lower remaining battery capacity may still 
be selected if the other nodes along other routes have a greater remaining capacity; 
so the use of run-down nodes is not prevented, therefore in the network there will 
be nodes with more residual energy and nodes that are not alive, so the average 
energy will be a lower value. 

The MEA-DSR-MMBCR approach tries to distribute evenly the energy con- 
sumption among nodes by using their residual battery capacity. However, since it 
allows nodes to accept all the connection requests if they temporarily have enough 
battery regardless of current traffic condition, the nodes will eventually experience 
lack of battery. The absence of some particular nodes owing to the traffic over- 
load, forces the current connection to attempt to establish a new route. Therefore 
MEA-DSR-MMBCR suffers from the short lifetime of connections. On the other 
hand MEA-DSR-MDR seems to use longer routes among a few paths even in the 
sparse network to balance energy consumption among nodes. As some nodes die 
over time, the total number of possible routes between the source and destination 
nodes decreases. Moreover, the node movement allows new routes to appear. 
Therefore, MEA-MMBCR and MEA-MDR can balance traffic by alternating the 
use of existing routes with different hops. 

Figure 2: Average Energy MEA-DSR: MBCR -MMBCR -MDR v=5m/s 

Figure 3: Expiration of Connections MEA-DSR: MBCR -MMBCR -MDR with v=5m/s. 
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The MEA-DSR-MDR approach can properly extend the lifetime of nodes and 
of connections (see Figure.3) by evenly distributing the energy expenditure among 
nodes. It avoids the over-dissipation of specific nodes by taking into account the 
current traffic condition and by utilizing the drain rate of the residual battery ca- 
pacity. The main goal of MEA-MDR is to avoid the over-dissipation of energy at 
critical nodes in order to extend the lifetime of connections. After all those simula- 
tion analysis, MDR is chosen as the energy metric of the Multipath DSR. With the 
addition of round robin scheduling scheme and the cache update through probe 
packets, the protocol is called MEA-DSR-MDR. 

MEA-DSR-MDR and Update mechanism evaluation 
Figure 4 illustrates the lifetime of connections is longer for a value of 20 seconds. 
Updating every 20 seconds means having more current information instead of up- 
dating in 40 seconds, but it also means inserting in the network almost double of 
the probe packets. The difference between a timer value of 20 seconds and 40 is 
more evident for low mobility (Figure. 4) than high mobility (Figure. 5). The rea- 
son is that high mobility takes more frequent route breakage and this determines 
an implicit updating of cache made by new route discovery processes. 

Figure 4: Expiration of connections MEA-DSR: update timer 10-20-30 sec and v=2m/s. 

Figure 5: Expiration of connections MEA-DSR: update timer 10-20-30 sec and v=20m/s 
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Comparison of MEA-DSR-MDR with DSR and MDSR 
Up to now it has been discussed how to implement MEA-DSR-MDR, the effect 

of the update rate and what energy metric is more efficient. Now DSR-MDR, 
MDSR-MDR, MEA-DSR-MDR are also considered for comparison purpose. 
MDSR has been implemented with the addition of probing packets to test and up- 
date multiple routes state and round robin scheduling for sending data packets 
over multiple routes. 

Multiple paths between source and destination node pairs can be used to com- 
pensate for the dynamic and unpredictable nature of ad hoc networks. Spreading 
the traffic among multiple routes can improve load balancing, alleviate congestion 
and bottlenecks, and prolong nodes and connections lifetime, thereby saving more 
energy. 

a) 

b) 
Figure 6: Average Energy DSR MDSR MEA-DSR v=15~s a) 4 connection and 64 bytes 

packet length; b) 12 connection and 64 bytes packet length; 

For high mobility (Figure 6), the update mechanism penalizes MEA-DSR- 
MDR compared with MDSR-MDR, this is caused by the amount of unnecessary 
probe packets sent on the network. The overhead is bigger for MEA-DSR-MDR 
than MDSR-MDR. It is truth for all considered speeds, but its weight is more evi- 
dent for high mobility. The nodes movement determines frequent route breakages 
and forces new Route Discovery processes. More rapidly the nodes move, more 
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frequently route discoveries start causing overhead increase. In MEA-DSR-MDR 

overhead caused by probe packets must be added. So in MEA-DSR, nodes spend 
more energy because they transmit and receive more packets. 
On other hand, delivery data packet increases and end to end delay decreases in 
MEA-DSR-MDR with respect to MDSR-MDR such as shown in Table I for a 
probing time of 20s. However, the control overhead is increased for the probe 
packet forwarding. 

TABLE 1 : PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF UNIPATH AND MULTIPATH ROUTING WITH MDR 
METRIC 

DSR MDSR MEA-DSR 
Overhead (%bytes) 2.4 2.8 3.5 
E2E delay (ms) 20ms 14ms 10ms 
Data Packet Delivery ratio (%) 80% 85% 90% 

VI.CONCLUSIONS 
A novel energy aware multipath routing protocol has been proposed (MEA-DSR). 
It has been integrated with different energy metrics such as MBCR, MMBCR and 
MDR. This latter metric has proved the best choice to apply on the MDSR proto- 
col. Simulation results showed how a simple round robin mechanism permits an 
energy load balancing and a fair distribution of the energy, extending the connec- 
tion time. Also a periodical Update Mechanism has been tested. This permits one 
to update the source cache but it can introduce more overhead on the network. For 
low mobility this mechanism can offer some advantages by reducing the E2E de- 
lay and increasing the data packet delivery ratio. 
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Abstract. Multicasting in mobile Ad hoc networks (MANETs) is transmission of 
packet to a group of  nodes that identified by a single address. In ad hoc networks 
because of  the non-existence of  fixed infrastructure and also unavailability of  the 
unlimited source of  energy during operation of  the system, one of  the common 
problems is the limitation of  the energy consumption in each node. Therefore, of- 
fering effective ways for better usage of energy in this type of  networks seems 
necessary. In this article an effective way for energy efficient consumption has 
been proposed through the introduction of  the quality of  service (QOS) classes for 
multicasting group in ODMRP I protocol, which in turn it causes an increase in the 
networks life time which is one of  the most important parameters in this type of  
networks. The simulation results show that life time of  network, increase up to 
5.45 percent in average. However, this improvement doesn't negative affect on 
other parameters. So that end-to-end delay remained fixed and the delivery rate 
increased. The only control overhead increase up to 1/10000 byte, which can be 
ignored because of the significant increase in the life time of  the network. 

Keywords: Ad Hoc Networks, Multicast Routing, Life Time, Energy Efficient 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Mobile ad hoc networks are formed dynamically by an autonomous system of 
mobile nodes that are connected via wireless links without using the existing net- 

More information about ODMRP can be found in [5]. 
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work infrastructure or centralized administration [1 ]. These networks include the 
connection of mobile nodes on a shared wireless channel, and nodes that act as the 
routers. Ad hoc networking is a technique which has been considered very impor- 
tant in resent years. These networks controlled always, they have no owner, and 
every body can use them. The significant advantages of ad hoc networks are: 
quick improvements, ability, scalability, and support of mobility which are used in 
a wide range of applications. In other words, the non-existence of fixed infrastruc- 
ture and topology has caused these networks useable for many applications. As an 
example, these networks are appropriate in areas where natural disasters may 
cause destructions in the common infrastructures; and also there are suitable in 
war environments. 

Multicasting is an efficient communication service for supporting multi-point 
applications (e.g., software distributions, audio/video conferencing) in the Inter- 
net. In MANET, the role of multicast services is potentially even more important 
due the bandwidth and energy savings that can be achieved through multicast 
packet's delivery [6]. Since MANETs exhibit severe resource constraints such as 
battery power, limited bandwidth, dynamic network topology and lack of central- 
ized administration, multicasting in MANETs become complex [ 1 ]. 

A multicast packet is delivered to multiple receivers along a network structure 
such as tree or mesh, which is constructed once a multicast group is formed.[2] 
However, the network structure is fragile due to node mobility and thus, some 
members may not be able to receive the multicast packet. In order to improve the 
packet delivery ratio, multicast protocols for MANETs usually employ control 
packets to refresh the network structure periodically. It has been shown that mesh- 
based protocols are more robust to mobility than tree-based protocols [7], due to 
many redundant paths between mobile nodes in the mesh. However, a multicast 
mesh may perform worse in terms of energy efficiency because it uses costly 
broadcast-style communication involving more forwarding nodes than multicast 
trees [2]. 

In mobile ad hoc networks, energy efficiency is as important as general per- 
formance measures such as delay or packet delivery ratio since it directly affects 
the network life time [2]. Moreover, in these networks because of wireless com- 
munications between hosts, energy constraint has been more underlined. The ex- 
isting multicast routing protocols concentrate more on quality of service parame- 
ters like end-to-end delay, jitter, and bandwidth, but they do not stress on the 
energy consumption factor of the multicast [3]. Thus, offering effective ways for 
the best usage of energy in these protocols is necessary. 

In this article an effective way for energy efficient consumption has been pro- 
posed through the introduction of the quality of service (QOS) classes for multi- 
casting group in ODMRP protocol, which in turn it causes an increase in the net- 
works life time which is one of the most important parameters in this type of 
networks. The simulation results show that life time of network in proposed 
method increased remarkably. However, this improvement doesn't negative affect 
on other parameters. So that end-to-end delay remained fixed and the delivery rate 
increased. The only control overhead increase worthlessly, which can be ignored. 
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2. Energy  efficient mult icast  rout ing  protocols  in M A N E T s  

Two approaches have been proposed for energy efficient multicast in 
MANETs. The first is based on the assumption that the transmission power is con- 
trollable. Under this assumption, the problem of finding a tree with the least con- 
sumed power becomes a conventional optimization problem on a graph where the 
weighted link cost corresponds to the transmission power required for transmitting 
a packet between two nodes. The second approach for energy efficiency comes 
from the difference of  tree-based multicast from mesh-based multicast. One gen- 
eral idea of  the power-saving mechanism is to put a mobile node in sleep (low 
power) mode while it is not sending or receiving packets [2]. The two approaches 
are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. 

2.1. Energy efficiency via adaptive transmission power control 

Network performance in a MANET greatly depends on the connectivity among 
nodes and the resulting topology. To create a desired topology for multicast, some 
multicast protocols adjust the nodes' transmission power assuming that it is con- 
trollable. 

2.1.1. Broadcast Incremental Power (BIP) and Multicast Incremental 
Power (MIP) [8, 9l 

The object of  BIP is the determination of the minimum-cost (in this case, mini- 
mum-power) tree, rooted at the source nod e, which reaches all other nodes in the 
network. The total power associated with the tree is simply the sum of  the powers 
of  all transmitting nodes. Initially, the tree consists of  the source node. BIP begins 
by determining the node that the source node can reach with minimum power con- 
sumption, i.e., the source's nearest neighbor. BIP then determines which new node 
can be added to the tree at minimum additional cost (power). That is, BIP finds a 
new node that can be reached with minimum incremental power consumption 
from the current tree node. This procedure is repeated until there is no new (un- 
connected) node left. BIP is similar to Prim's algorithm in forming the MST 
(minimum spanning tree), in the sense that new nodes are added to the tree one at 
a time on the basis o f  minimum cost until all nodes are included in the tree. Unlike 
Prim's algorithm, however, BIP does not necessarily provide minimum-cost trees 
for wireless networks. 

To obtain the multicast tree, the broadcast tree is pruned by eliminating all 
transmissions that are not needed to reach the members of  the multicast group. 
That is, the nodes with no downstream destinations will not transmit, and some 
nodes will be able to reduce their transmission power (i.e., i f  their distant down- 
stream neighbors have been pruned from the tree). MIP is basically source- 
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initiated tree-based multicasting of session (connection-oriented) traffic in ad hoc 
wireless networks. In both BIP and MIP, for simplifying trade-offs and evaluation 
of total power consumption, only the transmission energy is addressed, and it is 
assumed that the nodes do not move and that a large amount of bandwidth is 
available. Advantages over traditional network architectures come from the fact 
that the performance can be improved by jointly considering physical layer issues 
and network layer issues (i.e., by incorporating the vertical integration of protocol 
layer functions). That is, the networking schemes should reflect the node-based 
operation of wireless communications, rather than link-based operations originally 
developed for wired networks. 

2.1.2. Single-Phase Clustering (SPC) and Multi-Phase Clustering (MPC) 
IlO1 

The two distributed, time-limited energy conserving clustering algorithms for 
multicast, SPC and MPC, minimize the transmission power in two-tiered mobile 
ad hoc networks. In SPC, each master node pages the slave nodes at the same 
maximum power, and each slave node acknowledges the corresponding master 
node having the highest power level. The highest power at a slave node means that 
the paging master node is nearest to it; hence transmission power could be saved 
when the slave node selects the master node that provides the highest receive 
power. When slave nodes send acknowledgments to each master node, the master 
nodes set the transmission power level to support all acknowledged slave nodes. 

MPC consists of the dropping-rate-down phase and the power-saving phase. In 
the dropping-rate-down phase, master nodes search the slave nodes that could re- 
ceive the multicast packets from only one master node. The corresponding master 
nodes set the transmission power level to support those slave nodes, and then the 
searched slave nodes belong to the corresponding master node. In the subsequent 
power saving phase, each master node pages the information about current power 
level. Paged slave nodes must have two or more candidate master nodes; hence 
each slave node selects one master node based on the difference of the current 
power (P0) and the power to support the master node (Pn). When the master node 
is selected, the slave node acknowledges the master node with Pn, and each master 
node resets the transmission power level with the maximum value between the ac- 
knowledged Pn values. 

The schemes are motivated by the fact that the most hierarchical networks such 
as Bluetooth scatternet are two-tier networks. The amount of energy consumption 
in two-tier mobile ad hoc networks could be varied with cluster configuration 
(e.g., the master node selection). However, an optimal cluster configuration cannot 
be obtained within a limited time for running a heuristic multicast algorithm. It is 
assumed that a slave node is connected to only one master node, and direct con- 
nection between the master node and a slave node is prohibited. MPC is desirable 
when energy conservation is more important than computation speed. Otherwise, 
SPC is preferable. 
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2.2. Energy savings by avoiding broadcast-based multicast 

Recent wireless LAN standards usually adopt sleep mode operation in order to 
reduce power consumption, i.e., a communication subsystem goes into energy 
conserving sleep mode if it has no data to send or receive. If a node sends a packet 
in unicast mode specifying a receiving node, other nodes except the receiver can 
continue to sleep. However, when a node sends a packet in broadcast mode, all 
neighbor nodes have to wake up and receive the packet even though they may 
eventually discard it. But, receiving is not that simple because a node does not 
know when others will send packets to it-self. Aforementioned power saving 
mechanisms solves the problem by providing each node with information about 
when to wake up and receive packets and to sleep rest of  the time. Since mesh- 
based multicast protocols depend on broadcast-style communication, they are not 
suitable in an energy constraint environment. Based on this observation, the fol- 
lowing multicast protocol employs a multicast tree but tries to improve the packet 
delivery ratio to the level achieved by mesh-based protocols. 

2.2.1. Two-Tree Multicast (TTM) [4] 

This protocol tries to reduce the total energy consumption while alleviating the 
energy balance problem without deteriorating the general performance. Since 
TTM is based on multicast trees, it inherits all the advantages of  tree-based multi- 
cast protocols in terms of  total energy consumption. TTM adopts shared tree mul- 
ticast rather than per-source tree multicast in order to avoid the tree construction 
overhead. It consumes less energy than mesh-based protocols by employing multi- 
destined unicast-based trees. As for the energy balance problem found in conven- 
tional single shared tree-based multicast (STM), TTM uses two trees called pri- 
mary and alternative tree. When the primary tree becomes unusable or overloaded, 
the alternative tree takes the responsibility of  the primary tree, and a new alterna- 
tive tree is immediately constructed. By doing this, TTM maintains only two trees 
at a particular time instance, but, in fact, it uses many trees per multicast group as 
time advances. This is in contrast with a multicast mesh, which can be regarded as 
a superposition of  a number of  trees at a time instance. TTM is similar to the relo- 
cation scheme [12], where the root node is periodically replaced with the one 
nearest the center location to achieve the shortest average hop distance from the 
root to all receiver nodes. In TTM, a group member with the largest remaining 
battery energy is selected to replace the root node, and the corresponding alterna- 
tive tree is constructed and maintained to replace the primary tree. The selection of  
an alternative root is made in advance to provide a better quality of  communica- 
tion service. Using the example of Fig. 1, and Fig. 2 shows the two trees con- 
structed for a multicast group of eight members (one sender and seven receiver 
nodes). The primary tree consists of  a primary root (rp), four forwarding nodes (p, 
q, s, and t), and seven receiver nodes, while the alternative tree consists of  an al- 
ternative root (ra), four forwarding nodes (p, rp, s, and t), and seven receiver nodes. 
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Fig. 1- An example of tree-based multicast 
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Fig. 2- An example of two trees in TTM 

The TTM protocol performs as follows: Two trees are periodically recon- 
structed (e.g., every 3 seconds) by periodic join messages (with the information on 
remaining battery energy) sent by all receiver nodes to rp and ra. The two root 
nodes in dependently construct multicast trees based on the forwarding paths that 
the join messages traverse. When a sender node intends to send a multicast mes- 
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sage, it forwards the multicast message to rp to be broadcast by the root node as in 
most shared multicast tree protocols. 

3. Suggested method 

Considering the point that, MANET life time is defined as the duration of  time 
until the first node (or some percent of  nodes) in the network to fail due to battery 
energy exhaustion. As it mentioned earlier in introduction section, in this article a 
method is offered to increase network life time, which explained in this section 
thoroughly. 

Suggested solution to increase network's life time is the offer of  the concept of 
service classes with three priority levels and use of  it in ODMRP protocol. In this 
method, every multicast session is assigned a priority based on the type of  applica- 
tion and QoS requirements such as bandwidth, delay and jitter. The multicast 
source assigns the priority for the session and it is assumed to be genuine. The 
proposed method takes the multicast requests with three different classes of prior- 
ity level namely class A, class B and class C. Each packet takes its generator ses- 
sion class. 

The class A multicast session is assigned high priority that has very stringent 
QoS requirements in terms of delay, bandwidth and the minimum number of  re- 
ceivers. High-profile multicast sessions such as real-time applications are grouped 
into service type class A. The class C multicast session is treated as low-priority 
service as that of normal best effort service. Low-profile multicast sessions such 
as chatting are grouped as class C. The class B multicast session is assigned me- 
dium priority that is in between class A and C services. Multicast sessions with 
moderate QoS requirements such as file and multimedia transfer are classified as 
class B. 

In suggested method different amounts of threshold is considered for each node 
of  network. Each node correspond to class of received packet to it, decides to send 
or not to send that packet. For example, if  we assume that threshold amount for 
each node is 80 and 60 units for C and BC classes respectively, this node sends all 
packets (packet with class A, B, C) if  its energy is more than 80 units; Else, if  this 
node's energy is between 60 and 80 units then due to the limitation of  the energy, 
it will not transfer packets with class C and just transfers packet with class A and 
B, otherwise (the existing energy of  node be less than 60 unit) because of the in- 
tensity limitation of  the energy, doesn't transfer packets with class B, C and only 
transfers packet with class A. This, in turn, causes the node energy which has 
reached to its threshold amount gets zero later. Consequently the rest of  nodes can 
have more roles in the transmission of  data packets and use their energy in a best 
way. Generally it can be said that those nodes whose energy has been limited 
don't  send any type of  packets, thus their energy don't end early and causes an in- 
crease in network life time. 

Essential point which should be mentioned have is that ODMRP protocol oper- 
ates on mesh-based protocols, therefore, unlike tree-based protocols, they don't 
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need having a rerouting for dropped packets; because there is different routes for 
transferring pockets to certain destination with more probability. 

4. P e r f o r m a n c e  eva lua t ion  o f  sugges ted  m e t h o d  

4.1. Simulation environment 

The simulator is implemented within the Global Mobile Simulation (Glo- 
MoSim) library. The GloMoSim library is a scalable simulation environment for 
wireless network systems using the parallel discrete-event simulation capability 
provided by PARSEC [11]. Our simulation models a network of 50 mobile hosts 
placed randomly within a 1000m x 1000m area. Radio propagation range for each 
node is 250 meters and channel capacity is 2 Mbits/sec. Each simulation executes 
for 300 seconds of simulation time. Multiple runs with different seed numbers are 
conducted for each scenario and collected data is averaged over those runs. 

One multicast group with a single source is simulated. The source sends data at 
the rate of 20 packets/second. The size of data payload is 512 bytes. Multicast 
member nodes are randomly chosen with uniform probabilities. Members join the 
multicast group at the start of the simulation and remain as members throughout 
the simulation. Random waypoint is used as the mobility model. A node randomly 
selects a destination and moves towards that destination at a predefined speed. 
Once the node arrives at the destination, it stays in its current position for a pause 
time between 0 and 10 seconds. After being stationary for the pause time, it selects 
another destination and repeats the same process. 

In simulations, mobility speed is varied from 1 knv's to 70 km/s, and the num- 
ber of nodes is considered from 2 to 30. In additional, quantities of 20-30, 40-50, 
and 60-80 used as BC and C threshold limits respectively for nodes; and the quan- 
tities of 600-1200, 800- ! 500, 1000-1800, 1400-2500, and 8000-4000 were consid- 
ered as primary energy of normal nodes and traffic generator nodes respectively. 

In simulation of the suggested method, the following parameters were evalu- 
ated: 
Life Time: Life time is defined as the duration of time until the first node (or 
some percent of nodes) in the network to fail due to battery energy exhaustion. 
Packet Delivery Ratio: The number of data packet delivered to multicast receiv- 
ers over the number of data packets supposed to be delivered to multicast receiv- 
ers. 
Control Overhead: Number of control bytes transmitted per data byte delivered. 
In addition to bytes of control packets (e.g., JOIN REQUESTS, JOIN TABLES), 
bytes of data packet headers are included in calculating control bytes transmitted. 
Accordingly, only bytes of the data payload contribute to the data bytes delivered. 
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End-to-End delay: The time taken for a packet to be transmitted across a network 
from source to destination. 

4.2. Simulation results 

The results of simulation regarding the setting of section 4.1 are as follows: 
In simulations, we considered three cases NON_Restrict, C_Restrict, and 
BC_Restrict for comparing proposed method with primary ODMRP protocol. In 
NON_Restrict case, the nodes don't have any restriction for packets transferring; 
in other words the nodes transfer all packets (packets with class A, B, and C). In 
CRestrict case, the packets with class C dropped if nodes energy reaches to C 
threshold. The BC_Restrict is similar to C_Restrict with this difference that pack- 
ets with class B also dropped if nodes energy reaches to BC threshold. 

Fig. 3 show the average network life time for different thresholds. As such it 
can be observed, by increasing the threshold values and also by increasing the in- 
tensity of constraints, the network life time is increased; because the nodes are 
reached to their energy thresholds, only transfer packets with higher classes, thus 
their energ ' finished later, consequently the network life time is increased. 
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Fig. 3- Average network life time for different thresholds 

As there was not any energy parameter in primary ODMRP protocol, it is 
equivalent to NONRestrict case with infinite energy values for nodes, which in 
this case network life time was equal to the end time of simulation (300 second). 

On the basis of the obtained results, network life time in average for NON- 
Restrict case is 113.7 and for BC-Restrict is 119.9, which it shows that the net- 
work life time of proposed method rather than primary ODMRP protocol in- 
creases about 5.54%. 

As the increase in the network life time may cause decrease of the quality of the 
other parameters in network, we evaluated some of theses parameters. 

In fig. 4, the average delivery rate is shown for different thresholds. As such it 
can be observed, by increasing the intensity of constraints, the network life time is 
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increased, thus the number of received packets and consequently delivery rate in- 
creases. It should be noted that the obtained results for the primary ODMRP pro- 
tocol is constant due to there was no restrict on it. 
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Fig. 4- Average delivery rate for different thresholds 

In fig. 5, the average control overhead is shown for different thresholds. Re- 
garding that in the implementation of the proposed method, one field is added to 
the data packets structure for maintain of class of class (A=00, B=01, C=10) two 
bits are also added to the total size of each packet. Consequently, in the compari- 
son of the suggested method with the primary ODMRP protocol, these two added 
bites are considered in the size of the data packets. 
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Fig. 5- Average control overhead for different thresholds 

Regarding fig. 5, by increasing the intensity of constraints, the number of the 
control packets and consequently the control overhead increased. Also by increas- 
ing the threshold values, because of the act of  dropping packets start early then the 
number of received packets decreases, and consequently control over head in- 
creases. 

As it can be considered, control overhead of the proposed method in compari- 
son to primary ODMRP protocol has increased up to 1/10000 bits, which it is ig- 
norable in practice. 
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In fig. 6, the average end-to-end delay is shown. In simulations initial energy, 
threshold values, and intensity of constraints had no effects for this parameter, 
only the number of  participated nodes in simulation and also the speed of  mobility 
of  these nodes had some effects on this parameter. As it can be seeing in fig. 6, by 
increasing the number of  nodes, the end-to-end delay decreases and increasing the 
network life time had no effect on this parameter. 
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Fig. 6- Average end-to-end delay for different number of nodes 

On the basis of  the obtained results from fig. 3 to 6 we can conclude that the 
proposed method increases the network life time considerably; also this increase 
does not have any negative effect on the other parameters. Of  course it is possible 
to increase the network life time by increasing threshold values as much as it has 
no negative effect on other parameters. 

5. Conclusion and future works 

The energy efficient consumption in MANETs is a necessity for each node and 
as a whole for the total network. The performed researches show that the on de- 
mand tree-based protocols in which the topology of  network changes frequently 
can not be the best choice in a dynamic environment. Considering this point that 
usability of  alternative routes allow information to be delivered to all or most of 
the multicast receivers even though a link is broken seems that mesh-based proto- 
cols is effective than tree-based protocols. In mesh-based protocol, one of the im- 
portant problems is energy efficient consumption in these types of networks. The 
reason for this is unavailability to infinite sources of  energy during the operation 
of  network in directly. 

Our proposed method is based on energy efficient consumption in order to in- 
crease network life time by classifying multicast sessions. Using GloMoSim soft- 
ware the performance of  the proposed method and other parameters which were 
probability affected by the proposed method were evaluated. The result showed 
that proposed method increases network life time remarkably, and do not negative 
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effect on other parameters. Future attempts should be focused on the scalability of  
multicast routing by increasing the number of  multicast sessions and number of  
multicast sources. 
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